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This dissertation describes the sound system of the Sikles variety of Gurung, or Tamu 
Kyui, a Tibeto-Burman minority language of Nepal.  Drawing on data collected with the help of 
Sikles Gurung speakers living in Nepal and New York between 2014 and 2018, it presents 
evidence that the phonetics and phonology of this variety differ from descriptions of other 
varieties.  Major findings include contrastive vowel duration, a 2-category register system rather 
than the 4-tone system reported for other varieties, and allophonic secondary consonant 
articulations assigned by the backness of adjacent vowels and glides.  The secondary 
articulation system is linked to the three glides described for Sikles Gurung: palatal, labiovelar, 
and unrounded velar.  The unrounded velar glide corresponds to the low or central glides 
described for closely related languages.   
Sikles Gurung is best analyzed with a 3-way laryngeal contrast for word-initial 
obstruents, supported by voice onset time measurements.  As is reported for other Tamangic 
languages, obstruent laryngeal contrasts interact with the register system, although in Sikles the 
asymmetric distribution of contrasts across each register category is linked to obstruent place of 
articulation.  The distinction between the phonological and grammatical word is invoked to 
account for additional asymmetries in the number of contrasts permitted in different syllables. 
 v 
This dissertation also examines allophonic post-stopped nasals, the lateral fricative, and 
six word-final lenition processes, all of which are characteristic features of the Gurung spoken 
in Sikles Village.  It argues that the word-final lenition processes are tied to contrastive vowel 
duration and secondary consonant articulations, and draws parallels with sound changes 
reported for other Tibeto-Burman languages.  As analyzed in this dissertation, Sikles Gurung 
patterns closely with other Tibeto-Burman languages of Nepal, and may show fewer contact 
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This dissertation describes the sound system of a variety of Tamu Kyui, or Gurung, a 
Tibeto-Burman minority language of Nepal.  The variety of Gurung represented here is spoken 
by the community of Tsili Nããsa, commonly called Sikles Village, located north of Pokhara 
inside the Annapurna Conservation Area.  The following sections will introduce the Gurung 
people and their language as situated in Nepal and in the literature, describe the collection of the 
data being analyzed, and give an overview of the structure of this dissertation.  
 
1.1 Demographic information 
 
The foothills of the Himalayas above Pokhara, Nepal’s second-largest city, are the 
traditional home of the Tamu people.  Although their endonym is Tamu, and the name for their 
language is Tamu Kyui, they have also adopted the widely known name Gurung.  Gurung has 
also become the most popular last name for members of this ethnic group and speech 
community.  Because Gurung is the name of both a people and their language, it is unclear how 
many speakers of Gurung there actually are; a 2011 Nepal census reported as many as 325,622 
speakers in Nepal, but it is likely this number is inflated (Glover & Landon 1975, Hildebrandt 
2004, Noonan 2008).  Linguists also do not know precisely how many Gurung speakers reside 
outside Nepal, although there are established communities in Hong Kong, Singapore, the United 
Kingdom, Portugal, Belgium, and parts of the United States.  The locations of these communities 
around the globe has largely been shaped by an agreement with the British government at the 
conclusion of the Anglo-Nepalese War of 1814-1816, which allowed members of some of 
Nepal’s Tibeto-Burman groups – including the Gurungs – to enlist in what was then the army of 
the East India Company, and later in the British and Indian armies (Caplan 1991, Pignède 1993).  
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These soldiers became members of the famed Gurkha regiments, who began their service at 
training camps located first in Lahore in what is now Pakistan, and later in Hong Kong (Tang 
2017).  The location of this first camp is cited as the origin of the common Nepali term for 
someone who goes abroad for work, lāhure <!"#$%> (Turner 1931); the location of the latter is 
responsible for the sizable Nepali population in Hong Kong.  Anthropologists in Hong Kong 
estimate that more than half of the 25,000 Nepali people now living there are ethnically Gurung, 
although exact numbers are not known (Tang 2017).  Organizations working with Nepali-
speaking communities in New York report that the United States census numbers are also likely 
inaccurate; the 2000 census reported that only 11,715 people born in Nepal were living in the 
U.S. (Hangen & Ranjit 2010).  It is unclear how many of these people may also be speakers of 
Gurung. 
 
1.2 Language background 
 
This section provides background information about the Gurung language, situated within 
its unique context in Nepal.  Section 1.2.1 reports on its status as a threatened minority language, 
and Section 1.2.2 provides its classification within the Tibeto-Burman family.  Section 1.2.3 
begins a discussion of the interspeaker and intraspeaker variation that will thread throughout this 
dissertation, followed by a survey of patterns of language contact in Section 1.2.4, and a 
discussion of literacy and orthographic conventions that may impact speakers’ intuitions about 
language in Section 1.2.5. 
 
1.2.1 Vitality status 
 
Relocating for work and sending wages back to Nepal to support family members is now 
a widespread practice among the Gurungs, as well as other groups in Nepal; according to Hangen 
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& Ranjit (2010) wages sent back from abroad comprised between 13 and 25 percent of Nepal’s 
national GDP in 2001.  This influx of wealth, coupled with the desire to give their children 
access to education beyond the level taught in village schools or taught at home by returning 
soldiers (Pignède 1993), has lead many Gurung families to spend more and more time in Nepal’s 
cities and less and less time in the villages.  Although this pattern of urban relocation and 
economic restructuring has had many positive effects on Nepal’s Gurung communities – 
including increased access to healthcare and education, and international recognition of their 
skill as soldiers in the Gurkha regiments – one unforeseen consequence of this shift has been the 
impact on language transmission.  While Gurungs living in Gurung villages primarily interact 
with other Gurungs, and thus spend most of the time speaking Gurung, Gurungs living in urban 
areas often have friends and neighbors from other ethnic groups who do not speak Gurung; 
instead, they communicate using Nepali.  Nepali, an Indo-Aryan language, is the official 
language of Nepal and the language now taught in Nepal’s schools
1
.  It is also the lingua franca 
used when groups from different language communities gather, and it occupies a place of 
linguistic prestige within Nepal’s society trumped only by the prestige accorded to English.  The 
role Nepali currently plays in Nepal was largely fostered by government policies that began 
during the reign of Prithvi Narayan Shah in the 18
th
 century and persisted into the middle of the 
19
th
 century.  Narayan Shah and his successors promoted the use of Nepali, Narayan Shah’s own 
mother tongue, while prohibiting the use of other minority languages in public spaces with 
increasingly aggressive punishment for people found in violation of these policies (Tumbahung 
 
1
 Although teaching minority mother tongues in local schools is now permitted, and even 
encouraged, there is no infrastructural support provided by the government for this; see 
Tumbahung (2012) for full discussion. 
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2012).  It was only in 1990 with the enactment of a new constitution that these policies were 
officially reversed and Nepal was acknowledged as a multilingual country (Tumbahung 2012). 
Today, most Gurungs are bilingual speakers of Gurung and Nepali, but there is now an 
entire generation of Gurungs who have spent the majority of their time in urban centers where 
Nepali is dominant and as a result are neither confident nor fluent speakers of the Gurung 
language.  This more than any other factor has contributed to Ethnologue’s designation of 
Gurung as a threatened language, or level 6b on the Expanded Graded Intergenerational 
Disruption Scale, which is described as applying to languages where “The Language is used in 
face-to-face communication within all generations, but it is losing users” (Lewis, Simons, & 
Fennig 2017). One of the aims of a recent sociolinguistic survey organized by Tribhuvan 
University and the Summer Institute of Linguistics at the behest of the Government of Nepal was 
to assess the vitality of the Gurung language.  Although the researchers conducting the survey 
conclude that Gurung’s vitality is declining, they are optimistic about future revitalization efforts 




As a member of the Tamangic (or Tamang-Gurung-Thakali-Manange, TGTM) subfamily 
in the Bodish branch of the Tibeto-Burman family, Gurung is closely related to other languages 
of Nepal such as Tamang, Manange, Nar Phu, Thakali, Seke, and Chantyal, and more distantly 
related to Tibetan (DeLancey 2003, Noonan 2008).  According to Noonan (2003a, 2008) 
Tamangic-language speaking people likely migrated south into the region that is now Nepal from 
Tibet about 1500 years ago.  He proposes the following family tree (reproduced from Noonan 
(2008: 2)): 
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Figure 1.1 Classification of Gurung 
 





Along with the exact number of speakers, the exact number of Gurung communities and 
varieties of Gurung in Nepal is unknown.  A sociolinguistic survey conducted by Nepal’s 
Tribhuvan University lists 89 distinct locations of Gurung settlements in three of Nepal’s 
Gurung-speaking districts, however there are at least four other districts where Gurung is spoken 
(Chalise & Rai 2014).  The Eco Museum in the Gurung village of Sikles houses a large 
topographic map identifying more than 100 Gurung villages across these districts.   
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Figure 1.2 Map of Gurung-speaking districts of Nepal (Wikimedia Commons) 
 
 
After completing intelligibility tests, Glover and Landon (1980) determined that there are 
three broad dialect groups – Western, Eastern, and Southern – but report that there is still 
variation from one river valley to another, and even from one village to another.  The Gurung 
people I have spoken to also have the sense that the Gurung spoken in each village sounds 
different, although some have more extreme differences than others.  Even within a single 
village, there can be a substantial variation, as will be outlined for Sikles in this dissertation.  
Ethnologue formerly represented Gurung as two mutually-unintelligible dialects labeled Eastern 
Gurung and Western Gurung.  In 2016, largely on the basis of the research completed by 
Swenson (2015), the two dialects were merged into a single entry for Gurung GVR ISO 639-3 




One consequence of Nepal’s geographic position between the regions that are now the 
countries of India and China has been the long-term contact of the two dominant language 
families in these areas: Indo-European and Sino-Tibetan2.  Within Nepal this has generally meant 
contact between Indo-Aryan Nepali and any of the 110 Tibeto-Burman languages spoken within 
Nepal’s borders (Noonan 2008).  For Gurung specifically, this means possible influence from as 
many as five different sources.  The most obvious one is Nepali, which is now taught in schools 
in even the most remote Gurung villages, in addition to being the language of government and 
commerce in Nepal.  The second is Hindi, which influenced the Nepali brought back by Gurung 
soldiers after doing basic training in Lahore, and which is a major language of media and 
entertainment in Nepal.  The third is English, again due to the army and the use of English 
worldwide in media and entertainment.  The fourth is Tibetan, due to its prevalence in the 
practice of Buddhism in Nepal.  As argued by Noonan (2008), the tentative fifth is Ghale, 
another Tibeto-Burman language of central Nepal.  The first four have certainly affected the 
lexicon of Gurung, and Nepali specifically has affected the grammar (Noonan 2008); however, 
this dissertation argues that the phonetics and phonology of Sikes Gurung are actually more 
similar to other Tibeto-Burman languages than has been previously reported.  Parallels will be 
drawn with documented Tibeto-Burman languages also spoken within Nepal, as well as varieties 





2 Note that some scholars have disputed the Sino-Tibetan label and its implications about the 
hierarchical relationship between Chinese and other languages in this family; see van Driem 
(2006, 2011) for full discussion. 
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1.2.5 Literacy and orthographic conventions 
 
 Widespread education of the population of Nepal in the Nepali language is a relatively 
new phenomenon.  According to Acharya (1990) the publishing of books in Nepali – including 
grammars of the language – was prohibited under the long reign of the Rana family (1846 – 
1950).  After the fall of the Ranas, there was a push to open new schools and renew longstanding 
emphasis on embracing Nepali as the official language of the country (Acharya 1990, 
Tumbahang 2012).  In recent years this has shifted to an emphasis on “mother-tongue education” 
in areas where Nepali is not the first language that children acquire (Government of Nepal 2018, 
Tumbahang 2012).  To that end, the government-run Curriculum and Development Center 
website lists textbooks developed in a variety of languages, including Gurung, although it is 
unclear how these materials can be accessed (Government of Nepal 2018).  When I asked 
members of the community I work with about these materials, they were surprised to hear of 
their existence, since, as far as they knew, there was no official way to write Gurung.  The lack 
of an orthography is one reason given by the principal of the Nepali-medium school in Sikles for 
forbidding the use of Gurung by students during school hours – time at school is for learning and 
practicing the language of literacy and education, thus: Nepali.  Hildebrandt and Krim (2018) 
give a detailed discussion of the complicated situation surrounding the language of instruction in 
another rural Gurung community in the Manang province, highlighting the frequently conflicting 
language attitudes held by school instructors and various members of the community.  
There have been conversations in the Gurung community in Pokhara about designing and 
designating an official orthography for the language; however, at the time of the writing of this 
dissertation nothing had yet been decided.  It should be noted that this does not necessarily mean 
that speakers of Gurung do not write their language – they do so frequently and publicly when 
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sending each other text messages or posting on social media.  But there is no official consensus 
in the community on how to spell any given word in either Devanagari, the script used for 
Nepali, or the Roman characters that are the default on smartphone keyboards.  This also does 
not mean that individuals have not devised their own ways of writing Gurung and encouraged 
others to use them.  In 2010, an organization called Tamu (Gurung) Language-Script and 
Cultural Development Foundation Nepal produced a memo advocating for a unique script based 
on neither Devanagari nor Roman characters, although to my knowledge this script has gained 
no traction within the community.  Warren Glover and Jessie Glover, who in addition to doing 
linguistic work on Gurung worked as missionaries for the Summer Institute of Linguistics, 
produced a Gurung translation of the Bible using the Roman-character-based script they 
developed.  Gurung speakers I have met who have seen this Bible report that they find the script 
difficult to read.  This may be because this orthographic system violates what are now-common 
online conventions for writing the sounds of Nepali – for instance, the Glovers use <x> to 
represent breathy phonation on the following vowel, while in online Nepali-speaking 
communities <x> is popular shorthand for <chh> used to represent the voiceless aspirated 
laminal alveolar affricate /ʦh/ of Nepali.   
A few Gurung-Nepali-English dictionaries have also been produced within the Gurung 
community.  One by is members of a cultural organization started by former soldiers in 
Kathmandu (Tamu Bauddha Sewa Samiti Nepal 2000), although I have not been able to locate a 
copy.  Another is by a Gurung speaker from the Manang province (Tamu N.D.) which uses 
Devanagari and the standard corresponding Romanized form to represent Gurung.  The latter 
falls subject to the typical complaints regarding trying to represent Gurung using Devanagari 
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orthography – aspiration and breathiness cannot easily be distinguished, there is no good way to 
indicate some vowel contrasts, and certain consonant clusters are difficult to represent. 
To avoid making complicated orthographic decisions, all Gurung data presented in this 
dissertation will be transcribed using the International Phonetic Alphabet, with explanations of 
character choice where there is the potential for ambiguity.  Reproductions of data from other 
documented varieties of Gurung will similarly be converted into IPA transcriptions following 
standard conventions, in order to make cross-dialectical comparison as simple as possible.  There 
will also be some discussion of Devanagari, and the implications it has for speaker intuition 
about segmental identity and syllable boundaries, where relevant. 
 
1.3 Sikles Gurung 
 
Sikles Village, or Tsili Nããsa, is located inside the Annapurna Conservation area to the 
north of Pokhara in Kaski District; nearby Gurung villages include Parche and Khilang, which 
are on the same side of the Madi River valley, and Tangting on the opposite side.  Traditionally, 
Gurung groups are exogamous; thus many people from Sikles are married to people from these 
surrounding villages.  Following traditional practices, after the wedding the wife moves to live in 
her husband’s village; however, speakers report that the variety of Gurung spoken in each village 
remains distinct.  To give the distances in terms relevant in Nepal, if the road is in good 
condition it takes four hours by bus or jeep to travel from Pokhara to Sikles (and if the road is 
muddy or damaged by landslides that time can be doubled or tripled).  Khilang is roughly the 
halfway point on the road between Pokhara and Sikles, near the border of the Annapurna 
Conservation Area.  Figure 1.3 shows the location of Sikles (here with the alternate spelling 
“Siklis”) in relation to Pokhara. 
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Figure 1.3 Map of Annapurna Conservation Area showing Sikles (dukenepaltour.com) 
 
 
Several thousand families reportedly live in Sikles. This dissertation focuses on the 
dialect of Gurung spoken by members of this community, based on data collected from speakers 
between 2014 and 2018. 
 
 
1.3.1 Data collection 
 
The data being analyzed in this dissertation was collected with the help of Sikles Gurung 
speakers over a four-year period from 2014 to 2018.  The primary consultant for this project, 
Speaker 3, is a speaker of the Sikles variety who now lives in New York City.  Before moving to 
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New York, he served in the British Army.  He and his family had been living in New York for 
about 15 years when I first met him.  Speaker 3 and his wife are both Gurung speakers and speak 
Gurung at home, as well as with family members back in Nepal who they are in close contact 
with by phone.  Speaker 3 and his family are also active members of The Gurung (Tamu) 
Society, Inc., a non-profit organization that represents Gurung people living in New York.  I was 
lucky to meet Speaker 3 while volunteering at the Endangered Language Alliance (ELA), where 
we held weekly recorded elicitation sessions regularly for about four years.   
The elicitation sessions with Speaker 3 at the ELA were conducted in English, and 
covered a variety of topics.  With the help of Speaker 3, the other linguists working on this 
project and I recorded and glossed several narratives, explored the morphology and syntax of 
Sikles Gurung, and worked line-by-line through Glover et al.’s (1977) dictionary of Ghachok 
Gurung to record the Sikles equivalent for each lexical item.  In some cases, where Speaker 3 felt 
there was a word for something in Sikles but could not recall it, he consulted with his wife or 
family members living in Nepal to find the word.  The Sikles glosses provided throughout this 
dissertation and in the appendices come from these elicitation sessions, where we worked 
together to come up with definitions that were transparent to English speakers and that Speaker 3 
felt accurately captured the Gurung meaning of the word or phrase.   
My early analysis of the phonology of Sikles Gurung included 4 lexical tone categories, 
in line with what is described for Ghachok Gurung.  Speaker 3 and I spent many sessions at the 
ELA grouping words into different “tone” categories, either by their perceived pitch, or by 
Speaker 3’s intuitions.  In fact, “tone” became a catch-all for distinguishing pairs of words that 
sounded identical to me and to other non-Gurung listeners, but which Speaker 3 thought were 
different.  Eventually I was able to tell some of these words apart when listening to them, but 
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could not pinpoint what it was I was hearing that made them different.  It sometimes seemed that 
I was responding to vowel quality differences – the difference between something I would 
transcribe /o/ and something I would transcribe /ɔ/, for example.  Other times it seemed that I 
was hearing a difference in stress or rhythm, which I assumed was my interpretation of pitch-
based differences as an English listener.  I puzzled over recordings of the same pairs of words – 
‘louse’ and ‘meat,’ ‘count’ and ‘hang,’ ‘hide’ and ‘teach,’ ‘liver’ and ‘we,’ ‘many’ and ‘owner,’ 
‘tail’ and ‘eye; fire.’3  We recorded these pairs in isolation and in sentences, on the same day and 
on different days.  We recorded them with different suffixes and in different orders, both pseudo-
randomized and immediately next to each other with Speaker 3 saying them as differently as 
possible so that we would hear the contrast being made.  Colleagues and I also went to Nepal and 
recorded these pairs with different speakers of Sikles Gurung.  Cognates of these words are 
typically tone pairs in other Tamangic languages, but no matter how I compared the many 
recordings we had made, I was not able to reliably group these lexical items into four pitch-based 
or F0-based categories.  I considered that I may just be poor at perceiving pitch-based 
differences, and enlisted the help of trained linguists who had studied tone languages, as well as 
professional musicians, some with vocal training and some with perfect pitch.  Even with their 
expert help, I was not able to group words into more than two pitch-based categories: the basic 
high-low dichotomy that aligns with modal and breathy phonation in Sikles Gurung.   
 
3 Under the analysis presented in this dissertation, these pairs are distinguished by vowel length 
and sometimes register: 
/seː/ ‘louse’  /sɛ/ ‘meat’ 
/ʦjoːbʌ/ ‘to count’ /ʦjɔbʌ/ ‘to hang’ 
/loːbʌ/ ‘to hide’ /lɔ̤bʌ/ ‘to teach, to learn’ 
/ŋi̤ː/ ‘liver’  /ŋi/ ‘we exclusive’ 
/le̤ː/ ‘many’  /lɛ̤/ ‘owner’ 
/miː/ ‘tail’  /mi/ ‘eye; fire’ 
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After several years, I ultimately realized that what I was hearing was a vowel length 
contrast.  The introduction of contrastive vowel duration explained many of the things that an 
appeal to four pitch-based categories could not, including the rhythmic differences and vowel 
quality differences I was hearing.  A duration-based analysis also accounted for the non-trivial 
differences in the F0s and pitch contours when the same lexical item was pronounced by 
different speakers on the same day, or by the same speakers on different days or in different 
contexts.  When I returned to recordings of early elicitation sessions to re-transcribe the data I 
had collected so that vowel length was indicated, I discovered that before I had introduced the 
idea of “tone” or categorizing words by pitch, Speaker 3 often talked about vowels in words we 
were comparing as “longer” or “shorter” than one another.  Furthermore, in sessions where we 
had used his intuitions to group words into “tone” categories, they actually seem to be 
categorized by vowel length. 
The analysis presented in this dissertation includes contrastive vowel length and two 
pitch-based categories, but the evolution of my analysis of Sikles Gurung has affected the kind of 
data that was collected and that is ultimately being analyzed in this dissertation.  The lexical 
items presented throughout this dissertation and in Appendix 1 represent words that were either 
recorded with Speaker 3 with sufficient repetitions or in sufficient contexts, or alternately 
recorded with additional Sikles speakers, such that I was able to determine and transcribe the 
length of their vowels and gauge their register.  Future work will expand this analysis to 
additional recordings that I have not yet had the opportunity to re-transcribe.  The spectrograms 
and waveforms of Speaker 3’s speech presented in this dissertation come from more than 30 
hours of processed elicitation sessions that were recorded using various pieces of equipment and 
under various conditions at the ELA office, ranging from high quality recordings in a soundproof 
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booth, to low quality recordings in an open conference room with other background 
conversations.  The word-list data used for the acoustic measurements in Chapter 4 was recorded 
at the ELA with Speaker 3 with my own equipment – a Sennheiser ME66 microphone and a 
Zoom H4N recorder.  This same equipment was used to record other Sikles Gurung speakers in 
Nepal. 
I made 4 field trips to Sikles in 2016, 2017, and 2018 to work with Gurung speakers 
living there.  Although I interacted with many speakers, and recorded some short narratives and 
conversations in addition to my fieldnotes, the majority of the data being analyzed from speakers 
currently living in Sikles comes from wordlists.  This is first due to the quality of these 
recordings, which used an external microphone in a quiet environment at a local guesthouse.  
Other more informal recording sessions that included narrative or conversational data were 
typically recorded with the less obtrusive built-in microphones of the Zoom H4N recorder, and 
took place in environments with more background noise like fires, running water, other 
conversations, and passing livestock.  Secondly, the phonetic, phonological, and 
morphophonological processes evident in the wordlist data was interesting enough to merit an 
entire dissertation without drawing extensively from other data that was collected in Sikles. 
Six speakers of Sikles Gurung who currently live in Sikles were recorded saying Wordlist 
1, but one of the recordings was not usable due to bad clipping.  Basic demographic information 
about the five remaining speakers, as well as Speaker 3, is included in the chart below.  Ages are 
approximate to avoid having to reconcile three different calendar systems (the one followed in 
the U.S., the one officially followed in Nepal, and the one followed by the Gurung community in 
Nepal) over the several year period during which data was recorded with the same speakers on 
multiple fieldtrips.  Three of these speakers were also recorded saying Wordlist 2, and two of the 
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speakers were recorded saying Wordlist 3.  In New York, elicitation was done in English, which 
Speaker 3 speaks quite fluently in addition to Gurung, Nepali, Hindi, and Urdu.  In Sikles, the 
wordlists were elicited by providing the target word in Nepali and asking the participating 
speaker to say the Gurung equivalent three times in isolation.  All five speakers living in Sikles 
are fluent speakers of both Gurung and Nepali.  They use Gurung on a daily basis with family 
and community members, and use Nepali when interacting with people from outside the 
community.  The oldest and youngest speakers, Speaker 1 and Speaker 4, are also relatively 
comfortable speaking English; while Speaker 2 and Speaker 5, who are married and run a 
guesthouse where many international tourists stay, speak a bit of English.  Speaker 6 runs a local 
homestay that is mostly frequented by tourists from within Nepal, and does not consider herself 
to be a speaker of English.  Speaker 4 is a retired teacher and an important figure in the 
community, while Speaker 1 works at a local business and is often active behind the scenes 
organizing local events.  Speaker 3 is a distant cousin of Speaker 5 (and Speaker 2 by marriage), 
but the other speakers are not related. 
The primary list of words recorded with all speakers, Wordlist 1, was based on a 
Swadesh list used by Swenson (2015) in a recent sociolinguistic survey of several varieties of 
Gurung.  Swadesh lists generally have basic vocabulary items that are commonly used in 
everyday circumstances and are unlikely to be replaced with borrowed forms.  I chose to draw 
from the lists compiled by Swenson because they included a number of the lexical items that 
typically form minimal tone pairs in the Tamangic languages, and when I compiled Wordlist 1, I 
was still analyzing Sikles Gurung with four tone categories.  Wordlist 1 was mostly composed of 
nouns and adjectives because these were easy concepts to elicit and had simple, single-word 
Nepali translations.  Wordlist 2, on the other hand, was entirely composed of verbs that I had 
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analyzed as minimal tone sets based on my work with Speaker 3.  These were more difficult to 
convey with simple translations, even with the help of Speaker 3, and I sometimes ended up 
eliciting a word I was not intending.  Wordlist 3 included more basic words that were suspected 
minimal tone pairs, but also focused on lexical items that seemed to be borrowed into Gurung 
from Nepali.  A summary of the wordlist data being analyzed from each speaker is provided in 
Figure 1.4. 
 
Figure 1.4 Sikles Gurung data summary 
Sikles Speakers Location Demographics Lists recorded 
Speaker 1 Sikles M, 20s 1, 2 
Speaker 2 Sikles M, 30s 1, 2, 3 
Speaker 3 New York M, 50s 1, 2, 3 
Speaker 4 Sikles M, 70s 1 
Speaker 5 Sikles F, 30s 1 
Speaker 6 Sikles F, 30s 1 
    
Wordlist 1: 87 nouns, adjectives  
Wordlist 2: 35 verbs   
Wordlist 3: 97 nouns, adjectives, numerals   
 
 For comparison with Gurung, I was also able to make some recordings of Nepali word 
lists with five Nepali speakers who are not speakers of Gurung.  These recordings will be drawn 
on at relevant points throughout the dissertation.  The recordings were made in 2018 in a 
soundproof recording booth at the Ka-Nying Shedub Ling monastery in Kathmandu.  Speakers 
were asked to say 148 words three times each.  Three of the speakers additionally said the words 
in the frame sentence ‘I said X’ <!"#$ X %&$> /mʌile X bɦʌne/.  The list was primarily composed 
of words that are suspected to have been borrowed into Gurung, or which structurally resemble 
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common Gurung words.  Future work will include full-scale comparison of the phonetics and 
phonology of Sikles Gurung with those of Nepali. 
 
 
1.3.2 Other documented varieties 
 
The first published work on the structure of the Gurung language came shortly after the 
borders were opened to outsiders: Burton-Page’s (1955) text.  Less than a decade later, the 
Glovers, working under the auspices of the Summer Institute of Linguistics, published the most 
exhaustive body of work on Gurung to date, including an analysis of the major phonemes and 
allophones (Glover 1969), several works on Gurung’s lexical tone (Glover 1970, Glover 1971, 
Glover & Glover 1972, Glover 1974), a vocabulary (Glover 1972), a grammar (Glover 1974), a 
dialect survey (Glover & Landon 1975), a guide to conversation (Glover & Gurung 1979), and 
the most extensive Gurung dictionary to date (Glover et al. 1977).  Later descriptive work on 
specific dialects of Gurung spoken in Nepal was conducted by Sprigg (1997), Nishida (2004), 
and Hildebrandt (forthcoming), while Nakkeerar (2009) described the dialect of Gurung spoken 
in Sikkim, India.  Tamu (2053 [1996]) produced a conversation guide published locally in 
Kathmandu.  Additionally, sociolinguistic surveys of multiple dialects were conducted by 
Chalise and Rai (2014) and Swenson (2015).  Extensive comparative work was also done, 
drawing on analyses of Gurung and closely-related Tibeto-Burman languages of Nepal, primarily 
by Mazaudon (1978, 1988, 2005, 2007) and later Hildebrandt (2007c, 2007d) and Noonan 
(2008).   
The Sikles variety of Gurung as described in this dissertation differs in critical ways from 
the other documented varieties in the literature.  In each chapter, parallels and differences with 
each of the other documented varieties will be highlighted, with a particular emphasis on 
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Ghachok Gurung, as this remains the variety with the most extensive documentation.  Reference 
will also be made to other related Tibeto-Burman languages spoken in Nepal with existing 
phonetic and phonological descriptions in the literature, which informed this analysis and which 
show many similarities to Sikles Gurung.  These include languages closely-related to Gurung 
like Tamang (Mazaudon 1978, 2003, 2014; Tayler et al. 1972), Thakali (Hari 1970a, 1970b; 
Mazaudon 2007), Manange (Hildebrandt 2003, 2004, 2005, 2007a), Chantyal (Noonan 2003b), 
Nar-Phu (Noonan & Hildebrandt 2017) and Seke (Honda 2002, 2003), as well as the more 
distantly-related Sherpa (Kelly 2004), Magar (Grunow-Harsta 2008), Newar (Genetti 2009, 
Hargreaves 2016), Yolmo (Gawne 2016), Kham (Watters 2004), Bunan (Widmer 2014), Darma 
(Willis 2007), the Kuki-Chin languages (Lotven et al 2020), and several varieties of Tibetan 
(Bartee 2007, Dawson 1980, DeLancey 2017, Denwood 1999, Hall & Hildebrandt 2008, Kjellin 
1977, Leongue 2018, Michailovsky & Mazaudon 1988). 
 
1.3.3 Comparison with Nepali 
 
 Linguistic scholarship on Nepali is in many ways as limited as that on Gurung.  Texts 
published in Nepal are often difficult to learn about or access from abroad, an unintended legacy 
of Nepal’s long-closed borders.  The seminal English-medium work on Nepali is Turner’s (1931) 
dictionary, which provides definitions and etymologies for over 900 pages worth of Nepali 
words.  The dictionary began with transcriptions Turner made of Nepali soldiers’ stories while 
serving in the British Indian Army during World War I, was completed with the blessing of 
Nepal’s ruling family, and was published in London (Dalby 1998, Wright & Cowan 1984).  
Many of the soldiers he served with were undoubtedly Gurung.  The boon of this origin is that 
the dictionary includes terms not familiar to Nepali speakers who are not Gurung, but commonly 
used by Gurung communities.  
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Other existing literature on Nepali, and specifically on the phonetics and phonology of 
Nepali, tends to focus on the varieties spoken by high-caste people living in the Kathmandu 
valley.  Acharya’s (1990) dissertation, aimed at providing a comprehensive reference grammar 
of this dialect, includes detailed analyses of the contrastive sound system.  Bandhu et al. (1971) 
provide a basic segmental phonology of two dialects of Nepali outside the Kathmandu valley.  
There are a handful of papers focusing on different aspects of the phonetics of Nepali, namely 
several papers by Khatiwada and colleagues (Clements & Khatiwada 2007; Khatiwada 2007, 
2009).  One of the major arguments of this dissertation is that, despite the surface similarity of 
their segmental inventories, the sound patterns of Nepali and Gurung are not actually as similar 
as is widely assumed.  Thus, the findings of these papers will be referenced for comparison with 
the Gurung data being described, where relevant.  The phonemic inventory of Nepali following 
the literature can be found in Appendix 3 for reference. 
 
1.4 Organization of the dissertation and theoretical assumptions 
 
Chapter 1 introduced the Gurung language and its situation as a Tibeto-Burman language 
of Nepal, as well as the variety of the language spoken in Sikles, which is the topic of this 
dissertation.  The subsequent chapters describe the phonetics and phonology of the Sikles 
variety, divided as follows: Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 focus on the consonants, Chapter 4 focuses 
on the vowels, and Chapter 5 integrates the two to discuss syllable structure and examine word-
level phenomena.  The findings are summarized in Chapter 6.  Each chapter draws on acoustic 
analyses of data from Sikles Gurung speakers, as well as crosslinguistic comparison with 
descriptions found in the literature to substantiate the claims being made.  Transcriptions of all of 
the data analyzed in this dissertation are provided in the appendices.  The following sections 
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highlight the major findings of each chapter (Section 1.4.1) and outline the theoretical 
assumptions of this analysis (Section 1.4.2). 
 
1.4.1 Major findings 
 
In addition to introducing the consonant inventory of Sikles Gurung, Chapter 2 describes 
allophonic post-stopped nasals, which are characteristic of this variety of Gurung, as well as the 
phonological secondary articulation system found in this variety.  This chapter highlights some 
of the interspeaker variation evident in the production of the rhotic consonant, and proposes an 
unrounded velar glide /ɰ/ that corresponds to low glides described for other Tamangic 
languages.  This chapter also examines parallels between Nepali and Gurung syllabification 
when it comes to distinguishing glides from vowels.  Chapter 3 argues that Sikles Gurung 
preserves phonemically voiced obstruents at the left edge of phonological words, which have 
been lost in other varieties of Gurung and related languages, as well as describing the obstruent 
inventory and its major allophones, in some places with acoustic comparisons to Nepali.  This 
chapter further examines the relationship between word-initial obstruent voicing and the breathy 
phonation that is part of the two-category register system described for this variety.   
Chapter 4 presents six contrastive vowel features: height, backness, roundness, length, 
nasalization, and breathy phonation.  This chapter gives evidence for a phonemic vowel duration 
contrast, presenting duration measures and formant plots for six Sikles speakers, as well as cross-
linguistic comparisons, to substantiate this analysis.  In Sikles Gurung, vowel length and 
secondary consonant articulations are tied to common word-final lenition processes that result in 
coda consonants not attested for other varieties of Gurung, which is described in Chapter 5.  This 
chapter also revisits the relationship between pitch, vowel length, and register to argue that it is 
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not necessary to posit a four-category tone system for Sikles Gurung.  Chapter 6 summarizes the 
findings of the previous chapters and discusses areas for future work. 
 
 
1.4.2 Theoretical assumptions 
 
The approach taken throughout this dissertation is largely theory-neutral, and attempts to 
be as thorough as possible when describing the sound patterns of this under-documented 
language variety.  This is in part due to the origins of this project, which took existing 
documentation of other Gurung varieties as a starting point.  In my early work on Sikles Gurung, 
I assumed that the sound system would be broadly compatible with other varieties, perhaps with 
predictable phonological differences.  Instead, it gradually became obvious that it was impossible 
to broadly transcribe Sikles Gurung following this model – time and time again my colleagues 
and I encountered pairs of words that were different according to the primary Gurung consultant 
for this project, but for reasons that we could not identify.  It seemed at first that the missing 
piece must be tone – a 4-category lexical tone system has been described for other varieties of 
Gurung and other Tamangic languages.  Tamangic lexical tone systems are notoriously difficult 
to describe, not only due to extensive interspeaker variation, but also due to the number of 
phonetic features that are associated with each tone category.  These often include pitch contour 
and phonation contrasts, and are also typically tied to the permitted laryngeal features of onset 
consonants.  Additionally, the domain of tone is typically taken to be entire words, so that the 
categories established for monosyllabic words should also hold for polysyllabic words.  But 
these generalizations did not seem to hold for Sikles Gurung – no matter how the data was 
grouped, it was not possible to account for every supposedly different lexical item by appealing 
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to four categories distinguished by some collection of pitch, phonation, and laryngeal settings for 
consonants.   
A four-category tone system also did not account for all the vowel sounds I was hearing, 
which became an increasingly long list of what I called “mystery vowels.”  Although I will show 
in this dissertation that I was hearing both vowel quality differences tied to a duration contrast, as 
well as the effects of secondary consonant articulations, it was in puzzling over these vowels that 
this project shifted towards a detailed phonetic description of Sikles Gurung.  Taking the 
acoustic phonetics as a starting point, this dissertation will also make claims about the phonology 
of this language.  These claims should be treated as hypotheses that can be supported or rejected 
by further experimental work.  This analysis assumes the existence of phonemes as contrastive 
categories of sounds, indicated in transcriptions with slashes, like /k/, as well as allophones as 
non-contrastive members of those categories indicated with brackets, like [kj] and [kɰ].  These 
can also be thought of as broad and narrow transcriptions, where broad transcriptions like /k/ 
abstract over the details captured in narrow transcriptions like [kj] and [kɰ], although when it 
comes to under-described languages like Sikles Gurung, this too implies certain features are 
broadly not contrastive and can be left out of broad transcriptions.  These initial phonological 
hypotheses are generally corroborated by speaker intuitions about which sounds are the same and 
which are different, but future experimental production and perception work will look more 
closely at the contrastive and non-contrastive features of this language. 
I will also make certain theoretical assumptions about what constitutes a word in Sikles 
Gurung.  Like other Tamangic languages, the phonological and phonotactic patterns of Sikles 
Gurung seem sensitive to a domain larger than a syllable but with edges that do not necessarily 
align with word boundaries.  This domain is typically described in the literature as the 
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phonological word, which is treated as distinct from the grammatical word (Hall & Hildebrandt 
2008, Dixon & Aichenvald 2002, Bickel & Zúñiga 2017).  In determining grammatical word 
boundaries, I have taken into account speaker intuitions, morphological structure, and 
cohesiveness, following Dixon and Aichenvald (2002).  Grammatical words typically consist of 
a stem and any affixes, or in the case of some compounds, multiple stems.  A single grammatical 
word can contain one or multiple phonological words.  In discussing the distribution of the 
consonants and vowels of Sikles Gurung throughout Chapters 2, 3, and 4, the term “word” will 
be used to refer to grammatical words unless otherwise indicated.  This is in part to honor 
speakers’ notions of what constitutes a unit of their language, and in part to lay out the 
distributional asymmetries that can be explained by an appeal to the phonological word as a 
relevant domain.  The phonological word will be explored at length in Chapter 5, which focuses 


























This chapter introduces the consonant inventory of Sikles Gurung, and provides a detailed 
description of the sonorant consonants.  Although it is typical to begin phonological descriptions 
by first discussing the obstruents, a major finding of this dissertation is allophonic secondary 
articulations that not only affect the phonetics of this variety of Gurung, but also help to account 
for phonological word-final lenition patterns that are specific to this speech community.  These 
secondary articulations are most evident in the sonorants of Sikles Gurung, which is the 
motivation for addressing this category of sounds first.  The secondary articulations will also be 
addressed at length in Chapter 3, as well as in Chapter 5 during the discussion of phonotactics 
and word-final lenition processes.  
This chapter begins with an overview of the consonant inventory and vowel inventory of 
Sikles Gurung in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, respectively.  Section 2.3 provides an introduction to the 
secondary consonant articulations.  The remainder of the chapter is divided by manner of 
articulation: nasal stops will be addressed in Section 2.4; liquids will be addressed in Section 2.5; 
and glides will be address in Section 2.6.  Each of these sections will first present minimal pairs 
supporting the analysis of the sounds belonging to this category as contrastive phonemes, and 
then discuss their distribution, and major allophones.  The distribution of each phoneme is 
important because Sikles Gurung shows asymmetries when it comes to the phonemic contrasts 
permitted word-initially and those permitted in subsequent syllables.  These asymmetries are 
evident in both the consonants, as discussed in the current chapter on sonorants and Chapter 3 on 
obstruents, as well as the vowels, which are the subject of Chapter 4.  This will also be revisited 
in detail in Chapter 5 during the discussion of phonotactics.  Section 2.6 additionally looks at the 
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relationship between glides, vowels, and syllabification in Sikles Gurung, drawing parallels with 
the variation reported in the literature on Nepali.  Section 2.7 provides a summary of this chapter. 
 
2.1 Consonant inventory 
 
The chart in Figure 2.1 gives the phonemic consonant inventory for Sikles Gurung, 
arranged by place of articulation and manner of articulation.  Stops and affricates have a three-
way laryngeal contrast across all places of articulation.  There are three fricatives, all of which 
lack contrastive voicing: the alveolar /s/, the lateral /ɬ/ and the glottal /h/.  The sonorants of Sikles 
Gurung, which are the focus of this chapter, include three nasals, a lateral, a rhotic trill, and three 
phonemic glides: labiovelar /w/, palatal /j/ and unrounded velar /ɰ/.  The velar glide /ɰ/ 
corresponds to the low central glide described for other dialects of Gurung (Glover 1969), as 
well as related languages like Marphali (Mazaudon 2007); the motivation for transcribing this 
sound as velar /ɰ/ for Sikles Gurung will be elaborated in Section 2.6.5.   
 
Figure 2.1 Phonemic consonant inventory of Sikles Gurung 
 Bilabial Dental Alveolar Retroflex Palatal Velar Glottal 
Stop /p, pʰ, b/ /t̪, t̪ʰ, d̪/  /ʈ, ʈʰ, ɖ/  /k, kʰ, g/  
Affricate   /ʦ,ʦʰ,ʣ/     
Nasal /m/ /n̪/    /ŋ/  
Trill    /ɽ/    
Fricative   /s/    /h/ 
Lateral Fricative   /ɬ/     
Approximant /w/    /j/ /ɰ, (w)/  







2.2 Vowel inventory 
 
Although the vowel system of Sikles Gurung will be the subject of Chapter 4, a brief 
description is provided here for notational clarity.  Sikles Gurung vowels contrast for height 
backness, and rounding, as well as nasalization and duration, which will be indicated with 
diacritics.  The non-high vowels also have a qualitative difference between the long and short 
pairs, which are indicated by using different characters: /eː, ɛ, oː, ɔ aː, ʌ/.  The high back and mid 
back vowels are round, as their characters suggest, while the low vowels are not.  Additionally, 
vowels can be specified for breathy phonation or modal phonation as part of Gurung’s register 
system; breathy vowels will be marked in transcriptions with the diacritic [V̤].  A simplified 
chart of the vowels is presented below. 
 
Figure 2.2 Phonemic vowel inventory of Sikles Gurung 
  Front Back 
   Nasal  Nasal 
High /iː, i/ /ĩː, ĩ/ /uː, u/ /ũː, ũ/ 
Mid /eː, ɛ/ /ẽː, ɛ/̃ /oː, ɔ/ /õː, ɔ̃/ 
Low   /aː, ʌ/ /ãː, ʌ̃/ 
 
2.3 Secondary articulations 
 
The analysis of Sikles Gurung presented in this chapter argues that all consonants have 
allophonic secondary articulations – broadly speaking, before front vowels and palatal glides, 
consonants are articulated with a palatal gesture [Cj], and before back vowels and velar glides, 
consonants are articulated with a velar gesture [Cɰ].  Phonetically, these secondary articulations 
are evident in shifting places of articulation, as onglides into vowels, and as changes in adjacent 
vowel quality.  They cannot simply be a place assimilation process, because although they do 
cause the fronting and backing of velars and laminalization of coronals, they also affect 
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consonants like bilabials where the place of oral closure remains the same, but the additional 
secondary articulation gesture changes the acoustic properties of the consonant and following 
vowel.  These secondarily articulated allophones account for the particular acoustic quality of 
Gurung that separates it from Nepali, despite the surface similarity of their phonemic inventories.  
From a phonological perspective, these secondary articulations account for the discrepancy 
between what I have been hearing and speakers’ intuitions about phonemic contrasts, and 
additionally shed light on the underlying pattern of all manner of lenition processes common in 
this variety of Gurung.   
This is not the first description of Gurung to find evidence for these allophones; Glover 
(1969) posited fortis allophones for some consonants in Ghachok Gurung that align with this 
description of secondary palatal articulation in Sikles Gurung.  Furthermore, Glover reported 
palatal onglides into front vowels, which are one of the audible effects of this secondary palatal 
articulation in recordings of Sikles speakers.  Evidence from other Tibeto-Burman languages 
suggests that Gurung is not the only language in this family to have a close relationship between 
consonant and vowel features.  In her work on the closely-related language Thakali, Hari (1970b) 
describes allophones for obstruents and the velar nasal consonant that are determined by the 
features of the following vowel: before front vowels, the place of articulation of these consonants 
fronts; before low vowels, the place of articulation of these consonants backs; and before round 
vowels, these consonants are pronounced with a labial release.  This is quite similar to the 
secondary articulation patterns found in Sikles Gurung.  For Manange, another Tamangic 
language of Nepal, Hildebrandt (2004) describes palatal offglides before front vowels, and velar 
stops backed by surrounding back vowels.  Mazaudon (2007) similarly reports allophonic palatal 
offglides before front vowels in Marphali and the backing of velar stops before low glides.   
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The more distantly related Magar (Grunow-Harsta 2008) has allophonic palatalization of 
stops before front vowels.  Delancey (2017) describes a set of palatalized velar stops in Lhasa 
Tibetan.  And among the Tibeto-Burman languages of India, Widmer (2014) describes secondary 
palatal articulations before front vowels in Bunan, Willis (2007) describes a set of palatal 
consonants in Darma, and Sharma (1989) describes palatal onglides to front vowels and 
labiovelar onglides to back vowels in Chaudangsi-Byangsi.  Diachronic evidence from Tibetan 
also points to a close relationship between consonants, vowels, and glides.  Following Leongue 
(2018), in some Tibetan varieties, palatal glides have historically changed the place of 
articulation of preceding oral and nasal stops to also be palatal, while low vowels have backed 
preceding velar consonants, and round vowels have preserved the labial features of preceding 
consonants that were otherwise lost. 
In examining the acoustics of secondary articulations, I have turned to documentation of 
languages with well-described secondary articulations – Irish (Chiosain & Padgett 2012), 
Russian (Keating & Lahiri 1993, Yanushevskaya & Bunčić 2015), and Marshallese (Choi, J. D. 
1995).  Marshallese has the same secondary articulations that I am describing for Gurung, but 
with a critical phonological difference – in Marshallese the secondary articulations are phonemic 
and vowel qualities become predictable based on the features of the surrounding consonants.  For 
Sikles Gurung, I will show that the secondary articulations are allophonic, and entirely 
predictable based on the phonemic identity of the following vowel or glide.  There are clear 
parallels between the spectrograms and waveforms in the literature and those of Sikes Gurung; 
additionally, the similarity is audible in the saturated sound of sequential consonants and vowels 
that share the same features.  Throughout the following sections I will provide spectrograms and 
waveforms to illustrate as thoroughly as possible the presence and acoustic effects of these 
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secondary palatal and velar articulations, as well as the other consonant allophones of Sikles 
Gurung.   
 
2.4 Nasal stops 
 
 Sikles Gurung nasals contrast for three different places of articulation: bilabial /m/, dental 
/n̪/, and velar /ŋ/.  Minimal and near-minimal sets illustrating these contrasts in the word-initial 
position are given in Figure 2.3.  Note that words ending with the infinitival suffix /-bʌ/ are 
morphologically complex. 
 
Figure 2.3 Word-initial nasal stops 
/mãː/ ‘mother’ /mʌgi/ ‘buffalo’ 
/n̪ãː/ ‘rain’ /n̪ʌgi/ ‘dog’ 
/ŋãː/ ‘rim (of a container)’ /ŋʌ/ ‘five’ 
    
/mo̤ːbʌ/ ‘to disappear’ /mɛ/ ‘cow; arrow’ 
/n̪oːbʌ/ ‘to carry (on the back)’ /n̪ɛ/̃ ‘resting place along a path’ 
/ŋoː/ ‘trap’ /ŋɛ̤bʌ/ ‘to make noise; to milk’ 
    
/mɔ̤/ ‘bamboo (small)’ /mĩː/ ‘name’ 
/n̪ɔ/ ‘weed’ /n̪ĩ̤ːbʌ/ ‘to jump around’ 
/ŋɔ̤/ ‘forehead’ /ŋĩ̤ːbʌ̤/ ‘to be afraid’ 
    
/miː/ ‘tail’ /mĩbʌ/ ‘to be ripe, to ripen’ 
/n̪i̤ː/ ‘laughter’ /n̪ibʌ/ ‘appetite’ 





As illustrated by Figure 2.3, all three nasals /m, n̪, ŋ/ occur word-initially.  All three nasals also 




Figure 2.4 Word-medial nasal stops 
Bilabial    
/kwẽːmiː/ ‘granddaughter; niece’ /t̪ɛ̤me̤ː/ ‘yam’ 
/t̪imiː/ ‘monkey’ /t̪ɛ̤mɛ̤ ʈuɖu/ ‘kestrel’ 
/t̪ɔmiː/ ‘flea’ /juːmʌ/ ‘stone’ 
/ʦjɔmiː/ ‘fly (insect)’ /sjɔ̃mãː/ ‘a long time ago’ 
/ʦɰi̤mi̤ː/ ‘daughter’ /t̪ʌ̤ma̤ː/ ‘bear’ 
/ʦʰɰimiː/ ‘adult woman’ /kɽʌmu/ ‘headscarf’ 
/kʌmĩ/ ‘blacksmith’   
 
 
     
Dental    
/pʌ̤n̪ã̤ːɽe̤ː/ ‘tomorrow morning’ /gʌ̤ɽi̤n̪ʌ/ ‘in an instant; already; for a moment’ 
/pʌ̤n̪ã̤ːgʌ̤/ ‘tomorrow’ /ʦɛñ̪liː/ ‘carefully’ 
/wiːn̪ʌ/ ‘some point in the recent past’ /plɛn̪deː/ ‘flat’ 
/bṳːn̪ʌ/ ‘small, round drinking vessel’ /pʌ̤n̪ʣʌ̤/ ‘paternal uncle (youngest brother)’4 
/ʦo̤ːṳn̪ʌ̤/ ‘all; that’s all’  
     
Velar    
/aːŋĩ/ ‘maternal uncle’s wife’ /pĩːŋgjʌ/ ‘green, blue’ 
/ʌŋĩ̤ːbʌ/ ‘brave, fearless’ /ɽĩ̤ŋgjoː/ ‘long’ 
/ʦʰãːŋaː/ ‘waterfall’ /ɽɔ̤̃ŋgɔ̤̃/ ‘far’ 




4 Kinship terms are the most common, and most polite, form of address in Sikles.  Most kinship 
terms designate birth order – so whether a man is the eldest brother, second eldest brother, third 
eldest brother, fourth eldest brother, all the way down to the youngest.  There are equivalent 
terms for women – eldest sister, second eldest sister, third eldest sister, and so on.  Note that birth 
order is separate for each gender: if there are two children, a daughter and a son, the daughter 
will be called /nãːniː/ ‘eldest sister’ and the son will be called /ʌli/ ‘eldest brother.’  Some kinship 
terms have two forms depending on whether the person being addressed is older or younger than 
the person speaking.  For example, the eldest brother in a family will be called /ʌli/ by someone 
older than him, but /ã̤ːjẽː/ by someone younger than him.  Glosses of kinship terms will include 
the relationship to the speaker, with the birth order and the age of the person being addressed 
relative to the person speaking added in parentheses when necessary.  Detailed definitions are 
provided in Appendix 1. 
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 It is also possible to have multiple nasal phonemes in the same word; examples are 
provided in Figure 2.5. 
 
Figure 2.5 Words with multiple nasal stops 
/mɰĩn̪ʌ kɔpu/ ‘slug, snail’ /n̪ɛ̤m̃e̤ː/ ‘inner ear’ 
/mʌ̃n̪ɛ/̃ ‘only’ /n̪ʌ̃mãː/ ‘cat’ 
/mãːn̪eː/ ‘maternal aunt (eldest sister)’ /ŋĩn̪ĩː/ ‘very’  
/n̪ĩmĩː/ ‘rat, mouse’ /ŋĩn̪ʌ/ ‘soon, fast, quickly’ 
/n̪ɛm̃ʌ/ ‘bird’ /wĩːmĩŋĩː/ ‘the day before yesterday’ 
 
 
 Bilabial nasal /m/ and dental nasal /n̪/ occur word-finally in very few cases, listed below 
in Figure 2.6.  Both of these cases are not loanwords, and have not been created due to word-
final lenition processes (discussed at length in Chapter 5).  There are no cases of the velar nasal 
/ŋ/ occurring word-finally in the data presently being analyzed. 
  
Figure 2.6 Word-final nasal stops 
/t̪ʌ̤m/ ‘okay, yeah, affirmative’ 
/ɽaːguːn̪/ ‘pumpkin’ 
 
All three nasals also occur in verbal and nominal morphology; examples are given in 
Figure 2.7 illustrating the animate plural nominal suffix /-mɰiː/, the polite imperative verbal 
suffix /-n̪i/, and the verbal suffix /-mĩːŋgɛɽeː/ which adds the sense of ‘while’ or ‘when.’ 
  









/ʦʌ  kʰʌ̤-miːŋgɛɽeː/ ‘when he arrived’ 
3SG  come.up-when 
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Some suffixes are subject to word-final lenition processes that result in word-final /m/ and /n̪/; 
these will be discussed in detail in Chapter 5. 
 
2.4.2 Post-stopped allophones 
 
Before non-nasal vowels in the word-initial position, nasals at all places of articulation 
have post-stopped allophones: [mbʲ, n̪dʲ, ŋgʲ] before front vowels and palatal glides, and [mbɰ, n̪dɰ, 
ŋgɰ] before back vowels and velar glides.  Before releasing the nasal-stop closure in the oral 
cavity, speakers raise the velum, effectively inserting a homorganic voiced stop between the 
nasal consonant and the following vowel.  Nasals occurring before nasal vowels are not post-
stopped.  Pairs illustrating these allophones are given below. 
    
Figure 2.8 Post-stopped nasal allophones 
/miː/ à [mbʲiː] ‘tail’ 
/mĩː/ à [mʲĩː] ‘name’ 
    
/n̪aː/ à [n̪dɰaː] ‘snot’ 
/n̪ãː/ à [n̪ɰãː] ‘rain’ 
    
/ŋɛ̤bʌ/ à  [ŋgʲɛ̤bɰʌ]   ‘to milk; to make noise’ 
/ŋẽːbʌ/ à  [ŋʲẽːbɰʌ]     ‘to listen’ 
 
Spectrograms and waveforms produced using Praat (Boersma & Weenink 2016) compare 
recordings of the lexical items transcribed in Figure 2.8.  Figure 2.9 compares /miː/ ‘tail’ with 
/mĩː/ ‘name,’ while Figure 2.10 compares /n̪aː/ ‘snot’ with /n̪ãː/ ‘rain’ and Figure 2.11 compares 
/ŋɛ̤bʌ/ ‘to make noise’ with /ŋẽːbʌ/ ‘to listen.’  In each spectrogram with a post-stopped 
allophone, it is possible to see the period of closure followed by the stop burst.  The period of 
closure is most visible in the post-stopped spectrogram in Figure 2.10, where there are clear 
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formants throughout the nasal consonant that disappear during the stop closure, although the 
voicing bar at the bottom of the spectrogram remains throughout.  Compare this with the other 
spectrogram in the same figure, where the formants in the nasal consonant flow seamlessly into 
the following nasal vowel.  The period of closure is smaller but still evident in Figure 2.9, and 
the stop burst is well-defined.  When comparing the waveforms of the two recordings illustrated 
in Figure 2.9, it is possible to see the drop in energy before the stop in the post-stopped 
allophone, while in the other allophone the energy increases without interruption though the 
nasal consonant and into the nasal vowel.  In Figure 2.11, the noisy stop burst is visible in both 
the waveform and spectrogram of the post-stopped allophone, and notably absent in the image of 
the other recording. 




Figure 2.10 Speaker 3 (M, 50s) 
            
Figure 2.11 Speaker 3 (M, 50s) 
                
  
The post-stopped allophones only surface in the word-initial position.  Thus /miː/ ‘tail’ is 
realized as [mbʲiː], but the nasal onset in the second syllables of /t̪i.miː/ ‘monkey’ and /n̪ĩ.mĩː/ 
‘rat, mouse’ are both realized as [mʲ].  This aligns with the fact that, in this variety of Gurung, 
vowel nasalization is only contrastive in the first syllable of polysyllabic words, with limited 
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exceptions discussed in Chapter 5.  This asymmetry in the contrastive features that can be carried 
in different syllables will be addressed at length in Chapter 6. 
Post-stopped allophones continue to surface when the nasal consonant is part of an onset 
cluster.  Note that the dental nasal /n̪/ does not occur as part of consonant clusters, but the velar 
nasal /ŋ/ can occur in onset clusters with glides /j, ɰ/, and the bilabial nasal /m/ can occur in 
clusters with glides /j, ɰ, w/ and liquids /l, ɽ/.  The examples below show the bilabial nasal in 
consonant clusters with both liquids; Figure 2.12 provides transcriptions, while Figure 2.13 and 
2.14 show accompanying spectrograms and waveforms.  Spectrograms and waveforms of words 
with nasal consonants in onset clusters with glides can be seen in Section 2.4.3 on secondary  
palatal articulation and Section 2.4.4 on secondary velar articulation. 
 
Figure 2.12 Nasal stop allophones in consonant clusters 
/mɽaː/ à [mbɰɽɰaː]    ‘door’ 
/mɽõː/  à [mɰɽɰõː]     ‘field’ 
 
   
/mloːbʌ/ à [mbɰlɰoːbɰʌ] ‘to poke, to pierce’ 
/mlõːgjʌ/ à [mɰlɰõːgʲjʌ] ‘black’ 
 
  
 The waveform and spectrogram for the post-stopped allophone in Figure 2.13 show the 
dip in energy and absent formants during the stop closure, and then the stop burst that leads into 
the rhotic trill in the C2 position of the onset cluster in /mɽaː/ ‘door.’  The appearance of the 
cluster is different in /mɽõː/ ‘field,’ where there is no dip in energy evident in the waveform 
before the rhotic, which is pronounced with a single flap instead of a trill.  There are also visible 
formants throughout the onset sonorants and the nasal vowel. 
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Figure 2.13 Speaker 3 (M, 50s) 
    
 The stop burst is clearly visible in the spectrogram for /mloːbʌ/ ‘to poke, to pierce’ in 
Figure 2.14, again preceded by a short period of closure.  While there is a visible transition 
between the nasal and the lateral in the onset cluster of /mlõːgjʌ/ ‘black,’ evidenced in both the 




Figure 2.14 Speaker 3 (M, 50s) 
 
Post-stopped allophones also surface in proper nouns like names; the river below Sikles 
is the Madi /mʌdi/ River, pronounced [mbɰʌdʲi] by people living in Sikles, but without post-
stopping by others.  Post-stopped nasal allophones are a recognizable feature of the Gurung 
varieties spoken by residents of villages with close proximity or close social ties to Sikles – 
including Tangting, Parche, and Khilang – but are reportedly not found in other dialects of 
Gurung, according to sociolinguistic surveys by Chalise & Rai (2014), Glover & Landon (1975), 
and Swenson (2015).  
 
2.4.3 Secondary palatal articulation 
 
 All three nasals /m, n̪, ŋ/ are pronounced with palatal secondary articulation [mʲ, n̪ʲ, ŋʲ] 
before the palatal glide /j/ and front vowels /iː, ĩː, i, ĩ, eː, ẽː, ɛ, ɛ ̃/.  Particularly before front mid 
vowels /eː, ẽː, ɛ, ɛ/̃, there is often a very audible palatal offglide.  Although this is a unified 
phonological process, the phonetic effects on each consonant vary depending on their place of 
articulation – for the bilabial [mʲ] the place of oral closure remains the same but there is an added 
gesture with the tongue body, while for the dental [n̪ʲ] the place of oral closure backs in addition 
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to the gesture of the tongue body and for the velar [ŋʲ] the place of oral closure fronts in addition 
to the gesture of the tongue body.  The contrast between /n̪/ and /ŋ/ is not neutralized by the 
secondary palatal articulation; there are audible differences that map to different closure and 
burst patterns visible in spectrograms, suggesting the allophones [n̪ʲ] and [ŋʲ] have different 
places of articulation along the palate.  The degree of articulatory overlap between these 
allophones will be explored in future research.  For clarity in transcription, both allophones will 
be represented using the characters corresponding to their phonemic identities and the additional 
palatal diacritic, [n̪ʲ] and [ŋʲ]; similarly, the stop portion of their post-stopped allophones will not 
be transcribed as a palatal stop [ɟ], but instead correspond to their phonemic place identity, [n̪dʲ] 
and [ŋgʲ].  These transcription decisions are aimed at emphasizing palatalization as a unified 
phonological process, as well as preserving the underlying place of articulation identities of the 
consonants undergoing this process. 
Examples of words pronounced with secondary palatal articulation are listed below in 
Figure 2.15, arranged by the onset glide or front vowel assigning palatal features.   
 
Figure 2.15 Allophones with secondary palatal articulation 
/mjuː/ à [mbjjuː] ‘smoke’ 
/ŋjɔ/ à [ŋgʲjɔ] ‘we (inclusive)’ 
/ŋjuibʌ/ à [ŋgʲɥibɰʌ]5 ‘to ask’ 
    
/mɛ/ à [mbʲɛ] ‘cow; arrow’ 
/n̪ɛ/̃ à [n̪ʲɛ]̃ ‘resting place along a path’ 
/n̪ɛ̤m̃e̤ː/ à [n̪ʲɛ̤m̃ʲẽ̤ː] ‘inner ear’ 
/n̪e̤ːbʌ/ à [n̪dʲe̤ːbɰʌ] ‘to be drunk; to run’ 
/ŋe̤ː/ à [ŋgʲe̤ː] ‘milk’ 
/ŋɛ̤bʌ/ à [ŋgʲɛ̤bɰʌ] ‘to make noise; to milk’ 
    
 
5 See Section 2.6.3 for discussion of the distribution of front round glide [ɥ]. 
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/mi/ à [mbʲi] ‘fire’ 
/mĩː/ à [mʲĩː] ‘name’ 
/mi̤/ à [mbʲi̤] ‘person; man’ 
/n̪i̤ː/ à [n̪dʲi̤ː] ‘laughter’ 
/n̪ĩ̤ːbʌ/ à [n̪ʲĩ̤ːbɰʌ] ‘to jump around’ 
/n̪ibʌ/ à [n̪dʲibɰʌ] ‘appetite’ 
/ŋi̤ː/ à [ŋgʲi̤ː] ‘liver’ 
/ŋĩ̤ːbʌ̤/ à [ŋʲĩ̤ːbɰʌ̤] ‘to be afraid’ 
/ŋĩn̪ʌ/ à [ŋʲĩn̪ɰʌ] ‘soon, fast, quickly’ 
 
Note that although the examples in Figure 2.15 focused on pairs where these allophones 
surface in the word-initial position, these allophones are not restricted to this position.  Thus, 
both the word-initial /n̪/ and the word-medial /m/ in /n̪ĩmĩː/ ‘mouse, rat’ have palatal secondary 
articulation features assigned by the following front vowels: [n̪ʲĩmʲĩː].  This contrasts with the 
word-medial /m/ in /n̪ɛm̃ʌ/ ‘bird,’ which would not be pronounced with secondary palatal 
articulation due to the following back vowel: [n̪ʲɛm̃ɰʌ̃].  Although post-stopped nasal allophones 
only surface in the word-initial position, this is not the case for allophones with secondary 
articulations. 
As an effect of palatal secondary articulation, long high oral vowels /iː/ following these 
nasal allophones often have raised second formants (F2) in comparison to their short high oral 
counterparts /i/; this can be exacerbated in long high breathy vowels /i̤ː/.  This is not unexpected, 
as Chiosain & Padgett (2012) report raised vowel F2s as an effect of consonant palatalization in 
Irish and Russian.  This gives these vowels an audible qualitative difference, particularly in 
positions where they receive sentence-level stress. 
Spectrograms in Figure 2.16 and 2.17 below illustrate the difference in F2 between long 
and short vowels /iː, i/, as well as long breathy vowels /i̤ː/ following nasal consonants at two 
different places of articulation.  The spectrograms in Figure 2.16 show the first syllables of three 
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verbs – /n̪ibʌ/ ‘appetite,’ /n̪iːbʌ/ ‘to step on grain to separate the grain from the chaff’ and /n̪i̤ːbʌ/ 
‘to fight’ – while those in Figure 2.17 show three monosyllabic nouns – /ŋi/ ‘we (exclusive),’ 
/ŋiː/ ‘seven,’ and /ŋi̤ː/ ‘liver.’  All words were recorded in isolation, so there is no effect of 
sentence-level prosody. 
In Figure 2.16, note the high energy in the F2 and F3 across all three examples, and 
particularly throughout the long vowels in /n̪iːbʌ/ ‘to step on grain to separate the grain from the 
chaff’ and /n̪i̤ːbʌ/ ‘to fight.’  The F2 and F3 of each vowel start high and then increase as they 
transition out of the stop bursts.  A closeup view of the waveforms of these recordings is also 
included in Figure 2.l6.  The slices depicted include the stop burst of the post-stopped nasal 
allophone and the onset of the following high front consonant in the first syllable of [n̪dʲi.bʌ] 
‘appetite,’ [n̪dʲiː.bʌ] ‘to step on,’ and [n̪dʲi̤ː.bʌ] ‘to fight.’  Note the nosiest stop burst accompanies 
the short vowel [i], which also visible in the spectrogram of this recording.  It is also possible to 
see the aperiodic energy expected of breathy phonation in the spectral slice of the long breathy 
vowel [i̤ː] (Gordon & Ladefoged 2001), although this is less evident in the spectrogram of this 
recording.  The effect of secondary articulations on vowel formants will be revisited in Chapter 5 
in the discussion of vowel allophones. 
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Figure 2.16 Speaker 3 (50s, male) 
      
 
 The spectrograms in Figure 2.17 show a similar concentration of energy in the higher 











formants in the nasal consonants in both figures, even though the nasals in Figure 2.16 are 
phonemically dental and the nasals in Figure 2.17 are phonemically velar.  Just as for the dental 
example above, the post-stopped nasal allophone before the phonemically short vowel shows the 
noisiest stop burst, as seen in the waveform.  This may be linked to the difference in intensity 
contours that characterize long and short vowels; Section 4.5.3 in Chapter 4 discusses the 
relationship between phonemic vowel length and intensity.  In addition to the raised F2s in the 
spectrograms with long vowels, in all spectrograms in both Figure 2.16 and Figure 2.17 notice 
the noisy stop bursts characteristic of palatalized consonants, as well as the high frequency locus 
of energy within the burst (Chiosain & Padgett 2012, Keating & Lahiri 1993). 
 




The secondary palatal articulation of nasal stops is blocked in cases where velar glides 
/ɰ, w/ are the second consonant in an onset cluster.  This is illustrated by the pairs below; in 
each case the first example provides an example where secondary palatal articulation is assigned, 
while the second provides an example where it is blocked and secondary velar articulation is 
assigned instead.   Note that there are no examples given for the dental nasals, because they do 
not occur in consonant clusters in this variety of Gurung.  Allophones with secondary palatal 
articulation and allophones with secondary velar articulation are in complementary distribution 
in Sikles Gurung; secondary velar articulation is the subject of the next section. 
 
Figure 2.18 Blocked palatal secondary articulation 
/mi/ à [mbʲi] ‘fire’ 
/mwi/ à [mɰwi] ‘money; body hair’ 
    
/mi̤/ à [mbʲi̤] ‘person; man’ 
/mɰi̤ːr̤eː/ à [mɰɰi̤ːr̤ʲeː] ‘night’ 
    
/ŋĩ̤ːbʌ̤/ à [ŋʲĩ̤ːbɰʌ̤] ‘to be afraid’ 
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/ŋɰ̤i̤ːja̤ːbʌ/ à [ŋgɰɰ̤i̤ja̤ːbɰʌ] ‘leftovers’ 
    
/ŋi/ à [ŋgʲi] ‘we (exclusive)’ 
/ŋɰibʌ/ à [ŋgɰɰibɰʌ] ‘to borrow and return’ 
 
 
The spectrograms and waveforms in Figure 2.19 and Figure 2.20 show two of the pairs 
transcribed in Figure 2.18, above.  The spectrogram on the left in Figure 2.19 is the first person 
plural pronoun /ŋi/ ‘we,’ pronounced with secondary palatal articulation.  The noisy release with 
energy concentrated in the higher frequencies is typical of a fronted velar stop (Keating & Lahiri 
1993); this noisy release is absent in the spectrogram on the right showing /ŋɰibʌ/ ‘to borrow 
and return.’  In ‘to borrow and return,’ palatalization is blocked by the unrounded velar glide /ɰ/ 
that is the second consonant in the onset cluster, thus the post-stopped nasal [ŋg] retains its velar 
place of articulation.  In the spectrogram below, this is visible in the quieter stop release and the 
formant transitions out of the nasal consonant and through the velar glide, starting low and 
before rising.  Note also the difference in the formants of the two nasal stops; the nasal with 
secondary palatal articulation has a high F2 and F3 that stay steady throughout the duration of 
the sonorant, while the nasal with secondary velar articulation has an F2 and F3 that start in a 
position similar to the other allophone but are progressively pulled lower by the following velar 
glide.  Slight velar pinches are visible in the formant transitions both into and out of the short 
nuclear vowel /i/, making the quality of the vowel in /ŋɰibʌ/ ‘to borrow and return’ audibly 
different than that of the vowel in /ŋi/ ‘we.’  The interaction between vowel quality and 
secondary articulation features is discussed at length in Chapter 4. 
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Figure 2.19 Speaker 3 (M, 50s) 
        
 
The spectrograms in Figure 2.20 show recordings of the pair /mi/ ‘fire’ and /mwi/ 
‘money.’  The F2 and F3 are again consistently higher in the nasal stop with secondary palatal 
articulation, and drop in a velar pinch in the nasal stop with secondary velar articulation.  The 
formant transitions out of the stop in the post-stopped nasal in each of the examples are also 
quite different – the F2 and F3 start much higher in the vowel following secondary palatal 
articulation, and the F3 stays raised throughout the vowel in /mi/ ‘fire,’ while the F3 starts low 
and stays lower throughout the nuclear vowel in /mwi/ ‘money. 
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Figure 2.20 Speaker 3 (M, 50s) 
     
 
2.4.4 Secondary velar articulation 
 
 Sikles Gurung nasal stops /m, n̪, ŋ/ are pronounced with secondary velar articulation [mɰ, 
n̪ɰ, ŋɰ] before velar glides /ɰ, w/ and back vowels /uː, ũː, u, ũ, oː, õː, ɔ, ɔ̃, aː, ãː, ʌ, ʌ̃/.  Just as for 
the front mid vowels, before the back mid vowels /oː, õː, ɔ, ɔ̃/ there is often an audible offglide 
which often assimilates to the rounding of the following vowel [w].  Transcribing a velar nasal 
with secondary velar articulation [ŋɰ] looks redundant, but the motivation for this notational 
choice is similar to the motivation for transcribing all palatalization or fronting with a single 
diacritic [j].  First, this is a unified phonological process that involves a dorsal gesture with the 
tongue, and representing this process with a single diacritic across all places of articulation 
emphasizes this.  For bilabial nasal [mɰ] and dental nasal [n̪ɰ], the place of oral closure remains 
the same, while the point of closure for velar nasal [ŋɰ] backs by varying degrees depending on 
the speaker, in some cases approaching uvular [ɴ].  Thus, here [ŋɰ] is being used to represent a 
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backed velar nasal allophone with secondary velar articulation.   As Keating and Lahiri (1993) 
point out, velars can be considered “velarized” in environments where they are expected to front 
or palatalize but do not; this is the case for these velar allophones in Sikles Gurung.  The 
allophones with secondary velar articulation [mɰ, n̪ɰ, ŋɰ] are in complementary distribution with 
their palatal counterparts [mʲ, n̪ʲ, ŋʲ]; both forms of secondary articulation surface on onset 
consonants in any syllable, unlike the post-stopped nasal allophones, which are generally 
restricted to the word-initial syllable.  Before round vowels, the secondary velar articulation may 
also be labialized [mw, n̪w, ŋw].  Examples of words with these allophones are given below.  
 
Figure 2.21 Allophones with secondary velar articulation 
/mɰ̤ĩbʌ/ à [mɰɰĩbɰʌ] ‘to recall, to remember, to wish’ 
/mɰĩ̤ːɽe̤ː/ à [mɰwĩ̤ːɽʲẽ̤ː ~ mɰɰĩ̤ːɽʲẽ̤ː] ‘night’ 
/mwi/ à [mɰwi] ‘money; body hair’ 
/ŋɰ̤i̤ːja̤ːbʌ/ à [ŋgɰɰ̤i̤ja̤ːbɰʌ] ‘leftovers’ 
/ŋɰibʌ/ à [ŋgɰɰibɰʌ] ‘to borrow and return’ 
    
/mãː/ à [mɰãː] ‘mother’ 
/maːɽʌ/ à [mbɰaːɽɰʌ] ‘gold’ 
/mʌ̃n̪ɛ/̃ à [mɰʌ̃n̪ʲɛ]̃ ‘only’ 
/mʌ̤deː/ à [mbɰʌ̤dʲeː] ‘lips’ 
/n̪aː/ à [n̪dɰaː] ‘snot’ 
/n̪ãː/ à [n̪ɰãː] ‘rain’ 
/n̪a̤ː/ à [n̪dɰa̤ː] ‘outer ear’ 
/ŋãː/ à [ŋɰãː] ‘rim (of a container)’ 
/ŋa̤ːbʌ/ à [ŋɰa̤ːbɰʌ] ‘to like, to feel like; to get tired’ 
    
/mo̤ː/ à [mbwo̤ː] ‘brother-in-law, son-in-law’ 
/mɔ̤/ à [mbwɔ̤] ‘small bamboo’ 
/mo̤ːbʌ/ à [mbwo̤ːbɰʌ] ‘to disappear’ 
/mɔbʌ/ à [mbwɔbɰʌ] ‘short (height)’ 
/n̪oː/ à [n̪dwoː] ‘garlic’ 
/n̪ɔ/ à [n̪dwɔ] ‘weed’ 
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/n̪oːbʌ/ à [n̪dwoːbɰʌ] ‘to carry (on the back)’ 
/ŋoː/ à [ŋgwoː] ‘trap’ 
/ŋɔ̤/ à [ŋgwɔ̤] ‘forehead’ 
    
/mu/ à [mbwu] ‘sky’ 
/mũjũː/ à [mwũjũː] ‘brother, young man’ 
/n̪ubʌ/ à [n̪dwubɰʌ] ‘to be tall; to finish something’ 
/n̪ũgũː/ à [n̪wũgwũː] ‘nose’ 
 
  
The spectrograms and waveforms below show post-stopped dental nasals occurring 
before a high front vowel in the noun /n̪i̤ː/ ‘laughter’ and a high back vowel in the noun /n̪ṳɽ/ 
‘sleep.’  Note the difference in the formant transitions into the vowel from the post-stopped nasal 
onsets, gliding up in the left spectrogram and down in the right spectrogram.  Note also the 
concentration of the energy in the stop burst of the post-stopped nasal – in the burst before the 
front vowel it is concentrated in the higher frequencies, indicative of palatalization, while in the 
burst before the back vowel it is concentrated lower, indicative of velarization. 
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Figure 2.22 Speaker 3 (M, 50s) 
 
The difference in stop bursts is even more evident in the examples in Figure 2.23, which 
show close up slices of the post-stopped dental nasal and transition into the nuclear vowel of the 
first syllable in /n̪iːbʌ/ ‘to step on grain to separate the grain from the chaff’ and in /n̪oː/ ‘garlic.’  
The lower locus of energy in the stop burst, and lower F2 throughout the nasal, are indicative of 
secondary velar articulation. 
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Figure 2.23 Speaker 3 (M, 50s) 
 
The spectrograms in Figure 2.24 show the word-initial velar nasals in two numerals: /ŋiː/ 
‘seven’ and /ŋʌ/ ‘five.’  When listening to these recordings it is evident that the velar nasal on the 
left is the fronted velar allophone [ŋgʲ], as illustrated by the high frequency energy of the stop 
burst, while the velar nasal on the right is backed velar allophone [ŋgɰ], as evidenced by the 
concentration of energy in the lower frequencies of the stop burst. 
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Figure 2.24 Speaker 2 (M, 30s) 
     
 Just as the secondary palatal articulation of nasal stops is blocked in cases where velar 
glides /ɰ, w/ are the second consonant in an onset cluster, secondary velar articulation is blocked 
in cases where palatal glide /j/ is the second consonant in an onset cluster.  Examples of this are 
given in Figure 2.25; note that the dental nasal /n̪/ does not occur in consonant clusters so it is not 
represented below. 
 
Figure 2.25 Blocked velar secondary articulation 
/mu/ à [mbwu] ‘sky’ 
/mjuː/ à [mbjjuː] ‘smoke’ 
 
   
/ŋɔ̤/ à [ŋgwɔ̤] ‘forehead’ 
/ŋjɔ̤bʌ/ à [ŋgjjɔ̤bɰʌ] ‘to look, to watch’ 
/ŋoː/ à [ŋgwoː] ‘trap’ 
/ŋjɔ/ à [ŋgʲjɔ] ‘we (inclusive)’ 
/ŋa̤ːbʌ/ à [ŋgɰa̤ːbɰʌ] ‘to like, to feel like; to get tired’ 
/ŋjãːŋjãː/ à [ŋjjãːŋjjãː] ‘soft (to the touch)’ 
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Spectrograms and waveforms in Figure 2.26 and 2.27 below show the first pair of words 
in Figure 2.25, /mjuː/ ‘smoke’ and /mu/ ‘sky,’ pronounced by two different speakers.  Note again 
the difference in the formants of the nasal allophone with palatal secondary articulation and the 
nasal allophone with velar secondary articulation, as visible in the speech of both speakers.  The 
locus of energy in the stop burst is higher in the palatal allophone than the velar allophone; this is 
most evident in Figure 2.27, which has more defined stop bursts.  The palatal glide in /mjuː/ 
‘smoke’ also raises the F2 of the following back vowel /uː/ for both speakers. 
 




Figure 2.27 Speaker 3 (M, 50s) 
 
      One final spectrogram compares the velar nasals in the phrase /ŋjãːŋjãː ŋa̤ːbʌ/ ‘to feel so 
soft (to the touch)’  The first two are realized with secondary palatal articulation due to the 
palatal glides in the onset consonant clusters, while the last velar nasal is realized as a backed 
velar allophone with secondary velar articulation due to the following back vowel.  The nasals 
before palatal glides have higher F2s and F3s, and show some high frequency energy near the 
top of the spectrogram.  The nasals with secondary palatal articulation and following palatal 
glides also have an effect on the low back /ãː/ vowels, which are pronounced as fronted 
allophone [æ̃ː] in this context, as evidenced by the higher F2s and F3s when compared with the 
other /a̤ː/ vowel.  Fronted back vowel allophones, which are realized between consonants 
carrying palatal features, are discussed in detail in Chapter 4 in Section 4.2.1. 
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Figure 2.28 Speaker 3 (M, 50s) 
 
This example illustrates the degree to which the consonant allophones of Gurung can 
change the quality of the following vowels, something that is reported for other languages with 
secondarily articulated consonants (Chiosain & Padgett 2012, Choi 1995, Yanushevskaya & 
Bunčić 2015). For an English listener, the changes in the following vowel are probably the 
easiest way to hear and identify these allophones with secondary articulations; however, when 
asked to listen to Gurung recordings, speakers of other languages with palatalized consonants 
report only hearing differences in the allophones’ places of articulation.  The intuitions that 
Gurung speakers have shared suggest that for Gurung listeners the most salient acoustic cues are 
also differences in the place of articulation of the consonant allophones.  One aim of future 





 Sikles Gurung has two liquids – the lateral approximant /l/ and a rhotic retroflex trill /ɽ/.  
Minimal and near-minimal pairs for these two phonemes are given in Figure 2.29.  Note that 
words ending with the infinitival suffix /-bʌ/ are morphologically complex.  The distribution of 
these sounds in other syllable positions is the topic of the next section.  Sikles Gurung does not 
display a voicing contrast for the liquids /l, ɽ/, although such a contrast is reported for other 
Tibeto-Burman languages of Nepal, including Seke (Honda 2002), Thakali (Hari 1970b), and 
Yolmo (Gawne 2016).   
 
Figure 2.29 Word-initial liquids 
/liːbʌ/ ‘hind (leg), behind’ /lʌbʌ/ ‘to do’ 
/ɽiːbʌ/ ‘to wake up’ /ɽʌ̤bʌ/ ‘to stand, to get up’ 
    
/li̤ːbʌ/ ‘heavy’ /lo:bʌ/ ‘to hide’ 
/ɽi̤ːbʌ/ ‘to beg’ /ɽoːbʌ/ ‘to sleep; to weave’ 
    
/le̤ː/ ‘many, too many, very’ /lɔbʌ/ ‘to churn’ 
/ɽeːgʌ/ ‘woven garment’ /ɽɔbʌ/ ‘to bear fruit’ 
    
/lɛ̤briː/ ‘shaman, holy man’ /lũːbʌ/ ‘to burn, to blaze’ 




/la̤ːbʌ/ ‘to chase’ /lũbʌ/ ‘to break, to snap’ 




Both liquids /l/ and /ɽ/ commonly appear word-medially, as seen in Figure 2.30; cases 
where these sounds occur word-medially in a syllable coda are given in Figure 2.31 with the 
syllabification marked for clarity. 
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Figure 2.30 Word-medial liquids 
/t̪iːliː/ ‘pig’ /ŋɛ̤lʌ/ ‘male ceremonial friend’ 
/ʌli/ ‘eldest brother (younger than speaker)’ /kɔloː/ ‘child’ 
/ʦʰɰɛwli/ ‘inner part of bamboo’ /ŋɔlɔ/ ‘wife's elder brother’ 
/t̪ã̤ːwlaː/ ‘butterfly’ /ŋɔ̃lɔ/ ‘male cousin’ 
/t̪eːlʌ/ ‘yesterday’ /pṳ̃lṳ̃ː/ ‘insect’ 
/pʌ̤lʌ/ ‘leg’ /ʦõːlu/ ‘long bridge’ 
    
/joːɽiː/ ‘finger’ /kɔiːɽaː/ ‘beehive’ 
/n̪aːɽiː/ ‘millet’ /mjuːɽaː/ ‘ash’ 
/pṳɽi̤ː/ ‘snake’ /maːɽʌ/ ‘gold’ 
/gʌ̤ɽi̤n̪ʌ/ ‘in an instant; already; for a second’ /ŋaːɽʌ/ ‘near, next to’ 
/pʌ̤ɽe̤ː/ ‘stick’ /t̪ʌ̤bʌ̤ɽʌ̤/  ‘basket (holds ~10 kg of grain)’ 
/mɰ̤i̤ːɽe̤ː/ ‘night’ /ãːwɽɔ̤̃ɽõ̤ː/ ‘respectively belongs to’ 
/n̪a̤ːɽe̤ː/ ‘morning’ /n̪̪oːɽuː/ ‘ant; fly’ 
/t̪ĩ̤ːɽe̤ː/ ‘afternoon’ /kɰiːɽu/ ‘up 
/ŋeːɽeː/ ‘twilight, evening’ /t̪ṳ̃ːɽṳ̃/ ‘spider’ 
/pʌ̤n̪ã̤ːɽe̤ː/ ‘tomorrow morning’ /pɔ̤ɽṳ/ ‘Pokhara (city)’ 
/t̪ɛɽɛ/ ‘now, from now on’  
 
 
Figure 2.31 Word-medial coda liquids 
/kwaːl.d̪iː.bʌ/ ‘to bring to a boil’ /ŋɛ̤l.sjɔ/ ‘female ceremonial friend’ 
/wʌl.gjʌ/ ‘red’ /ŋɔ̃l.sjɔ/ ‘female cousin’ 
    
/pa̤ːɽ.d̪iː.bʌ/ ‘to blossom, to grow, to expand’ /t̪ʰʌɽ.bʌ/ ‘upstairs sleeping place; storage room’ 
/ʦjaːɽ.d̪iː.bʌ/ ‘to be tight (of a lid)’ /sɛ.pʰʌɽ.kiː/ ‘a kind of monkey’ 
/kʰaːɽ.bʌ/ ‘to shake off’ /uɽ.gjʌ/ ‘yellow’ 
/t̪aːɽ.gjʌ/ ‘white’ /ju.kuɽ.n̪ʌ/ ‘always’ 
 
 
Note that three of the terms in Figure 2.31 – /kwaːl.d̪iː.bʌ/ ‘to bring to a boil,’ /pa̤ːɽ.d̪iː.bʌ/ 
‘to blossom, to grow, to expand,’ and /ʦjaːɽ.d̪iː.bʌ/ ‘to be tight (of a lid)’ – are likely loanwords 
from Nepali as they contain the bound morpheme /-d̪iː/ which often marks borrowed verbs.  This 
has also been noted in Ghachok Gurung by Glover (1974), who describes verb stems carrying 
this morpheme as “derived loan verb stems.”  Sikles Gurung speakers report that on its own the 
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stem /d̪iː/ as well as the infinitive form /d̪iːbʌ/ are meaningless.  Hildebrandt (2007) describes a 
“dummy root” /2ti/ which performs an almost identical function in Manange. 
It is also possible to have both word-initial and word-medial liquid phonemes in the same 
word; the few examples in the data being analyzed for this dissertation are provided in Figure 
2.32. 
 
Figure 2.32 Words with multiple liquids 
/lɛ̤bɽiː/ ‘shaman, holy man’ /ɽo̤ːliː/ ‘wool blanket; waterproof wool garment’ 
/lʌ̤wɽi̤/ ‘shaman, holy man’  
 
 In the data being analyzed for this dissertation, lateral approximant /l/ only occurs word-
finally in one lexical item that does not seem to be a product of word-final lenition processes, 
which is listed in Figure 2.33.   Sikles Gurung has several common word-final lenition processes 
that result in additional coda consonants; this is addressed in detail in Chapter 5.   
 
Figure 2.33 Word-final lateral approximant 
/t̪ʌl/ ‘this or that period of time’ 
 
Similarly, there is only one case where the rhotic trill /ɽ/ occurs word-finally that does not 
seem to have been generated by these word-final lenition processes – /n̪ṳɽ/ ‘sleep.’6  This word 
occurs most commonly as part of idiomatic expressions used to talk about sleep, listed in Figure 
2.34.  Speakers report that some of the verbs used with /n̪ṳɽ/ ‘sleep’ in these expressions have no 






Figure 2.34 Word-final rhotic trill 
 /n̪ṳɽ kʰʌ̤-bʌ/  ‘to want to sleep’ 
 sleep come-INF 
 
 /n̪ṳɽ ʦṳ-bʌ/   ‘sleeping, sleepy, falling asleep’ 
 sleep  ??-INF 
 
 /n̪ṳɽ ku-bʌ/   ‘to nod off’ 
 sleep cover-INF 
 
 /n̪ṳɽ-ɽʌ  mõː-bʌ/ ‘to talk in your sleep’ 
 sleep-LOC ??-INF 
 
One common source of word-final /ɽ/ is the locative suffix /-ɽʌ/ when it has undergone 
word-final lenition and lost its final vowel.  This cannot be the case for /n̪ṳɽ/ ‘sleep’ because of 
the idiomatic expression for ‘to talk in your sleep’ in 2.34 above.  The expression ‘to talk in your 
sleep’ requires use of the locative on /n̪ṳɽ/ ‘sleep,’ which surfaces as [n̪dṳɽʌɽ] with an epenthetic 
[ʌ] to break up the illicit geminate in /n̪ṳɽɽʌ/.   Interestingly, Glover et al.’s (1977) dictionary of 
Ghachok Gurung includes the word /nʌ̤ru/ ‘sleepiness.’  This suggests that it is possible Sikles 
Gurung /n̪ṳɽ/ is a result of word-final lenition, but that the non-lenited form has fallen out of use 
and is no longer recognized as the underlying form. 
 Both liquids /l/ and /ɽ/ frequently occur in consonant clusters, as seen in 2.35 and 2.36, 
respectively.  The lateral approximant /l/ only occurs following bilabial sounds, while the rhotic 
trill /ɽ/ occurs following labial or velar sounds.   
 
Figure 2.35 Clusters with lateral approximants 
/plĩːjaːbʌ/ ‘to become full (container)’ /plã̤ːbʌ/ ‘to slap with an open palm’ 
/pli/ ‘four’ /plɛbʌ/ ‘slippery’ 
/plu/ ‘seed’ /pluːbʌ/ ‘to sow’ 
/plɛn̪d̪eː/ ‘flat’ /pliːbʌ/ ‘to press down, to step’ 
/plɔbʌ/ ‘to be rich’   
    
/bla̤ː/ ‘unhusked rice’ /bla̤ːbʌ/ ‘wide’ 
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/mlo:bʌ/ ‘to poke (with a needle, etc.)’ /mli̤bʌ/ ‘to forget’ 
/mlõ:gjʌ/ ‘black’   
 
  
Figure 2.36 Clusters with rhotic trills 
/pɽoː/ ‘cliff’ /pɽeːbʌ/ ‘to be clear (sky)’ 
/pɽõː/ ‘cow shed’ /pɽe̤ːbʌ/ ‘to write’ 
/pɽaːbʌ/ ‘to sprinkle liquid; to splash on’ /pɽɛb̃ʌ/ ‘to grind (spices)’ 
/pɽĩːbʌ/ 
‘to sing; to shoot; to hit 
someone’ 
/pɽɛ/ ‘eight’ 
/pɽo̤ːbʌ/ ‘to grind (flour)’ /pɽɛbʌ/ ‘to walk’ 
    
/pʰɽẽːsɰi/ ‘adult man, young man’ 
    
/bɽʌ̤/ ‘one hundred’  
    
/mɽaː/ ‘door’ /mɽẽːbʌ/ ‘to be full’ 
/mɽĩː/ ‘wife’ /mɽõːbʌ/ ‘to see’ 
/mɽõː/ ‘field’ /mɽɔbʌ/ ‘to light (lamp, light,); to be envious’ 
    
/kɽeː/ ‘lower back, waist’ /kɽṳbʌ/ ‘to be jealous’ 
/kɽoːi/ ‘eagle, vulture’ /kɽʌ/ ‘hair; head’ 
/kɽeːgiː/ ‘turban’ /kɽi̤/ ‘dirt’ 
/kɽeːbu/ ‘pillow’ /kɽi̤ʣi̤ː/ ‘dirty (of the clothes, body)’ 
/kɽeːbʌ/ ‘to climb; to mount (horse)’ /kɽɔ̤̃/ ‘leader of village, term of respect’ 
/kɽoːbʌ/ ‘to cry’ /kɽɔbʌ/ ‘to burn’ 
/kɽã̤ːbu/ ‘cheek’ /kɽubʌ/ ‘to measure’ 
/kɽãːbʌ/ ‘to rot; to fine someone’ /kɽʌmu/ ‘headscarf, shawl’ 
/kɽi̤ːbʌ/ ‘to agree, to match, similar;’ /kɽiːbʌ/ ‘to bite; to trim hair’ 
/kɽo̤ː/ ‘old grain; true’  
    
/kʰɽi/ ‘one’ /kʰɽɛb̃ʌ/ ‘to be hungry’ 
/kʰɽĩːbʌ/ ‘to twist rope; to braid’ /kʰɽubʌ/ ‘to wash’ 
/kʰɽõːbʌ/ ‘to barbecue, to roast’  
    
/gɽɔ̤bṳ/ ‘charcoal’   
 
Note that the lateral approximant only occurs in word-initial clusters, but the rhotic trill 
does occur in a few word-medial clusters, which are listed separately in Figure 2.37 below. 
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Figure 2.37 Clusters with word-medial rhotic trills 
/ɖɛ̤ŋ̃gɽɛ̤/ ‘skinny, skin and bones (a rude thing to say)’ 
/lɛ̤bɽiː/  ‘shaman, holy man’ 
 
 
Although Sikles Gurung only allows the lateral approximant /l/ to follow bilabial sounds 
as the second consonant in a cluster, other dialects also permit /l/ to follow velar sounds (Glover 
1969, Glover et al. 1977).  In Sikles Gurung these clusters have been reanalyzed as either the 
lateral fricative /ɬ/ or the lateral approximant /l/.  Examples where this has occurred are given in 
Figure 2.38, along with the Ghachok equivalent listed in Glover et al.’s (1977) dictionary.  These 
are listed using the dictionary’s orthography, along with a phonemic transcription using the 
International Phonetic Alphabet for easier comparison with the Sikles Gurung transcriptions.  
Following Glover et al.’s dictionary, accented syllables in Ghachok Gurung are marked with the 
diacritic for stress.  Note that all of the clusters in Ghachok Gurung are listed with the voiceless 
aspirated velar stop /kh/; there do not appear to be any words beginning with an unaspirated velar 
followed by a lateral /kl/.  There are also no examples where this cluster occurs in another 
position – only word-initially. 
 
Figure 2.38 Sikles correspondences to /khl/ clusters in Ghachok 
Dictionary Ghachok Sikles Gloss 
<khlxye> /kʰlje̤ / /lɛ̤/ ‘owner’ 
<khlxyoba>  /kʰljo̤bʌ/ /lɔ̤w/ ‘lung’ 
<khlxyebri> /kʰlje̤bri/ /lɛ̤bɽiː/ ‘shaman, holy man’ 
<khlxyõba> /kʰljõ̤bʌ/ /lɔ̤̃bʌ/ ‘to swallow’ 
<khlxyo> /kʰljo̤/ /lo̤ː/ ‘place; sleeping place’ 
    
    
<khlyõbaa’>  /kʰljõˈba/ /ɬõːbʌ/ ‘to play’ 
<khyli>  /kʰlji/ /ɬi/ ‘feces’ 
<khlyĩ'> /ˈkʰljĩ/ /ɬĩː/ ‘snow' 
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<khlyi’ba>  /ˈkʰljibʌ/ /ɬibʌ/ ‘to split wood’ 
<khlyaanu’> /kʰljaˈnu/ 'poor person' /ɬiwn̪ʌ/ ‘poor person; naked’ 
 <khlyunaa’> /kʰljuˈna/ 'naked' /ɬiwn̪ʌ/ ‘poor person; naked’ 
<khlyubaa’> /kʰljuˈba/ /ɬũbʌ/ ‘to flip a container upside down, to empty’ 
<khlyaa>  /kʰlja/ /ɬaː/ ‘ox’ 
<khlxyaasa’ẽ> /kʰlja̤ˈsʌẽ/ /ɬaːsɰɛ/ ‘person who plows’ 
    
 
 Two words with distinct forms in Ghachok Gurung – /kʰljaˈnu/ ‘poor person' and 
/kʰljuˈna/ 'naked’ – have one form in Sikles – /ɬiwn̪ʌ/ ‘poor person; naked.’  This is common 
when comparing Ghachok dictionary entries with Sikles words, and appears to be one source of 
the many homophones in Sikles Gurung.  It is also interesting that the onset consonants in Sikles 
Gurung correspond with the breathiness of the first vowel in Ghachok Gurung: Ghachok words 
beginning with /kʰl/ and containing breathy vowels consistently map to lateral approximant 
onsets /l/ in Sikles; while Ghachok words beginning with /kʰl/ and containing modal vowels 
consistently map to lateral fricative onsets /ɬ/ in Sikles Gurung.  The one exception to this is 
/kʰlja̤ˈsʌẽ/ ‘person who plows,’ which Glover et al. (1977) list as breathy; however, the root of 
this word /kʰlja̤/ ‘ox’ is listed in a separate entry with both a breathy and non-breathy form, 
/ˈkʰlja̤/ and /kʰlja/.  The non-breathy form corresponds with the Sikles word for ‘ox’ /ɬaː/. 
Both /l/ and /ɽ/ occur in verbal and nominal morphology, for example the adverbializing 
suffix /-liː/ which converts verbs into adverbs, and the locative suffix /-ɽʌ/, as discussed above, 
which is attached to nouns.  Examples are listed in Figure 2.39 below. 
   
Figure 2.39 Affixes with liquids 
/kɰi̤-liː/  ‘tardily’ 
 late-ADV 
 





2.5.2 Rhotic allophones 
 
 Rhotic retroflex trill /ɽ/ has several surface forms that appear to be in free variation for 
different speakers.  For Speaker 3, the speaker I have worked with most closely, this sound is 
most often realized word-initially as an alveolar or post-alveolar trill [r]; in consonant clusters it 
tends to be realized as an alveolar tap [ɾ] or a retroflex flap [ɽ], and word-medially it can be 
realized as a spirantized retroflex [ɽ̝] (transcribed with the raised diacritic following the 
convention for transcribing the alveolar fricative trill of Czech and alveolar fricative rhotic of 
Tibetan (Denwood 1999).  However, work with other speakers suggests that the alveolar trill 
production of the rhotic may not be typical of most Sikles Gurung speakers.  Word-initially other 
speakers often realize the rhotic as a retroflex or post-alveolar trill [ɽ], which may additionally be 
spirantized [ɽ̝].  Other speakers realize it word-initially and in other positions as a singly-tapped 
retroflex flap [ɽ], which can be pronounced with or without spirantization, or as a retroflex 
approximant [ɻ].   
Four listeners in addition to myself – some of whom have training and expertise in 
phonetics (n = 3), and some of whom are native speakers of languages with trilled rhotics (n = 
3), and some of whom are both (n = 2) – to verify my perceptual judgements of the rhotic 
features.  The listeners were played recordings of six Gurung speakers saying rhotics in the 
word-initial position taken from recorded word-list elicitation sessions.  Each speaker said each 
word three times each, and listeners were able to listen to each recording multiple times; all of 
the included words were monosyllabic.  The recordings were presented in a pseudorandomized 
order so that listeners did not hear two recordings of the same speaker in a row, or two 
recordings of the same lexical item in a row. The listeners were asked to indicate the perceived 
place and manner of articulation for each rhotic, and additionally note any spirantization.  Their 
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judgements confirmed that the Sikles rhotic allophones are generally in free variation and vary 
from speaker to speaker, with some speakers more likely to tap and some more likely to trill.  
The degree of retroflextion and the place of articulation also varies from speaker to speaker and 
even utterance to utterance, but the general consensus was that these sounds are broadly 
postalveolar with some retroflexion, as well as possible spirantization before breathy or nasal 
vowels for some speakers. 
Sikles Gurung rhotics are more likely to be produced with spirantization before breathy 
vowels or nasal vowels, suggesting this is largely an effect of coarticulation.  Other related 
languages like Seke (Honda 2002) and Lhasa Tibetan (DeLancey 2017, Denwood 1999) are 
described with a contrast between voiced and voiceless rhotics; for those Gurung speakers who 
pronounce the rhotics with spirantization, the lexical items where this occurs do not correspond 
to those with voiceless rhotics in either Seke or Tibetan. 
 Researchers working on languages closely related to Gurung seem to have encountered 
similar rhotic variation.  Mazaudon (2003) describes the rhotic phoneme in Tamang as a trilled 
retroflex continuant.  Hildebrandt (2005) in her phonetic analysis of Manange describes both a 
rhotic tap [ɾ] and word-initially “a fricative with varying post-alveolar or retroflex place of 
articulation” which she represents with [ʐ].  Comparison of the spectrograms included in 
Hildebrandt (2005) with spectrograms made from recordings of Sikles Gurung speakers suggests 
that the rhotic allophones in these two languages are very similar.  Leongue (2018) also 
transcribes the rhotic in Eastern Khams Tibetan as [ʐ], pointing out that it patterns 
phonologically with the language’s other sonorants but is realized with audible frication.  Within 
the broader Tibeto-Burman family, Lotven et al. (2020) report interspeaker variation of rhotics 
ranging from trills, to approximants, to fricatives for some Kuki-Chin languages.  Glover (1969), 
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working on the Ghachok dialect of Gurung, describes the rhotic phoneme as an alveolar flap, and 
Burton-Page (1955) working on the Ghandrung dialect describes the rhotic as a single-tap 
alveolar fricative.   
  I am describing the underlying rhotic phoneme of Sikles Gurung as a rhotic retroflex trill 
and representing it in transcriptions with /ɽ/; this follows Ladefoged & Maddieson’s (1996) 
transcription of the rhotic retroflex trill in Toda, a Dravidian language of southern India, using 
/ɽ/. Retroflexion seems to be a key phonological feature of the rhotic in Sikles Gurung; words 
borrowed from Nepali with retroflex stops are often phonologized into Gurung as rhotics.  For 
example, the Nepali word <!"#$> /pʌhaɖ/ ‘foothills, hilly region’ has been adapted into Gurung 
as /pʌhaːɽ/.  This is particularly expected for Nepali words with retroflex stops in the word-final 
position because they are typically pronounced by Nepali speakers as a retroflex flap allophone 
[ɽ] (Khatiwada 2009).  Furthermore, the retroflex stop series in Gurung and other related 
languages, including Tibetan, has been shown to historically come from dental stop plus rhotic 
/tɽ/ clusters, suggesting retroflexion may have already been a feature of the rhotics in those 
clusters (Michailovsky 1988; Burton-Page 1955).    
Categorizing the rhotic as a trill, rather than a tap, an approximant, or a fricative, is 
appealing from a phonological perspective for several reasons.  First, it captures the phonetic 
reality of many speakers’ pronunciations, and explains why some speakers may produce it as the 
short alveolar trill /r/ found in Nepali (Khatiwada 2009).  Second, this categorization allows this 
sound to potentially reduce to a single-closure flap, while also sometimes having the phonetic 
features of fricatives or approximants, by positing general lenition processes.  As will be 
elaborated in Chapter 5, consonant lenition is a common phonetic and phonological process in 
Sikles Gurung, but consonant fortition is not.  Categorizing this sound as a retroflex flap, 
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approximant, or fricative that then undergoes fortition to be trilled by some speakers would set 
this sound apart from the rest of the phonological processes that characterize this variety of 
Gurung.  There is some evidence that this sound should also be categorized as an approximant in 
addition to a trill – not only does this phoneme pattern with other approximants phototactically, 
but acoustically even trilled or spirantized productions often have the strong visible formants 
characteristic of approximant sounds.  Thus this sound is perhaps best described as a retroflex 
approximant trill, which is even more difficult to represent using the traditional phonetic features 
affiliated with IPA characters, as this would give this sound two manners of articulation that are 
usually assigned to distinct characters: the retroflex flap (or trill) /ɽ/ and the retroflex 
approximant /ɻ/.  For the purposes of this description, its designation as a rhotic retroflex trill /ɽ/ 
should be understood to include phonetic and phonological features traditionally associated with 
rhotic approximants. 
 The spectrograms and waveforms in Figure 2.40 below show six different speakers’ 
pronunciations of the word /ɽĩː/ ‘bamboo.’  These recordings were among those judged by 
additional listeners; they were all recorded during wordlist elicitation sessions using the same 
recording equipment.  Because there is no unique character to distinguish retroflex flaps from 
retroflex trills in the IPA, both retroflex flaps and trills are rather ambiguously transcribed using 







Figure 2.40 Rhotic allophones for six speakers 
Speaker 1 (M, 20s)          Speaker 2 (M, 30s) 
 
 
Speaker 3 (M, 50s)     Speaker 4 (M, 70s) 
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Speaker 5 (F, 30s)       Speaker 6 (F, 30s) 
 
Speaker 1 has a retroflex trill with some frication, as evidenced by the high-frequency 
noise at the top of the spectrogram.  Speaker 2 has a retroflex flap with one single point of 
closure; note that this pronunciation is also accompanied by some spirantization.  Speaker 3 has a 
short alveolar trill, and Speaker 4 has a retroflex approximant, as evidenced by the very clear 
formants throughout the rhotic and lack of points of closure.  Speaker 5 begins with an 
epenthetic high unrounded vowel [ɨ] followed by a flap with one point of closure and substantial 
spirantization, while Speaker 6 begins with a glottal stop before a rhotic approximant with clear 
formants that shows heavy frication in the transition into the vowel.  Note that even the trilled 
and spirantized pronunciations also have visible formants.  
Although Speaker 3 generally pronounces rhotics as alveolar trills [r], word-medially he 
often has a spirantized retroflex flap allophone, as seen below in Figure 2.41 in the waveform 
and spectrogram of /pṳɽi̤ː/ ‘snake.’  Note the single flap articulation and the fricative-like energy, 
as well as some devoicing, likely due to the surrounding breathy vowels. 
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Figure 2.41 Speaker 3 (M, 50s) 
 
 When the rhotic trill /ɽ/ occurs in clusters, some speakers insert an epenthetic vowel 
between the two consonants in the cluster.  The epenthetic vowel shares the height, rounding, 
and backness features of the nuclear vowel, but is more centralized.  Examples of Speaker 2 
saying /pɽɛ/ ‘eight’ and /pɽoː/ ‘cliff’ with epenthetic vowels are shown in Figure 2.42. 
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Figure 2.42 Speaker 2 (M, 30s) 
 
 Similarly, some speakers insert a short epenthetic vowel before word-initial rhotic trills.  
This is visible in Speaker 5’s production of ‘goat’ /ɽʌ/ in Figure 2.43 below, as well as her 
pronunciation of ‘bamboo’ in Figure 2.40 above.  The retroflex rhotic allophone in Figure 2.43 is 
both trilled and spirantized; it is possible to see the pulses of the trill in the spectrogram, as well 
as the high frequency noise characteristic of a fricative and the clear formants characteristic of an 
approximant. 
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Figure 2.43 Speaker 5 (F, 30s) 
 
Word-finally, rhotic trill /ɽ/ can be realized as a retroflex approximant [ɻ].  The 
spectrogram below shows Speaker 1 saying a word-final /ɽ/ in the word /maːɽʌ/ after it has 
undergone word-final lenition processes (discussed further in Chapter 5) to be realized as 




Figure 2.44 Speaker 1 (M, 20s) 
 
2.5.3 Secondary articulations 
 
 Both the rhotic trill /ɽ/ and the lateral approximant /l/ are produced with secondary 
articulations based on the backness features of the following vowel or glide.  They are 
pronounced with palatal secondary articulation [ɽʲ, lʲ] before front vowels /iː, ĩː, i, ĩ, eː, ẽː, ɛ, ɛ ̃/, 
and with velar secondary articulation [ɽɰ, lɰ] before back vowels /uː, ũː, u, ũ, oː, õː, ɔ, ɔ̃, aː, ãː, ʌ, 
ʌ̃/ and labiovelar glide /w/.  The secondary velar articulation can also become labialized before 
round vowels [ɽw, lw].  As has been described for the other sonorants, there are often audible 
offglides before front mid vowels /eː, ẽː, ɛ, ɛ/̃ and back mid vowels /oː, õː, ɔ, ɔ̃/.  Examples of this 





Figure 2.45 Liquid allophones with secondary articulations 
Lateral approximant  
/liːbʌ/ à [lʲiːbɰʌ] ‘to finish a ceremony; hind (leg), behind’ 
/li̤ːbʌ/ à [lʲi̤ːbɰʌ] ‘heavy’ 
/le̤ː/ à [lʲe̤ː] ‘many, too many, very’ 
/lɛ̤bɽiː/ à [lʲɛ̤bʲɽʲiː] ‘shaman, holy man’ 
/la̤ːbʌ/ à [lɰa̤ːbɰʌ] ‘to chase’ 
/lʌbʌ/ à [lɰʌbɰʌ] ‘to do’ 
/lo:bʌ/ à [lwo:bɰʌ] ‘to hide’ 
/lɔbʌ/ à [lwɔbɰʌ] ‘to churn’ 
/lũːbʌ/ à [lwũːbɰʌ] ‘to burn, to blaze’ 
/lũbʌ/ à [lwũbɰʌ] ‘to break, to snap’ 
    
Rhotic trill   
/ɽiːbʌ/ à [ɽʲiːbɰʌ] ‘to wake up’ 
/ɽi̤ːbʌ/ à [ɽʲi̤ːbɰʌ] ‘to beg’ 
/ɽeːgʌ/ à [ɽʲeːgɰʌ] ‘woven garment’ 
/ɽɛ̤bʌ/ à [ɽʲɛ̤bɰʌ] ‘smart; to be knowledgeable, to know’ 
/ɽa̤ːbʌ/ à [ɽɰa̤ːbɰʌ] ‘to play (an instrument)’ 
/ɽʌ̤bʌ/ à [ɽɰʌ̤bɰʌ] ‘to stand, to get up’ 
/ɽoːbʌ/ à [ɽwoːbɰʌ] ‘to sleep; to weave’ 
/ɽɔbʌ/ à [ɽwɔbɰʌ] ‘to bear fruit’ 
/ɽũː/ à [ɽwũː] ‘thread’ 
/ɽu/ à [ɽwu] ‘horn’ 
 
 
The secondary articulations are very audible in the lateral approximant /l/.  Glover (1969) 
described a “fortis” lateral allophone in Ghachok Gurung occurring word-initially in words with 
“high tone.”  All of the examples he provides have a lateral followed by a front vowel, 
suggesting that he also found the secondary palatal articulation audible, but used the term fortis 
to describe it.  His “high tone” front vowels in Ghachok Gurung correspond to long front vowels 
in Sikles Gurung; further discussion of vowel length and correspondences with Ghachok Gurung 
can be found in Section 4.3 of Chapter 4. 
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Hamann’s (2003) dissertation on retroflexes argues that palatalized retroflexes, or 
retroflexes with palatal secondary articulation, are phonetically impossible; however, the author 
points out that such sounds are phonologically possible, and the accompanying phonetics are 
actually a change from an apical articulation to a laminal one.  This matches my analysis of 
Sikles Gurung liquids before front vowels.  The laminal closure likely contributes to the audible 
spirantization of both rhotics and laterals when they precede front vowels, and also contributes to 
the perception of a varying place of articulation for the rhotics.  This also provides evidence that 
Sikles Gurung secondary articulations are a property of this language’s phonology, and cannot 
simply be attributed to phonetic coarticulation effects.  Although the phonetic cues for these 
secondary articulations differ across consonants with different place and manner features, they 
are accounted for by the same phonological process. 
In a spectrogram, the clearest difference between the allophones with secondary palatal 
articulation [ɽʲ, lʲ] and the allophones with secondary velar articulation [ɽɰ, lɰ] are the heights of 
the second formants (F2); this is in line with what has been reported for other languages with 
palatalized and velarized consonants (Recasens & Espinosa 2005, Chiosain & Padgett 2012).  
Spectrograms in Figure 2.46 below show allophones of lateral approximant phoneme /l/ 
occurring before all short and long vowels.   Note the difference in duration of the laterals 
themselves – sonorants in Sikles Gurung are typically shorter before long vowels – as well as the 
differences in the height of the F2, ranging from more than 2000 Hz before front vowels to 
around 1500 Hz before back vowels.  Additionally, the laterals with palatal secondary 
articulation have a very laminal closure that can cause some spirantization; this high frequency 
noise is also visible in the spectrograms below. 
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 The spectrograms below compare the two rhotic allophones [ɽʲ] and [ɽw] before a long 
nasal front vowel and long nasal back vowel, respectively.  Note again the difference in the F2s 
of the two allophones.  The allophone with secondary velar articulation is realized with lip 
rounding due to the roundness of the following vowel. 
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Figure 2.47 Speaker 2 (M, 30s) 
 
The secondarily articulated allophones also surface when liquids are part of consonant 
clusters.  The spectrograms and waveforms below show both liquids occurring in clusters with 
voiceless bilabial stops; in Figure 2.48 are spectrograms made from recordings of Speaker 3 
saying /pli/ ‘four’ and /plu/ ‘seed,’ while in Figure 2.49 are spectrograms made from recordings 
of Speaker 2 saying /pɽɛ/ ‘eight’ and /pɽoː/ ‘cliff.’  In /pli/ ‘four,’ Speaker 3’s palatal gesture 
gives the lateral /l/ a laminal closure and fricative-like release visible in the high frequency 
energy at the top of the spectrogram.  Note also the high F2 indicative of palatalization.  The 
lateral in /plu/ ‘seed,’ on the other hand, has a much lower F2 and much clearer formants.  
Similarly, in Speaker 2’s pronunciation of /pɽɛ/ ‘eight’ in Figure 2.49 there is a high energy noisy 
release to the retroflex flap /ɽ/ that is lacking in /pɽoː/ ‘cliff.’  The F2 of the rhotic is much higher 





Figure 2.48 Speaker 3 (M, 50s) 
    
Figure 2.49 Speaker 2 (M, 30s) 
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 One last example of the effect of these secondary consonant articulations is provided in 
Figure 2.50, which presents spectrograms made from recordings of two different speakers saying 
/aːloːliː/ ‘slowly.’  The first lateral /l/ in ‘slowly’ is realized with secondary velar articulation due 
to the following back vowel, while the second lateral /l/ is realized with secondary palatal 
articulation due to the following front vowel.  Again, the height of the F2 in each lateral shows 
the effect of this secondary articulation, and the laterals with palatal articulation show some high 
frequency frication due to the laminal closure of the palatalized gesture.  The spectrograms 
clearly illustrate that the secondary consonant articulations are determined by the following 
vowel, and not the preceding one. 
 
Figure 2.50 Lateral approximants with secondary articulations 







 Sikles Gurung has three phonemic glides – the labiovelar /w/, the palatal /j/, and the 
unrounded velar /ɰ/.  All three glides have asymmetric distributions – while the labiovelar glide 
/w/ and the palatal glide /j/ occur word-initially and word-medially, the unrounded velar glide 
/ɰ/ occurs only as the second consonant (C2) in a syllable onset cluster, and even more 
specifically only occurs before front vowels.  The labiovelar glide /w/ and the palatal glide /j/ 
contrast before low vowels, but otherwise do not have overlapping distributions, as the labiovelar 
glide /w/ only occurs before front vowels and low vowels and the palatal glide /j/ only occurs 
before back vowels. The minimal- and near-minimal pairs in Figure 2.51 below illustrate the 
contrast between /w/ and /j/ in the word-initial and C2 positions.  The pairs in Figure 2.52 show 
the contrast between /w/ and /ɰ/ in the C2 position.  It is not possible to show a contrast between 
/j/ and /ɰ/ because /j/ is not contrastive in the C2 position before front vowels, and /ɰ/ only 
occurs in the C2 position before front vowels. 
 
Figure 2.51 Word-initial /w/ and /j/ 
/waːbʌ/ ‘to discard, to throw out’ 
/ja̤ːbʌ/ ‘to go’ 
  
/waː/ ‘question particle’ 
/jaː/ ‘to be’ 
  
/kwaːld̪iːbʌ/ ‘to bring (something) to a boil’ 









Figure 2.52 C2 /w/ and /ɰ/ 
/pwi/ ‘rice husk’ /kwẽː/ ‘cloth, clothing; grandson, nephew’ 





/pwibʌ/ ‘to bring down’ /kwi̤bʌ/ ‘to beg’ 
/bɰi̤bʌ/ ‘to step’ /kɰi̤bʌ/ ‘to be late’ 
 
   
/swĩːd̪ĩ/ ‘domesticated honeybee’ /kwiːbʌ/ ‘to lift; to weigh; to pick up’ 
/sɰĩ/ ‘leftovers, cold food’ /kɰiːɽu/ ‘up (direction)’ 
 
   
/tsʰwi̤ːbʌ/ ‘to stuff; to shove’  





As mentioned in the section above, differences in the distribution of the labiovelar /w/, 
the palatal /j/, and the unrounded velar /ɰ/ glides in Gurung makes it difficult to show minimal 
pairs across all three glides.  However, all three do contrast with other approximants.  I will make 
use of this fact when providing minimal and near-minimal sets to illustrate their distribution in 
this section. 
Palatal glide /j/ occurs in the word-initial position before back vowels, where it contrasts 
with other approximants, as illustrated in Figure 2.53.   
 
Figure 2.53 Word-initial palatal glide 
/ja̤ːbʌ/ ‘to go’ /jɔbʌ/ ‘rich’ 
/la̤ːbʌ/ ‘to chase’ /lɔbʌ/ ‘to churn’ 
/ɽa̤ːbʌ/ ‘to play (an instrument)’ /ɽɔbʌ/ ‘to bear fruit’ 
    
/jã̤ːgõː/ ‘rainbow’ /jɔ̃bʌ/ ‘light (weight)’ 
/lã̤ː / ‘white funeral cloth’ /lɔ̃bʌ/ ‘to sell’ 
/ɽã̤ːɽ/ ‘rug made of wool’ /ɽɔ̤̃ŋgɔ̤̃/ ‘far’ 
  
  
/joːbʌ/ ‘to have enough; to be done’ /jubʌ/ ‘to come down’ 
/lo:bʌ/ ‘to hide’ /lũbʌ/ ‘to break, to snap’ 
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/ɽoːbʌ/ ‘to sleep; to weave’ /ɽu/ ‘horn’ 
    
/jo̤ːbʌ/ ‘to steal’ /juːmʌ/ ‘stone’ 
/lo̤ːbʌ/ ‘to help, to give a hand’ /lũːbʌ/ ‘to burn, to blaze’ 
/ɽo̤ːliː/ ‘wool blanket, wool garment’ /ɽũː/ ‘thread’ 
 
 
There is a single lexical item in the data being analyzed for this dissertation where /j/ 
occurs in the word-initial position before a front vowel; this is provided in Figure 2.54.  
 
Figure 2.54 Palatal glide before a front vowel 
 /jɛ̤/̃  ‘high altitude’ 
 
This word contrasts phonemically with words with other sonorant onsets; however, note that 
phonetically there is a palatal offglide before front mid vowels.  This is illustrated in Figure 2.55. 
  
Figure 2.55 Palatal onglides before front vowels 
/jɛ̤/̃ à [jɛ̤]̃ ‘high altitude’ 
/lɛ̤/ à [lʲɛ̤] ‘owner’ 
/n̪ɛ/̃ à [n̪ʲɛ]̃ ‘resting place along a path’ 
 
 
 Palatal glide /j/ occurs in the C2 position before back vowels, where it contrasts with 
other approximants, or with no glide.  Examples are provided below, arranged by the place of 
articulation of the first consonant in the cluster. 
  
Figure 2.56 C2 palatal glide 
Bilabial    
/pja̤ː/ ‘wing, feather’ /pʰjo̤ːbʌ/ ‘to clean’ 
/paː/ ‘wine’ /pʰo̤ːbʌ/ ‘to apply (cream, makeup, paint)’ 
/plã̤ːbʌ/ ‘to slap with an open palm’ 
/pɽaːbʌ/ ‘to splash (something)’ /bjõ̤ːbʌ/ ‘to throw out, to discard’ 
  /bõ̤ːbʌ/ ‘to be strong’ 
/pjɔ̤bʌ/ ‘to boil’   
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/pɔbʌ/ ‘to come off, to take off (lid)’ /mjõːbʌ/ ‘get injured (with /neːj/)’ 
/plɔbʌ/ ‘to be rich’ /mõːbʌ/ ‘to talk in your sleep (with /nṳɽ/)’ 
/pɽɔ/ ‘flour’ /mlõːgjʌ/ ‘black’ 
  /mɽõːbʌ/ ‘to see’ 
/pjo̤ː̤bʌ/ ‘to be visible (moon or sun)’ 
/po̤ːbʌ/ ‘to take (something)’ /mjũːlu/ ‘half-burned piece of wood’ 
/pɽo̤ːbʌ/ ‘to grind (flour)’ /mu/ ‘sky’ 
  /mɽũ/ ‘king’ 
/pjõ̤ːbʌ/ ‘to resemble’  
/põ̤ːbʌ/ ‘to quarrel’   
/pɽõː/ ‘moveable shed for livestock’ 
    
Alveolar    
/tsjaː/ ‘tea’ /ʦʰjãːbʌ/ ‘good, beautiful’ 
/ʦãː/ ‘bridge (short)’ /ʦʰãːŋaː/ ‘waterfall’ 
    
/tsjɔbʌ/ ‘to hang’ /ʦʰjɔbʌ/ ‘to stop; to stand up’ 
/ʦɔ̤bʌ/ ‘to gather people together’ /ʦʰɔbʌ/ ‘fat; to shepherd’ 
    
/ʦjoː/ ‘book used by a lama’ /sjaːlʌ/ ‘porch’ 
/ʦo̤ː/ ‘summit, top of a tree’ /saːɽʌ/ ‘star’ 
/ʦjõːbʌ/ ‘small’   
/ʦõːgu/ ‘cooking stand with two legs’ /sjɔ̃mãː/ ‘a long time ago’ 
  /sɔ̤bʌ/ ‘to be alive, to live’ 
/tsju/ ‘ten’   
/ʦu/ ‘this, proximate demonstrative’ 
/ʦjũːbʌ/ ‘to wrinkle, to shrink (clothing)’ 
/ʦũːbʌ/ ‘to start; to sell’  
    
Velar    
/kjaːd̪ũ/ ‘water tap’ /kju/ ‘sheep’ 
/kaːd̪ʌ/ ‘book, paper’ /ku/ ‘nine; chest’ 
  
/kɽu/ 
‘unit of measurement (between 
fingertips and elbow) 
/kjãːbʌ/ ‘to cut (down a tree)’  
/kãːbʌ/ ‘to yawn; bitter, salty’ /kʰjɔbʌ/ ‘to plow’ 
/kɽãːbʌ/ ‘to rot; to fine someone’ /kʰɔɽʌ/ ‘crippled, deformed, or maimed person’ 
    
/kjɔ̃ʣ̪ʌ/ ‘that side (of the river or bridge)’ /kʰjũːbʌ/ ‘sour, bitter’ 
/kɔ̃bʌ/ ‘to shiver; to mix’ /kʰũːbʌ/ ‘to be cold’ 
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/krɔbʌ/ ‘to burn’ /gjõ̤ːsĩ/ ‘alder tree’ 
  
/goːbʌ/ ‘to blow (by the shaman during a ceremony)’ 
/kjõːbʌ/ ‘to repair’   
/kõːbʌ/ ‘to echo’ /ŋjɔ/ ‘we (inclusive)’ 
/kɽoːbʌ/ ‘to cry’ /ŋɔ̤/ ‘forehead’ 
 
 
Palatal glide /j/ also occurs word-medially, both as a syllable onset, as part of a cluster, or 
in the coda position, as seen in Figure 2.57 below.  Syllabification is marked for clarity. 
  
Figure 2.57 Word-medial palatal glide 
/kʰɔ̃.jɔ̃ mɔ̃.jɔ/ ‘once in awhile’ /kṳɽ.jṳ̃/ ‘next year’ 
/tĩː.jʌ̃/ ‘today’ /mũ.jũː/ ‘brother, young man’ 
 
Cluster    
/n̪ã̤ː.sjɔ̃/ ‘cloud’ /pʌ.ʣjuː/    ‘grandmother’ 
/ŋɛ̤l.sjɔ/ ‘female ceremonial friend’ /tĩ.ʣjuː/ ‘heel’ 
/ŋɔ̃l.sjɔ/ ‘female cousin’ /kju.gju/ ‘new sprouting of a plant’ 
/ta̤ː.ʣjɔ̤/ ‘brother (middle, older than speaker)’ /ti.sjʌ/ ‘one moment, for awhile’ 
/n̪ʌ.ʣjɔ/ ‘sister (youngest, older than speaker)’ /pĩːŋ.gjʌ/ ‘green, blue’ 
/aː.sjõː/ ‘in-laws’ /taːɽ.gjʌ/ ‘white’ 
/mãː.ʦjoː/ ‘maternal aunt (youngest)’ /mlõː.gjʌ/ ‘black’ 
/pa̤ː.ʦjoː/ ‘paternal uncle (youngest)’ /uɽ.gjʌ/ ‘yellow’ 
/rĩ̤ŋ.gjoː/ ‘long’ /wʌl.gjʌ/ ‘red’ 
/pʌ.ʦjuː/ ‘shaman’   
 
Coda    
/mãːj.lʌ̃/ ‘second eldest brother’ /kãːj.lʌ̃/ ‘fourth eldest brother’ 
/sãːj.lʌ̃/ ‘third eldest brother’   
 
 Palatal glide /j/ can be found word-finally in a few lexical items, listed in Figure 2.58, as 




Figure 2.58 Word-final palatal glide 
/koːj/ ‘fence’ /n̪eːj mjõː.bʌ/ ‘to get injured’ 
/t̪eːj/ ‘that thing I don’t know the name of’   
 
Labiovelar glide /w/ occurs in the word-initial position before front vowels and low 
vowels, where it contrasts with other approximants, as seen in Figure 2.59.  
 
Figure 2.59 Word-initial labiovelar glide 
/wiːbʌ/ ‘to call’ /wʌlgjʌ/ ‘red’ 
/liːbʌ/ ‘hind (leg), behind’ /lʌbʌ/ ‘to do’ 
/ɽiːbʌ/ ‘to wake up’ /ɽʌ̤bʌ/ ‘to stand, to get up’ 
  
  
/wĩːmĩŋĩː/ ‘the day before yesterday’ /waːbʌ/ ‘to discard, to throw out’ 
/lĩːbʌ/ ‘to be tasty, to be delicious’ /laːbʌ/ ‘to make hot; to rock a baby’ 
/ɽĩːmʌiː/ ‘women’ /ɽaːguːn̪/ ‘pumpkin’ 
    
/wĩbʌ/ ‘to show’   
/libu/ ‘calf of leg’   
/ɽĩ̤bʌ/ ‘to be long’   
 
 
Labiovelar glide /w/ occurs in the C2 position before front vowels and low vowels, where 
it contrasts with other approximants, or with no glide.  Examples are provided below, arranged 
by the place of articulation of the first consonant in the cluster. 
  
Figure 2.60 C2 labiovelar glide 
Bilabial    
/pwi/ ‘rice husk’ /pʰwi̤ːbʌ/ ‘to blow (on the fire), to kindle’ 
/pi̤/ ‘basket’ /pʰi̤bʌ/ ‘to give birth’ 
/pli/ ‘four’   
/pɰi/ ‘wool’ /mwĩːmʌiː/ ‘men’ 
  /mĩː/ ‘name’ 
/mwi/ ‘money; body hair’ /mɰĩ̤ːsʌ̤/ ‘night’ 
/mi/ ‘fire’ /mɽĩː/ ‘wife’ 
/mli̤bʌ/ ‘to forget’   
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/mɰĩ̤bʌ/ ‘to recall, to miss, to wish’ 
    
Alveolar    
/tsʰwi̤ːbʌ/ ‘to stuff; to shove’ /swĩːd̪ĩ/ ‘domesticated honeybee’ 
/ʦʰi̤ː/ ‘grass; fat’ /sĩːd̪ṳ̃ː/ ‘tree’ 
/ʦʰɰi̤/ ‘outer part of bamboo’ /sɰĩ/ ‘leftovers, cold food’ 
    
Retroflex    
/ʈwibʌ/ ‘to follow’ /ʈwi̤bʌ/ ‘to remove’ 
/ʈibʌ/ ‘to live, to sit, to stay’ /ʈi̤bʌ/ ‘to shatter, to burst, to pop, to snap’ 
    
Velar    
/kwẽː/ ‘cloth; grandson, nephew’ /kwiːbʌ/ ‘to lift; to weigh; to pick up’ 
/keː/ ‘work’ /kĩːbʌ/ ‘to buy’ 
/kɽeː/ ‘lower back, waist’ /kɽiːbʌ/ ‘to trim hair; to bite’ 
  
  
/kɰẽː/ ‘cooked rice; food’ /kwi̤bʌ/ ‘to beg’ 
/kwẽ̤ːbʌ/ ‘to measure by volume’ /ki̤ː/ ‘you singular’ 
/kẽ̤ːmʌiː/ ‘you plural’ /kɽi̤/ ‘dirt’ 
  /kɰi̤bʌ/ ‘to be late’ 
/kwɛ̤b̃ʌ/ ‘to trust’   
/kɛ̤bʌ/ ‘to be itchy’   
  
  
/kwaːld̪iːbʌ/ ‘to bring to a boil’ 
/kaːd̪ʌ/ ‘book, paper’  
/kɽãːbʌ/ ‘to rot; to fine someone’  
   
 
The labiovelar glide /w/ also occurs word-medially in a handful of lexical items, listed in 
Figure 2.61 below.  Unlike the palatal glide, it is typically found in the coda position. 
 
Figure 2.61 Word-medial labiovelar glide 
/ɬiw.n̪ʌ/ ‘poor person; naked’ /ʦo̤ːw.n̪ʌ/ ‘all, that’s all’ 
/lʌw.ʈʌ/ ‘edible fern’ /ʦʰɰɛw.li/ ‘inner part of bamboo’ 
/lʌ̤w.ɽi̤/ ‘shaman’ /t̪ã̤ːw.laː/ ‘butterfly’ 





The palatal glide /j/ and labiovelar glide /w/ contrast word-medially in two valency 
changing suffixes, /-wʌ/ and /-jʌ/.  The suffix /-wʌ/ adds the sense that there is a known agent of 
the action, while the suffix /-jʌ/ adds the sense that the verb event happened without any specific 
agent causing it.  They are attached directly to a verb stem, after which inflectional suffixes are 
added.  Examples with the word /ʈi̤bʌ/ ‘to shatter, to burst, to explode, to pop, to snap’ are given 
below.  The word “ball” is borrowed from English.  These suffixes provide evidence that /j/ and 
/w/ are contrastive before low vowels both word-initially and word-medially. 
 
Figure 2.62 Valency changing verb suffixes 
/tsʌ  ball  ʈi̤-jʌ-diː/ The basketball popped (because it was old). 
3SG.DEM  basketball pop-val-PST  
 
   
/ŋʌ-diː  ball  ʈi̤-wʌ-diː/ I popped the basketball. 
1SG-ERG basketball pop-val-PST  
 
  
The labiovelar glide can be found word-finally, but only in derived forms.  These will be 
addressed in Chapter 5 in the discussion of word-final lenition processes. 
Like labiovelar glide /w/, the unrounded velar glide /ɰ/ occurs in the C2 position before 
front vowels; however, unlike /w/, the unrounded glide /ɰ/ does not occur below low vowels.  
Examples are given below where /ɰ/ contrasts with other approximants or with no glide in word-
initial clusters.  They are organized by the place of articulation of the first consonant in the 
cluster. 
 
Figure 2.63 C2 unrounded velar glide, word-initially 
Bilabial    
/pɰi/ ‘wool’ /pɰẽ̤ːbʌ/ ‘to wait’ 
/pi̤/ ‘basket’ /peːbʌ/ ‘to put together’ 
/pli/ ‘four’ /pɽe̤ːbʌ/ ‘to write’ 
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/pwi/ ‘rice husk’   
 
 /mɰĩ̤ːsʌ̤/ ‘night’ 
/pɰĩː/ ‘lead’ /mĩː/ ‘name’ 
/pĩːbʌ/ ‘to give’ /mwĩːmʌiː/ ‘men’ 
/plĩːjʌbʌ/ ‘to become full (container)’ /mɽĩː/ ‘wife’ 
/pɽĩːbʌ/ ‘to sing; to shoot; to hit’ 
    
/pɰɛ̤b̃ʌ/ ‘to snatch; to put on airs’  
/pɛ̤bʌ/ ‘intercourse’   
/plɛbʌ/ ‘slippery’   
/pɽɛb̃ʌ/ ‘to grind’   
    
Alveolar    
/ʦɰi̤miː/ ‘daughter’ /sɰeːbʌ / ‘to search for, to pick through; to comb’ 
/ʦi̤buː/ ‘wasp’ /seːbʌ/ ‘to explain, to tell’ 
    
/ʦɰɛ/ ‘vein’ /sɰẽː/ ‘heart (feelings)’ 
/ʦɛ/ ‘nickname’ /sẽːbʌ/ ‘to return something borrowed’ 
    
/ʦɰẽːbʌ/ ‘to pull, to stretch out’ /sɰĩ/ ‘leftovers, cold food’ 
/ʦẽːbʌ/ ‘to sift, to knead’ /sĩ/ ‘firewood’ 
  /swĩːd̪ĩ/ ‘domesticated honeybee’ 
/ʦʰɰiː/ ‘strips of bamboo for weaving’ 
/ʦʰiːbʌ/ ‘to get ready to; to carry (hand)’ 
/tsʰwi̤ːbʌ/ ‘to stuff, to shove’  
/ʦʰɰi̤/ ‘outer part of bamboo’  
/ʦʰi̤/ ‘claw (of animal)’  
    
Velar    
/kɰi/ ‘sound, voice’ /kʰɰibʌ/ ‘to be talkative, chatty’ 
/ki/ ‘wooden plank’ /kʰibʌ/ ‘to wear’ 
/kri̤/ ‘dirt’ /kʰɽi/ ‘one’ 
 
   
/kɰi̤bʌ/ ‘to be late’ /kʰɰẽː/ ‘wind’ 
/ki̤ː/ ‘you singular’ /kʰeːbʌ/ ‘to read’ 
/kwi̤bʌ/ ‘to beg’   
/kɽi̤ʣi̤ː/ ‘dirty’ /kʰɰɛb̃ʌ/ ‘to reap’ 
  /kʰɛbʌ/ ‘to patch, to repair’ 
/kɰẽː/ ‘cooked rice; food’ /kʰɽɛb̃ʌ/ ‘hungry’ 
/keː/ ‘work’   
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/kwẽː/ ‘cloth, clothing; grandson, nephew’ 
/kɽeː/ ‘lower back, waist’  
 
 
Word medially, the unrounded velar glide /ɰ/ also occurs in the C2 position before front 
vowels.  Examples where this occurs are listed in Figure 2.63 below; syllabification is marked 
for clarity. 
 
Figure 2.64 C2 unrounded velar glide, word-medially 
/ti̤.gɰɛ̤/̃ ‘one day’ /pɽõː.sɰɛ/ ‘shepherd’ 
/lɛ.̃gɰẽː/ ‘cucumber’ /pʰrẽː.sɰi/ ‘adult man, young man’ 
/ɬaː.sɰɛ/ ‘person who plows’  
 
Note that at least three of these terms are morphologically complex – both /ɬaː.sɰɛ/ 
‘person who plows’ and /pɽõː.sɰɛ/ ‘shepherd’ carry the bound morpheme /-sɰɛ/, which adds the 
sense of ‘person who works with’ to some nouns.  Additionally, /ti̤.gɰɛ̤/̃ is composed of /ti-/, 
which is a bound form of /kʰɽi/ 'one,’ and /-gɰɛ̤/̃, which is a numeral classifier for 'day.'  
Unrounded velar glides do not occur in word-finally or in syllable codas. 
 
2.6.2 Velar glide rounding 
 
 The unrounded velar glide /ɰ/ and the labiovelar glide /w/ are in free variation after a 
bilabial consonant.  Glover (1969) noted a similar alternation in Ghachok Gurung, and reported 
that speakers were aware of the two possible pronunciations.  Examples where I have heard this 
frequently in Sikles Gurung are listed in Figure 2.64. The speakers I work with are similarly 
aware of the free variation in these words. 
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Figure 2.65 Velar glide rounding alternation 
/mɰĩ̤ːɽeː/  à [mɰɰĩ̤ːɽje̤ː] ~ [mwwĩ̤ːɽje̤ː] ‘night’7 
/mɰĩ̤ːsʌ/ à [mɰɰĩ̤ːsɰʌ̤] ~ [mwwĩ̤ːsɰʌ̤] ‘night’ 
/pɰiː/ à [pɰɰi] ~ [pwwiː] ‘three day ceremony after a death’ 
 
2.6.3 Glides and secondary articulations 
 
 Like vowels, all three glides /j, w, ɰ/ assign secondary articulation features to consonants 
that immediately precede them.  Palatal glide /j/ assigns palatal secondary articulation Cj, 
labiovelar glide /w/ assigns labiovelar secondary articulation Cw, and velar glide /ɰ/ assigns 
velar secondary articulation Cɰ.  In a case where a vowel and glide would assign conflicting 
features, the closer segment prevails.  For example, in the sequence /keː/, the front vowel assigns 
palatal secondary articulation, resulting in [kjeː] with a fronted velar stop and a palatal offglide 
into the vowel.  Introducing the velar glide /ɰ/ to make /kɰeː/ instead assigns velar secondary 
articulation, resulting in [kɰɰeː] with a backed velar stop before the velar glide.  Similarly, 
adding labiovelar /w/ to make /kweː/ backs the velar as well as adding labialization as part of the 
secondary articulation in [kwweː]. Waveforms and spectrograms in Figure 2.65 illustrate three 
words which closely match these examples: /keː/ ‘work,’ /kɰẽː/ ‘cooked rice; food,’ and /kwẽː/ 
‘cloth, clothing; grandson, nephew.’   
 The first thing to note is the stop bursts of each velar allophone.  Both [kɰ] and [kw] have 
comparatively quiet stop bursts, and the locus of energy is relatively low and aligns with the F2 
 
7 In Sikles there are two commonly used words for ‘night’: /mɰĩ̤ːɽeː/ and / mɰĩ̤ːsʌ/.  The former 
falls into a paradigm for times of day, listed below, which suggests it may have historically been 
morphologically complex, although that complexity is now opaque to speakers. 
/nã̤ːɽeː/ ‘morning’ 
/tĩ̤ːɽeː/ ‘afternoon’ 
/ŋeːɽeː/ ‘twilight, evening’ 
/pʌ̤nã̤ːɽeː/ ‘tomorrow morning’ 
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as it transitions into the onset glide.  The stop burst of [kj] is long and noisy, with energy 
concentrated in the high frequencies, as is typical for a palatalized velar stop (Keating & Lahiri 
1993).  This stop is unaspirated – aspirated velar stops with secondary palatal articulation have 
even longer burst durations, as will be discussed in detail in Chapter 2 – although compared to its 
counterparts with secondary velar articulations it may at first glance appear aspirated.  The two 
allophones with secondary velar articulation are distinguished by the different shapes of the F2 
and F3 – for the labialized [kw], the F2 starts lower and the F3 starts higher, while for the 
unrounded [kɰ] the distance between the F2 and F3 is much smaller throughout the onset cluster 
and moving into the nuclear vowel. 
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Figure 2.66 Speaker 2 (M, 30s) 
          
    
 
 In slow speech, glides in the C2 position are clearly audible and visible in a spectrogram.  
In normal or fast speech, the glides are often elided or deleted entirely.   Their presence is 
recoverable due to speakers’ intuitions, and the secondary articulation features they assigned to 
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the remaining consonant.  Glover (1969) also observed this for palatal glides occurring in C2 
position in Ghachok Gurung, reporting that these glides sometimes surface as palatalization of 
the preceding consonant. 
The spectrograms in Figure 2.66 show /sĩ/ ‘firewood’ with the palatal secondary 
articulation assigned by the front vowel, [ɕʲĩ], compared to the word /sɰĩ/ ‘thing’ pronounced at 
two speeds during the same elicitation session.  The glide is visible in the slow pronunciation 
[sɰɰĩ], but elided in the fast pronunciation [sɰĩ], although the velar secondary articulation on the 
word-initial fricative remains.  This not only audible when listening to the recording, but is 
evident in the spectral structure of the fricative, which is clearly different from the palatalized 
fricative in ‘firewood,’ and the formant structure of the vowel which still shows a lowered F2 
throughout.  For comparison, a spectrogram of the first syllable in /swĩːd̪ĩ/ ‘domesticated 
honeybee’ is also provided.  Note that although the fricative with labiovelar secondary 
articulation very much resembles the fricatives with velar secondary articulation when looking at 
the spectrograms, looking at the included waveforms paints a very different picture.  The 
labialization in addition to the velar articulation gives the fricative in ‘honeybee’ a very different 






Figure 2.67 Speaker 3 (M, 50s) 
 
  
The next set of spectrograms and waveforms show the same process but for back vowels.  
In /ʦubʌ/ ‘to distribute; to put on the fire,’ the affricate is pronounced with velar secondary 
articulation and some labialization due to the following back vowel [ʦʷubɰʌ].  But in /ʦjubʌ/ ‘to 
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imprison,’ the palatal glide blocks the velar secondary articulation and instead assigns palatal 
secondary articulation to the affricate [ʨʲjubɰʌ].  Like the fricatives, the difference in the 
secondary articulations for these affricates is evident in differing shapes of the waveforms.  The 
affricate in /ʦjubʌ/ ‘to imprison,’ has the noisier, high frequency energy caused by the secondary 
palatal articulation.  As an additional point of comparison, I have included a spectrogram of 
/ʦjũĩːbʌ/ ‘to tether.’  In this case, the palatal glide assigns palatal secondary articulation to the 
affricate, so /ʦj/ is realized as [ʨʲ].  This leaves the nuclear sequence /ũĩː/; however, vowel-vowel 
(VV) sequences are not permitted by Sikles Gurung phonotactics, and in this case the first vowel 
becomes a glide in order to resolve this.  Due to the influence of the following /ĩː/, the glide is 
realized as the labio-palatal glide [ɥ], resulting in [ʨʲɥĩːbɰʌ].  The resolution of VV sequences 
will be discussed at length in Chapter 5; for now it is sufficient to note that the surface 
pronunciation of [ɥ] between two sounds with palatal features reflects its underlying identity as a 












Figure 2.68 Speaker 3 (M, 50s) 
 
 
 Another example of the effect of speed and context on glides is provided in the 
spectrograms below, which show the very common word /kɰĩː/ ‘cooked rice; food.’  The 
spectrogram on the left is spoken slowly and in isolation, while the spectrogram on the right 
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comes from a recording of a sentence.  Note the clear formant transitions of the glide on the left, 
while on the right the presence of the glide is only really evident in the backed velar stop and 
concentration of energy in the second formant.  This change in the spectral properties of the 
vowel remains the most salient acoustic cue to the presence of these elided glides for me as a 
non-native listener, although I suspect native speakers are more sensitive to the secondary 
articulation and consequent shift in the place of articulation of the velar stop; future work that 
includes perception studies would be needed to test this hypothesis. 
 
Figure 2.69 Speaker 3 (M, 50s) 
 
 
Regardless of the speed of speech, the timing of C1 aspiration and C2 glide gestures is 
such that the glide is produced during the aspiration burst.  This is perceptually audible, and also 
visible in spectrograms, as seen below in recordings of Speaker 3 saying /kʰjɔbʌ/ ‘to plow,’ 
/kʰɰẽː/ ‘wind,’ and /pʰwi̤ːbʌ/ ‘to blow on, to kindle (a fire).’  In /kʰjɔbʌ/ ‘to plow,’ the aspirated 
stop has the high frequency locus of energy and noisy stop burst characteristic of a palatalized 
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velar.  It is also possible to see the fuzzy structure of the F2 and F3 of the palatal glide 
throughout the aspirated portion of the consonant.  By the time voicing initiates in the nuclear 
vowel, there is very little transition from the palatal onset into the mid back vowel – particularly 
when compared with the spectrogram of /ʦjubʌ/ ‘to imprison’ in Figure 2.67.  The timing of the 
onset cluster /kʰj/ is such that the palatal glide occurs during the aspirated portion of the velar 
stop.  Similarly, in /kʰɰẽː/ ‘wind’ it is possible to see the F2 and F3 of the velar glide during the 
aspirated portion of the velar stop.  This stop has secondary velar articulation, so it is backed; 
this is evident in the lower locus of energy and quieter stop burst, particularly when compared 
with the waveform of the fronted velar in /kʰjɔbʌ/ ‘to plow.’  Again, by the time voicing initiates 
for the nuclear vowel, there is very little visible transition from the velar glide – the glide occurs 
during the aspirated portion of the velar stop, and the only evidence of its presence in the vowel 
is the higher concentration of energy in the F2 and F3 of the front mid vowel. 
In /pʰwi̤ːbʌ/ ‘to blow on, to kindle (a fire),’ the initial aspirated stop is realized as a 
bilabial fricative allophone [ɸ] (for a full discussion of stop allophones, see Chapter 3).  Again 
throughout the duration of the C1 it is possible to see the fuzzy F2 and F3 moving in a velar 
pinch due to the simultaneous realization of the labiovelar glide.  There is effectively no 
evidence of the glide in the formant structure of the nuclear vowel /i̤ː/; by the time voicing 
initiates, the structure of the first three formants resembles a high front vowel without a 
labiovelar onset glide. 
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Figure 2.70 Speaker 3 (M, 50s) 
 
 This degree of coarticulation can also occur for aspirated onsets followed by the liquid /ɽ/ 
in the sequences /kʰɽ/ and /pʰɽ/, and likely contributed to the reanalysis of aspirated velar-lateral 
clusters /kʰl/ as lateral fricative /ɬ/ in the Sikles dialect.  Figure 2.70 shows a spectrogram and 
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waveform for the word /kʰɽõːbʌ/ ‘to roast.’  Here the onset rhotic is devoiced by the aspiration of 
the preceding voiceless stop.  In listening to the sound file, it is not possible to determine at what 
point the aspirated velar stop ends and the devoiced retroflex approximant begins, instead the 
whole onset cluster carries aspiration, rhotacization, and labiovelarization from the following 
back round vowel.  The sharing of features by all members of onset clusters is the topic of the 
next section. 
 
Figure 2.71 Speaker 3 (M, 50s) 
 
 
2.6.4 Onset cluster features 
 
 The coarticulation and glide elision illustrated in the previous section exemplify the close 
relationship between consonants in onset clusters in this variety of Gurung.  In fact, it is possible 
to think of each syllable onset as a whole being specified for palatal, velar, or labiovelar 
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secondary articulation features, since these features will always agree across both members of 
the cluster.  This close relationship between onset consonants is not unexpected in the Tibeto-
Burman family; DeLancey’s (2017) analysis of the Lhasa dialect of Tibetan includes a set of 
palatalized velar stops that “reflect original velar stop + y clusters” and a set of retroflex stops 
that “reflect original stop + r clusters” (386).  Similarly, Widmer’s (2014) dissertation on Bunan, 
a Tibeto-Burman language spoken in North India, reports that onset clusters comprised of velar 
stops and palatal glides /kj, khj, gj/ merge into a set of palatal allophones [c, ch, ɟ].  It would be 
possible, particularly in the case of the velar consonants and alveolar affricates, to formulate a 
similar account for Gurung; however, this would in many cases disregard the intuition of 
speakers when it comes to the presence or absence of glides. 
 The difference between glides and vowels in Sikles Gurung has been difficult to assess.  
Although I have very much taken advantage of the excellent metalinguistic awareness of the 
primary Gurung speaker consulted for this project, there have been times when we have been 
foiled by orthographic limitations.  There is currently no good way to represent the unrounded 
velar glide /ɰ/ when spelling Gurung words; Glover and Glover and their collaborators used a 
short <a> to represent it in their orthography.  Talking about it in these terms was often helpful, 
but in some cases the speaker did not have the intuition that there was an <a> sound in the word, 
yet there was clearly an audible glide, or the secondary articulation features assigned by a glide 
that was then deleted.  Glover et al. (1977), for instance, spell the word ‘cucumber’ <lakhaẽ’>, 
transposed in the IPA based on the description of their orthography as /lʌ.ˈkʰʌ̯ẽ/ where /ʌ̯/ 
corresponds to Sikles /ɰ/.  The speaker I primarily work with had the intuition that there was no 
velar glide in this word, yet spectrograms of some of the speakers I recorded saying this word – 
including this primary consultant – show the backed velar place of articulation and vowel 
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formants indicative of a deleted velar glide, suggesting an underlying form of /lɛg̃ɰẽː/.  In other 
cases, speakers have the intuition there are two possible spellings of a word – one with a vowel, 
and one with a glide that is easily represented orthographically like <w> or <y>.  For example, 
for the monosyllabic word ‘song; wild bee’ I have been given three possible pronunciations with 
three different corresponding spellings, <koi> /kɔiː/, <kwi> /kwiː/, or <kwe> /kweː/.  Glover et 
al. (1977) spell this word both <kxoe> /ko̤e̤/ and <kxwe> /kwe̤/ in different parts of their 
dictionary.  It is unclear how much of this alternation is an effect of the orthographic limitations 
posed by the two writing systems speakers are most familiar with – the Roman alphabet used for 
English and the Devanagari system used for Nepali.  The Gurung speakers consulted for this 
project and I have discussed at length the mismatch between the sounds of Sikles Gurung and 
these two writing systems. 
 Diagnosing the difference between glides and vowels has not been at all straightforward, 
and so I have tried to strike a balance between speaker intuition and acoustic evidence, because 
relying on just one or just the other has not been able to account for all the data in this 
dissertation, and the perception studies required to tease these apart are reserved for future 
research.  Instead of clear-cut rules, I have been able to make two generalizations.  The first is 
that, in normal running speech, there is a great propensity for elision of all types of phonemes – 
not only do glides assign secondary articulation features and then delete, but vowels can also 
delete or lenite to glides, and consonants can lenite to glides based on their assigned secondary 
articulations.  This will be discussed at length in Chapter 5 in the sections on phonotactics and 
lenition.  The second generalization is tied to the first, and is the phonological importance of the 
secondary articulation features as salient acoustic cues to speakers.  Look at the example of 
‘song; wild bee,’ which speakers think of as having three possible pronunciations – <koi> /kɔiː/, 
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<kwi> /kwiː/, and <kwe> /kweː/ – which are each composed of the same set of features 
distributed differently across three phonemes.  In each case, the first sound is a backed velar with 
secondary velar articulation, as well as some lip rounding due to the roundness of the following 
segment, the second segment is short and vocalic and has back and round features, and the third 
is long and vocalic and has front features.  Which of the two vowel-like segments is the nucleus 
of this monosyllabic word is apparently irrelevant, because the sequence of features remains the 
same whether the first vocalic segment is analyzed as part of on onset cluster, or whether it is 
analyzed as the nucleus with a coda glide: [kɔj] ~ [kwiː] ~ [kweː].  Sikles Gurung has a series of 
words with similar alternations, examples of which are listed below.8 
  
Figure 2.72 Glide-vowel alternation 
[kwɽwoːj]~ [kwɽʷwi] ‘eagle, vulture’ 
[ɽʷũj.bɰʌ] ~ [ɽʷwĩː.bɰʌ] ‘to plant’ 
[ɽʷuj.bɰʌ] ~ [ɽʷwiː.bɰʌ] ‘to scratch; to vomit; to lay stones; to lead’ 
[ʈʷuj ja̤ː.bɰʌ] ~ [ʈʷwiː ja̤ː.bɰʌ] ‘landslide’ 
[ʈʷṳj.bɰʌ] ~ [ʈʷwi̤.bɰʌ] ‘to remove’ 
[kɰʌj.ɽʷu] ~ [kɰɰiː.ɽʷu] ‘up’ 
[mɰʌj.n̪ɰʌ kʷɔ.pʷu] ~ [mɰɰi.n̪ɰʌ kʷɔ.pʷu] ‘snail, slug’ 
[kɰɰĩː] ~ [kɰɰẽː] ~ [kɰʌ̃j] cooked rice, food' 
[kʰʷɔ̃.jɔ̃] ~ [kʰwwɛ.̃jɔ̃]  ‘when' 
  
 
8 Note that in these examples, the phonotactics of Sikles Gurung permit both pronunciations – 
the first vocalic segment becomes part of a licit onset cluster if treated as a glide, and the second 
vocalic segment becomes a licit coda consonant if treated as a glide (for a full discussion of 
phonotactics see Chapter 5).  There are other lexical items with sequential vocalic segments 
where the phonotactic patterns of this language can be used to diagnose which vocalic segment is 
best treated as a vowel, and which is best treated as a glide.  These include words like /lʌ̤wɽi̤/ 
‘shaman,’ /lʌwʈʌ/ ‘edible fern,’ ‘/ɬiwn̪ʌ/ ‘poor person; naked,’ and /n̪ʌ̤wli̤ː/ ‘wicker tray.’  In each 
of these cases, the onset consonants /l, ɬ, n̪/ are not otherwise represented in the data in the C1 
position of consonant clusters, suggesting that the following vocalic sequences are best analyzed 
as part of the syllable rime. 
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This variability seems related to vowel identity variability – in addition to words like 
/kwiː/ ~ /kweː/ ‘song; wild bee,’ I have also been given varying intuitions on the identity of the 
long front vowels in common words like /kʰɰẽː/ ~ /kʰɰĩː/ ‘wind,’ /kɰĩː/ ~ /kɰẽː/ ‘cooked rice,’ 
and /pre̤ːbʌ/ ~ /pri̤ːbʌ/ ‘to write,’ as well as short front vowels in /t̪ɛ̤bʌ/ ~ /t̪i̤bʌ/ ‘to cook without 
stirring’ and /kʰibʌ/ ~ /kʰɛbʌ/ ‘old man.’  The phonological implications of all these varying 
alternations are still unclear, but do show some interesting parallels with descriptions of Nepali, 
as discussed in Section 2.6.6. 
 
2.6.5 Unrounded velar glide 
 
I have described the back, unrounded semivowel in Sikles Gurung as a velar glide /ɰ/. It 
corresponds to what Glover (1969) describes as the semivowel equivalent of a schwa /ə̯/ for 
Ghachok Gurung.  His argument for labeling it a glide was largely based on timing – to his ears 
it patterned with other approximants /w, j, l, r/ in the C2 position, and so he labeled it an 
approximant and not a vowel.  Noonan and Hildebrandt (2017) working on a language related to 
Gurung, Nar-Phu, report a velar glide that surfaces as the first segment in /ae/ diphthongs; the 
lexical items they include as examples all correspond to words in Sikles Gurung where I have 
also transcribed a /ɰ/.  Their description outlines several motivations for attributing velar 
features to this semivowel, including the observation that it is realized by speakers in diphthongs 
as both [ɣ] or [ɰ], as well as the fact that [ɰ] is used as an allophone of /w/ for some speakers. 
Mazaudon (2007) instead describes a uvulo-pharyngeal semivowel for another related 
Tibeto-Burman language of Nepal, Marphali (Marpha Thakali), using /ʌ̯/ and /ɑ̯/ to represent a 
“uvular or pharyngeal approximant partner to a low/open ɑ-type vowel” (164).  This 
approximant in Marphali is similarly restricted to the C2 position in onset clusters before front 
vowels, and following her description, manifests itself phonetically in multiple ways – as an 
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audible glide, but also as a velar stop backed to a uvular [q], as a change to a more central or 
glottalized quality of the following vowel, or as a missing allophonic palatal onglide to the 
following front vowel.  She draws parallels between this glide in Marphali and the central glide 
described by Glover for Ghachok Gurung, as well as sounds transcribed as [ɣ] in other Tibeto-
Burman languages.   
Based on my data, there are certainly some correspondences between the lexical items 
Mazaudon (2007) describes as having a uvulo-pharyngeal semivowel in Marphali and those with 
unrounded velar glides in Sikles Gurung; however, the phonetics of the glide in question, and its 
phonological similarity to the labiovelar glide, appear to be different cross-linguistically. While 
Mazaudon reports that in Marphali /ʌ̯/ backs preceding velar stops to [q] and /w/ does not, in 
Sikles Gurung both /ɰ/ and /w/ assign velar secondary articulation to consonants, resulting in 
backed velar stops.  Similarly, both velar glides in Sikles Gurung effectively block allophonic 
palatal onglides before front vowels – blocking the assignment of palatal secondary articulation 
features by the front vowel and instead assigning secondary velar articulation features.  In fast 
speech this blocking is often audible as a backed or simply non-palatalized place of articulation 
for the consonant, a lack of a palatal onglide into the following vowel, or an audible change in 
the following vowel quality.  Additionally, as seen in the discussion of glide-vowel alternations 
in the last section, just as back rounded vowels alternate with labiovelar glide [w], back 
unrounded vowels alternate with unrounded velar glide [ɰ].  It is for these reasons that I have 
decided to transcribe this semivowel in Sikles Gurung as an unrounded velar glide /ɰ/. 
 
2.6.6 Syllabification and the relationship between vowels and glides in Nepali and Gurung 
 
The difficulty of teasing apart vowels and glides is not unique to Sikles Gurung – 
researchers working on Nepali have encountered a similar problem.  The Sikles word /ʣju/ 
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‘body’ is borrowed from the Nepali word <!"#> /ʣiu/ ‘body.’  In this case, transcribing the 
Nepali source word is more difficult than transcribing the Gurung, because the analysis of 
multiple vocalic sequences in Nepali is contested across the literature; Khatiwada (2009) and 
Bandhu et al. (1971) analyze ‘body’ as /ʣiu/, while Acharya (1990) analyzes words with this 
structure phonemically as /ʣiw/ and phonetically as [ʣiu].  It is actually unclear how many 
syllables this Nepali word has – both Khatiwada (2009) and Bandhu et al. (1971) point to 
difficulties assessing syllable boundaries in many words containing sequences like /iu/ due to 
variation between speakers and the context in which the word is uttered, while Acharya (1990) 
treats words with this structure as a single syllable where the first of the two vocalic segments in 
/iw/ is phonetically realized more like a consonant, and the second is phonetically realized more 
like a vowel (the opposite of his phonemic vowel-glide transcription).  There is additionally the 
complicating factor of Devanagari, the writing system used for Nepali, in which each consonant 
character generally stands for its own syllable unless special half-letters are used to indicate a 
consonant is part of a cluster or a coda consonant.  Devanagari also uses single characters to 
represent the vocalic sequences /ʌi/ and /ʌu/, but uses multiple sequential vowel characters to 
represent other vocalic sequences.  In my experience, Nepali speakers’ intuitions about how 
many syllables a given word has is influenced by how many characters are used to spell it in 
Devanagari.  The word ‘body’ is written in Devanagari as two syllables, <!"> and <#>, thus 
speakers have the intuition that it has two syllables /ʣi.u/ ‘body.’  Importantly, the Sikles 
Gurung speakers I work with are also speakers of Nepali, and in the case of obvious loans from 
Nepali like ‘body,’ they often have the intuition that the syllabification of the two words is 
different in each language.  Although a full examination of Nepali and comparison with Sikles 
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Gurung is outside the scope of this dissertation, I will give a few examples that illustrate the 
puzzle of vowels, glides, and syllabification across both languages. 
Figure 2.73 shows waveforms and spectrograms of Speaker 3 saying the Gurung word 
/ʣju/ ‘body’ and the Nepali word /ʣiu/ ‘body’ (transcribed following Khatiwada (2009)), 
recorded during the same elicitation session and with intensity marked as a solid line on the 
spectrograms.  Speaker intuition that there is a timing difference between the two words is 
substantiated by the acoustic evidence; the Nepali word is about 114 milliseconds longer than its 
Gurung counterpart, most of which can be attributed to the longer duration of the /i/ when 
compared to the onset /j/ in Gurung.  As will be outlined in Section 4.5.3 of Chapter 4, intensity 
is tied to contrastive vowel duration in Sikles Gurung.  The Sikles word /ʣju/ ‘body’ has a short 
vowel in the nucleus so the intensity peaks at the beginning and drops off quickly, while in the 
Nepali word /ʣiu/ ‘body’ intensity peaks during the vowel /i/. 
 
Figure 2.73 Speaker 3 (M, 50s) 
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 Figure 2.74 shows a spectrogram and waveform of Speaker 2 saying the Gurung word 
‘body’ in isolation.  Although Speaker 3 consistently pronounces this word with a voiced 
affricate, Speaker 2 has devoiced the affricate in the onset and analyzed it as belonging to the 
low register, resulting in low pitch and breathy phonation in the vowel [ʨʲjṳ].  This contrasts 
minimally with the high register word /ʦju/ ‘ten.’ 
Figure 2.74 Speaker 2 (M, 30s) 
 
As reported in the literature, Nepali speakers vary when saying this word just as much as 
the two Gurung speakers.  The spectrograms and waveforms in the following figures were 
recorded with Nepali speakers living in the Kathmandu Valley who do not speak Gurung.  
Nepali Speaker 1, Nepali Speaker 2, and Nepali Speaker 5 were raised in the Kathmandu Valley 
and do not belong to any of Nepal’s Tibeto-Burman groups.  Figure 2.75 shows Nepali Speaker 1 
saying /ʣiu/ ‘body’ in isolation and in the frame sentence ‘I said body’ <!"#$ %&' ()$> /mʌile ʣiu 
bɦʌne/.  As reported in the literature, the context changes the pronunciation – in isolation this 
word seems to have two syllables [ʣi.ju], as evidenced by the shape of the waveform, while in 
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the frame sentence this word seems to have one syllable and is best transcribed with a nuclear 
diphthong [ʣi͡ u].  However, this does not hold for Nepali Speaker 2, who even in isolation 
pronounces this word remarkably differently – the first recording sounds like two syllables but 
without an intervening glide, [ʣi.u], while the second recording is clearly a single syllable and is 
perhaps best analyzed as a diphthong [ʣi͡ u] since the shape of the waveform peaks at the center 
of the vocalic section of the word.  On the other hand, Nepali Speaker 5, who is married to 
Nepali Speaker 2, has a clearly monosyllabic pronunciation with a nuclear /i/ and a coda glide: 
[ʣiw].  This is reflected in the shape of the waveform and the strong formants of a nuclear vowel 
during the /i/ followed by the weaker formants of a coda glide.  Note that Nepali Speaker 5 also 
phonetically devoices the initial affricate, despite producing pre-voicing during the stop closure.  
This is even more pronounced in the speech of Nepali Speaker 4, and raises questions about the 
phonetic input potentially being rephonologized when this word was borrowed into Gurung. 
 
Figure 2.75 Nepali Speaker 1 (F, 30s) 
 Isolation          Sentence 
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Figure 2.76 Nepali Speaker 2 (M, 30s) 
Isolation          Isolation 
 
 




Nepali Speaker 4 is from the Kathmandu Valley and is also a member of the predominant 
Tibeto-Burman group of the Kathmandu Valley, the Newars; although she is ethnically Newar, 
she does not consider herself a speaker of the Newar language.  Figure 2.78 shows waveforms 
and spectrograms of Nepali Speaker 4 saying /ʣiu/ ‘body’ in isolation and in the frame sentence 
‘I said body’ <!"#$ %&' ()$> /mʌile ʣiu bɦʌne/.  Note that when it comes to the interaction of 
context and syllabification, Nepali Speaker 4 shows the opposite pattern of Nepali Speaker 1, 
pronouncing a clearly monosyllabic word [ʣiw] in isolation, as evidenced by the waveform 
structure, but a more syllabically ambiguous word in the frame sentence, that is again perhaps 
best analyzed as a true diphthong [ʣi͡ u].  Note also the lack of voicing during the word-initial 
affricate, but the phonetic prevoicing during the stop closure. 
 
Figure 2.78 Nepali Speaker 4 (F, 20s) 
Isolation                             Sentence 
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Finally, Nepali Speaker 3 was recorded while living in Kathmandu, but grew up in Lumbini 
near Nepal’s southern border with India.  All of the Nepali speakers whose speech is described in 
this dissertation generally have a passive understanding of Hindi because of the popularity of 
Bollywood films and Hindi television in Nepal, though Nepali Speaker 3 also speaks Hindi.  In 
isolation this speaker actually seems to rearticulate the round back vowel: [ʣju.u].  In the frame 
sentence ‘I said body’ <!"#$ %&' ()$> /mʌile ʣiu bɦʌne/, the pronunciation seems more like a 
single syllable, which I am transcribing [ʣju] due to the very short duration of the high front 
segment; compared with the other Nepali speakers, Nepali Speaker 3 has a much shorter and 
more transitional [j].  From a timing perspective, Nepali Speaker 3’s pronunciation of ‘body’ in 
the frame sentence is closest to that of Gurung Speaker 3.  This raises questions about the variety 
of Nepali that is best suited for comparison with Sikles Gurung in future work – is it the Nepali 
closest to the “standard” – typically considered to be the variety spoken in the Kathmandu Valley 
that is represented in the literature?  Is it the Nepali spoken by members of other Tibeto-Burman 
groups like the Newars?  Or is it the Nepali spoken outside the Kathmandu Valley, represented 
here by Lumbini?  This brief sample gives only a small glimpse of the interspeaker and 
intraspeaker variation found in Nepali that will need to be taken into account during future work 
on contact effects between Nepali and Gurung, and points to the problem of relying on literature 
based on only the speech of non-Tibeto-Burman Nepali speakers from the Kathmandu Valley as 
the sole point of comparison.  Although this section focused on phonetic variation, Genetti 
(1999) has also observed differences in the marking of number and gender agreement on Nepali 




Figure 2.79 Nepali Speaker 3 (M, 20s) 





This chapter introduced the consonant inventory of Sikles Gurung, and provided a detailed 
description of the sonorants: nasals /m, n̪, ŋ/, liquids /ɽ, l/, and glides /j, ɰ, w/.  It focused on the 
characteristic sound patterns of Sikles Gurung, including post-stopped nasal allophones and 
lateral fricatives that correspond to velar-lateral clusters in other varieties of Gurung, as well as 
proposing an unrounded velar glide /ɰ/ where others have proposed a central glide /ə̯/ (Glover 
1969, Glover et al. 1977).  It further discussed the close relationship between vowels and glides 
in this variety, drawing parallels with Nepali to point out the implications for syllabification, 
which will be revisited in Chapter 5. 
This chapter also argued that an important feature of Sikles Gurung phonology is the 
secondary articulations assigned to consonants by the following vowels or glides – front vowels 
and palatal glides assign secondary palatal articulation, while back vowels and velar glides 
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assign secondary velar articulation.  The secondary velar articulation can additionally be 
labialized in cases where the following back vowel is rounded.  These secondary articulation 
features are not only audible in recordings of Gurung, but also visible in the waveforms and 
spectrograms generated from these recordings.  They suggest that both the phonetics and 
phonology of Gurung are typically Tibeto-Burman, as a close relationship between consonants 
and adjacent vowels is reported throughout the literature on this language family.  This will 


































The previous chapter provided a detailed description of the sonorants of Sikles Gurung; this 
chapter continues with a presentation of the obstruents.  Section 3.1 opens with a review of the 
consonant and vowel inventory of this variety of Gurung.  The next three sections will focus on 
the obstruents organized by manner of articulation: Section 3.2 will address the stops, Section 
3.3 will address the affricates, and Section 3.4 will address the fricatives.  Because there is an 
asymmetric distribution in the number of contrasts permitted in word-initial syllables when 
compared with subsequent syllables, each of these sections will include a subsection discussing 
the distribution of these phonemes, in addition to sections establishing phonemic contrasts and 
describing allophones.  Among the allophones will be the same secondary articulation processes 
that were previously described for the sonorants.  Sikles Gurung differs from other documented 
varieties in that it preserves a word-initial voicing contrast for stops and affricates; this will be 
elaborated in Section 3.5 on voicing and aspiration.  Section 3.6 will summarize the findings of 
this chapter. 
 
3.1 Consonant and vowel inventory 
 
Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2 reproduce the phonemic consonant inventory and phonemic 
vowel inventory that are also provided in Section 2.1 and Section 2.2 of Chapter 2.  This chapter 
focuses on the obstruents: the stops /p, pʰ, b, t̪, t̪ʰ, d̪, ʈ, ʈʰ, ɖ, k, kʰ, g/, affricates /ʦ,ʦʰ,ʣ/, and 
fricatives /s, ɬ, h/.  While the stops and affricates have a three-way laryngeal contrast, particularly 
in the word-initial position, the fricatives are all phonemically voiceless.  The sonorants are 
discussed at length in the previous chapter, but do note that there are three phonemic glides: 
palatal /j/, unrounded velar /ɰ/, and labiovelar /w/.  These glides participate in assigning 
allophonic secondary articulations to preceding consonants of all types. 
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Figure 3.1 Phonemic consonant inventory of Sikles Gurung 
 
Bilabial Dental Alveolar Retroflex Palatal Velar Glottal 
Stop /p, pʰ, b/ /t̪, t̪ʰ, d̪/ 
 
/ʈ, ʈʰ, ɖ/ 
 





    
Nasal /m/ /n̪/    /ŋ/  
Trill 
   
/ɽ/ 
   




    
Approximant /w/ 
   
/j/ /ɰ, (w)/ 
 
Lateral Approximant   /l/     
 
 
The vowels of Sikles Gurung are the focus of Chapter 4.  Relevant contrastive vowel 
features include height, backness, and rounding, as well as nasalization and length.  Additionally, 
vowels can be specified for breathy phonation or modal phonation as part of Gurung’s register 
system; length, breathiness, and nasalization will be indicated with diacritics in transcriptions.  A 
chart of the vowels is presented for reference below. 
 
Figure 3.2 Phonemic vowel inventory of Sikles Gurung 
  Front Back 
   Nasal  Nasal 
High /iː, i/ /ĩː, ĩ/ /uː, u/ /ũː, ũ/ 
Mid /eː, ɛ/ /ẽː, ɛ/̃ /oː, ɔ/ /õː, ɔ̃/ 





Stops in Sikles Gurung have four contrastive places of articulation: bilabial /p, pʰ, b/, 
dental /t̪, t̪ ʰ, d̪/, / retroflex /ʈ, ʈʰ, ɖ/, and velar /k, kʰ, g/.  Minimal and near-minimal sets 
illustrating the contrasts between the four places of articulation are provided in Figure 3.3.  Note 
that there are comparatively few words with voiced stops in the word-initial position (see Figure 
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3.63), so it is not possible to provide a minimal set for voiced stops across all four places of 
articulation; however, minimal sets that do include the voiced stops will be provided for each 
place of articulation Figure 3.4.  Glover (1969) noted a similar distribution of voiced stops for 
Ghachok Gurung – he reports that within the lexicon, there are generally fewer voiced stops in 
the word-initial position than voiceless stops, and voiced stops tend to occur preceding vowels 
carrying breathy phonation.  This is different from what is reported for the related language 
Tamang (Mazaudon 2003), where word-initial stops are optionally allophonically voiced before 
vowels carrying breathy phonation, or for Seke (Honda 2002), where stops are consistently 
allophonically voiced before breathy vowels.  This also differs from other varieties of Gurung – 
Nishida (2004) analyzes Syangja Gurung with a four-way phonemic voicing and aspiration 
contrast, while Hildebrandt (forthcoming) reports that in Manange Gurung there is no voicing of 
stops word-initially.  Obstruent voicing is discussed at length in Section 3.4. 
 
Figure 3.3 Word-initial stops 
/poː/ leaf, bark' /pɔbʌ/ to come off, to take off (lid)' 
/t̪oː/ what' /t̪ɔbʌ/ to close, to shut' 
/ʈoː/ trumpline' /ʈɔbʌ/ to be warm' 
/koː/ blood' /kɔ̤bʌ/ to understand, to know' 
    
/paːbʌ/ to bring' /pãːbʌ/ to distribute, to serve; to be wet' 
/t̪aːbʌ/ to dig' /t̪ãːgaː/ fish' 
/ʈaːbʌ/ to shake up and down' /ʈãːbʌ/ to winnow' 
/kaːdʌ/ book, paper' /kãːbʌ/ to yawn; bitter, salty' 
    
/pʰubʌ/ to collapse, to break away' /pʰi̤bʌ/ to give birth' 
/t̪ʰũːbʌ/ to drink' /t̪ʰibʌ/ to hear' 
/ʈʰubʌ/ to cut firewood; to pick flowers' /ʈʰibʌ/ to strike (a match)' 
/kʰudʌ/ honey' /kʰibʌ/ to wear' 
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Word-initially, stops at each place of articulation have a three-way laryngeal contrast.  
Figure 3.4 provides minimal and near-minimal sets illustrating these contrasts, organized by 
place of articulation. 
 
Figure 3.4 Word-initial oral stops 
Bilabial    
/pjõ̤ːbʌ/  ‘to resemble’ /pṳɽi̤ː/ ‘snake’ 
/pʰjo̤ːbʌ/  ‘to clean’ /pʰũː/ ‘egg’ 
/bjõ̤ːbʌ/  ‘to throw away’ /bṳːnʌ/ ‘drinking vessel’ 
    
/piːbʌ/ ‘to release (something)’ /pwibʌ/ ‘to bring down’ 
/pʰi̤/ ‘bark; husk; roof’ /pʰwi̤ːbʌ/ ‘to blow (on the fire)’ 
/bi̤bʌ/ ‘to say’ /bɰi̤bʌ/ ‘to step’ 
 
   
/paː/ ‘wine’   
/pʰaː pi̤ːbʌ/ ‘to be shy’   
/ba̤ːw/ ‘portion, share’      
Dental    
/t̪o̤ːbʌ/ ‘to have to’ /t̪ṳ̃ːɽṳ̃/ ‘spider’ 
/t̪ʰõːbʌ/ ‘to open (something)’ /t̪ʰũːbʌ/ ‘to drink’ 
/d̪õ̤ːbʌ/ ‘to beat, to thresh’ /d̪ṳ̃ːbʌ/ ‘thick like a tree’ 
    
Retroflex    
/ʈibʌ/ to live, to sit, to stay'  
/ʈʰibʌ/ ‘to strike a match’  
/ɖɛ̤ŋ̃gɽɛ/ ‘skinny, skin and bones (rude)’ 
    
Velar    
/kɔ̤/ ‘middle or upper back’ /kjɔ̃ʣʌ/ ‘that side (of river or bridge)’ 
/kʰɔ̤̃/ ‘heart’ /kʰjɔbʌ/ ‘to plow’ 
/gɔ̤̃/ ‘rocky area’ /gjõ̤ːsĩ/ ‘alder tree’ 
    
/kõːbʌ/ ‘to echo’ /kjuiː/ ‘language’ 
/kʰõːbʌ/ ‘to be greedy’ /kʰjũːbʌ/ ‘sour, bitter’ 
/goːbʌ/ ‘to blow (by shaman)’ /gjuiː/ ‘skirt’ 
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/keː/ ‘work’ /krɔbʌ/ ‘to burn’ 
/kʰeːbʌ/ ‘to read’ /kʰrõːbʌ/ ‘to barbecue, to roast’ 
/ge̤ːbʌ/ ‘to lean on’ /grɔ̤bṳ/ ‘charcoal’ 
 
   
/kɔ̤bʌ/ ‘to understand, to know; to snag’ 
/kʰɔldɔ/ ‘hole, pit’   
/gɔ̤bʌ/ ‘to fry’   
 
Gurung has a distinction between dental /t̪, t̪ ʰ, d̪/ and retroflex /ʈ, ʈʰ, ɖ/ stops; speakers 
perceive the apical alveolar stops of languages like English as retroflex, and will correct 
someone producing an alveolar stop in the place of a dental one.  Khatiwada (2007, 2009) reports 
that Nepali retroflex stops are apical or sub-apical with post-alveolar contact and varying degrees 
of tongue retroflexion, depending on the speaker and the backness of the following vowel.  He 
describes these stops as having less retroflexion than languages like Gujarati or Tamil, but still 
classifies them as retroflex.  My sense is that Gurung retroflex stops are similar – produced with 
varying degrees of apicality or tongue retroflexion by different speakers in different phonetic 
environments, but certainly having a point of closure behind the alveolar ridge.  Following 
Khatiwada (2007, 2009) and Glover (1969), I will continue to label these Sikles Gurung stops as 
retroflex.  Retroflex stops are a common feature found in other Tibeto-Burman languages of 
Nepal, including Sherpa (Kelly 2004), Manange (Hildebrandt 2004), Tamang (Mazaudon 2003), 
Nar-Phu (Hildebrandt & Noonan 2017), and Seke (Honda 2002).   
Minimal and near-minimal pairs illustrating the difference between dental and retroflex 
stops are provided in Figure 3.5. 
 
Figure 3.5 Dental and retroflex stops 
/t̪ibʌ/ ‘to break’ /t̪aːbʌ/ ‘to dig’ 
/ʈibʌ/ ‘to live, to sit, to stay’ /ʈa:bʌ/ ‘to shake up and down’ 
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/t̪i̤be̤ː/ ‘leech’ /t̪ãːgaː/ ‘fish’ 
/ʈi̤bi̤/ ‘skin, leather’ /ʈãːŋgu/ ‘long pole used for reaching’ 
    
/t̪wibʌ/ ‘to fold something’9 /t̪ʰibʌ/ ‘to hear’ 




/t̪ɔ̃bʌ/ ‘to get out (from inside)’ /t̪ʰũːbʌ/ ‘to drink’ 
/ʈɔ̃bʌ/ ‘to pull apart; to resolve an issue’ /ʈʰubʌ/ ‘to cut firewood; to pick flowers; to last’ 
    
/t̪o̤ːbʌ/ ‘to have to’ /d̪ĩ̤/ ‘house’ 
/ʈo̤ːbʌ/ ‘to win’ /ɖɛ̤ŋ̃gɽɛ̤/ ‘skinny, skin and bones (rude)’ 
    
/t̪ʌbʌ/ ‘to climb down, to descend’ 
/ʈʌbʌ/ ‘to hit, to strike with a projectile’ 
 
In the data being analyzed for this dissertation, voiceless aspirated retroflex stops /ʈʰ/ and 
voiced retroflex stops /ɖ/ occur infrequently in any position in both native Gurung words and 
loanwords.  The set of words containing these sounds that are not known to be loanwords are 
listed below in Figure 3.6, while some known loanwords and their Nepali equivalents are listed 
in Figure 3.7. 
 
Figure 3.6  Voiceless aspirated and voiced retroflex stops 
/ʈʰu/ ‘friend’ 
/ʈʰubʌ/ ‘to cut firewood; to pick flowers’ 
/ʈʰibʌ/ ‘to strike a match’ 
 
 
/ɖɛ̤ŋ̃gɽɛ̤/ ‘skinny, skin and bones (rude)’ 
/tɛ̤mɛ̤ ʈuɖu/ ‘kestrel’ 
 
Figure 3.7 Borrowed words with voiceless aspirated and voiced retroflex stops 
 Nepali Sikles Gloss 
<!" #$> /ʈʰuʈo/ /ʈʰuʈ/ ‘grain stubble' 
 
9 This word is a bit anomalous, as dental sounds are generally not permitted in consonant 
clusters. 
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<!"#!"> /ɖãɖʌ/ /ɖã̤ːɖʌ/ ‘ridge of hill' 
<$"$%> /ʈaʈe/ /ʈaːɖɛ/ ‘scar' 
<$"$%> /ʈaʈe/ /ʈaːɖɛ/ ‘scar' 
<&'!">  /gɦoɖa/  /gɔ̤ɖʌ/ ‘horse’ 
 
Although voiceless unaspirated retroflex stops /ʈ/ are more common than their voiced and 
aspirated counterparts, they occur in fewer lexical items than stops at other places of articulation.  
This is likely because of their historical origin from dental-stop plus rhotic /t̪ɽ/ clusters, which 
comprised only small subset of all stops (Michailovsky 1988; Burton-Page 1955).  Some 
rhoticity is still audible in the speech of some Sikles Gurung speakers when pronouncing 
retroflex stops; this was also reported for speakers of Ghandrung Gurung by Burton-Page (1955), 
who characterized these sounds as “post-alveolar affricates” similar to the [tɹ-] clusters in Lhasa 
Tibetan.  The waveforms and spectrograms in Figure 3.8 are made from recordings of the word 
/ʈʌ/ ‘flower’ by two different speakers.  While the voiceless unaspirated retroflex stop burst is 
comparatively short and quiet for Speaker 1, for Speaker 2 it is loud and affricated, and gives the 
audible impression of being a [ʈɽ] cluster.  Speaker 2 is the only one of the six speakers whose 
data is being analyzed for this dissertation who uses this pronunciation, although I have heard it 
elsewhere in the Sikles.  More data from more speakers would be required to ascertain whether 








Figure 3.8 Unaspirated retroflex stops 




As discussed in the previous section, stops at all places of articulation show a three-way 
voicing contrast in word-initial position.  Word-medially, there are fewer contrasts – stops are 
typically voiced, and aspiration is not contrastive.  This asymmetry is also reported for some 
varieties of Tibetan; Hall & Hildebrandt (2008) report that in Kyirong Tibetan stop aspiration is 
only permitted in the onset of word-initial syllables for both monomorphemic and 
morphologically complex lexical items.  The voicing of word-medial obstruents is one feature 
that varies from Gurung dialect to Gurung dialect; in their dictionary of Ghachok Gurung, 
Glover et al. (1977) report that stops and affricates voice word-medially, even in 
morphologically complex words, while for Manang Gurung, Hildebrandt (forthcoming) finds no 
obstruent voicing.   
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Figure 3.9 lists words that are not obviously morphologically complex and pronounced 
with voiced intervocalic stops in Sikles Gurung, arranged by place of articulation. 
 
Figure 3.9 Intervocalic voiced stops 
Bilabial    
/t̪i̤be̤ː/ ‘leech’ /t̪ʌ̤bʌ̤ɽʌ̤/  ‘basket (holds ~10 kg of grain)’ 
/ʈi̤bi̤/ ‘skin’ /ʦi̤buː/ ‘wasp’ 
/gɽɔ̤bṳ/ ‘charcoal’ /lɛ̤briː/ ‘shaman, holy man’ 
/lʌbuː/ ‘radish’ /kɽeːbu/ ‘pillow’ 
/pa̤ːbu/  ‘father, mother’s husband’ 
    
Dental    
/ʦa̤d̪ʌ̤/ ‘small’ /ʦ̪jɔd̪oː/ ‘water mill’ 
/mʌ̤d̪eː/ ‘lips’ /ʦiːd̪uː/ ‘knee’ 
/plɛnd̪eː/  ‘flat’ /ʦjo:d̪oː/ ‘nearby, close’ 
/swĩːd̪ĩ/ ‘domesticated honeybee’ /kɔ̤d̪eː/ ‘empty’ 
    
Retroflex    
/t̪ɛ̤mɛ̤ ʈuɖu/ ‘kestrel’   
    
Velar    
/n̪ʌgi/ ‘dog’ /ɽɔ̤̃ŋgɔ̤̃/ ‘far’ 
/n̪ʌgʌ/ ‘chicken’ /ɽĩ̤ŋgjoː/ ‘long’ 
/ʦ̪õ:gu/ ‘cooking stand with three legs’ /kɽeːgiː/ ‘turban’ 
/jã̤ːgõː/ ‘rainbow’ /n̪oːgi/ ‘day after tomorrow’ 
/pʌ̤n̪ã̤ːgʌ̤/ ‘tomorrow’ /nũgũː/ ‘nose’ 
 
Multiple   
/pɔ̤d̪go̤ː/ ‘kind of frog (inedible)’ 
 
 
 Voiceless stops and voiceless aspirated stops can appear word-medially, but only in 
words composed of multiple lexical stems.  In these morphologically complex cases, the 
voiceless stops in the onset of the second stem remain phonetically voiceless, and voiceless 
aspirated stops in the onset of the second stem similarly stay aspirated.  The examples in Figure 
3.10 below, which illustrate this, fall into several different categories: verbs composed of 
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multiple verb stems; nouns composed of multiple nouns or nouns with adjective modifiers; verbs 
and adjectives beginning with voiceless stops and carrying the negative prefix /ʌ-/; and the verb 
/kʰʌ̤bʌ/ ‘to come up or across’ carrying the verbal prefix /iː-/, which attaches to verbs of coming 
and going and adds a sense of ‘returning.’ 
 
Figure 3.10 Morphologically complex words with word-medial voiceless stops 
Word Gloss Source Morphemes 
/paːkʰʌ̤bʌ/ ‘to bring up or across with you’ /paː-/ ‘bring’, /kʰʌ̤-/ ‘come up or across’,  
/-bʌ/ 'infinitive' 
/pʰe̤ːkʰʌ̤bʌ/  ‘to arrive here from a place that is 
lower or on the same plane’ 
/pʰe̤ː-/ ‘arrive (somewhere else)’, /kʰʌ̤-/ ‘come up 
or across’, /-bʌ/ 'infinitive' 
   
/mãːt̪ʰɛ/ ‘maternal aunt (older than mother)’ /mãː/ ‘mother’, /t̪ʰɛbʌ/ ‘big; older’10 
/joːpu/ ‘palm of the hand’ /joː/ ‘hand’ 
   
/ʌkʰɽubʌ/  ‘to not wash’ negation /ʌ-/, /kʰɽu-/ ‘wash’, /-bʌ/ 'infinitive’ 
/ʌʦʰjãːbʌ/ ‘bad' negation /ʌ-/, /ʦʰjãːbʌ/ ‘good' 
   
 
/iːkʰʌ̤bʌ/ ‘to come back up or across' /iː-/ 'to return', /kʰʌ̤-/ ‘come up or across’, 
 /-bʌ/ 'infinitive/nominalizer' 
 
 Figure 3.11 lists words that appear to be exceptions to this intervocalic voicing 
generalization – they have voiceless or voiceless aspirated stops, but are not known to be 
morphologically complex.  It is possible that these represent old morphologically complex words 
where the morphology is now opaque to the speakers.  It should be noted that these words do not 
seem be borrowed, although even borrowed words are often rephonologized with voiced word-
medial stops, as seen previously in Figure 3.7.  Glover et al. (1977) include two of these words in 
 
10 Some adjectives in Sikles Gurung have forms that resemble verbs because they end with the 
sequence /bʌ/; for verbs /-bʌ/ marks the infinitive or nominalized form.  For adjectives ending 
with /bʌ/, this sequence is not really a suffix as it cannot be removed or replaced, although it can 
undergo the same word-final lenition processes as the verbal suffix /-bʌ/, which alternates with 
the lenited form /-w/.  This will be discussed at length in Chapter 5. 
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their dictionary of Ghachok Gurung, where one is transcribed with voiced stops, while the other 
without a word-medial stop: /soˈbargi/ ‘a kind of monkey’ and /kʌ̯ṳ/ ‘a kind of frog.’ 
 
Figure 3.11 Words with word-medial voiceless stops 
/ka̤ːpo̤ː/ ‘kind of frog (edible)’ 
/sɛpʰʌɽkiː/ ‘a kind of monkey’ 
/jukuɽnʌ/ ‘always’ 
/lʌwʈʌ/ ‘fiddlehead fern’ 
 
Voiced stops are also present in the suffixes and case morphology of Sikles Gurung; for 
instance, the ergative case maker /-d̪iː/, the infinitive and nominalizing suffix /-bʌ/, the 
imperative suffix /-d̪u/, the converbializer /-iːɽiːbiː/, and /-miːŋgɛɽeː/ which adds a sense of 
‘while’ or ‘when.'  Examples are given in Figure 3.12.  Note that in the morphology of this 
variety of Gurung there are no retroflex stops, and no voiceless stops at any place of articulation. 
 










/ʦʌ-iːɽiːbiː/ ‘after eating; while eating’ 
eat-CVB  
  





3.2.2 Word-medial voicing alternation 
 
Some speakers frequently use voiceless word-medial stops in some lexical items; for 
these speakers, word-medial voiceless stops are allophones in free variation with their voiced 
counterparts.  Examples of lexical items that these speakers commonly pronounce with devoiced 
stops can be seen in Figure 3.13.  A waveform and spectrogram of a single speaker saying the 
word ‘cucumber’ twice in isolation – the first time with a voiced allophone, and the second with 
a voiceless allophone – are provided in Figure 3.14.  Similar variation has also been observed in 
Manang Gurung (Hildebrandt forthcoming). 
 
Figure 3.13 Common words with word-medial devoicing 
/lɛg̃ɰẽː/ à [lʲɛ.̃gɰẽː] ~ [lʲɛ.̃kɰẽː] ‘cucumber’ 
/mlõ:gjʌ/ à  [mwlwõ:.gʲjʌ] ~ [mwlwõ:.kʲjʌ] ‘black’ 
/t̪aːɽgjʌ/ à [t̪ɰaːɽ.gʲjʌ] ~ [t̪ɰaːɽ.kʲjʌ] ‘white’ 
/krã̤ːbu/   à  [kɰɽɰã̤ː.bʷṳ] ~ [kɰɽɰã̤ː.pʷṳ] ‘cheek’ 
/tɔ̤̃d̪ĩ/  à [t̪ʷɔ̤̃.d̪ʲĩ̤] ~ [t̪ʷɔ̤̃.tʲĩ̤] ‘Tangting (village name)’ 
/n̪ʌgʌ/ à [n̪dɰʌ.gɰʌ] ~ [n̪dɰʌ.kɰʌ] ‘chicken’ 
 
 This set of words is interesting because, with the exception of /krã̤ːbu/ ‘cheek’ and /n̪ʌgʌ/ 
‘chicken,’ in some ways each one is not a typical noun or adjective: one is a name, /tɔ̤̃d̪ĩ/ 
‘Tangting’; one includes an unrounded velar glide in the onset of the second syllable, which 
otherwise only occurs in morphologically complex words, /lɛg̃ɰẽː/ ‘cucumber’; and the color 
adjectives /mlõ:gjʌ/ ‘black’ and /t̪aːɽgjʌ/ ‘white’ all carry what Glover (1974) calls a “color 
marker” /-gjʌ/, which appears to be an old, non-productive suffix that appears on color words.11  
This suggests that these particular words can be pronounced with word-medial voiceless stops 
 
11 Other colors ending with /gjʌ/ include: /uɽgjʌ/ ‘yellow,’ /wʌlgjʌ/ ‘red,’ and /pĩːŋgjʌ/ ‘green, 
blue.’  Glover et al. (1977) also transcribe these color words with voiced stops /g/ in Ghachok 
Gurung, although interestingly they report multiple pronunciations for ‘white’ that include a 
word-medial voiceless stop: /targja/, /tarˈki/, and /tarˈkiti/.   
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because they began as morphologically complex words with word-medial voiceless stops, which 
then lexicalized, causing the word-medial stops to become voiced by most speakers.  Remember 
from the previous section that monomorphemic words generally do not have voiceless stops or 
voiceless aspirated stops outside of the onset of the first syllable.  If this hypothesis about 
lexicalization is correct, then this devoicing is not an innovation, but instead the conservation of 
an older feature.   
A few things are notable about the spectrogram in Figure 3.14.  First, it is from a 
recording of the oldest speaker whose speech is being analyzed in this dissertation; his age, plus 
his longtime occupation as a teacher, are reasons he may be expected to have a more 
conservative speaking style.  Second, the voiced allophone in the first pronunciation of 
‘cucumber’ is not actually a stop – it is a voiced velar fricative [ɣ].  The spirantization of 
intervocalic stops is the topic of the next section, but I will note here that this can be broadly 
classified as one of the many phonological lenition processes common in Sikles Gurung.  Thus 
the voiced velar fricative is indicative of a lenited form, suggesting that the voiceless stop in the 
subsequent pronunciation may be indicative of more careful speech, although no firm 
conclusions can be drawn without more data from more speakers.  The other five speakers who 
contributed recordings to this project uniformly pronounced ‘cucumber’ with a voiced velar 
allophone in the onset of the second syllable. 
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Figure 3.14 Speaker 4 (M, 70s) 
 
 The word /n̪ʌgʌ/ ‘chicken’ complicates this picture, as both the youngest speaker, 
Speaker 1, and the oldest speaker, Speaker 4, pronounced this word with word-medial voiceless 
stops during recording sessions.  There are no known reasons to expect this lexical item was 
originally composed of multiple morphemes.  The variation in the pronunciation of both /n̪ʌgʌ/ 
‘chicken’ and /krã̤ːbu/ ‘cheek’ suggests that historical morphological complexity cannot entirely 




 In casual speech, some speakers spirantize intervocalic voiced stops so that /b/ is realized 
as [β], /d̪/ is realized as [ð], and /g/ is realized as [ɣ].  (Dawson 1980) notes a similar process in 
Lhasa Tibetan.  Examples of this in Sikles Gurung are listed in Figure 3.15; spectrograms and 
waveforms created from recordings of these words are included in Figure 3.16.   
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Figure 3.15 Intervocalic stop spirantization 
/t̪ɔ̤bʌ/ à [t̪ɰɔ̤βɰʌ] ‘to meet’ 
/loːd̪u/ à [lʷoːðʷu] ‘hide!’ 
/n̪ʌgʌ/ à [n̪dɰʌɣɰʌ] ‘chicken’ 
 
Figure 3.16 Spirantized voiced stops 











Speaker 1 (M, 20s) 
 
Voiceless aspirated bilabial stop /pʰ/ often spirantizes to [ɸ] both word-initially and word-
medially.  Similarly, voiceless aspirated velar stop /kʰ/ often spirantizes to either [x] or [h] in the 
same positions.  For most lexical items, these fricatives are allophones that occur in fast or casual 
speech.  Words where these allophones commonly occur are provided in Figure 3.17, with 
waveforms and spectrograms for two of these examples provided in Figure 3.18. 
 
Figure 3.17 Voiceless stop spirantization 
/pʰũː/ à [ɸʷũː] ‘egg’  
/pʰi̤/ à  [ɸʲi̤] ‘peel, bark, roof' 
/pʰʌ/ à [ɸɰʌ] ‘stomach; husband; deer’ 
/sɛpʰʌɽkiː/ à    [ɕʲɛɸɰʌɽkʲiː] ‘a kind of monkey' 
/kʰa̤ːbʌ/   à    [hɰa̤ːbɰʌ] ~ [xɰa̤ːbɰʌ] ‘who’ 
 







Figure 3.18 Spirantized voiceless stops 
Speaker 4 (M, 70s)     Speaker 3 (M, 50s) 
 
Voiceless stop spirantization is common in Sikles Gurung and Ghachok Gurung (Glover 
1969), as well as Manange (Hildebrandt 2004), Nepali (Khatiwada 2009), and Lhasa Tibetan 
(Dawson 1980).  For some Gurung lexical items, particularly /kʰa̤ːbʌ/ ‘who,’ the spirantized 
forms are used almost to the exclusion of all others; it is common to be given [hɰa̤ːbɰʌ] or 
[xɰa̤ːbɰʌ] as the citation form during elicitation sessions. 
 
3.2.4 Secondary articulations 
 
 Like the sonorants, stops are pronounced with palatal secondary articulation before 
palatal glide /j/ and front vowels /iː, ĩː, i, ĩ, eː, ẽː, ɛ, ɛ ̃/, and with secondary velar articulation 
before velar glides /ɰ, w/ and back vowels /uː, ũː, u, ũ, oː, õː, ɔ, ɔ̃, aː, ãː, ʌ, ʌ̃/.  As with the 
sonorants, before mid vowels /eː, ẽː, ɛ, ɛ ̃/ and /oː, õː, ɔ, ɔ̃/ there is often an audible offglide, and 
the secondary velar articulation is typically labialized before round vowels.   
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The acoustic effects of these secondary articulations are different for each place of 
articulation.  For the bilabial stops /p, pʰ, b/, the place of articulation stays the same, but the 
allophones with palatal secondary articulation [pj, pʰj, bj] have an additional coronal tongue 
gesture, while the allophones with velar secondary articulation [pɰ, pʰɰ, bɰ] have an additional 
dorsal tongue gesture.  For the dental stops /t̪, t̪ʰ, d̪/, the tongue gestures of the secondary 
articulations affect the place of oral closure, shifting the place of articulation to be more palatal 
for the allophones with palatal secondary articulation [t̪j, t̪ʰj, d̪j], but remaining dental for the 
allophones with secondary velar articulation [t̪ɰ, t̪ʰɰ, d̪ɰ].  For retroflex stops /ʈ, ʈʰ, ɖ/, the 
secondary articulations affect tongue position in a similar fashion to the retroflex rhotic trill /ɽ/ 
(see Section 2.5.2 in Chapter 2); retroflex stop allophones with secondary palatal articulation /ʈʲ, 
ʈʰʲ, ɖʲ/ are produced with less retroflexion and a more laminal closure, while those with secondary 
velar articulation /ʈɰ, ʈʰɰ, ɖɰ/ are produced with more retroflexion and a dorsal gesture with the 
tongue.  The place of articulation of the velar stops /k, kʰ, g/ is also affected by the secondary 
articulations.  The place of oral closure for the allophones with secondary palatal articulation [kj, 
kʰj, gj] is fronted due to the palatal tongue gesture, while the place of oral closure for the 
allophones with secondary velar articulation [kɰ, kʰɰ, gɰ] remains velar or is backed due to the 
dorsal tongue gesture.  As was done for the sonorants, secondary palatal articulation and 
secondary velar articulation are represented uniformly with diacritics for all stops, even in cases 
where this may appear redundant, like [kɰ, kʰɰ, gɰ].  This is not only for transcriptional clarity, 
but additionally to capture the secondary articulations as part of a unified phonological process, 
as is argued throughout this dissertation. 
The following figures provide examples where these stop allophones surface at each 
place of articulation, along with accompanying waveforms and spectrograms.  These examples 
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were selected to show a clear production of these allophones by multiple speakers; additional 
lexical items can be found in Appendix 1. 
Figure 3.19 lists two pairs of words beginning with bilabial stops where secondary palatal 
articulation is assigned by the following front vowel, and secondary velar articulation is assigned 
by the following back vowel or glide.  Note that the voiced stop in the infinitival suffix /-bʌ/ is 
also always pronounced with secondary velar articulation because of the following low back 
vowel.  The spectrograms and waveforms in Figure 3.20 and Figure 3.21 were created from 
recordings of two different speakers, each saying one pair of words. 
 
Figure 3.19 Bilabial stop allophones with secondary articulations 
/peːbʌ/ à [pʲeːbɰʌ] ‘to put together’ 
/pɰẽ̤ːbʌ/ à [pɰɰẽ̤ːbɰʌ] ‘to wait’ 
 
   
/pĩbʌ/  à [pjĩbɰʌ] ‘to grind’ 
/põːbʌ/ à [pɰõːbɰʌ] ‘to talk’ 
 
 In Figure 3.20, it is possible to see evidence of these secondarily articulated allophones in 
the formant transitions out of the onset stop burst and into the following vowel or glide.  The F2 
is much higher coming out of the stop burst of the onset stop with secondary palatal articulation 
in /peːbʌ/ ‘to put together’ when compared with the low F2 that transitions out of the onset stop 
with secondary velar articulation in /pɰẽ̤ːbʌ/ ‘to wait’ and through the unrounded velar glide.  
Recall from Chapter 2 that the F2 is one of the primary acoustic correlates of secondary 
articulations (Recasens & Espinosa 2005, Chiosain & Padgett 2012).  Note that the F2 drops at 
the end of the nuclear front vowel in both tokens, pulled down by the secondary velar 
articulation of the bilabial stop in the onset of the second syllable.    
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The formant transitions are particularly dramatic in /pĩbʌ/ ‘to grind’ in Figure 2.31; the 
F2 and F3 maintain distance through the high front vowel and then form a sharp velar pinch 
going into the velarized onset of the second syllable.  The initial stop burst in /pĩbʌ/ ‘to grind’ is 
comparatively noisy due to secondary palatal articulation, while the initial stop burst in /põːbʌ/ 
‘to talk’ is relatively quiet.  The F1 and F2 in the first vowel of /põːbʌ/ ‘to talk’ are both low – 
and at some points so close together that Praat (Boersma & Weenink 2016) has difficulty 
distinguishing them.  They stay low in the transition out of the onset stop with secondary 
labiovelar articulation, through the vowel, and then into the word-medial stop with secondary 
velar articulation. 
 
Figure 3.20 Speaker 3 (M, 50s) 
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Figure 3.21 Speaker 1 (M, 20s) 
 
Figure 3.22 again provides two pairs of words, this time beginning with dental stops that 
are assigned either velar or palatal secondary articulation features by the following vowels.  The 
spectrograms and waveforms in Figure 3.23 and Figure 3.24 are made from recordings of the 
lexical items in 3.22. 
 
Figure 3.22 Dental stop allophones with secondary articulations 
/t̪eːlʌ/ à [t̪jeːlɰʌ] ‘yesterday’ 
/t̪ʌ̤maː/  à [t̪ɰʌ̤mɰã̤ː] ‘bear’ 
    
/t̪ʰɛbʌ/ à [t̪ʰjɛbɰʌ] ‘big’ 
/t̪ʰaːbʌ/ à [t̪ʰɰaːbɰʌ] ‘to build; to gore’ 
 
The secondarily articulated dental allophones are produced with slightly different tongue 
positions – the allophones with secondary palatal articulation are laminalized and have a 
palatalized point of closure with respect to their velarized counterparts.  This has visible effects 
on the structure of the stop burst on a spectrogram.  Following Keating & Lahiri (1993) and 
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Chiosain & Padgett (2012), palatalized stops tend to have noisier bursts with high frequency 
energy, in this case in part due to the laminalization of the stop closure; this is visible in the 
spectrogram of the unaspirated stop with secondary palatal articulation in /t̪eːlʌ/ ‘yesterday’ in 
Figure 3.23.  The locus of energy in the stop burst is between 2000 and 3000 Hz, while the locus 
of energy in the stop with secondary velar articulation in /t̪ʌ̤maː/ ‘bear’ is closer to 1000 Hz.  The 
palatalized stop is slightly longer in duration than the velarized stop; additionally, it is possible to 
see the formant transitions out of each stop align with their respective secondary articulations – 
the F2 starts high during the stop burst and stays high through the initial front vowel in 
‘yesterday,’ while the F2 starts low during the stop burst and stays low during the initial back 
vowel in ‘bear.’ 
This pattern is even more clear in the pair with aspirated stops in Figure 3.24.  There is 
plenty of high-frequency energy during the burst and aspiration of the stop with secondary 
palatal articulation in /t̪ʰɛbʌ/ ‘big,’ while the locus of energy during the stop burst of the 
aspirated stop with secondary velar articulation in /t̪ʰaːbʌ/ ‘to build; to gore’ is below 1000 Hz.  
In both spectrograms it is possible to see a fuzzy F2 during the aspiration of the stop.  The F2 is 
above 2000 Hz in the allophone with secondary palatal articulation, as expected for a palatalized 
stop (Keating & Lahiri 1993, Chiosain & Padgett 2012), while in the allophone with secondary 
velar articulation it aligns with the locus of energy in the stop burst near the bottom of the 
spectrogram.  These spectral differences map to audible differences in the stop quality when 
listening to the recordings.  Note also the effect of the secondary velar articulation in the onset of 
the second syllable with respect to the formants of the vowel in the initial syllable – in the back 
vowel there is very little movement, while in the front vowel the F2 drops abruptly, pulled down 
by the velar features of the bilabial stop. 
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Figure 3.23 Speaker 2 (M, 30s) 
 
Figure 3.24 Speaker 3 (M, 50s) 
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Figure 3.25 provides sets of words beginning with retroflex stop allophones that are 
realized with secondary palatal articulations preceding front vowels and secondary velar 
articulations preceding back vowels.  Accompanying waveforms and spectrograms are provided 
in Figure 3.26 and 3.27. 
 
Figure 3.25 Retroflex stop allophones with secondary articulations 
/ʈibʌ/ à [ʈʲibɰʌ] ‘to live, to sit, to stay’ 
/ʈɔbʌ/ à [ʈɰɔbɰʌ] ‘to feel warm’ 
     
/ʈʰibʌ/ à [ʈʰjibɰʌ] ‘to strike (a match)' 
/ʈʰubʌ/ à [ʈʰwubɰʌ] ‘to cut (firewood); to pick (flowers); to last' 
 
 
According to Hamann (2003), retroflex sounds with phonological palatal secondary 
articulation are realized phonetically with a laminal closure rather than an apical one.  This 
accounts for the difference in the stop burst patterns of Sikles Gurung retroflex stops: the 
allophones occurring before front vowels, which have phonological secondary palatal 
articulation features, are more laminal; while the allophones occurring before back vowels, 
which have phonological secondary velar articulation features, are apical.  Both stops are still 
produced further back than the dental stop allophones, and speakers report no difficulty 
distinguishing the retroflex stops from the dental stops.  
Figure 3.26 shows spectrograms and waveforms that capture the difference between the 
two retroflex stop allophones with secondary articulations.  In contrast to the short, quiet bust of 
the apical word-initial stop in /ʈɔbʌ/ ‘to feel warm,’ the laminal word-initial stop in /ʈibʌ/ ‘to live, 
to sit, to stay’ is much longer, louder, and has a higher locus of energy.  This is not only visible 
in the spectrogram, but the profile of the two stop bursts is markedly different in the waveforms 
as well.  In fact, the laminal stop allophone is so loud and long that it might be mistaken for an 
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aspirated stop – until it is compared with one.  The spectrograms and waveforms in Figure 3.27 
show two aspirated retroflex stops, one with secondary palatal articulation in /ʈʰibʌ/ ‘to strike (a 
match)’, and one with secondary labiovelar articulation in /ʈʰubʌ/ ‘to cut (firewood); to pick 
(flowers); to last.’  The first thing to notice is the difference in the waveform profiles – the 
structure of the stop bursts and aspiration for the two aspirated stops is quite different from that 
of the two unaspirated stops.  The duration of both aspirated stops is also substantially longer 
than the duration of the unaspirated laminal stop.  When comparing the two aspirated stops to 
each other, it is possible to see the acoustic effects of the different tongue shapes – the 
laminalized stop in /ʈʰibʌ/ ‘to strike (a match)’ has the same high frequency energy as its 
unaspirated counterpart, while the apical stop in /ʈʰubʌ/ ‘to cut (firewood); to pick (flowers); to 
last’ has a much lower F2 visible throughout the aspirated potion, as well as less energy in the 
high frequencies.  The locus of energy for the aspirated apical stop is concentrated around the 
F3; this may be an effect of the labiovelar secondary articulation features assigned by the 
following back round vowel.  As pointed out by Yadav et al. (2010), the F3 is generally 
associated with lip rounding. 
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Figure 3.26 Speaker 3 (M, 50s) 
    





The pairs in Figure 3.28 illustrate word-initial velar stops that are realized as allophones 
with palatal or velar secondary articulations.  The first two pairs have unaspirated velar stops; the 
third pair with aspirated velar stops is reproduced from Section 2.6.3 in the previous chapter.  
Figure 3.29, Figure 3.30, and Figure 3.31 show corresponding spectrograms and waveforms for 
each pair. 
 
Figure 3.28 Velar stop allophones with secondary articulations 
/kju/ à [kjju] ‘water’ 
/kũ/ à [kwũ] ‘urine’ 
 
   
/keː/ à [kjeː]  ‘work’ 
/kɰẽː/ à [kɰɰẽː] ‘cooked rice, food’ 
    
/kʰɰẽː/ à [kʰɰẽː]  ‘wind’ 
/kʰjɔbʌ / à [kʰjɔbɰʌ] ‘to plow’ 
 
The secondary articulations have consequences for the place of articulation of these velar 
stops; the place of oral closure for the allophones with secondary palatal articulation is fronted, 
while the place of oral closure for the allophones with secondary velar articulation is typically 
backed.  The effects of this shifting point of closure are visible in the spectrograms and 
waveforms below.  The stop with secondary palatal articulation in /kju/ ‘water’ in Figure 3.29 
has a longer and noisier burst with a higher locus of energy characteristic of a palatal or fronted 
velar stop (Keating & Lahiri 1993), particularly when compared with its labiovelarized 
counterpart in /kũ/ ‘urine.’  The stop burst of the allophone with secondary labiovelar articulation 
is quieter and has a concentration of energy in the lower frequencies, aligned with the F2 
transition of the following vowel.  The F2 in the transition out of the stop with secondary palatal 
articulation is instead aligned with the following palatal glide. 
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In Figure 3.30 the stop burst of the allophone with secondary palatal articulation in /keː/ 
‘work’ is similarly louder and longer than the stop with secondary velar articulation in /kɰẽː/ 
‘cooked rice, food.’  This is visible in both the spectrograms and the accompanying waveforms.  
The allophone with secondary palatal articulation shows the high frequency spectral energy of a 
palatalized stop, while the allophone with secondary velar articulation has a lower locus of 
energy that is aligned with the F2 of the following unrounded velar glide.  Note that, like the 
retroflex stops, the allophone with secondary palatal articulation at first glance looks as if it 
could be aspirated; however comparison with the burst structures of the aspirated allophones in 
Figure 3.31 shows that although the burst in Figure 3.30 is long and noisy, it does not pattern 
with the aspirated allophones. 
The spectrograms in Figure 3.31 are reproduced from Section 2.6.4 in Chapter 2.  They 
show aspirated allophones where the glides in the C2 position that assign secondary articulation 
features occur entirely during the period of aspiration.  This is evident in the visible F2s 
throughout the aspiration.  Note also the difference in the stop bursts – although the aspiration of 
the stop with secondary velar articulation is loud, the stop burst is comparatively quiet, while for 
the stop with secondary palatal articulation, the stop burst is loud and long and clearly 
differentiated from the subsequent aspiration.  As with the unaspirated stops, the aspirated stop 
with secondary palatal articulation has a higher locus of energy than the aspired stop with 
secondary velar articulation. 
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Figure 3.29 Speaker 1 (M, 20s) 
       
Figure 3.30 Speaker 2 (M, 30s) 
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Sikles Gurung has three alveolar affricates: /ʦ, ʦʰ, ʣ/.  Near-minimal sets illustrating 
these contrasts in the word-initial position are provided in Figure 3.32.  Note that like the stops, 
there are comparatively few lexical items beginning with the voiced affricate /ʣ/ when compared 
with the two voiceless affricates /ʦ, ʦʰ/.  Those words that do have word-initial voiced affricates 
also tend to occur in the low register and have vowels with breathy phonation. 
 
Figure 3.32 Word-initial affricates 
/ʦa̤ː/ ‘son’ /ʦõːgu/ ‘cooking stand with three legs’ 
/ʦʰaːbʌ/ ‘to carve’ /ʦʰɔbʌ/ ‘to be fat; to look after cattle, to shepherd’ 
/ʣa̤ːbʌ/ ‘to chop (wood)’ /ʣõ̤ːbʌ/ ‘to pour; to irrigate; to put’ 
 
Determining the best place of articulation to classify the affricates has been difficult.  
Nepali has been shown to have a series of laminal-alveolar affricates (Clements and Khatiwada 
2007), and Gurung speakers have the intuition that the affricates of Sikles Gurung are not the 
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same as the affricates of Nepali.  In the first orthographic system my colleagues and I developed 
together with Sikles Gurung speakers, it was important that the Gurung affricates be represented 
with <ts, tsh, dz> and not the <c, ch, j> that are typically used in transliterations of Nepali.  This 
also matched the perceptions of the English listeners in the group, who heard the Gurung 
affricates as closer to [ʦ] and the Nepali affricates as closer to [ʧ].  This primed us to believe the 
place of articulation of Sikles Gurung affricates was more fronted than the Nepali affricates, and 
thus should be dental, just like the Sikles Gurung dental stops /t̪, t̪ ʰ, d̪/. 
This analysis was complicated by several factors.  First, Clements & Khatiwada (2007) 
report that there is interspeaker variation in the place of articulation of the affricates in Nepali – 
while the tongue is reliably laminal, the point of closure can range from denti-alveolar, to 
alveolar, to post-alveolar.  This means that the difference between the Nepali and Sikles Gurung 
affricates is likely not the difference between alveolar and dental points of closure.  Second, an 
examination of the literature shows that the Tibeto-Burman languages of Nepal are not typically 
described with dental affricates.  While Nar-Phu (Noonand & Hildebrandt 2017) has a single set 
of dental affricates, Chantyal (Noonan 2003b), Kham (Watters 2004), and Thakali (Hari 1970b) 
have single sets of alveolar affricates, and Magar has a single set of alveo-palatal affricates.  
Other Tibeto-Burman languages of Nepal are analyzed with affricates at two contrastive places 
of articulation – alveolar and palatal in Manange (Hildebrandt 2004), dental-alveolar and palatal-
alveolar in Sherpa (Kelly 2004), and apico-alveolar and lamino-post-alveolar in Yolmo (Gawne 
2016).  There is also not consensus within the literature on other varieties of Gurung: Burton-
Page (1955) labels the affricates of Ghachok Gurung as “pre-palatal,” Nishida (2004) calls the 
affricates of Syangja Gurung lamino-palatal, Glover (1969) classifies the affricates of Ghachok 
Gurung as alveolar, and Nakkeerar (2009) describes the affricates of Sikkim Gurung as palatal.  
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Additionally, the affricates of Sikles Gurung do not pattern phonologically with the dental 
sounds /t̪, t̪ʰ, d̪, n̪/, which are not permitted in consonant clusters; instead, the affricates pattern 
with the alveolar fricative /s/, which does occur in consonant clusters. 
The waveforms and spectrograms in Figure 3.33 show Speaker 3 saying Sikles Gurung 
affricates preceding a high front vowel in the first syllable of /ʦiːduː/ ‘knee’ and a low vowel in 
/ʦãː/ ‘bridge.’  For comparison, the waveforms and spectrograms in Figure 3.34 and Figure 3.35 
show Nepali affricates preceding a high front vowel in the first syllable of /ʦija/ ‘tea’ and a low 
vowel in the first syllable of /ʦãdi/ ‘silver.’  The Nepali speakers are both L1 speakers from the 
Kathmandu Valley who are not speakers of Gurung.  Note the expanded spectral range provided 
in the spectrograms, so that the high frequency energy of the affricates is visible. 
The first thing to note is the different profiles of the affricates in the waveforms across 
the two languages – the energy of the Sikles affricates is concentrated in the durational center of 
the fricative portion of the sound, while in the Nepali affricates, the energy spreads throughout 
the duration of the fricative portion.  In the spectrograms, it appears that the noisy energy of the 
fricative portion of the affricate is concentrated around slightly lower frequencies in the Gurung 
recordings than in the Nepali recordings.  This could be an effect of place of articulation 
differences, as seen in Russian sibilants (Kochetov 2017), or an effect of an apical versus laminal 
closure, as seen in Serbian affricates (Miller-Ockhuizen & Zec 2003).  It is likely that the 
allophonic palatal and velar secondary articulations on the Gurung affricates play a role in not 
only the acoustic properties that distinguish them from Nepali affricates, but also in speakers’ 
intuitions that the affricates in these languages are not the same; however, without additional 
articulatory and perceptual studies, it is not possible to confidently identify which cues speakers 
are attuned to in making this distinction.  In listening to the recordings, it is evident that there is 
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some slight palatalization of the Nepali affricates before the front vowel in /ʦija/ ‘tea’; this is 
visible on the spectrograms in the concentration of frication energy at slightly lower frequencies.  
However, the degree of palatalization is audibly less than that of the Gurung affricate with 
secondary palatal articulation in /ʦiːduː/ ‘knee’; this increased palatalization could also account 
for the concentration of frication energy at even lower frequencies in Gurung. 
 
Figure 3.33 Speaker 3 (M, 50s) 
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Figure 3.34 Nepali Speaker 1 (F, 30s) 
 
Figure 3.35 Nepali Speaker 2 (M, 30s) 
 
For the purposes of this dissertation, I will be following the literature and classifying 
Sikles Gurung affricates as alveolar phonemes.  This is also an appealing classification from a 
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phonological perspective, since it allows the affricates to be grouped with the alveolar fricative 
/s/, with which these sounds often pattern.  However, the alveolar affricates of Sikles Gurung 
should not be taken to be identical to the alveolar affricates of Nepali.  Clements and Khatiwada 
(2007) used static palatography to establish the laminal closure and interspeaker variation in 
place of articulation for the affricates of Nepali; a similar study with Gurung speakers would be 
needed to assess the precise place of articulation, kind of closure, and degree of interspeaker 




Like stops, affricates also tend to be voiced word-medially; examples are provided in 
Figure 3.36.  Note that word-medial affricates are most commonly found in kinship terms.  There 
are no aspirated affricates occurring word-medially in the data being analyzed. 
Figure 3.36 Word-medial voiced affricates 
/pɔʣuː/ ‘thorn’ /nʌʣjɔ/ sister (youngest, older than speaker)' 
/kɽi̤ʣi̤ː/ ‘dirty’ /pʰʌ̤ʣjɔ̤/ ‘paternal aunt (youngest)' 
/kɔ̤ʣʌ̤/ ‘khukuri knife’ /pʌ̤nʣʌ̤/ ‘paternal uncle (youngest)' 
/kʌʣʌ/ ‘brother (youngest)’ /ta̤ːʣjɔ̤/ ‘brother (middle, older than speaker)' 
/kaʣiː/ ‘sister (youngest)’ /pʌʣjuː/ ‘grandmother’ (borrowed from Nepali) 
  
 
The small number of lexical items with voiceless word-medial affricates, again including 
several kinship terms, is given in Figure 3.37.  Note that both /pʌ̤nʣʌ̤/ and /pa̤ʦjoː/ are 
appropriate ways to address the youngest brother of one’s father. 
 
Figure 3.37 Word-medial voiceless affricates 
/pʌʦjuː/  ‘shaman’ 
/mãːʦjoː/  ‘maternal aunt (youngest)' 




The word /pʌʦjuː/ ‘shaman’ in Figure 3.37 contrasts minimally with the common address 
for ‘grandmother’ /pʌʣjuː/ in Figure 3.36.  While ‘shaman’ is monomorphemic, speakers report 
that /mãːʦjoː/ and /pa̤ʦjoː/ are derived from /mãː/ ‘mother’ and /pa̤ːbu/ ‘father; mother’s 
husband’ as well as /ʦjõ:bʌ/ ‘small; younger.’  This structural difference may account for the 
word-medial voiceless affricates in these two words.   
In numerals, voiceless affricates become voiced between voiced sounds.  In the examples 
in Figure 3.38 below, the word-initial affricate in /ʦju/ ‘ten’ stays voiceless when /ku/ ‘nine’ is 
added after it to make /ʦjuiku/ ‘nineteen,’ realized as [ʨʲɥikwu].  However, when /ʦju/ ‘ten’ is 
added after /ku/ ‘nine’ to make /kuʦju/ ‘ninety,’ the affricate becomes voiced [kwuʥʲju].  Note 
also that this rule only apples to affricates, as the voiceless stop in /ku/ ‘nine’ does not become 
voiced when it is put in the intervocalic position in /ʦjuiku/ ‘nineteen.’ 
 
Figure 3.38 Numerals with affricates 
/ku/ ‘nine’  /ʦjui+ku/ à [ʨʲɥik
wu] ‘nineteen’ 




The voiced affricate /ʣ/ appears in the plural nominal suffix /-ʣʌw/, as seen in Figure 
3.39.  Marking the plural is not obligatory in Sikles Gurung, so the number of lexical items 
carrying this suffix in the data being analyzed in this dissertation is quite small.  Glover (1974) 
reports that in Ghachok Gurung the plural nominal suffix /-mɰiː/ goes on animate nouns, while 
the plural nominal suffix /-ʣʌw/ can be used for both animate and inanimate nouns; Sikles 
Gurung speakers also seem to follow this pattern. 
 
Figure 3.39 Voiced affricates in morphology 
/sɰeː-ʣʌw/  ‘things’ 
thing-PL   
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/kʰa̤ːw-ʣʌw/  ‘people’ 





Like intervocalic voiced stops, intervocalic voiced affricates can undergo spirantization 
in casual speech, so that /ʣ/ is realized as fricative [zɰ] or [ʑj], depending on the backness 
features of the following vowel or glide.  Examples where this commonly occurs are listed in 
Figure 3.39.  Spectrograms and waveforms of /pɔʣuː/ ‘thorn’ and /pʌʣjuː/ ‘grandmother’ 
pronounced with these allophones can be seen in the next section in Figure 3.43. 
 
Figure 3.40 Intervocalic affricate spirantization 
/pɔʣuː/ à [pwɔzwuː] ‘thorn’ 
/pʌʣjuː/    à [pɰʌʑjuː] ‘grandmother’ 
/kʌʣʌ/ à [kɰʌzɰʌ] ‘brother (youngest)' 
 
 
3.3.3 Secondary articulations 
 
Like the other consonants described thus far, affricates are pronounced with palatal 
secondary articulation before palatal glide /j/ and front vowels /iː, ĩː, i, ĩ, eː, ẽː, ɛ, ɛ ̃/, and with 
secondary velar articulation before velar glides /ɰ, w/ and back vowels /uː, ũː, u, ũ, oː, õː, ɔ, ɔ̃, 
aː, ãː, ʌ, ʌ̃/.  Before mid vowels /eː, ẽː, ɛ, ɛ ̃/ and /oː, õː, ɔ, ɔ̃/ there is again often an audible 
offglide.  For the series of allophones with secondary palatal articulation, this audibly changes 
the quality of the sound to such a degree that Sikles speakers recognize them as different; this 
initially led my colleagues and I to hypothesize that the palatalized affricates were actually a 
separate set of phonemes.  However, once I realized the extent of allophonic secondary 
consonant articulations in this variety of Gurung, it became clear that the sounds I was 
transcribing with [ʦ, ʦh, ʣ] and [ʨ, ʨʰ, ʥ] could actually be attributed to the same phonological 
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secondary articulation process.  Because the affricates with secondary palatal articulation and the 
affricates with secondary velar articulation sound distinctly different from one another when 
pronounced by all of the speakers I have worked with, I will continue to transcribe them with 
different base IPA characters, in addition to the secondary articulation diacritics.  Affricates with 
secondary palatal articulation will be transcribed with [ʨʲ, ʨʰʲ, ʥʲ], and affricates with secondary 
velar articulation will be transcribed [ʦɰ, ʦhɰ, ʣɰ].  Figure 3.41 lists words where the affricates 
with secondary palatal articulation surface, while Figure 3.42 lists words where the affricates 
with secondary velar articulation surface.  Note that the allophones with secondary velar 
articulation can be labialized before round vowels. 
 
Figure 3.41 Affricates with secondary palatal articulation 
Voiceless unaspirated  
/ʦiːduː/  à [ʨjiːdwuː] ‘knee’ 
/ʦĩ̤ːbʌ/  à [ʨjĩ̤ːbɰʌ] ‘to finish; to put away’ 
/ʦi̤ːbʌ/  à [ʨji̤ːbɰʌ] ‘to bite’ 
/ʦibʌ/ à [ʨjibɰʌ] ‘leader, wise man; to remember’ 
/ʦẽː/ à [ʨʲẽː] ‘tiger’ 
/ʦɛ̤b̃ʌ̤/ à [ʨʲɛ̤b̃ɰʌ̤] ‘knead thoroughly’ 
/ʦjoː/ à [ʨʲoː] ‘book used by a lama’ 
/pʌʦjuː/     à [pwʊʨjuː] ‘shaman’ 
 
   
Voiceless aspirated  
/ʦʰiːbʌ/  à [tɕʰjiːbɰʌ] ‘to get ready to do; to carry in your hand’ 
/ʦʰi̤ː/ à [ʨʰji̤ː] ‘grass; fat’ 
/ʦʰjɔbʌ/ à [ʨʰʲɔbɰʌ] ‘to stop; to stand up’ 
/ʦʰja̤ː/ à [ʨʰjja̤ː] ‘ring’ 
/ʦʰjãːbʌ/ à [ʨʰʲãːbɰʌ] ‘good, beautiful’ 
 
   
Voiced    
/kɽi̤ʣi̤ː/ à [kjɽji̤ʥji̤ː] ‘dirty’ 
/pʌʣjuː/    à [pɰʌʥjuː] ‘grandmother’ 
/n̪ʌʣjɔ/ à [n̪dɰʌʥʲɔ] ‘sister (youngest, older than speaker)' 
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Figure 3.42 Affricates with secondary velar articulation 
Voiceless unaspirated   
/ʦa̤ː/ à [ʦɰa̤ː] ‘son’  
/ʦãː/ à [ʦɰãː] ‘bridge (short)’ 
/ʦʌdʌ/ à [ʦɰʌdɰʌ] ‘salt’  
/ʦʌ̤dʌ̤/ à [ʦɰʌ̤dɰʌ̤] ‘small’  
/ʦõː/ à [ʦwõː] ‘sister-in-law, daughter-in-law’ 
/ʦo̤ː/ à [ʦwo̤ː] ‘summit, top of a tree’ 
/ʦõːgu/ à [ʦwõːgwu] ‘cooking stand with three legs’ 
/ʦɔ̤bʌ/ à [ʦwɔ̤ɰʌ] ‘to gather people together’ 
/tsũːbʌ/ à [tswũːbɰʌ] ‘to start; to sell’ 
/ʦubʌ/  à [ʦwubɰʌ] ‘to distribute; to put on the fire,’ 
/ʦɰi̤mi̤ː/ à [ʦɰi̤mʲi̤ː] ‘daughter’  
/ʦɰẽːbʌ/ à [ʦɰɰẽːbɰʌ] ‘to pull, to stretch out’ 
/ʦɰẽ̤ːbʌ/ à [ʦɰɰẽ̤ːbɰʌ] ‘to compare, to try on’ 
/ʦɰɛ/ à [ʦɰɰɛ] ‘vein’  
 
    
Voiceless aspirated   
/ʦʰaːbʌ/ à [ʦʰɰaːbɰʌ] ‘to carve’  
/ʦʰãːŋaː/ à [ʦʰɰãːŋɰaː] ‘waterfall’  
/ʦʰʌbʌ/ à [ʦʰɰʌbɰʌ] ‘painfully hot or cold’ 
/ʦʰɔbʌ/ à [ʦʰwɔbɰʌ] ‘to be fat; to shepherd’ 
/ʦʰubʌ/ à [ʦʰwubɰʌ] ‘to enjoy; to talk back’ 
/ʦʰɰiː/ à [ʦʰɰɰiː] ‘strips of bamboo used in weaving’ 
/ʦʰɰimiː/ à [ʦʰɰimjiː] ‘adult woman, young woman’ 
/ʦʰɰeː/ à [ʦʰɰɰeː] ‘lifetime’  
/ʦʰwi̤ːbʌ/ à [ʦʰwwi̤ːbɰʌ] ‘to stuff; to shove’ 
     
Voiced     
/ʣa̤ːbʌ/ à [ʣɰa̤ːbɰʌ] ‘to chop (wood)’ 
/ʣõ̤ːbʌ/ à [ʣwõ̤ːbɰʌ] ‘to pour; to irrigate; to put’ 
/pɔʣuː/ à [pwɔʣwuː] ‘thorn’  
/kɔ̤ʣʌ̤/ à [kwɔ̤ʣɰʌ̤] ‘khukuri knife’ 
/kʌʣʌ/ à [kɰʌʣɰʌ] ‘brother (youngest)' 
/kjɔ̃ʣʌ/ à [kjjɔ̃ʣɰʌ] ‘that side (of river or bridge)’ 
/ʦɔ̃ʣʌ/ à [ʦwɔ̃ʣɰʌ] ‘this side (of river or bridge)’ 
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Waveforms and spectrograms in Figure 3.43 show these secondary articulations in the 
word-medial position in /pʌʣjuː/ ‘grandmother’ and /pɔʣuː/ ‘thorn.’  Note again the extended 
spectral range of the spectrograms.  In comparing the spectrograms, it is possible to see the 
difference in the locus of energy during the fricative allophones – for the allophone with 
secondary velar articulation on the right, the energy is concentrated in the high frequencies near 
the top of the spectrogram, while for the allophone with secondary palatal articulation on the left, 
the energy is concentrated lower, aligning with the third and fourth formants of the preceding 
and following vowels and indicating a more palatalized place of articulation.  Note also the 
difference in the vowel formants of the long /uː/ in the second syllable of each word, which maps 
to audible differences in the recordings.  The F2 of the /uː/ following the velarized affricate is 
lower than the F2 of the /uː/ following the palatalized affricate, indicating the /uː/ in /pɔʣuː/ 
‘thorn’ in further back in the vowel space than the one in /pʌʣjuː/ ‘grandmother.’   
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Figure 3.43 Speaker 1 (M, 20s) 
   
Waveforms and spectrograms in Figure 3.44 show unaspirated affricate allophones with 
palatal and velar secondary articulation in the word-initial position in /ʦẽː/ ‘tiger’ and /ʦɰɛ/ 
‘vein.’  Note again the difference in the locus of energy in each of the affricate allophones – 
lower for the affricate with palatal secondary articulation, and higher for the affricate with 
secondary velar articulation.   
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Figure 3.44 Speaker 3 (M, 50s) 
 
 
 For comparison, waveforms and spectrograms in Figure 3.44 show aspirated affricate 
allophones with palatal and velar secondary articulation in the word-initial position in /ʦʰi̤ː/ 
‘grass; fat’ and /ʦʰɰi̤ː/ ‘outer part of bamboo.’  Note the shape of the waveform clearly indicates 
the presence of contrastive aspiration for both allophones, marked in the accompanying 
Textgrids for clarity.  The frication of the affricates matches the pattern found in the previous 
spectrograms – the locus of energy is lower for the palatalized allophone and higher for the 
velarized allophone.  It is also possible to see the effect of the unrounded velar glide /ɰ/ on the 
formants of the following high vowel in /ʦʰɰi̤ː/ ‘outer part of bamboo’ – the velar glide pulls the 
higher formants lower at the onset of the vowel. 
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Figure 3.45 Speaker 3 (M, 50s) 




Sikles Gurung has three fricatives, which do not contrast for voicing: alveolar /s/, lateral 
/ɬ/, and glottal /h/12.  The phonemic contrast between the three fricatives in the word-initial 
position is illustrated by the minimal and near-minimal pairs in Figure 3.46, below.  
 
Figure 3.46 Word-initial fricatives 
/sõːbʌ/  ‘to put out to dry’ /saːɽʌ/ ‘star’ 
‘ox’ /ɬõːbʌ/   ‘to play’ /ɬaː/ 
/hõːbʌ/  ‘to enter’ /haːɽiː/ ‘side’ 
 
Lateral fricative /ɬ/ and glottal fricative /h/ only occur in the word-initial position in 
words that are not borrowed, and are overall low-frequency sounds in the data being analyzed for 
 
12 There is debate in the literature regarding the true place of articulation of /h/; for the purposes 
of this dissertation it is only important that it is a separate phoneme that is not specified as palatal 
or velar, but that it can collect these features from the following vowel.  This will be discussed in 
Section 3.4.2. 
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this dissertation.  The lateral fricative /ɬ/ often corresponds to the cluster /khl/ in other Gurung 
dialects (Glover et al. 1977), but there are some words where other dialects have /khl/ clusters but 
Sikles speakers use lateral approximant /l/.  These correspondences are discussed in the previous 
chapter in Section 2.5.1.  All the words in Sikles Gurung containing the lateral fricative /ɬ/ that 
are in the data being analyzed for this dissertation are listed in Figure 3.47. 
 
Figure 3.47 Lexical items with the lateral fricative 
/ɬi/ ‘feces’ /ɬibʌ/ ‘to split wood’ 
/ɬĩː/ ‘snow’ /ɬũbʌ/ ‘to empty a container, to flip upside down’ 
/ɬaː/ ‘ox’ /ɬiwn̪ʌ/ ‘poor person; naked’ 
/ɬaːsɰɛ/ ‘person who plows’ /ɬõːbʌ/ ‘to play’ 
 
 
Minimal and near-minimal pairs showing that lateral fricative /ɬ/ and lateral approximant 
/l/ are separate phonemes in Sikles Gurung are given in Figure 3.48. 
 
Figure 3.48 Minimal and near-minimal pairs for the laterals 
/lũbʌ/ ‘to break’ 
/ɬũbʌ/ ‘to empty a container, to flip upside down’ 
  
/lĩːbʌ/ ‘to be tasty, to be delicious’ 
/ɬĩː/ ‘snow’ 
  
/li̤bʌ/ ‘to fire a rifle; to shoot an arrow; to throw a shotput’ 
/ɬibʌ/ ‘to split wood’ 
 
 
The fricative /h/ is infrequent in natively Gurung words; in the data being analyzed for 
this dissertation there are only three examples that are not known loanwords, listed in Figure 
3.49.  As mentioned in Section 3.2.3, [h] is a spirantized allophone of the voiceless aspirated 
velar stop /kh/.  Speakers have the intuition that all of the words in Figure 3.49 do not contain and 
cannot be pronounced with [kh].  It should be noted that /hãːɽ/ ‘close to’ strongly resembles 
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another word with a slightly different gloss, /ŋãːɽ/ ‘near.’  It is unclear if they should be treated as 
variations of the same form, as [h] is not a known allophone of [ŋ]; for the current analysis I am 
considering them separate lexical items. 
 
Figure 3.49 Lexical items with /h/ 
/haːriː/ ‘side’ 
/hãːɽ/ ‘close to’ 
/hõːbʌ/  ‘to enter’ 
 
The fricative /h/ is more common in words borrowed from Nepali, as determined by 
Turner’s (1931) dictionary of Nepali and Glover et al.’s (1977) dictionary of Ghachok Gurung, 
which indicates loanwords.  Examples of words that are known to be borrowed from Nepali are 
listed in Figure 3.50, along with their Nepali equivalents.  Note that in the case of /pʌhaːɽ/ ‘hills, 
hilly terrain,’ the /h/ appears word-medially, which is not found in natively Gurung words.  In 
the case of /hṳːsɰĩ/ ‘fist, a blow with the fist’ and /hoːdiːbʌ/ ‘to scold,’ the onset /h/ in Sikles 
Gurung maps to aspirated velar stops in Nepali. 
 
Figure 3.50 Borrowed words with /h/ 
 Nepali Sikles Gloss 
< !"#$ > /hilo/  /hi̤ːl/ ‘mud’  
< %"&' > /pʌhaɖ/  /pʌhaːɽ/   ‘hills, hilly terrain’ 
< ()*& > /gɦussa/ /hṳːsɰĩ/ ‘fist, a blow with the fist’ 





As established in the previous section, lateral fricative /ɬ/ and glottal fricative /h/ are 
restricted to the word-initial position in words that have not been borrowed.   Unlike /ɬ/ and /h/, 
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alveolar fricative /s/ often occurs in the word-medial position, where it is both phonetically and 
phonologically voiceless.  Examples of /s/ occurring word-medially are listed in Figure 3.51.  A 
waveform and spectrogram showing the phonetic voicelessness of word-medial /s/ in /n̪ãːsʌ/ 
‘village’ is included in Figure 3.52. 
 
Figure 3.51 Word-medial alveolar fricatives 
/n̪ã̤ːsjɔ̃/ ‘cloud’ /mɰi̤ːsʌ̤/ ‘night’ 
/kãːsʌ̃/ ‘molar tooth’ /ŋɛsaːɽʌ/ ‘twilight’ 
/n̪ãːsʌ/ ‘village’ /ŋjṳsjuː/ ‘twenty’ 
/n̪õːsoː/ ‘first thing; in front of’ /gjõ̤ːsĩ/ ‘a kind of alder tree’ 
 
 
Figure 3.52 Speaker 5 (F, 30s) 
 
 
Alveolar fricative /s/ only occurs word-finally in words that have undergone word-final 
lenition processes, discussed in Chapter 5.  The voiceless alveolar fricative is present in Sikles 
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Gurung morphology; provided in Figure 3.53 are examples of /s/ occurring word-medially in 
morphologically complex words containing one of two suffixes: /-sjɔ/, which commonly appears 
on female-gendered kinship terms; and /-sɰɛ/, which adds the sense of ‘person who works with’ 
to nouns.  Interpreting words carrying the suffix /-sɰɛ/ requires understanding the idiomatic use 
in Gurung of the instrument of an action as the direct object of the verb.  In Gurung the phrase 
‘to plow a field’ is expressed as /ɬaː kʰjɔbʌ/ where /ɬaː/ means ‘ox’ and /kʰjɔbʌ/ means ‘to plow,’ 
leading to a literal translation of this phrase as “plow the ox.”  The /ɬaː/ in /ɬaːsɰe/ thus also 
means ‘ox’ but comes from its use in the expression ‘to plow a field,’ giving a literal translation 
of “ox person” but an idiomatic use as ‘person who plows.’  Similarly, /prõ̤ː/ is ‘a cow shed; a 
temporary shelter built for animals when they are out to graze.’  The person who builds the shed 
is the /prõ̤ːsɰe/, with the literal translation of “shed person” but the idiomatic meaning of 
‘shepherd.’ 
 
Figure 3.53 Alveolar fricative in morphology 
/ŋjɛ̤̤l-sjɔ/ ‘female ceremonial friend’ 
/ŋɔ̃l-sjɔ/ ‘female cousin’ 
  
/prõː-sɰɛ/ ‘shepherd of cows, goats, sheep, or buffalo’ 
/ɬaː-sɰɛ/ ‘person who plows’ 
 
 
3.4.2 Secondary articulations 
 
Alveolar fricative /s/, lateral fricative /ɬ/, and glottal fricative /h/ are realized with palatal 
secondary articulation [ɕʲ, ɬʲ, hʲ] before palatal glide /j/ and front vowels /iː, ĩː, i, ĩ, eː, ẽː, ɛ, ɛ ̃/, and 
with secondary velar articulation [sɰ, ɬɰ, hɰ] before velar glides /ɰ, w/ and back vowels /uː, ũː, u, 
ũ, oː, õː, ɔ, ɔ̃, aː, ãː, ʌ, ʌ̃/.  As with the other consonants, before mid vowels /eː, ẽː, ɛ, ɛ ̃/ and /oː, 
õː, ɔ, ɔ̃/ there is often an audible offglide, and before round vowels the velar secondary 
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articulation can become labialized [sw, ɬw, hw].  Like the affricates, the alveolar fricative with 
secondary palatal articulation has an audibly different sound quality – it is clear that the place of 
articulation is shifting to be more palatal than its velarized counterpart.  In line with the 
transcription choices for the affricates, this will be reflected in transcriptions by the use of a 
different base character as well as the palatal diacritic for this allophone: [ɕʲ].  The allophone 
with secondary velar articulation will be represented with [sɰ]. 
Words where the fricative allophones with secondary palatal articulation surface are 
listed in Figure 3.54, while words where the fricative allophones with secondary velar 
articulation surface are listed in Figure 3.55. 
 
Figure 3.54 Fricatives with secondary palatal articulation 
Alveolar    
/sĩːd̪ṳ̃ː/ à [ɕʲĩːd̪wṳ̃ː] ‘tree’ 
/sibʌ/ à [ɕʲibɰʌ] ‘to die; to like’ 
/seːbʌ/ à [ɕʲeːbɰʌ] ‘to explain, to tell’ 
/seː/ à [ɕʲeː] ‘louse’ 
/sɛ/ à [ɕʲɛ] ‘meat’ 
/sɛbʌ/ à [ɕʲɛbɰʌ] ‘to dance; to know how to do something’ 
/sjɔ̃mãː/ à [ɕʲjɔ̃mɰãː] ‘a long time ago’ 
/joːsiː/ à [joːɕʲiː] ‘fingernail’ 
/mi̤si̤ː/  à [mbʲi̤ɕʲi̤ː] ‘uncooked rice’ 
 
   
Lateral    
/ɬĩː/ à [ɬʲĩː] ‘snow’ 
/ɬi/ à [ɬʲi] ‘feces’ 
    
Glottal    
/hi̤ːl/  à [hʲi̤ːlɰ]13 ‘mud' 
 
 
13 Here the word-final lateral approximant /l/ maintains the velar features it would be assigned by 
the back vowel in the Nepali source word /hilo/.  This will be addressed in detail in Chapter 5 in 




Figure 3.55 Fricatives with secondary velar articulation 
Alveolar    
/soːbʌ/ à [swoːbɰʌ] ‘to be spicy’ 
/sõːbʌ/ à [swõːbɰʌ] ‘to put out to dry’ 
/sɔbʌ/ à [swɔbɰʌ] ‘to be alive, to live’ 
/sʌpi/ à [sɰʌpʲi] ‘sand’ 
/sũ/ à [swũ] ‘mouth’ 
/sɰeː/ à [sɰɰeː] ‘price’ 
/sɰeːbʌ/ à [sɰɰeːbɰʌ] ‘to comb’ 
/swĩːd̪ĩ/ à [swwĩːd̪jĩ] ‘domesticated honeybee’ 
 
   
Lateral    
/ɬaː/ à [ɬɰaː] ‘ox’ 
/ɬũbʌ/ à [ɬwũbɰʌ] ‘to empty a container, to flip upside down’ 
    
Glottal    
/haːɽiː/ à [hɰaːɽjiː] side' 
/hãːɽ/ à [hɰãːɽɰ] ‘close to’ 
/hõːbʌ/  à [hwõːbɰʌ] ‘to enter’ 
 
 
Spectrograms and waveforms in Figure 3.56 show the palatal secondary articulation in 
/ɬi/ ‘feces’ compared with the velar secondary articulation in /ɬaː/ ‘ox.’  Note first the higher 
frequency spectral energy visible in the fricative with the palatal secondary articulation in /ɬi/ 
‘feces,’ when compared with the lower energy of the fricative with velar secondary articulation 
in /ɬaː/ ‘ox.’  The spectrograms and waveforms show that voicing initiates near the end of both 
fricatives as they transition into the following vowels; this seems to be a phonetic reflection of 
the origins of the lateral fricative from reanalyzed /khl/ clusters.  These voiced segments 
acoustically and spectrally resemble lateral approximants with the corresponding secondary 
articulations, [lʲ] and [lɰ]; notice the high F2 indicative of secondary palatal articulation for /ɬi/ 
‘feces,’ and the low F2 indicative of velar secondary articulation in /ɬaː/ ‘ox.’   
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Figure 3.56 Speaker 2 (M, 30s) 
 
 Spectrograms and waveforms in Figure 3.57 show allophones with secondary palatal 
articulation and secondary velar articulation in /seː/ ‘louse’ and /sɰeː/ ‘price.’  Note again the 
spectral energy of the onset fricative concentrated between 3000 and 5000 Hz for ‘louse,’ while 
the concentration of spectral energy in ‘price’ extends above 5000 Hz.  For languages like 
Russian, lower spectral energy during frication can point to a more palatal place of articulation 
Kochetov (2017); this is likely also the case for Gurung.  The velar glide in /sɰeː/ ‘price’ is 
elided after assigning velar secondary articulation features to the onset fricative; its presence is 
evident only in the higher spectral energy in the fricative, the formant transitions into the vowel, 
and the concentration of energy in higher formants of the front vowel /eː/.  Spectrograms and 
waveforms of the same sound files – but with an even more extended spectral range and without 
the formants marked – are provided in Figure 3.58 for maximal clarity. 
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Figure 3.57 Speaker 3 (M, 50s) 
 
Figure 3.58 Speaker 3 (M, 50s) 
 
 
 Phonologically, the fricative /h/ seems to be a salient phoneme to Sikles speakers; 
however, when it comes to secondary articulations, acoustically /h/ before front vowels has a lot 
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of overlap with the palatalized allophone [ɕʲ] of the alveolar fricative /s/, and /h/ before back 
vowels has a lot of overlap with the velarized and spirantized allophone [hɰ] of the aspirated 
velar stop /kh/.  The spectrograms and waveforms in Figure 3.60 and Figure 3.61 are from 
recordings of the pairs in Figure 3.59, which capture the acoustic similarity of these allophones.  
They again include a greater spectral range so the high-frequency acoustics of the fricatives are 
visible, and do not have the formants marked for clear comparison of the fricatives. 
 
Figure 3.59 Pairs with /s/, /kh/, and /h/ allophones 
/seː/ à [ɕjeː] ‘louse’ 
/hi̤ːl/  à [hʲi̤ːlɰ] ‘mud' 
    
/kʰa̤ːbʌ/ à [hɰa̤ːβɰʌ] ‘who' 
/haːɽiː/ à [hɰaːɽjiː] ‘side' 
 
 The fricatives in the pairs in Figure 3.60 and the pairs in Figure 3.61 are not exact 
matches.  The spectral energy starts lower for the /h/ with palatal secondary articulation features 
in ‘mud’ than for the /s/ with palatal secondary articulation features in ‘louse.’  In ‘who’ and 
‘side’ it is the opposite – the spectral energy starts lower for the spirantized /kh/ with secondary 
velar articulation features in ‘who’ than for the /h/ with secondary velar articulation features in 
‘side.’  The phoneme /h/ occurs in so few lexical items in the data being analyzed for this 
dissertation that is not possible to say if these spectral differences between the different 
allophones are a reliable generalization; perhaps collecting more data from more speakers would 
only underscore the similarity of [ɕʲ] with [hj] and [hɰ] with [hɰ].   
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Figure 3.60 Speaker 2 (M, 30s) 
 
Figure 3.61 Speaker 3 (M, 50s) 
 
There is evidence that, despite the acoustic similarity of /kh/ allophone [hɰ] and /h/ 
allophone [hɰ], they pattern differently phonologically – in /paːkʰʌ̤bʌ/ ‘to bring up or across with 
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you,’ the word-medial aspirated velar is reliably voiceless, whether is pronounced as a stop [khɰ], 
or a spirantized allophone [xɰ] or [hɰ], while in /to̤ːɽgjɔ haːɽiː/ ‘left side’ the /h/ can be 
allophonically voiced to [ɦɰ].  This is visible in the spectrograms and waveforms of these words 
below.  Note the absence of the voicing bar at the bottom of the spectrogram on the left during 
the word-medial [xɰ], while the voice bar is present at the bottom of the spectrogram on the right 
during [ɦɰ].  The different phonological behavior of these two sounds supports the analysis of /h/ 
as a phoneme in its own right, aligning with speaker intuitions. 
 
Figure 3.62 Speaker 3 (M, 50s) 
 
 
3.5 Voicing, aspiration, and breathy phonation 
 
The phonemic status of obstruent voicing and aspiration, and the relationship of these 
laryngeal settings to either tone or phonation contrasts, reportedly differs from language to 
language and even dialect to dialect within the Tibeto-Burman family.  For many documented 
language varieties related to Sikles Gurung – including Seke (Honda 2002), Tamang (Mazaudon 
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1978, 2003), Nar-Phu (Noonan & Hildebrandt 2017), Manange (Hildebrandt 2003, 2004), 
Sherpa (Kelly 2004), Ghachok Gurung (Glover 1969, Glover & Glover 1972), Thak Gurung 
(Sprigg 1997), Yolmo (Gawne 2016), and Dongwang Tibetan (Bartee 2007) – the distributional 
patterns of word-initial voiced obstruents, aspirated obstruents, voiceless liquids, breathy vowels, 
and contrastive pitch all point to close links between onset consonant and vowel features.  In 
light of the allophonic secondary articulation system presented in this analysis of Sikles Gurung, 
which points to a close relationship between the articulatory features of onset consonants and 
their following vowels, it is not at all surprising that there would also be a close relationship 




Although some documented varieties of Gurung have been analyzed with four-category 
lexical tone systems (Glover 1969, Glover & Glover 1972, Glover et al. 1977, Mazaudon 1988, 
Sprigg 1997, Nishida 2004), or with no lexical tone system (Nakkeerar 2009), Sikles Gurung has 
a two-category register system similar to descriptions of Ghandrung Gurung (Burton-Page 1955) 
and Mohoriya Gurung (Pignède 1993).  Following Abramson & Luangthongkum (2009), register 
systems are distinguished from lexical tone systems by additional vowel quality features like 
phonation.  In Sikles Gurung, the register system consists of a high-low pitch dichotomy, where 
the vowels in roots with low pitch can also carry breathy phonation.  The phonetics of breathy 
vowels will be elaborated in Section 4.5.1 of Chapter 4; the remainder of this section will focus 
on the distribution of obstruent contrasts within these two register categories. 
When it comes to the relationship between contrastive obstruent features and register, 
Sikles Gurung shows clear parallels with other Tibeto-Burman languages of Nepal with two-
category systems: Yolmo and Sherpa.  Yolmo (Gawne 2016) is described with a two-category 
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high-low system where words in the low category can be pronounced with breathy vowels.  The 
relationship between onset laryngeal features and each category is more clear-cut than Sikles 
Gurung – in Yolmo, words with word-initial voiced obstruents are in the low category, and 
words with word-initial voiceless aspirated stops, voiceless aspirated affricates, or voiceless 
liquids fall in the high category.  Similarly, in Sherpa (Kelly 2004) words in the low category can 
sometimes carry breathy vowels and word-initial voiced stops, while words beginning with 
word-initial voiceless liquids all fall in the high category. 
In Sikles Gurung, the distributional asymmetries of word-initial obstruents that occur in the 
high register and word-initial obstruents that occur in low register are best characterized as 
trends, rather than rules.  The case with the most clear-cut asymmetry is the lateral fricative /ɬ/ 
which – despite its different origins – patterns with the voiceless liquids of Sherpa (Kelly 2004) 
and Yolmo (Gawne 2016).  Recall from Section 2.5.1 in the previous chapter that the Sikles 
Gurung lateral fricative /ɬ/ corresponds to /khl/ clusters in Ghachok Gurung occurring before 
high, modal vowels; /khl/ clusters in Ghachok Gurung occurring before low, breathy vowels all 
map to Sikles Gurung words beginning with the lateral approximant /l/ and followed by low, 
breathy vowels.  Thus, in Sikles Gurung, words beginning with the lateral fricative /ɬ/ only occur 
in the high register. 
In the data being analyzed for this dissertation, there are only three words beginning with 
the alveolar fricative /s/ that fall into the low register; Glover et al. (1977) similarly report very 
few words occurring with breathy vowels and beginning with /s/ in Ghachok Gurung.  The Sikles 
Gurung words are listed in Figure 3.63 below with their phonemic forms and phonetic 
transcriptions.  Note that although speakers have the intuition that /sĩ̤ːdṳ̃ː/ ‘tree’ and /sɔ̤bʌ/ ‘to be 
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alive, to live’ belong in the low register category, and the pitch of these words is correspondingly 
low, phonetically they are not realized with breathy vowels.   
 
Figure 3.63 Low register words beginning with /s/ 
/sĩ̤ːdṳ̃ː/ à [ɕjĩːdwṳ̃ː] ‘tree' 
/sjõ̤ːkʰṳ/ à [ɕjõ̤ːkʰwṳ] ‘wife's brother' 
/sɔ̤bʌ/ à [swɔbɰʌ] ‘to be alive, to live' 
 
Similarly, the only word beginning with glottal fricative /h/ that belongs to the low 
register and is pronounced with a lower pitch and optional breathy phonation on the nuclear 
vowel is the borrowed word /hi̤ːl/ ‘mud.’  The other words in the data being analyzed for this 
dissertation that have word-initial /h/ all fall into the high register.  
 In Sikles Gurung, voicing is a contrastive feature for stops and affricates in the word-
initial position; however, overall there are fewer lexical items beginning with voiced stops and 
affricates than with voiceless stops and affricates.  Voiced stops and affricates disproportionately 
occur word-initially in words belonging to the low register with breathy vowels.  Figure 3.64 
lists all of the words beginning with voiced stops or affricates in the word-initial position in the 
data being analyzed for this dissertation.  The distribution of word-initial contrastive voicing in 
each register is summarized in Figure 3.65. 
 
Figure 3.64 Word-initial voiced stops and affricates 
Bilabial stops   
/bi̤bʌ/ ‘to say' /bɽʌ̤/ ‘one hundred' 
/bɰi̤bʌ/ ‘to step' /bõ̤ː/ ‘strength' 
/ba̤ːw/ ‘portion, share' /bõ̤ːbʌ/ ‘to be strong' 
/bla̤ː/ ‘unhusked rice' /bjõ̤ːbʌ/ ‘to throw away, to discard' 
/bla̤ːbʌ/ ‘wide' /bṳːn̪ʌ/  ‘small round water vessel’ 




Dental stops   
/d̪ĩ̤ː/ ‘house’ /d̪ṳ̃ːbʌ/ ‘thick (like a tree)’ 
/d̪õ̤ːbʌ/ ‘to beat, to thresh’ /d̪ṳ̃bʌ/ ‘to walk with a cane’ 
    
Alveolar affricates   
/ʣɰɛ̤w̃/ ‘like this’ /ʣõ̤ːbʌ/ ‘to pour; to irrigate; to put’ 
/ʣa̤ːbʌ/ ‘to chop (wood with an axe)’ 
   
Retroflex stops   
/ɖɛ̤ŋ̃gɽɛ̤/ ‘skinny (rude)’ /ɖã̤ːɖʌ/ ‘ridge of hill (from Nepali)’ 
    
Velar stops   
/ge̤ːbʌ/ ‘to lean on’ /gɔ̤bʌ/ ‘to fry’ 
/gjã̤ː/ ‘path, road’ /gjõ̤ːsĩ/ ‘kind of alder tree’ 
/gʌ̤ɽi̤n̪ʌ/ ‘in an instant; already; quickly’ /gɽɔ̤bṳ/ ‘charcoal’ 
/goːbʌ/ ‘to blow (by shaman)’ /gjuiː/ ‘skirt worn by women’ 
/gɔ̤̃/ ‘rocky area’   
 
In languages like Tamang (Mazaudon 1978, 2003) and Manange (Hildebrandt 2004), 
which have four-category lexical tone systems, word-initial obstruent aspiration is only 
contrastive in some tone categories, and is typically reported to be in complementary distribution 
with breathy vowel phonation.  Other tonal Tibeto-Burman languages like Kham (Watters 2002) 
and Magar (Grunow-Harsta 2008) are explicitly described without links between certain tone 
categories and laryngeal features like contrastive voicing, contrastive aspiration, and breathy 
vowel phonation.  Sikles Gurung falls halfway between these two groups: word-initial obstruent 
voicing is contrastive in both registers, and word-initial obstruent aspiration is contrastive in both 
registers – but not for all places of articulation.  The chart in Figure 3.65 summarizes the 
asymmetric distribution of word-initial laryngeal contrasts in each register in this variety.  Places 
of articulation marked with [+/- aspiration] have minimal or near-minimal pairs in that register 
where aspiration is the relevant contrastive feature, while places of articulation marked with [+/- 
voicing] have minimal or near-minimal pairs in that register where voicing is the relevant 
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contrastive feature.  Empty boxes indicate that the contrast is neutralized in that register for 
words beginning with obstruents at that place of articulation. 
 
Figure 3.65 Distribution of word-initial contrasts occurring in high and low registers 
 High register Low register 
Bilabial stops +/- aspiration  +/- aspiration +/- voicing 
Dental stops +/- aspiration    +/- voicing 
Alveolar affricates +/- aspiration   +/- aspiration +/- voicing 
Retroflex stops +/- aspiration    +/- voicing 
Velar stops +/- aspiration +/- voicing +/- aspiration +/- voicing 
 
Note that only the velar stops have a three-way word-initial laryngeal contrast in both 
registers.  The obstruents at the other places of articulation have a two-way word-initial laryngeal 
contrast in the high register – voiceless unaspirated and voiceless aspirated.  Bilabial stops, 
alveolar affricates, and velar stops have a three-way word-initial laryngeal contrast in the low 
register.  The dental and retroflex stops, on the other hand, have a two-way word-initial laryngeal 
contrast in the low register – voiceless unaspirated and voiced. 
 
3.5.2 Quantifying laryngeal contrasts 
The word-initial laryngeal contrasts in Sikles Gurung are not only salient phonologically, 
but also evident phonetically.  Spectrograms and waveforms are given in Figure 3.66 for the first 
syllables of the near-minimal set /pjõ̤ː.bʌ/ ‘to resemble,’ /pʰjo̤ː.bʌ/ ‘to clean,’ and /bjõ̤ː.bʌ/ ‘to 
throw away.’  These show a very clear difference in the voice onset time (VOT) for the 
unaspirated bilabial stop /p/, aspirated bilabial stop /pʰ/, and voiced bilabial stop /b/ in the low 
register. 
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Figure 3.66 Speaker 3 (M, 50s) 
     
It is possible to quantify the difference in VOT across voiceless unaspirated, voiceless 
aspirated, and voiced stops and affricates at all places of articulation in the word-initial position.  
The chart in Figure 3.67 presents average VOT measurements and standard deviations for the 
primary language consultant for this project, Speaker 3.  These measurements were taken by 
hand using Praat (Boersma & Weenink 2016) and are presented as averages in milliseconds.  
Positive numbers represent the duration between the stop burst and the onset of vocal fold 
vibration in the following vowel; negative numbers indicate prevoicing and represent the 
duration between the onset of vocal fold vibration and the subsequent stop burst.  The tokens 
measured were recorded in New York City during elicitation sessions with Speaker 3.  The 
VOTs given in Figure 3.67 are averages of 12 measurements for each phoneme, with the 
exception of /ʣ/ (n = 9), /ʈʰ/ (n = 9), /ɖ/ (n = 4), and /g/ in the high register (n = 3).  This 
discrepancy in the number of measurements is due to the limited distribution of some phonemes 








being analyzed – /ʈʰu/ ‘friend,’ /ʈʰubʌ/ ‘to cut wood, to pick flowers’ and /ʈʰibʌ/ ‘to strike’ – and 
recordings of only three repetitions of each word were available for analysis.  Note that overall 
the duration of aspirated stops varies much more than the duration of their unaspirated 
counterparts, as indicated by the standard deviations. 
 
Figure 3.67 Average VOT measurements for Speaker 3 (M, 50s) 
Bilabial /p/ high 11.2 ms SD = 4.2 /p/ low 16.8 ms SD =  4.8 
 /pʰ/ high 75.3 ms SD = 23.9 /pʰ/ low 65.4 ms SD = 17.3 
    /b/ low -54.2 ms SD = 33.5 
Dental /t̪/ high 18.1 ms SD = 5.6 /t̪/ low 13.5 ms SD =  2.3 
 /t̪ʰ/ high 60.5 ms SD = 13.6    
    /d̪/ low -83.8 ms SD = 30.0 
Alveolar /ʦ/ high 66.5 ms SD = 17.2 /ʦ/ low 73.9 ms SD = 11.2 
 /ʦʰ/ high 123.3 ms SD = 24.6 /ʦʰ/ low 121.4 ms SD = 29.6 
    /ʣ/ low -51.3 ms SD = 15.3 
Retroflex /ʈ/ high 20.2 ms SD = 8.8 /ʈ/ low 15.2 ms SD = 4.5 
 /ʈʰ/ high 59.8 ms SD = 27.4    
    /ɖ/ low -107 ms SD = 16.7 
Velar /k/ high 40.3 ms SD = 15.1 /k/ low 46.2 ms SD = 11.4 
 /kʰ/ high 89.8 ms SD = 30.6 /kʰ/ low 65.8 ms SD = 20.5 
 /g/ high -81 ms SD = 30 /g/ low -82 ms SD = 25.8 
 
The graph in Figure 3.68 plots the average VOT measurements for Speaker 3 provided in 
Figure 3.67.  As illustrated below, in cases where a given phoneme occurs in both the high and 
low registers, and thus before both clear and breathy vowels, the average VOT measures before 
each vowel type are generally within a few milliseconds of each other.  The smallest difference 
between average VOT measures of two phonemes at the same place of articulation is 1 
millisecond between word-initial /g/ preceding in the high register and word-initial /g/ in the low 
register.  The largest difference between average VOT measures of two voiceless phonemes at 
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the same place of articulation is 64.1 milliseconds between unaspirated /p/ and aspirated /pʰ/ in 
the high register.  Voiced obstruents across all places of articulation are consistently produced 
with substantial prevoicing.  
 
Figure 3.68 Voice onset time averages for Speaker 3 (M, 50s) 
 
  
Note that the asymmetric distribution of laryngeal contrasts across each register only 
applies to obstruents in the word-initial position.  Word-medially, these laryngeal contrasts have 
largely been neutralized, and do not reliably correspond to the high or low register.  The 
difference in the number and type of contrastive features permitted in the word-initial syllable 
































when compared with syllables in other positions will be discussed in Section 4.1 in the next 




This chapter provided a detailed description of the obstruents of Sikles Gurung: stops /p, 
pʰ, b, t̪, t̪ ʰ, d̪, ʈ, ʈʰ, ɖ, k, kʰ, g/, affricates /ʦ, ʦʰ, ʣ/, and fricatives /s, ɬ, h/.  It focused on the 
distribution of each phoneme and its major allophones, showing that there are more phonemic 
contrasts permitted in the onset of the first syllable of a word then in other positions.  Like the 
sonorants, obstruents are also assigned allophonic secondary articulation features by the 
following vowel or glide; as this is a phonological process, the exact phonetic effects vary based 
on the place of articulation of each consonant.  This chapter also showed that word-initial 
obstruent contrasts are asymmetrically represented in each of the two registers that characterize 
this variety of Gurung – the fricatives are overwhelming represented in the high register, while 
voiced stops and affricates are overwhelmingly represented in the low register.  This high-low 
register contrast can be thought of in terms of pitch; however, it also manifests as breathy 
phonation in the root vowels of words in the low register category.  Breathy phonation will be 










 The vowels of Sikles Gurung were briefly introduced in the previous chapters.  Chapter 2 
and Chapter 3 centered on a detailed analysis of the consonant system of Gurung, providing 
evidence to establish phonemic contrasts and introducing the allophonic secondary articulations 
assigned to consonants by the immediately following vowel. This chapter returns to the vowels, 
drawing on acoustic evidence, speaker intuitions, and cross-linguistic comparison to make the 
case for six relevant contrastive phonological features: height, backness, rounding, length, 
nasalization, and breathy phonation.  Section 4.1 outlines the phonemic vowel inventory of 
Sikles Gurung and discusses asymmetries in the occurrence of some contrastive vowel features 
based on syllable position.  The subsequent sections focus on each contrastive vowel feature in 
turn: Section 4.2 looks at the traditional vowel features of height, backness and rounding, 
providing a discussion of minimal pairs and major allophones; Section 4.3 makes the case for 
contrastive length as a robust, rather than marginal, vowel feature for this variety of Gurung; 
Section 4.4 addresses contrastive nasalization; and Section 4.5 analyzes breathy phonation, a 
component of the register system in Gurung that manifests primarily as breathiness and low pitch 
in vowels. The findings of this chapter are summarized in Section 4.6. 
 
4.1 Vowel inventory and distribution 
 
 This section lays out the phonemic inventory of vowels in Sikles Gurung and provides 
examples of minimal pairs to illustrate each contrastive feature.  The relevant features include 
height, backness, and roundness, as well as length, nasalization, and breathy phonation.  The 
chart below in Figure 4.1 presents each vowel character with the corresponding features it is used 
to represent in transcriptions throughout this dissertation.  Note that for the low and mid vowels, 
there is generally an audible quality difference in the short and long pairs – the short vowels 
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sound more lax or centralized than their long counterparts.  This is reflected in the formant 
structures of these vowels, as seen in the plots in section 4.3.3, as well as in transcriptions where 
these long and short pairs are represented with different characters – long vowels /eː, oː, aː/ and 
short vowels /ɛ, ɔ, ʌ/.  Note that the back vowel phonemes are rounded, while all others are 
unrounded.  
 
Figure 4.1 Phonemic vowel inventory of Sikles Gurung  
   Nasal Breathy Breathy Nasal 
High, front, unrounded Long /iː/ /ĩː/ /i̤ː/ /ĩ̤ː/ 
  Short /i/ /ĩ/ /i̤/ /ĩ̤/ 
Mid, front, unrounded Long /eː/ /ẽː/ /e̤ː/ /ẽ̤ː/ 
  Short /ɛ/ /ɛ/̃ /ɛ̤/ /ɛ̤/̃ 
Low, central, unrounded Long /aː/ /ãː/ /a̤ː/ /ã̤ː/ 
  Short /ʌ/ /ʌ̃/ /ʌ̤/ /ʌ̤̃/ 
Mid, back, rounded Long /oː/ /õː/ /o̤ː/ /õ̤ː/ 
  Short /ɔ/ /ɔ̃/ /ɔ̤/ /ɔ̤̃/ 
High, back, rounded Long /uː/ /ũː/ /ṳː/ /ṳ̃ː/ 
  Short /u/ /ũ/ /ṳ/ /ṳ̃/ 
 
The full range of vowels in Figure 4.1 are contrastive in monosyllabic words and in the 
first syllable of polysyllabic words, which is typically the morphological root and can be an open 
or closed syllable.  While height, backness, roundness, and length remain contrastive in other 
positions, the nasalization and breathiness of subsequent vowels in polysyllabic words typically 
match the features of the vowel in the first syllable – so if the vowel in the first syllable of a 
polysyllabic word is breathy and nasal, then the following syllables will also have breathy nasal 
vowels.  This is not unprecedented among Tibeto-Burman languages; Bartee (2007), Dawson 
(1980), as well as Hall & Hildebrandt (2008) point to asymmetries in the number and kinds of 
phonemic contrasts permitted in the initial syllable of a word compared to non-initial syllables 
for several dialects of Tibetan, and Mazaudon (2003) reports similar phenomena in Tamang.  For 
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Sikles Gurung, this points to the low functional load carried by the vowels of non-initial syllables 
of monomorphemic words, which will be discussed at length in Chapter 5 in the sections on 
phonotactics and word-final lenition processes. 
In the data being analyzed for this dissertation, there are no pairs of words that differ 
minimally by nasalization or breathiness in non-initial syllables, with the exception of words 
carrying the negative prefix /ʌ-/, which shifts the position of the lexical and morphological root 
to the second syllable.  In fact, the only cases with a mismatch between the nasalization and 
breathiness features across multiple syllables in a word – and specifically where the second 
syllable is specified for nasal or breathy features that are not present in the first syllable – are 
words that appear to be either loanwords, or are composed of multiple lexical morphemes.  
These morphologically complex words fall into several categories: kinship terms, which cannot 
be described as containing productive morphemes, but do seem to have some internal patterns 
(also described in Glover et al. (1977)); compound nouns and verbs; and time expressions that 
use a residual numeral classifier system (described for Ghachok Gurung in Glover & Gurung 
(1979)). Examples of these exceptions are listed below in Figure 4.2. 
 
Figure 4.2 Sikles Gurung words with breathy or nasal vowels in non-initial syllables 
Word Gloss Source Morphemes 
/aːŋĩ/ ‘wife of speaker's maternal 
uncle' 
/aː-/common in kinship terms for family older 
than the speaker 
 
/aːsjõː/ ‘in-laws’ /aː-/common in kinship terms for family older than 
the speaker, /sjõː/used in kinship terms for in-laws 
/sĩːd̪ṳ̃ː/ ‘tree’ /sĩ/‘wood’, /d̪ṳ̃ː/‘plant 
/paːkʰʌ̤bʌ/ ‘to bring up or across’ /paː-/‘bring’, /kʰʌ̤-/‘come up or across’ 
  
/t̪id̪ĩmãː/ ‘this year' /t̪i-/14 'one', /-mãː/ numeral classifier 'year'  
/kṳrjṳ̃/ ‘next year' form of /kṳɽimãː/, /-mãː/ numeral classifier 'year'  
 
14 Note that /t̪i-/‘one’ is an allomorph of the numeral /kʰɽi/ 'one' that is used with numeral 
classifiers. 
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/t̪id̪ĩ/ ‘one year' /t̪i-/'one', /-d̪ĩ/ numeral classifier 'year'  
/t̪i̤gɰɛ̤/̃ ‘one day' /t̪i-/'one', /gɰɛ̤/̃ numeral classifier 'day'  
 
The following sections are organized around each contrastive vowel feature: height and 
backness, length, nasalization and breathiness.  Each section will present minimal pairs 
supporting the analysis of each feature as phonemic and provide descriptions of any observed 
allophones.  Additional discussion of breathiness and vowel length as they relate to register and 
phonotactics will be provided in Chapter 5. 
 
4.2 Height, backness, and rounding 
 
 Vowels in Sikles Gurung contrast for height and backness; back vowels are also round.  
This is outlined in Figure 4.3. 
 
Figure 4.3 Height, backness, and rounding 
 Front Back 
  Unrounded Unrounded Rounded 
High /iː, i/   /uː, u/ 
Mid /eː, ɛ/   /oː, ɔ/ 
Low   /aː, ʌ/   
 
 Although phonetically the low vowels /aː, ʌ/ are central in the vowel space (see vowel 
formant plots in Section 4.3), phonologically they pattern with the back vowels in assigning 
secondary velar articulation to preceding consonants.  Thus they are grouped with the back 
vowels; however, unlike the back rounded vowels, the low back vowels /aː, ʌ/ cannot assign 
labial secondary articulation features to preceding consonants.  The round back vowels /oː, ɔ, uː, 
u/ assign labiovelar secondary articulation features to preceding consonants, while the front 
vowels /iː, i, eː, ɛ/ assign palatal secondary articulation features to preceding consonants.  While 
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Glover (1969) describes front vowel allophones with palatal [j] onglides and back vowel 
allophones with labial onglides [w] for Ghachok Gurung, the analysis presented in this 
dissertation instead attributes these features to the consonants.  For a full discussion of 
allophonic secondary articulations of consonants and their relationship to the vowels of Sikles 
Gurung, see Chapter 2 and Chapter 3.   
  Vowel height and backness features are contrastive in all syllables, regardless of their 
type or position in a word.  Minimal pairs for these features following consonants with different 
places and manners of articulation are provided below.  Figure 4.4 shows these contrasts in 
monosyllabic words, Figure 4.5 shows these contrasts in the initial syllable of disyllabic words, 
and Figure 4.6 shows these contrasts in the second syllable of disyllabic words. 
 
Figure 4.4 Monosyllables 
Stop  Nasal  
/pi̤/ ‘basket’ /mi/ ‘eye’ 
/pɛ/ ‘web’ /mɛ/ ‘cow; arrow’ 
/paː/ ‘wine’ /mãː/ ‘mother’ 
/poː/ ‘leaf; bark’ /mɔ̤/ ‘small bamboo’ 
/pʰũː/ ‘egg’ /mu/ ‘sky’ 
    
/t̪i̤/ ‘sibling’ /n̪i̤ː/ ‘laughter’ 
/t̪ɛ̤/ ‘time; time of year’ /n̪ɛ/̃ ‘resting place along a path’ 
/t̪ʌ/ ‘axe’ /n̪a̤ː/ ‘ear (outer)’ 
/t̪ɔ/ ‘wild pig’ /n̪oː/ ‘garlic’ 
/t̪ṳː/ ‘butter churn’ /n̪ṳɽ/ ‘sleep’ 
    
/ki̤ː/ ‘you’ 
/keː/ ‘work’   
/kaː/ ‘lid’   
/koː/ ‘blood’   
/ku/ ‘nine; chest’   
 
     
Affricate  Fricative  
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/ʦʰi̤ː/ ‘grass; fat’ /sĩ/ ‘firewood’ 
/ʦẽː/ ‘tiger’ /sɛ/ ‘meat 
/ʦãː/ ‘bridge (short)’ /sʌ/ ‘clay, soil; tooth’ 
/ʦõː/ ‘sister- or daughter-in-law’ /sõː/ ‘three’ 
/ʦu/ ‘this’ /sũ/ ‘mouth’ 
 
Figure 4.5 Disyllables, initial syllable 
Stop  Approximant  
/kʰibʌ/ ‘to wear' /libʌ/ ‘to set (sun or moon)' 
/kʰɛbʌ/ ‘to patch, to repair' /lɛ̤d̪ɛ̤/ ‘moss'  
/kʰʌ̤bʌ/ ‘to come up or across' /lʌbʌ/ ‘to do'  
/kʰɔɽʌ/ ‘crippled, deformed, maimed' /lɔbʌ/ ‘to churn'  
/kʰudʌ/ ‘honey' /lũbʌ/ ‘to break'  
     
/kʰiːbʌ/ ‘to borrow' /lĩːbʌ/ ‘to be delicious' 
/kʰeːbʌ/ ‘to read' /lẽ̤ːbʌ/ ‘to lick'  
/kʰa̤ːbʌ/ ‘to fill; to recover property' /laːbʌ/ ‘to rock a baby; to heat' 
/kʰõːbʌ/ ‘to be greedy' /loːbʌ/ ‘to hide'  
/kʰũːbʌ/ ‘to be cold' /lũːbʌ/ ‘to burn, to blaze' 
     
/ʈĩbʌ/ ‘to beat, to strike'    
/ʈẽːbʌ/ ‘to spread out to dry'    
/ʈãːbʌ/ ‘to winnow'  
/ʈɔ̃bʌ/ ‘to pull or break apart'    
/ʈubʌ/ ‘to sew'    
     
Nasal     
/n̪ibʌ/ ‘appetite'    
/n̪ɛm̃ʌ/ ‘bird'    
/n̪ʌbʌ/ ‘pain, sting, hurt'   
/n̪ɔ̤̃bʌ/ ‘to destroy, to damage'   
/n̪ubʌ/ ‘to be tall, to finish’ 
 
 
For the second syllable of disyllabic words, it is not possible to provide whole sets of 
contrasts in otherwise identical words; instead I have listed minimal or near-minimal pairs where 
the final vowels in each set are differentiated by height or backness features. 
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Figure 4.6 Disyllables, final syllable 
Low back vowels and high back vowels 
/joːbʌ/ ‘to have enough; to be done’ 
/joːpu/ ‘palm’ 
  
/kɽeːbʌ/ ‘to climb; to mount a horse; to ascend’ 
/kɽeːbu/ ‘pillow’ 
  
/lɔbʌ/ ‘to churn’ 
/lɔbuː/ ‘radish’ 
  
Low back vowels and front vowels 
/n̪ɛm̃ʌ/ ‘bird’ 





/ŋĩn̪ʌ/ ‘soon, fast, quickly’ 
/ŋĩn̪ĩː/ ‘very’ 
  
/ʈi̤bʌ/ ‘to shatter, to burst, to pop’ 
/ʈi̤bi̤/ ‘skin, leather’ 
  
High front vowels and back vowels 




/ʦjɔd̪oː/ ‘water mill’ 
 
 Height and backness features are also contrastive in productive morphology, for example 





4.2.1 Back vowel fronting 
 
 Back vowels front between sounds with front or palatal features.  This is typically 
between two consonants with palatal secondary articulation features, but can also occur between 
a consonant with palatal features and a front vowel.  Vowels retain their rounding features; round 
back vowels /uː, u, oː, ɔ/ are realized as round front vowels [yː, y, øː, œ], while unrounded back 
vowels /aː, ʌ/ are realized as unrounded front vowels [æː, ɛ].  Examples are given below in 
Figure 4.7; for comparison, each pair of words provides one example where these fronted 
allophones surface and one where they do not. 
  
Figure 4.7 Back vowel fronting 
/kjuː/  à [kjjuː]   ‘sheep’ 
/kjuː-i/  à [kjyːj]   ‘sheep-POSS’ 
 
/jubʌ/   à  [ju.bɰʌ]  ‘to come down’ 
/ju-imu/  à  [jyj.mʷu]  'come.down-PRS.IPFV' 
 
/joː/   à  [joː]   ‘hand’ 
 /joːsiː/   à  [jøː.ɕʲiː]  ‘fingernail’ 
 
/ʦjɔ-bʌ/  à  [ʨʲɔ.bɰʌ]  ‘hang-INF’ 
/ʦjɔ-d̪iː/  à  [ʨʲœ.d̪ʲiː]  ‘hang-PST’ 
 
/ʦjãːbu/ à [ʨʲjãː.bʷu]  ‘mushroom’ 
/ʦjaːɽd̪iːbʌ/ à [ʨʲjæːɽʲ.d̪ʲiː.bɰʌ] ‘to be tight (of a lid)’ 
  
/n̪ɔ̤̃-jʌ-bʌ/  à [n̪ɰɔ̤̃.jʌ̤.bɰʌ]  ‘spoil-val-INF’15 
/n̪ɔ̤̃-jʌ-d̪iː/ à [n̪ɰɔ̤̃.jɛ̤.d̪ʲiː]  ‘spoil-val-PST’ 
  
Note that this process is not sensitive to syllable boundaries; fronted allophones surface whether 
the following front vowel or consonant carrying palatal features is in the same syllable or in the 
 
15 Here ‘val’ refers to valency; there are two valency changing suffixes in Sikles Gurung /-wʌ/ 
and /-jʌ/.  The suffix /-wʌ/ adds the sense that there is a known agent of the action, while the 
suffix /-jʌ/ adds the sense that the verb event happened without any specific agent causing it.   
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next syllable.  However, the first conditioning sound must be an onset consonant – there are no 
cases in the data currently being analyzed where a palatal consonant in the coda of first syllable 
creates the environment for a fronted vowel allophone to surface in a subsequent syllable.  This 
is due to the syllable structure of this language, which does not allow word-medial coda 
consonants to precede subsequent syllables without onset consonants. 
 The spectrograms below correspond to the lexical items and transcriptions given in 
Figure 4.7, again provided in pairs so that the different formant structures of the back vowels and 
their fronted allophones can be directly compared.16  The set of spectrograms in Figure 4.8 and 
Figure 4.9 show the mid back round vowels /oː, ɔ/ and their fronted counterparts [øː, œ].  Note 
that the spectrograms on the left have the low F2 indicative of back vowels, and relatively low 
F1 indicative of higher vowels.  Their fronted counterparts have a much higher F2 and, 
particularly in the case of the short fronted allophone [œ] in Figure 4.9, also a higher F1, 
indicating some lowering as the vowel moves forward in the vowel space. 
 
Figure 4.8 Speaker 6 (F, 30s) 
 
 
16 Spectrograms of the high back vowels /uː, u/ and their fronted allophones [yː, y] are included 
in the section on phonotactics in Chapter 5 with a detailed discussion of the relationship between 
vowels and glides. 
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Figure 4.9 Speaker 3 (M, 50s) 
 
 The set of spectrograms in Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11 show the unrounded back vowels 
/aː, ʌ/ and their fronted allophones [æː, ɛ].  Again note the location of the F1 and F2 across each 
pair; for the long allophones [aː, æː] in Figure 4.10, both the F1 and F2 are higher in the fronted 
allophone, while for the short allophones [ʌ, ɛ] in Figure 4.11, the F2 stays steady between the 
two surrounding palatalized consonants for the fronted allophone, instead of dipping at the end 
due to the secondary velar articulation on the following consonant as it does in the unrounded 
allophone.  The F1 of the short back unrounded vowel in Figure 4.11 is a bit higher than that of 
its fronted allophone, indicating that the fronted vowel is lower.  Note also the vowel quality 
difference between the two phonemes – the formant structure of the long /aː/ and short /ʌ/ in the 
spectrograms on the left of both Figures is more similar than that of their fronted allophones [æː, 
ɛ] on the right.   
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Figure 4.10 Speaker 3 (M, 50s) 
 
 
Figure 4.11 Speaker 3 (M, 50s) 
 
 
Similar back vowel fronting17 has been described for other varieties of Gurung; for 
Mohoriya Gurung, Pignède (1993) notes that /u/ is pronounced as [y] before front mid vowels, 
while for Ghandrung Gurung, Burton-Page (1955) transcribes front rounded vowels after palatal 
glides in words like [kjyʔ] ‘water.’18  Hari (1970b) reports that in the closely related language 
Seke, back vowels of all heights front after palatal glides; additionally, Noonan & Hildebrandt 
 
17 Note that unless otherwise specified, I am standardizing transcriptions used by authors in the 
literature so that they reflect current IPA conventions and can be easily compared. 
18 In Sikles Gurung /kju/ à [kʲu] ‘water.’ 
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(2017) describe a possibly phonemic front round vowel for Nar-Phu, another closely related 
Tibeto-Burman language of Nepal.  In the more distantly related languages Magar, Yolmo, and 
Sherpa, back vowels centralize after palatal sounds (Grunow-Harsta 2008, Gawne 2016; Kelly 
2004), while the Tibeto-Burman language Kham has a set of phonemic front round vowels /y, ø/ 
(Watters 2004).  This is most similar to several varieties of Tibetan, which have phonemic front 
round vowels /y, ø/ that Leongue (2018) analyzes as the result of historical back vowel fronting 
before coronal consonants, and often between coronal consonants.  For Lhasa Tibetan, Dawson 
(1980) describes back vowel fronting caused by the high front vowel in the genitive suffix, in 
addition to phonemic front round vowels.  Each of these examples point to the close relationship 
between consonant place of articulation and vowel quality in this language family, which is a 
central theme of this dissertation. 
 
4.2.2 Front vowel centralizing 
 
 Just as the back vowels front between sounds with front or palatal features, front vowels 
back between sounds with back or velar features.  The extent to which they back in the vowel 
space is less extreme than the fronting of back vowels, so I am describing it here as centralizing.  
The environment that causes this centralizing is typically two consonants with velar features, 
although it can be caused by a consonant with velar features and a back vowel.  Again rounding 
is not affected; unrounded front vowels /iː, i, eː, ɛ/ are realized as unrounded centralized vowels 
[ɪː, ɪ, ɘː, ɘ].  Note that the quality difference between long and short mid vowels /eː, ɛ/ is lost in 
this position.  Additionally, all four centralized allophones [ɪː, ɪ, ɘː, ɘ] are very close in the vowel 
space and perceptually difficult to distinguish, particularly when the preceding consonant is the 
unrounded velar glide /ɰ/.  In my notes during early elicitation sessions I often transcribed words 
with these allophones multiple ways – as both [i] and [e] – or overwrote them multiple times, 
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often ultimately deferring to the intuitions of the Gurung speaker I was working with regarding 
the identity of the underlying vowel.19  In Glover et al.’s (1977) dictionary of Ghachok Gurung, 
the authors generally transcribe words where I report these centralized allophones with /e/ (see 
Section 4.3.4 and Appendix 2 for a comparison of cognates across dialects).  This suggests they 
may have also heard centralized allophones in this position, and interpreted them all as 
underlying mid front vowels /e/, rather than some high front vowels /iː, i/ and some mid front 
vowels /eː, ɛ/, as I have analyzed them.  Examples of words where these centralized allophones 
surface are provided in Figure 4.12, again with accompanying examples where the allophones do 
not surface. 
  
Figure 4.12 Front vowel centralizing 
/kɰĩː/  à [kɰɰĩː]  ‘cooked rice, food’ 
/kɰiːɽu/ à [kɰɰɪː.ɽʷu]  ‘up, upwards’ 
 
/kɰi̤-liː/  à  [kɰɰi̤.lʲiː]  ‘late-ADV’ 
/kɰi̤-bʌ/  à  [kɰɰɪ̤.bɰʌ]  ‘late-INF’ 
 
/kẽ̤ː/   à  [kʲẽ̤ː]   ‘fried bread’ 
 /kwẽ̤ː-bʌ/  à  [kʷwɘ̤̃ː.bɰʌ]  ‘measure.by.volume-INF’ 
 
/ʦɛ̤-̃bʌ̤/  à  [ʨʲɛ̤.̃bɰʌ̤]  ‘knead-INF’ 
/ʣɰɛ̤-̃w/20 à  [ʣɰɘ̤̃w]  ‘like.this-INF’ 
 
 
19 A note for future researchers who can learn from my mistakes: While I was doing data 
collection for this dissertation, I had not yet realized the different acoustic phonetic effects that 
front vowels and back vowels have on their onset consonants in this variety of Gurung, so I 
continued to treat the infinitival suffix /-bʌ/ as a neutral environment for verb stems.  Although I 
did record some verbs with other suffixes, many of those suffixes also have back vowels, 
creating the same phonological environment when it comes to velar secondary articulation 
features.  I suspect I would have realized much sooner that I was dealing with allophones (and 
not several additional vowel phonemes, which was the running theory for awhile) if I had also 
recorded these verbs with suffixes that have front vowels. 
20 The morphophonological alternation of the infinitival/nominalizing suffix /-bʌ/ with /-w/ is 
discussed in Chapter 5. 
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Note that just like back vowel fronting, front vowel centralizing is initiated by onset consonants  
and not sensitive to syllable or morphological boundaries – in fact in all of the examples 
provided in Figure 4.12, the environment for the centralized allophone is created by the vowel in 
the following syllable and sometimes also the following morpheme.  This point will be returned 
to in Chapter 5 in the context of word-final lenition processes. 
 The spectrograms below correspond to the lexical items and transcriptions given in 
Figure 4.12, again provided in pairs so that the different formant structures of the front vowels 
when realized as and their centralized and non-centralized allophones can be directly compared.  
The set of spectrograms in Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.14 show the high front vowels /iː, i/ in 
environments where they surface as non-centralized allophones [iː, i] and centralized allophones 
[ɪː, ɪ].  In both Figures, the F2 is visibly higher in the plain front allophones on the left, and lower 
in the centralized allophones on the right, indicative of backing in the vowel space.  For the long 
centralized allophone in Figure 4.13, the F1 is also raised, showing not only backing but also 
lowering as part of this centralizing process.  In Figure 4.14, the shape of the F2 and F3 in each 
example show the effects of the consonant features.  In ‘tardily,’ on the left, the F2 and F3 
exhibit a classic velar pinch in the transition out of the velar glide in the syllable onset, and then 
stay high through the high front vowel and into the following lateral with secondary palatal 
articulation.  In ‘to be late,’ on the right, the F2 and F3 approach each other in slight velar 
pinches at both consonant transitions – transitioning out of the velar glide in the syllable onset 
and transitioning into the following bilabial stop with secondary velar articulation. 
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Figure 4.13 Speaker 3 (M, 50s) 
 
 
Figure 4.14 Speaker 3 (M, 50s) 
 
 
The set of spectrograms in Figure 4.15 and Figure 4.16 show the mid front vowels /eː, ɛ/ 
and their centralized allophones [ɘː, ɘ].  The breathy phonation of the vowels makes their 
formants a bit blurred, but it is still possible to see the lower F2s in both centralized allophones 
when compared with their front counterparts.  Velar pinches are again visible in the F2 and F3 of 
the mid vowel in ‘to measure by volume’ in Figure 4.15, while in ‘like this’ in Figure 4.16, the 
F1 and F2 are lowered throughout suggesting increased backing and raising in the vowel space 
for this centralized allophone. 
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Figure 4.15 Speaker 3 (M, 50s) 
 
 
Figure 4.16 Speaker 3 (M, 50s) 
 
 
 Front vowel centralizing is not reported for other dialects of Gurung, or for related 
languages, with the exception of Tibetan.  In her account of Lhasa Tibetan vowel harmony, 
Dawson (1980) includes high vowel centralizing – which includes both front and back high 
vowels – caused by suffixes with low central vowels.  Leongue (2018) reports the historical 
backing of front vowels before velar codas in several varieties of Tibetan.  This is one of several 




4.2.3 Low vowel rounding 
 
 The short low vowel /ʌ/ is realized as raised, rounded allophone [ʊ] between labial 
sounds.  In the data being analyzed for this dissertation, there are only two lexical items where 
this allophone surfaces; they are listed in Figure 4.17.  Note that in both examples, the 
labialization from the round back vowel /uː/ spreads to the affricate with palatal secondary 
articulation in the onset of the second syllable, creating the right environment for this allophone 
to surface. 
 
Figure 4.17 Low vowel rounding 
 /pʌʦjuː/   à  [pɰʊʨʲuː] ‘shaman’ 
 /pʌʣjuː/ à [pɰʊʥʲuː] ‘grandmother’ 
 
 
Compare this with the examples in Figure 4.18, which have a similar syllable structure but lack a 
labial feature in either the preceding consonant, as in ‘Gurung people,’ or in the following 
consonant, as in ‘grandfather.’ 
 
Figure 4.18 Unrounded low vowels 
 /bʌ̤ʣeː/ à [pɰʌ̤ʥʲeː] ‘grandfather’ 
 /t̪ʌmũ/  à [t̪ɰʌmwũ] ‘Gurung people (endonym)’ 
 
  
This rounded allophone is transcribed [ʊ] because for many speakers this vowel is quite 
high in the vowel space.  This is captured by the waveform and spectrogram in Figure 4.19, 
where examination of the F1 in the rounded allophone [ʊ] and the F1in the following long [uː] 
show that the height of the two vowels are almost identical.  This might lead one to conclude the 
vowel in the first syllable is best broadly transcribed as /u/; however, Sikles Gurung speakers 
have the intuition that the underlying vowel is not /u/ but instead /ʌ/, and have corrected my 
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transcriptions on multiple occasions.  For other varieties of Gurung, Glover et al. (1977) and 
Pignède (1993) both transcribe ‘grandmother’ and ‘shaman’ with /u/ in both syllables, although 
Glover and colleagues note an alternate pronunciation for ‘shaman’ with /ʌ/ in the first syllable.   
  





Vowel duration in Sikles Gurung is used contrastively in all syllables, as outlined in the 
chart below in Figure 4.19.  Included in this length contrast are a vowel quality difference for the 
short vowels /ɛ, ɔ, ʌ/, which is why they are represented in transcriptions with different 




Figure 4.20 Vowel length features 
 Front Back 
  Long Short Long Short 
High /iː/ /i/ /uː/ /u/ 
Mid /eː/ /ɛ/ /oː/ /ɔ/ 
Low   /aː/ /ʌ/ 
 
 
Vowel length is contrastive in all syllables, regardless of their type or position in a word.  
Minimal and near-minimal pairs illustrating this contrast are provided below, grouped by vowel 
and syllable type.  Figure 4.21 shows these contrasts in monosyllabic words, Figure 4.22 shows 
these contrasts in the initial syllable of disyllabic words, and Figure 4.23 shows these contrasts in 
in the second syllable of disyllabic words. 
 
Figure 4.21 Monosyllables 
High Front    
/kɔiː/ ‘wild bee; song’ /pɰiː/ ‘ceremony for the dead’ 
/kɔi/ ‘soybean’ /pɰi/ ‘wool’ 
    
/miː/ ‘tail’ /ŋiː/ ‘seven’ 
/mi/ ‘fire’ /ŋi/ ‘we (exclusive)’ 
    
/ʦʰi̤ː/ ‘grass; fat’ /t̪iː/ ‘load’ 
/ʦʰi̤/ ‘claw’ /t̪i/ ‘corner’ 
    
    
Mid Front    
/seː/ ‘louse’ /ʦẽː/ ‘tiger' 
/sɛ/ ‘meat’ /ʦɛ/ ‘nickname' 
    
/le̤ː/ ‘many, too many, very’ /lẽː/ ‘moon' 
/lɛ̤/ ‘owner’ /lɛ/ ‘tongue' 
    
/kẽ̤ː/ ‘fried bread'   
/kʰɛ̤/̃ ‘father-in-law'  
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Low Back    
/ʦaː/ ‘tea’ /sãː/ ‘memory' 
/ʦʌ/ ‘that’ /sʌ/ ‘clay, soil; tooth' 
    
/t̪aː/ ‘needle’ /ʈa̤ː/ ‘curry' 
/t̪ʌ/ ‘axe’ /ʈʌ/ ‘flower' 
    
/kaː/ ‘lid' /kã̤ː/ ‘chin’ 
/kʌ̤/ ‘ice' /kʌ̤̃/ ‘gallbladder’ 
    
    
Mid back    
/koːi/ ‘fence’ /t̪oː/ ‘what’ 
/kɔi/ ‘soybean’ /t̪ɔ/ ‘wild pig’ 
    
/n̪oː/ ‘garlic’ /mo̤ː/ ‘brother-in-law, son-in-law’ 
/n̪ɔ/ ‘weed’ /mɔ̤/ ‘small bamboo’ 
    
/proː/ ‘cliff’   
/prɔ/ ‘flour’   
    
    
High back    
/kjuː/ ‘sheep’ /mu/ ‘sky' 
/kju/ ‘water’ /mjuː/ ‘smoke 
    
/ɽũː/ ‘thread'   
/ɽu/ ‘horn'   
 
 
Minimal and near-minimal pairs that illustrate contrastive length in the first syllable of 
disyllabic words are provided below, grouped by vowel height and backness. 
 
Figure 4.22 Disyllables, initial syllable 
High Front    
/kʰiːbʌ/ ‘to borrow’ /kɽi̤ːbʌ/ ‘to agree, to match, to be similar’ 
/kʰibʌ/ ‘to wear’ /kɽi̤ʣi̤ː/ ‘dirty’ 
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/kɰiːru/ ‘up’ /li̤ːbʌ/ ‘heavy’ 
/kɰibʌ/ ‘to push’ /li̤bʌ/ ‘to throw or shoot a projectile’ 
    
/n̪iːbʌ/ ‘to step on (millet)’ /pɰĩ̤ːgɔ̤/ ‘millet dough eaten with lentils’ 
/n̪ibʌ/ ‘appetite’ /pɰĩ̤d̪ʌ/ ‘shoulder’ 
    
/t̪iːbʌ/ ‘to fall’ /t̪i̤ːbʌ/ ‘to endure’ 
/t̪ibʌ/ ‘to break (a glass, a cup)’ /t̪i̤be̤ː/ ‘leech’ 
    
/ʦiːd̪uː/ ‘knee’   
/ʦibʌ/ ‘leader; to remember’ 
    
    
Mid Front    
/kʰeːbʌ/ ‘to read’ /kwẽ̤ːbʌ/ ‘to measure by volume’ 
/kʰɛbʌ/ ‘to patch, to repair’ /kwɛ̤b̃ʌ/ ‘to trust’ 
    
/n̪ẽːbʌ/ ‘to cover’ /pɰẽ̤ːbʌ/ ‘to wait’ 
/n̪ɛm̃ʌ/ ‘bird’ /pɰɛ̤b̃ʌ/ ‘to snatch; to put on airs’ 
    
/seːbʌ/ ‘to explain, to tell’ /pɽeːbʌ/ ‘sunshine (used with sun)’ 
/sɛbʌ/ ‘to dance; to know how’ /pɽɛbʌ/ ‘to walk’ 
    
/t̪eːlʌ/ ‘yesterday’ /pʰe̤ːbʌ/ ‘to arrive somewhere' 
/t̪ɛbʌ/ ‘to emit, to utter’ /pʰɛbʌ/ ‘to eat with a throwing motion' 
    
/ʦẽːbʌ/ ‘to sift; to knead’ /lẽ̤ːbʌ/ ‘to lick' 
/ʦɛñ̪liː/ ‘carefully’ /lɛ̤bɽiː/ ‘shaman, holy man' 
    
    
Low Back    
/aːlu/ ‘potato’ /saːɽʌ/ ‘star’ 
/ʌli/ 
‘eldest brother (younger than 
speaker)’ 
/sʌpi/ ‘sand’ 
    
/kaːʣiː/ ‘youngest sister’ /ʦʰaːbʌ/ ‘to carve out of wood’ 
/kʌʣʌ/ ‘youngest brother’ /ʦʰʌbʌ/ ‘to be hot, to be painfully cold’ 
    
/laːbʌ/ ‘to make hot; to rock’ /t̪aːbʌ/ ‘to dig’ 
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/lʌbʌ/ ‘to do’ /t̪ʌbʌ/ ‘to climb down, to descend’ 
    
/mãːn̪eː/ ‘maternal aunt (eldest sister)’ /ʈaːbʌ/ ‘to shake up and down’ 
/mʌ̃n̪ɛ/̃ ‘only’ /ʈʌbʌ/ ‘to strike, to hit’ 
    
/maːɽʌ/ ‘gold’ /kʰa̤ːbʌ/ ‘who’ 
/mʌsi/ ‘bottom of a container’ /kʰʌ̤bʌ/ ‘to come up’ 
    
/n̪aːɽiː/ ‘millet’ /pa̤ːlɔ/ ‘together’ 
/n̪ʌgi/ ‘dog’ /pʌ̤lʌ/ ‘leg’ 
    
/n̪ãːsʌ/ ‘village’ /ɽa̤ːbʌ/ ‘to play an instrument’ 
/n̪ʌ̃mãː/ ‘cat’ /ɽʌ̤bʌ/ ‘to stand, to get up’ 
    
    
Mid back    
/joːbʌ/ ‘to have enough; to be done’ /ʦʰjoːbʌ/ ‘to take time’ 
/jɔbʌ/ ‘rich’ /ʦʰjɔbʌ/ ‘to stop, to stand up’ 
    
/jõːbʌ/ ‘to get, to find’ /ʦjoːbʌ/ ‘to count’ 
/jɔ̃bʌ/ ‘lightweight’ /ʦjɔbʌ/ ‘to hang’ 
    
/kjõːbʌ/ ‘to repair’ /ʦõːlu/ ‘long bridge’ 
/kjɔ̃ʣʌ/ ‘that side (of river)’ /ʦɔ̃ʣʌ/ ‘this side (of river)’ 
    
/kõːbʌ/ ‘to echo’ /jo̤ːbʌ/ ‘to steal’ 
/kɔ̃bʌ/ ‘to shiver; mix’ /jɔ̤bʌ/ ‘to cook’ 
    
/kɽoːbʌ/ ‘to cry’ /ko̤ːbʌ/ ‘to feed’ 
/kɽɔbʌ/ ‘to burn’ /kɔ̤bʌ/ ‘to understand, to know’ 
    
/loːbʌ/ ‘to hide’ /lo̤ːbʌ/ ‘to give a hand, to help’ 
/lɔbʌ/ ‘to churn’ /lɔ̤bʌ/ ‘to teach, to learn’ 
    
/poːbʌ/ ‘to stack’ /n̪õ̤ːɽʌ/ ‘inside, under’ 
/pɔbʌ/ ‘to come off, to take off (lid)’ /n̪ɔ̤̃bʌ/ ‘to destroy, to damage’ 
    
/ɽoːbʌ/ ‘to sleep; to weave’ /pjo̤ːbʌ/ ‘to be visible (sun or moon)’ 
/ɽɔbʌ/ ‘to bear fruit’ /pjɔ̤bʌ/ ‘to boil’ 
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/t̪ʰoːbʌ/ ‘to put up a fence’ /t̪o̤ːbʌ/ ‘to have to’ 
/t̪ʰɔbʌ/ ‘to cut’ /t̪ɔ̤bʌ/ ‘to meet’ 
    
    
High back    
/juːmʌ/ ‘stone’ /kʰũːbʌ/ ‘to be cold' 
/jubʌ/ ‘to come down’ /kʰudʌ/ ‘honey' 
    
/lũːbʌ/ ‘to burn, to blaze’ /ʦjũːbʌ/ ‘to wrinkle, to shrink' 
/lũbʌ/ ‘to break’ /ʦjubʌ/ ‘to imprison' 
    
/ʦũːbʌ/ ‘to start; to sell' /mjũːlu/ ‘half-burned piece of wood' 
/ʦubʌ/ ‘to put on fire; to distribute' /mũjũː/ ‘brother, man' 
    
/d̪ṳ̃ːbʌ/ ‘thick (like a tree)’   
/d̪ṳ̃bʌ/ ‘to walk with a cane’   
 
Minimal and near-minimal pairs that illustrate contrastive length in the second syllable of 
disyllabic words are provided below. 
 
Figure 4.23 Disyllables, second syllable 
/kɔɽiː/ ‘curved knife’ /ʦʌɽaː/ ‘root’ 
/kɔɽi/ ‘tall copper jug,’ /ʦʌɽʌ/ ‘there’ 
    
/t̪ɔ̤̃diː/ ‘went out, left’ /t̪ãːgaː/ ‘fish' 
/t̪ɔ̤̃dĩ/ ‘Tangting (village)’ /t̪ɔgʌ / ‘right now' 
    
/mɔ̤gi̤ː/ ‘Nepali language' /aːsjõː/ ‘in-laws' 
/n̪oːgi/ ‘day after tomorrow' /n̪ã̤ːsjɔ̃/ ‘cloud' 
    
/t̪ɛ̤me̤ː/ ‘yam’ /pɔ̤d̪go̤ː/ ‘kind of frog (not edible)' 
/t̪ɛ̤mɛ̤ ʈuɖu/ ‘kestrel’ /pɰĩ̤ːgɔ̤/ ‘millet dough eaten with lentils' 
    
/lɛg̃ɰẽː/ ‘cucumber' /ʦi̤buː/ ‘wasp' 
/t̪i̤gɰɛ̤/̃ ‘one day' /libu/ ‘calf of leg' 
    
/plɛn̪d̪eː/ ‘flat' /pṳ̃lṳ̃ː/ ‘insect' 
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/lɛ̤d̪ɛ̤/ 'moss’ /mjũːlu/ ‘half-burned piece of wood' 
    
/mjuːɽaː/ ‘ash' /n̪ũgũː/ ‘nose' 
/mjuːɽʌ/ ‘in the smoke' /ʦʰjugu/ ‘clarified butter' 
 
4.3.1 Quantifying contrastive length 
 
 The last section claimed that contrastive vowel length in Sikles Gurung is not purely a 
difference in vowel duration – there are also corresponding quality differences, particularly 
among the low and mid vowels.  This sets Gurung apart from languages like Japanese and 
Yolmo, in which short and long vowels have durational differences but not vowel quality 
differences (Labrune 2012, Gawne 2016).   
Gurung also differs from Japanese in the durational ratio of short to long vowels, which 
for Japanese is reported to be 1:2.5 or even 1:3 and remains stable across multiple contexts 
(Labrune 2012).  Instead Gurung is – perhaps expectedly – more similar to Lhasa Tibetan, where 
context plays a role in the relative duration of long and short vowels.  Kjellin (1977) measured 
oscillograms recorded from the speech of a speaker of Lhasa Tibetan saying 10 repetitions of 6 
monosyllabic lexical items with long and short vowels in isolation.  His study finds that the 
duration of short vowels is “about three-quarters that of” long vowels, and that the onset 
consonants preceding short vowels are about 120 percent longer than those preceding long 
vowels (Kjellin 1977: 322).  Kjellin (1977) also reports that vowels in words pronounced in 
frame sentences are “considerably shorter” than those pronounced in isolation, although the 
duration of onset consonants is less affected by context (323).  This kind of context-based 
durational variation will also be reported for Sikles Gurung. 
 The following sections present several kinds of evidence for the existence of ten 
contrastive vowels in Sikles Gurung /iː, i, eː, ɛ, aː, ʌ, oː, ɔ, uː, u/, rather that the six-vowel system 
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that has been described for other varieties of Gurung.  Section 4.3.2 reports duration 
measurements for each vowel; Section 4.3.3 examines vowel quality differences by plotting the 
vowels in the vowel space based on formant measurements; and Section 4.3.4 focuses on cross-
linguistic evidence for the proposed Sikles vowel system by drawing on data from other 
Tamangic languages. 
 
4.3.2 Vowel duration 
 
In Sikles Gurung, phonemically long vowels typically have a longer duration than 
phonemically short vowels.  The chart below reports the average vowel durations for words 
recorded with six speakers of Sikles Gurung in Sikles and New York City during 2017 and 2018.  
The words were collected in isolation; each participant was given the target word in Nepali and 
asked to say the Gurung equivalent three times.  Each session was recorded with a Sennheiser 
ME66 microphone and a Zoom H4N recorder.  The primary list of words elicited with all 
speakers was based off of Swadesh lists used by Swenson (2015), and mostly consisted of nouns.  
An additional list of verbs was recorded with three of the six speakers, and a supplementary list 
of nouns was recorded with two of the six speakers.  Each recording was analyzed using Praat 
(Boersma & Weenink 2016).  Vowel boundaries were marked by hand and duration measures 
were extracted using a Praat script (Lennes 2003).  Tokens where the provided form had been 
shortened by word final-lenition processes were excluded.  The number of wordlists recorded 
with each speaker, in addition to the number of shortened forms excluded for each speaker, 
accounts for the difference in total tokens measured across speakers.  These totals are listed in 
the first column of the chart in Figure 4.24.  The other boxes report the average duration, 
standard deviation, and number of tokens measured for each phonemic vowel for each speaker.  
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Shaded boxes represent pairs where the average duration of the phonemically long vowel is 
greater than the average duration of the phonemically short vowel. 
 
Figure 4.24 Average vowel durations for six speakers 
 High front Mid front Low back Mid back High back 
Speaker 1 /iː/ 368 ms /eː/ 387 ms /aː/ 245 ms /oː/ 204 ms /uː/ 298 ms 
n = 424   SD = 225   SD = 207   SD = 187   SD = 174  SD = 180 
    n = 47   n = 39   n = 50   n = 67  n  = 30 
  /i/ 263 ms /ɛ/ 264 ms /ʌ/ 272 ms /ɔ/ 135 ms /u/ 327 ms 
    SD = 192   SD = 241   SD = 183   SD = 81  SD = 199 
    n = 24   n = 21   n = 82   n = 31   n = 33 
Speaker 2 /iː/ 231 ms /eː/ 274 ms /aː/ 213 ms /oː/ 204 ms /uː/ 191 ms 
n= 687   SD = 88   SD = 56    SD = 79   SD = 91  SD = 91 
    n = 111   n = 52   n = 77   n = 66   n = 43 
  /i/ 237 ms /ɛ/ 233 ms /ʌ/ 193 ms /ɔ/ 165 ms /u/ 220 ms 
    SD = 93   SD = 109   SD = 82   SD = 57  SD = 100 
    n = 63   n = 29   n = 136   n = 36   n = 74 
Speaker 3 /iː/ 281 ms /eː/ 313 ms /aː/ 261 ms /oː/ 221 ms /uː/ 223 ms 
n = 496   SD = 134   SD = 116   SD = 104   SD = 99  SD = 87 
    n = 50   n = 47   n = 54   n = 68   n = 42 
  /i/ 248 ms /ɛ/ 199 ms /ʌ/ 234 ms /ɔ/ 158 ms /u/ 266 ms 
    SD = 150   SD = 134   SD = 110   SD = 100  SD = 129 
    n = 36   n = 24   n = 96   n = 40   n = 39 
Speaker 4 /iː/ 234 ms /eː/ 263 ms /aː/ 216 ms /oː/ 237 ms /uː/ 227 ms 
n = 373   SD = 85   SD = 92   SD = 74   SD = 86   SD = 90 
    n = 45   n = 36   n = 38   n = 24   n = 30 
  /i/ 228 ms /ɛ/ 158 ms /ʌ/ 155 ms /ɔ/ 124 ms /u/ 208 ms 
    SD = 95   SD = 74   SD = 59   SD = 50   SD = 82 
    n = 24   n = 21   n = 101   n = 18   n = 36 
Speaker 5 /iː/ 254 ms /eː/ 270 ms /aː/ 211 ms /oː/ 259 ms /uː/ 195 ms 
n = 319   SD = 105   SD = 102   SD = 79   SD = 109  SD = 99 
    n = 52   n = 37   n = 39   n = 18   n = 28 
  /i/ 275 ms /ɛ/ 244 ms /ʌ/ 184 ms /ɔ/ 129 ms /u/ 234 ms 
    SD = 126   SD = 134   SD = 98   SD = 21  SD = 105 
    n = 25   n = 9   n = 77   n = 6   n = 28 
Speaker 6 /iː/ 284 ms /eː/ 300 ms /aː/ 256 ms /oː/ 261 ms /uː/ 241 ms 
n = 419   SD = 148   SD = 111   SD = 119   SD = 149   SD = 114 
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    n = 47   n = 48   n = 42   n = 30   n = 30 
  /i/ 286 ms /ɛ/ 213 ms /ʌ/ 211 ms /ɔ/ 108 ms /u/ 210 ms 
    SD = 147   SD = 169   SD = 117   SD = 28   SD = 142 
    n = 36   n = 20   n = 121   n = 8   n = 37 
 
The first thing to note is that the average duration of the high vowels and low vowels is 
not always greater for phonemically long vowels for all speakers.  The second thing to note is 
that the standard deviations are quite high across the board.  Both of these things can be 
attributed to the same factor – the extreme variation in the duration of any given vowel, not only 
across each repetition of a word, but also depending on whether it is in the initial syllable or a 
later syllable.  This is illustrated by the sequence of waveforms and spectrograms below.  Figure 
4.25 shows a single speaker saying the same word, /ʦu/ ‘this,’ three times in a row.  Note the 
clearly visible durational difference between the first utterance and the last utterance. 
 
Figure 4.25 Speaker 1 (M, 20s) 
 
Now compare the spectrogram and waveform in Figure 4.25 of /ʦu/ ‘this’ with the 
spectrogram and waveform in Figure 4.26, which shows the same speaker saying the word /ʦuɽʌ/ 
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‘here.’ The word ‘here’ is composed of same word /ʦu/ ‘this’ visible in Figure 4.24, plus the 
locative suffix /-ɽʌ/.  Notice how much shorter the root vowel /u/ becomes once the suffix is 
added. 
 
Figure 4.26 Speaker 1 (M, 20s) 
 
 Thus, not only is there extensive variation in the duration of a single vowel across 
multiple utterances of the same word, but there is equally extreme variation in a vowel’s duration 
depending on which syllable it is positioned in.  For full comparison, the two spectrograms and 
waveforms from Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.26 are reproduced below along with two words that 
have a similar structure but have long /uː/ vowels: /mjuː/ ‘smoke’ and /mjuːɽaː/ ‘ash.’ 
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Figure 4.27 Speaker 1 (M, 20s) 
 
 
Note that in monosyllabic words in isolation, the duration difference between phonemically short 
and phonemically long vowels is negligible, but other features like vowel quality and intensity 
can continue to mark the contrast.  In disyllabic words, the overall duration of words with long 
vowels is generally longer than those with short vowels.  This is visible when comparing ‘here’ 
with ‘ash’ in Figure 4.26 where both images represent about 3 seconds of a recording – not only 
are the repetitions of ‘ash’ wider in the frame, but the spaces between them are narrower.  The 
rhythmic aspect of the vowel length contrast that these spaces represent will be addressed again 
in Chapter 5.  Additionally, the different length of the first syllables in each of these disyllabic 
words is visible in the images above, despite the phrase-final lengthening effects in the second 
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syllable, which results from the words being pronounced in isolation.  This is not only visible in 
the above images, but also audible when listening to the recordings these images represent. 
Because in Gurung phrase-final lengthening effects increase the duration of vowels in 
monosyllabic words and word-final vowels in polysyllabic words when they are pronounced in 
isolation, it is actually easiest to reliably quantify duration differences in the initial syllable of 
polysyllabic words.  The nature of the data being analyzed for this dissertation – and the low 
number of disyllabic words on the Swadesh list recorded with each vowel in the first syllable – 
makes it difficult to report measurements for only vowels in this position for every speaker; 
however, I have included a chart for one speaker in Figure 4.28.  This shows the average 
duration of each vowel in the initial syllable of disyllabic words for Speaker 1.  Note firstly that 
the average duration for each vowel is halved when compared with the averages calculated using 
vowels in all syllable positions in Figure 4.24.  Importantly, when measuring only vowels in this 
position, the average duration of long vowels is reliably longer than the average duration of their 
short counterparts for every vowel phoneme, thus every box is shaded.  Returning to Figure 4.24 
above, this suggests that the unshaded boxes are actually a reflection of syllable position and 
phrase-final lengthening, rather than missing phonemic length contrasts.  The nature of the 
lexical items on the lists used during elicitation sessions had many short high vowels /i, u/ in 
monosyllables or word-finally in disyllabic words, meaning that phrase-final lengthening pulled 
their average durations higher than their long counterparts.  Future work will seek to replicate 
these findings with more speakers and using words produced in more contexts, particularly in 




Figure 4.28 Average vowel durations for the initial syllable of disyllabic words 
           
 High front Mid front Low central Mid back High back 
Speaker 1 /iː/ 130 ms /eː/ 165 ms /aː/ 127 ms /oː/ 129 ms /uː/ 112 ms 
n = 180   SD =27   SD = 58   SD = 31   SD = 31   SD = 28 
    n = 15   n = 6   n = 26   n = 45   n =  6 
  /i/ 77 ms /ɛ/ 87 ms /ʌ/ 82 ms /ɔ/ 113 ms /u/ 102 ms 
    SD = 21   SD = 14   SD = 28   SD = 32   SD = 25 
    n = 9   n = 12   n = 24   n = 28   n = 9 
 
Quantifiable duration differences are one aspect of the phonemic length contrast in Sikles 
Gurung; the next section examines another aspect: vowel quality. 
 
4.3.3 Vowel quality 
 
The exact placement of long and short vowel pairs in the vowel space can vary from 
speaker to speaker; this is visible when these vowels are plotted.  For some speakers, 
phonemically short high and mid vowels /i, ɛ, ɔ, u/ are more centralized in the vowel space than 
their long counterparts /iː, eː, oː, uː/, while for others the long and short pairs tend to overlap.  
For most speakers, the phonemically short low vowel /ʌ/ is raised and backed in comparison to 
its long counterpart /aː/.  The same data used to compare duration measures of long and short 
vowels in Section 4.3.2 were also used to create vowel plots for the same six speakers of Sikles 
Gurung.  Measures of the first and second formants were extracted using a Praat script (Lennes 
2003) and hand corrected in Praat for tokens where the formants were not returned or obviously 
incorrectly calculated by the script.  This most frequently occurred with nasalized vowels, where 
the nasal formant was sometimes picked up by the script as the F2, or breathy vowels, where the 
aperiodic energy of the phonation prevented the script from finding the formants.  The 
measurements were normalized using the modified Watt & Fabricius method (Thomas & 
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Kendall 2015) and plotted using R (R Development Core Team 2008, McCloy 2016).  The 
resulting plots are given in Figure 4.29.  The difference in the number of tokens measured for 
each speaker is again due to the different number of words collected, and different number of 
words excluded, for each speaker.  The large IPA characters in each plot represent the average of 
all tokens in that phonemic category, while the clusters of small characters represent each 
individual datapoint being averaged. 
 
Figure 4.29 Vowel formant plots for six speakers 














Speaker 5 (F, 30s), n = 319   Speaker 6 (F, 30s), n = 417 
  
 
 As shown in the vowel plots, the degree of short and long vowel overlap differs from 
speaker to speaker, and also from vowel to vowel.  For all four male speakers, long mid vowels 
/eː, oː/ are higher in the vowel space than the lower, more centralized short mid vowels /ɛ, ɔ/.  
For Speaker 2 and Speaker 4, the mid back vowel /oː/ is actually closer in the vowel space to the 
high back vowels /uː, u/ than to the other mid back vowel /ɔ/; while for Speakers 1, 2, and 3, the 
front mid vowel /eː/ is closer in the vowel space to the high front vowels /iː, i/ than to the other 
front mid vowel /ɛ/.  This explains my early impression that mid vowels and high vowels were 
difficult to distinguish in some lexical items, and may also explain observations by Glover & 
Landon (1975) and Nishida (2004) that in other varieties of Gurung the high and mid back 
vowels /o, u/ and the high and mid front vowels /e, i/ are often interchangeable or carry a low 
functional load.   
 The female speakers, Speaker 5 and Speaker 6, seem to have more similar pronunciations 
of the long and short mid vowels /eː, ɛ/ and /oː, ɔ/ based on the position of the averages in the 
plots.  However, a closer look at the distribution of the individual data points suggests that this 
may be skewed by the greater variation in the formant structure of each individual vowel token.  
Particularly in the case of long vowels /eː/ and /oː/, the individual tokens are not tightly clustered, 
but instead spread into the center of the vowel space, something which is not as evident in the 
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vowel plots based on the speech of the four male speakers.  This matches my impression that the 
two female speakers have more extreme versions of the fronted and centralized allophones 
described in Section 4.2 when compared with the men.  This is still reflected in the vowel plots, 
although I removed the most extreme outliers from speakers’ data before plotting them.  
Although the high back vowels  /uː, u/ generally show a lot of overlap for most speakers – with 
the exception of Speaker 5, again likely due to the degree of fronting between palatal sounds – 
the high front vowels are consistently more fronted for the long phoneme /iː/ and slightly backed 
for the short phoneme /i/ for all six speakers. 
 For most of the speakers as plotted in Figure 4.29, the long /aː/ is lower and more 
centralized, while the short /ʌ/ is slightly higher and further back in the vowel space.   For most 
speakers these two vowels also cluster more closely with the other back vowels than with the 
front vowels, supporting the designation of /aː, ʌ/ as a back vowel for phonetic reasons in 
addition to phonological ones.  It is interesting to note that the speaker with the greatest quality 
difference between the two low vowels /aː, ʌ/ is Speaker 3, who was raised in Sikles but no 
longer lives there and likely spends more time speaking Nepali than the other speakers.  Figure 
4.30 shows a plot of the Nepali vowel system, reproduced from Khatiwada (2009).  The 
positioning of the /aː, ʌ/ vowels for Speaker 3 in the vowel space most closely resembles that of 
the two low vowels /a, ʌ/ in Nepali. Future work will look more closely at the similarities and 
differences between the vowel systems of these two languages. 
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Figure 4.30 Nepali vowel chart, reproduced from Khatiwada (2009) 
 
 
It is also worth noting that the oldest speaker, Speaker 4, shows comparatively less 
backing and raising of the short central vowel /ʌ/, suggesting the quality difference between the 
long and short central vowels may be a more recent process.  In comparison, the youngest 
speaker, Speaker 1, shows some raising and backing of the short central vowel /ʌ/, though not as 
much as Speaker 3, again pointing to the possible influence of Nepali.  It is impossible to make 
definitive generalizations about diachronic vowel change with data from only six speakers, but 
this is certainly something that could be explored in future work with data from more speakers. 
 The vowel plots in Figure 4.29 show that there are quantifiable differences in the formant 
structures of long and short vowels for speakers of Sikles Gurung that map to audible differences 
in vowel quality.  These differences are most noticeable in the mid and low vowels for all six 
speakers.  The distribution of the vowels in the vowel space is generally reliable across all 
speakers, supporting the notion that each vowel token has been grouped in the correct category.  
Further evidence of these categorical differences will be provided in the next section, which 
looks at similarities with other documented varieties of Gurung. 
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4.3.4 Contrastive length in other varieties of Gurung 
 
A principle difference between the analysis presented in this dissertation and other 
accounts of Gurung in the literature is the role of length as a contrastive vowel feature.  Glover 
(1969, 1974) and Glover et al. (1977) report length as marginally contrastive in Ghachok 
Gurung, with the only consistent length contrast displayed in the low central vowel /a/ and its 
geminated form /aa/.  Glover (1974) reports that for some speakers a difference in length also 
corresponds to a qualitative difference, where the long /aa/ is lower in the vowel space than the 
short vowel /a/.  This is attributed to contact with Nepali, which has a six-vowel system that 
includes two central vowels (see Figure 4.29 above).  Glover (1969) also describes centralized 
mid vowels [ɛ, ɔ] but analyzes them as allophones of /e, o/ rather than contrastive vowels in their 
own right.  Similarly, Nishida (2004) reports no vowel length contrast at all for Syangja Gurung, 
analyzing this variety with a five-vowel system /i, e, a, o, u/ and centralized allophones.   
Other researchers who have worked on different varieties of Gurung (Burton-Page 1955, 
Sprigg 1997, Chalise & Rai 2015) include transcriptions that use vowel-length diacritics, but do 
not explicitly discuss the degree to which this is being treated as a contrastive feature; Burton-
Page (1955) describes vowels in breathy syllables as long and lax and transcribes them as such, 
but also transcribes length and quality differences in words without breathiness.  Tamu (2053 
[1996]) sometimes indicates vowel length in his Gurung conversation guide.  The ethnographer 
Pignède (1993), who spent time in several Gurung villages in 1958 but worked the most closely 
with speakers from Mohoriya, is the only researcher to report in his brief sketch of the Gurung 
sound system both contrastive length and a quality difference, referring to “closed” and “open” 
varieties of both <e> and <o>, as well as “anterior” and “posterior” varieties of <a>.  In this 
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sense, the analysis of Sikles Gurung provided in this dissertation is most similar to the vowel 
system described by Pignède (1993). 
In their dictionary of Ghachok Gurung, Glover et al. (1977) mark “accent, or high tone” 
on some syllables.  Their analysis of this variety of Gurung includes four lexical tone categories, 
two of which contain words with these accent marks.  The authors do not include an explanation 
for why it is that, in disyllabic words in the same tone category, this accent sometimes falls on 
the first syllable and sometimes on the second syllable; I will address this in Chapter 5.  For the 
moment, I will point out that for many of the monosyllabic words in the dictionary, accented 
Ghachok Gurung words correspond to words with long vowels in Sikles Gurung, while 
unaccented Ghachok Gurung words correspond to words with short vowels in Sikles Gurung.  
This occurs in both words that carry breathy phonation and words that do not, although there is 
not a perfect correspondence between breathy words in each Gurung variety and clear words in 
each variety.   
Figure 4.31 below lists 89 monosyllabic words taken from Glover et al.’s (1977) 
dictionary for which there is a similar form in Sikles Gurung, and where vowel length in Sikles 
corresponds to accent marks in the dictionary.  A full list of Sikles Gurung words and their 
Ghachok Gurung correspondences can be found in Appendix 2.  The words in Figure 4.31 are 
grouped into breathy and clear lists based on the phonation of the syllable nucleus in Sikles 
Gurung.  The Sikles words are represented phonemically following the transcription conventions 
established for this dissertation (as outlined in Section 1 of Chapter 2); the Ghachok words have 
been taken out of the orthography developed by Glover et al. (1977) for use in their dictionary 
and rendered using IPA characters following the inventory description in the dictionary 
introduction.  Low central Ghachok vowels are represented with /ʌ/, while their geminated, or 
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long, counterparts are represented with /a/ for easier comparison with Sikles transcriptions.  
Following Glover et al., accent is marked in Ghachok Gurung using the symbol for primary 
stress /ˈ/; each Ghachok Gurung word’s tone category is also indicated.
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  In cases where the 
gloss provided in the dictionary is slightly different than my own, I have included it to the right 
of the relevant Ghachok transcription. 
 
Figure 4.31 Correspondences between Sikles and Ghachok Gurung 
Long Clear Short Clear 
Sikles Gloss Ghachok Sikles Gloss Ghachok 
/pɽoː/ ‘cliff’ /
4











































































ˈsõ/ /ʦɰɛ/ ‘vein’ /
2
ʦʌ/ 
/sɰeː/ ‘price, thing’ /
1




















 There is a tendency in the literature on Gurung for each researcher to develop their own 
system for labeling the four tone categories (typically numbers or letters, but not always 
assigning the same numbers to the same categories).  Here I have chosen to follow Mazaudon’s 
(1978, 2005) numbering system for Tamangic tone as it is the most widely cited and accepted.  It 
maps to the following features outlined by Glover et al (1977) for Ghachok Gurung: Tone 1 – 
clear vowel, accented; Tone 2 – clear vowel, unaccented; Tone 3 – breathy vowel, unaccented; 





























ˈko/ /ʈʌ/ ‘flower’ /
2
ʈa/ 
/kɔiː/ ‘bee; song’ /
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ˈŋo/ /kũ/ ‘urine’ /
2
kũ/ 
   
/kɰi/  ‘sound, voice’ /
2
kʌ̯e/ 








   
/ŋi/ ‘we (exclusive)’ /
2
ŋi/ 









Sikles Gloss Ghachok Sikles Gloss Ghachok 
/bõ̤ː/ ‘strength’ /
4




















ˈʦja/ /ʦʰi̤/ ‘claw (of animal)’ /
2
ʦʰĩ/ 
/le̤ː/ ‘many, very’ /
4





ˈkã/ /ʦʰɰi̤/ ‘outer bamboo’ /
2
ʦʰʌ̯e ˈmĩ/ 
/gjã̤ː/ ‘path, road’ /
4
ˈgjã̤/ /lɛ̤/ ‘owner’ /
3
kʰlje̤/ 
   
/jɛ̤/̃ ‘high altitude’ /
3
e̤ / ‘high grazing ground’ 
   
/kɽɔ̤̃/ ‘leader of village’ /
3
krõ̤/ 
   
/kɔ̤/ ‘upper back’ /
3
ko̤/ 













 There are certainly a number of exceptions to this pattern of correspondences, which are 
included in Appendix 2.  These include lexical items where Ghachok reportedly has accented 
words but Sikles has short vowels, like /
4
ˈpro̤/ ‘ flour’ (Sikles /pɽɔ/) and /
1
ˈmĩ / ‘eye’ (Sikles 
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/mi/); and also lexical items where Ghachok reportedly has unaccented words but Sikles has long 
vowels, like /3prõ̤/ ‘cow shed’ (Sikles /pɽõː/) and /2mĩ/ ‘name’ (Sikles /mĩː/).  The majority of 
these exceptions occur in words with breathy or nasalized vowels in Ghachok Gurung. 
 Ghachok and Sikles Gurung have a number of differences – many lexical items do not 
correspond, and even among words that do correspond, there are often differences in the vowel 
quality or phonation across the two varieties.  This is noticeable to Sikles Gurung speakers, who 
report that people from Ghachok sound different than people from Sikles or its surrounding 
villages.  Despite these differences, it seems possible that what Glover and colleagues heard as 
“accent, or high tone” may in fact have been a vowel length contrast.  Vowel length does interact 
with pitch and intensity in Sikles Gurung, with long vowels generally being pronounced with a 
higher pitch and greater intensity than short vowels (see Section 4.5 and Chapter 5 for further 
discussion).  Since increased pitch and intensity are both acoustic cues of stressed syllables in 
English, it is possible that an English speaker would hear Gurung syllables with long vowels as 
accented.  Alternately, it is possible that the acoustic features associated with the four tone 
categories of Ghachok Gurung map to historical features that evolved into contrastive vowel 
length in Sikles Gurung.  This idea will be brought up again in Section 4.5 on phonation, where 
the two-category register system of Sikles Gurung is presented and analyzed in conjunction with 
phonemic vowel length. 
 
4.3.5 Cross-linguistic patterns 
 
 A number of other Tibeto-Burman languages of Nepal have been described with some 
degree of contrastive vowel length.  Among the Tamangic languages, this includes Chantyal, 
Tamang, Nar-Phu, and Seke.  Noonan (2003b) reports a marginal length contrast in Chantyal.  
Both Taylor (1970) and Mazaudon (2003, 2015) describe length as a contrastive feature for 
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vowels in Tamang, though Mazaudon points out this contrast is limited to open syllables in the 
word-initial position.  For Nar-Phu, Noonan & Hildebrandt (2017) find vowel length to be 
marginally contrastive, with long vowels largely attributed to phonological and morphological 
processes, while Mazaudon (2015) analyzes Nar-Phu with a length contrast that manifests as a 
vowel quality difference where short vowels are more centralized than their long counterparts.  
Additionally, Honda (2002) describes a marginal length contrast for Seke, pointing to long 
vowels’ historical origin from lost coda consonants.  Outside of the Tamangic subfamily but still 
falling under the umbrella of Tibeto-Burman, Watters (2004) reports a vowel length contrast in 
Kham, and Gawne (2016) describes a vowel length contrast in Lamjung Yolmo similar to that of 
Tamang – length does not map to vowel quality differences and long vowels occur only in word-
initial syllables. 
 Mazaudon (1978) pointed out reliable synchronic correspondences in lexical tone 
categories across cognates in different languages and dialects of the Tamangic subfamily.  This 
discovery continues to shape methods of phonological analysis in the Tamangic languages today.  
Following this approach, it is possible to see synchronic correspondences between Sikles Gurung 
long and short vowels and certain vowel and coda consonant patterns in other Tamangic 
languages.  A full set of correspondences with Ghachok Gurung (Glover etl al. 1977), Seke 
(Honda 2002), Tamang (Hari et al. 1970, Mazaudon 1978), Thakali (Hari 1970a, 1970b), and 
Manange (Hildebrandt 2004) are provided in Appendix 2; a subset of these will be the focus of 
the next part of this section. 
 The charts below show the correspondences between each of the Sikles Gurung vowels,  
/iː, i, eː, ɛ, aː, ʌ, oː, ɔ, uː, u/, with cognates from the closely related languages Seke and Thakali.  
The Seke and Thakali data come from Honda (2002) and Hari (1970a, 1970b), respectively.  The 
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lexical items have been transposed from the orthographies used in these papers and rendered 
below using conventional IPA characters.  In the style of Glover et al. (1977), Hari uses a stress 
diacritic to indicate syllables that carry accent or high pitch; I have followed this in the 
transcriptions below.  I have also transcribed the low back vowel in Thakali as /ʌ/, rather than the 
/ɔ/ Hari uses in close transcriptions, in order to avoid confusion with my own transcriptions of 
Sikles Gurung, where /ɔ/ represents a short mid back round vowel.  Thakali vowels with breathy 
phonation are transcribed using the diacritic /V̤/.  Honda’s paper compares three varieties of 
Seke; where dialect variation is reported I have included multiple transcriptions.  The marginal 
vowel length described in Seke is represented with the vowel length diacritic /ː/.  Honda 
additionally describes a four-category lexical tone system with two high tones and two low 
tones; words carrying high tones are produced with modal vowels and higher pitch, while words 
carrying low tones are produced with breathy vowels and lower pitch.  I have preserved Honda’s 
method of marking this high-low dichotomy with /H/ for the higher tones and /L/ for the lower 
tones. 
 Figure 4.32 shows cognates in Seke and Thakali that show correspondences for the long 
high front vowel /iː/ in Sikles Gurung.  Note that /iː/ corresponds to syllables in Seke that either 
have a long front vowel, or have additional sonorant coda consonants, or even additional 
syllables.  This vowel corresponds to syllables with front vowels in Thakali that are generally 
either accented or have an additional nasal coda.  Note also that vowel nasalization in Sikles 
Gurung reliably corresponds with nasal coda consonants in both Seke and Thakali, and breathy 
phonation generally corresponds to breathiness in Thakali and low tone in Seke.  Additional 
cognates that are exceptions to these patterns can be seen in Appendix 2.  In cases where the 
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glosses are not an exact match, I have also included the gloss from the literature in the relevant 
column. 
 
Figure 4.32 Correspondences with Sikles /iː/ 
Gloss Sikles  Seke Thakali 
‘house’ /d̪ĩ̤ː/   /ˈti̤m/ 
‘fingernail’ /joːsiː/ /H jak-siŋ/, /H(ja-)sim/ 
‘to twist; to braid’ /kʰɽĩːbʌ/ /H kʰiː/, / Hkʰik/ 
‘language’ /kjuiː/ /H keː/, / Hke/  
‘to bite; to trim’ /kɽiːbʌ/ /H kʰer/, /Hkʰreː/  
‘to lift; to weigh’ /kwiːbʌ/ /H keː/, /Hk(w)eː/  
‘snow’ /ɬĩː/ /L ŋin/, /Lkiŋ/, /Lliŋ/  
‘tail’ /miː/ /H mer/, /Hmesiŋ/, /Hmisiŋ/ 
‘name’ /mĩː/ /H min/ /min/ 
‘wife’ /mɽĩː/ /H miŋ,/ /Hmriŋ/ /mrin/ ‘woman’ 
‘night’ /mɰĩ̤ːɽe̤ː/ /L minʦe/, /Lminʦʰe/ 
‘liver’ /ŋi̤ː/ /H ʦ(ʰ)impo/, /Hʦʰimpʌ/ /ˈŋje̤/ 
‘to be afraid’ /ŋĩ̤ːbʌ̤/   /ŋi̤mpʌ/ 
‘to release’ /piːbʌ/ /H piː/, /Hpi/  
‘to give’ /pĩːbʌ/ /H pin/ /pin/ 
‘to scratch’ /ɽuiːbʌ/   /ˈri̤wʌ/ 
‘heart (physical)’ /t̪ĩː/ /H tiŋ/  
‘sun’ /t̪ĩ̤ː/ /L tini/ /ti̤ŋi/ 
‘to stuff, to shove’ /ʦʰwi̤ːbʌ/ /H ʦʰ(w)iː/, /Hʦʰiː/ 
‘to bite’ /ʦi̤ːbʌ/ /L ʦi(ː)/, /Lʦik/ /ʦi̤wʌ/ 
 
 The short high front vowel /i/ in Sikles Gurung often corresponds to the short high front 
vowel in Seke, either in open syllables or in syllables with obstruent coda consonants; the one 
exception listed below, ‘long,’ has a nasal coda that maps to the nasalized vowel in Sikles.  The 
short high front vowel /i/ in Sikles Gurung also corresponds to unaccented syllables in Thakali.  
Note again that nasalized vowels in Sikles often correspond to nasal coda consonants in both 
Seke and Thakali, and that breathy phonation in Sikles often corresponds to breathiness or low 
tone.  Additional cognates that are exceptions to these patterns can be seen in Appendix 2. 
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Figure 4.33 Correspondences with Sikles /i/ 
Gloss Sikles  Seke Thakali 
‘to say’ /bi̤bʌ/ /L pi/ /pi̤wʌ/ 
‘sound, voice’ /kɰi/ /H keː/, /Hke/  
‘face’ /li/ /H li/, /Hl̥e/ 
‘ladder’ /li/ /H l̥i/, /Hli/ 
‘feces’ /ɬi/ /H ki/, /Hli/  
‘eye’ /mi/ /H mi/, /Hmik/ /mi/ 
‘person, man’ /mi̤/ /L mi/ /mi̤/ 
‘buffalo’ /mʌgi/ /L mʌjʌ/, /Lmʌik/  
‘bark; husk; roof’ /pʰi̤/ /H pʰeko/, /Hpʰiko/ /pʰi/ 
‘long’ /ɽĩ̤ŋgjoː/ /L riŋ/ /ri̤mpʌ/ 
‘bone’ /ɽwi̤/ /L rikko/, /Lruwʌ/ 
‘to die; to like’ /sibʌ/ /H si/  
‘to hear’ /t̪ʰibʌ/ ~ /t̪ʰɛbʌ/ /H tʰer/, /Htʰe/, /Htʰi/ /tʰewʌ/ 
‘to remember’ /ʦibʌ/  /ʦi̤wʌ/ 
‘skin, leather’ /ʈi̤bi̤/ /L ʈi/ /ʈi̤/ 
 
 Overall the correspondences for the long and short front mid vowels /eː, ɛ/ are less 
robust; examples are given in Figure 4.34 and Figure 4.35.  Long /eː/ in Sikles generally maps to 
/e/ or /eː/ in Seke and Thakali, while short /ɛ/ often maps to other vowels.  Note that breathy 
phonation corresponds between Sikles Gurung and Thakali for the long vowels but not the short 
vowels.  Note also that vowel nasalization in Sikles continues to correspond with nasal coda 
consonants in both Seke and Thakali.  Additional cognates are listed in Appendix 2. 
 
Figure 4.34 Correspondences with Sikles /eː/ 
Gloss Sikles  Seke Thakali 
‘fried bread’ /kẽ̤ː/   /ke̤n/ 
‘lower back, waist’ /kɽeː/ /H ke/, /Hkre/, /Hkere/  
‘to climb; to mount’ /kɽeːbʌ/ /H keː/, /Hkre/, /Hkreː/    
‘moon’ /lẽː/ /H l̥ani/, /Hl̥ʌni/, /Hleni/ 
‘to lick’ /lẽ̤ːbʌ/   /le̤mpʌ/ 
‘milk’ /ŋe̤ː/   /ŋje̤/ 
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‘louse’ /seː/ /H sje/, /Hsi/  
‘to kill’ /seːbʌ/ /H seː/  
 
Figure 4.35 Correspondences with Sikles /ɛ/ 
Gloss Sikles  Seke Thakali 
‘to be hungry’ /kʰɽɛb̃ʌ/ /H kʰen/  
‘tongue’ /lɛ/ /H le/, /Hl̥e/ /le/ 
‘ear (inner)’ /n̪ɛ̤m̃e̤ː/ /L nep(j)aŋ/, /Hnʌpʰʌŋ/, /Hnjuwʌŋ/ 
‘bird’ /n̪ɛm̃ʌ/ /H nimja/, /Hnima/ /ˈnemja/ 
‘slippery’ /plɛbʌ/   /ˈplewʌ/ 
‘flat’ /plɛn̪d̪eː/   /pljawʌ/, /plewʌ/ 
‘eight’ /pɽɛ/ /L pre/ /ˈpre̤/ 
‘to walk’ /pɽɛbʌ/ /L prʌ/ /ˈprʌ̤wʌ/ 
‘meat’ /sɛ/ /H sjʌ/ /sjʌ/ 
‘big’ /t̪ʰɛbʌ/  /H tʰjo/, /Htʰe/, /Htʰo/  
 
The long central vowel /aː/ in Sikles Gurung corresponds to either the low central vowel 
/a/, or the mid central vowel /ʌ/ with a following coda consonant, in Seke and Thakali.  Note that 
if that coda consonant is a nasal stop, the corresponding vowel in Sikles has nasalization.  
Breathiness also generally corresponds across Sikles Gurung and Thakali.  Additional cognates 
are listed in Appendix 2.  
 
Figure 4.36 Correspondences with Sikles /aː/ 
Gloss Sikles  Seke Thakali 
‘path, road’ /gjã̤ː/ /L kjʌm/, /Lkjʌlʌm/ /ˈkjʌ̤m/ 
‘to finish, to be able’ /kʰãːbʌ/   /kʰʌmpʌ/ 
‘cheek’ /kɽã̤ːbu/   /ʈʌ̤mpʌ/ 
‘white funeral cloth’ /lã̤ː / /
H l̥ʌp/, /Hlʌp/   
‘to make hot; to rock’ /laːbʌ/ /H l̥ʌp/, /Hlʌp/ /l̥ʌp/ 
‘door’ /mɽaː/   /ˈmrakʰa/ 
‘rain’ /n̪ãː/ /H nʌm/  
‘ear (outer)’ /n̪a̤ː/ /L nʌ/, /Lna/ /nʌ̤/ 
‘to bring’ /paːbʌ/   /ˈpa̤wʌ/ 
‘to play (instrument)’ /ɽa̤ːbʌ/   /rʌ̤ppʌ/ 
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‘new’ /ʦʰaːɽʌ/ /H sʌm-pʌ/  
‘long pole’ /ʈãːŋgu/   /ta̤/ 
 
 The short central vowel /ʌ/ in Sikles Gurung regularly corresponds to the central vowel 
/ʌ/ in both Seke and Thakali.  There is generally a correspondence between breathy phonation in 
Gurung and low tone and breathy vowels in the other languages.  Additional cognates can be 
found in Appendix 2. 
 
Figure 4.37 Correspondences with Sikles /ʌ/ 
Gloss Sikles  Seke Thakali 
‘to come’ /kʰʌ̤bʌ/ /H kʰʌ/ /ˈkʰʌwʌ/ 
‘head; hair’ /kɽʌ/ /H kʌ/, /Hkrʌ/, /Hkʌrʌ/ 
‘to do’ /lʌbʌ/   /ˈlʌwʌ/ 
‘buffalo’ /mʌgi/ /L mʌjʌ/, /Lmʌik/  
‘to raise livestock’ /n̪ʌ̤bʌ/   /nʌ̤wʌ/ 
‘dog’ /n̪ʌgi/ /H nʌkju/, /Hnikju/, /Hnjukju/ 
‘I’  /ŋʌ/ /H ŋʌ/  
‘leg’ /pʌ̤lʌ/ /L pʌle/ /pʌ̤le/ 
‘clay, soil; tooth’ /sʌ/ /H sʌ/ /sʌ/ 
‘to be hot’ /ʦʰʌbʌ/ /H ʦʰʌ/ /ʦʰʌwʌ/ 
‘that’ /ʦʌ/ /H ʦʌ/ /ʦʌ/ 
‘to eat’ /ʦʌbʌ/ /H ʦʌ/ /ˈʦʌpʌ/ 
‘salt’ /ʦʌd̪ʌ/   /ˈʦʌʦʌ/ 
‘small’ /ʦʌ̤d̪ʌ̤/   /ʦʌ̤ʦʌ/ ‘baby’  
‘root’ /ʦʌɽaː/ /H ʦʌhʌ/, /Hʦʌwʌ/, /Hriŋ/ 
‘there’ /ʦʌɽʌ/ /H ʦʌ/ /ʦʌ/ 
‘to become; to happen’ /t̪ʌ̤bʌ/   /ˈtʌwʌ/ ‘to be’ 
 
 The long and short back mid vowels /oː, ɔ/ in Sikles Gurung reliably correspond to 
different vowels in Seke and Thakali; long /oː/ corresponds to /a/ and short /ɔ/ corresponds to /o/.  
These Gurung vowels have the most robust correspondences with other languages; they will be 
brought up again in comparison with Manange near the end of this section.  Figure 4.38 presents 
correspondences for long /oː/, while Figure 4.39 shows them for short /ɔ/.  Note that the word 
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‘child’ (glossed by Hari as ‘boy’) is included in both Figures as it contains both correspondences 
– the vowels in Sikles ‘child’ /kɔloː/ neatly correspond to Thakali /kola/ ‘boy.’  Nasalization of 
Gurung back mid vowels also frequently maps to nasal coda consonants in both Seke and 
Thakali, and breathy phonation or low tone is often consistent across all three languages. 
Additional cognates are provided in Appendix 2. 
 
Figure 4.38 Correspondences with Sikles /oː/ 
Gloss Sikles  Seke Thakali 
‘to throw away’ /bjõ̤ːbʌ/ /H kjaː/, /Hkʰja/, /Hl̥a/ /kʰljawʌ/, /kʰjaːwʌ/ 
‘to pour; to put’ /ʣõ̤ːbʌ/   /ˈʦaŋpʌ/ 
‘hand, arm’ /joː/ /H jaː/, /Hja/ /ja/ 
‘fingernail’ /joːsiː/ /H jak-siŋ/, /H(ja-)sim/ 
‘to barbecue, to roast’ /kʰɽõːbʌ/ /H kʰaŋ/, /Hkʰrʌŋ/ ̀̀ 
‘blood’ /koː/ /H ka/  
‘child’ /kɔloː/   /kola/ ‘boy’ 
‘to cry’ /kɽoːbʌ/ /H kaː/, /Hkra/   
‘place; bed; land’ /lo̤ː/ /L kja/, /Lla/  
‘to play’ /ɬõːbʌ/ /H kjaŋ/, /Hkjʌŋ/, /Hlaŋ/ 
‘black’ /mlõːgjʌ/ /H maŋ/, /Hmrʌŋ/, /Hmlaŋ/ 
‘son-in-law’ /mo̤ː/   /ma̤/ 
‘to see’ /mɽõːbʌ/ /H maŋ/, /Hmʌŋ/ /mraŋpʌ/ 
‘to carry (on back)’ /n̪oːbʌ/ /H nak/, /Hna/ /nawʌ/ 
‘day after tomorrow’ /n̪oːgi/   /naŋi/ 
‘inside, under’ /n̪õ̤ːɽʌ/   /na̤ŋri/ 
‘leaf, bark’ /poː/ /L pa/ /pa̤/ 
‘to quarrel’ /põ̤ːbʌ/   /pa̤ŋpʌ/ 
‘cow shed /pɽõː/   /pra̤ŋ/ 
‘to weave’ /ɽoːbʌ/ /H rʌ(k) /, /Hra/ 
‘to swell’ /ɽõːbʌ/ /H r̥aŋ /  
‘what’ /t̪oː/ /H taː/, /Hta/  
‘small’ /ʦjõːbʌ/ /H ʦjaŋ/ /ʦjaŋpʌ/ 




Figure 4.39 Correspondences with Sikles /ɔ/ 
Gloss Sikles  Seke Thakali 
‘to plow’ /kʰjɔbʌ/   /kjo̤wʌ/ 
‘middle and upper back’ /kɔ̤/   /ko̤/ 
‘to understand, to know’ /kɔ̤bʌ/   /ko̤wʌ/ 
‘khukuri knife’ /kɔ̤ʣʌ̤/   /ko̤ʦʌ/ 
‘child’ /kɔloː/   /kola/ ‘boy’ 
‘to burn’ /kɽɔbʌ/ /H kro/  
‘to teach, to learn' /lɔ̤bʌ/ /H lop/, /Hl̥op/ /l̥ʌppʌ/ 
‘forehead’ /ŋɔ̤/   /ŋʷo̤/ 
‘to be rich’ /plɔbʌ/ /L po/, /Lpro/, /Lplo/  
‘to meet’ /t̪ɔ̤bʌ/   /to̤wʌ/ 
‘to be warm’ /ʈɔbʌ/   /ˈʈo̤wʌ/ 
 
 High back vowels /uː, u/ in Sikles Gurung generally map to high back vowels in Seke and 
Thakali; long /uː/ in Sikles typically corresponds to syllables with coda consonants in the other 
languages, while short /u/ generally corresponds to high back vowels in open syllables.  
Examples are provided in Figure 4.40 and 4.41.  This pattern is exemplified by /pṳ̃lṳ̃ː/ ‘insect,’ 
which has the cognate /pṳluŋ/ in Thakali.  The short /u/ in the first open syllable corresponds to a 
short /u/ in Gurung, while the second /u/ with a coda nasal corresponds to a long nasal /ṳ̃ː/ in 
Gurung.  Note that nasal vowels in Sikles again broadly correspond to nasal coda consonants in 
Seke and Thakali, and that breathiness and low tone are generally the same across cognates.  
Additional cognates are provided in Appendix 2. 
 
Figure 4.40 Correspondences with Sikles /uː/ 
Gloss Sikles  Seke Thakali 
‘stone’ /juːmʌ/ /H jumpu/, /Hjukpʌ/, /Humpa/ /jumpʌ/ 
‘to be cold’ /kʰũːbʌ/ /H kʰaŋ/, /Hkʰʌŋ/  
‘sheep’ /kjuː/ /L kju/, /Lkjuk/ /ˈkjṳ/ 
‘to burn, to blaze’ /lũːbʌ/ /H lum/  
‘egg’ /pʰũː/ /H nʌ-pʰum/, /Hpʰum/ 
‘insect’ /pṳ̃lṳ̃ː/   /pṳluŋ/ 
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‘thread’ /ɽũː/ /H r̥up/ /r̥up/ 
‘tree’ /sĩːdṳ̃ː/ /L ʈuŋ/, /Ltuŋpu/, /Ltuŋ/ /ˈʈṳŋ/ 
‘to drink’ /t̪ʰũːbʌ/ /H tʰuŋ/ /tʰuŋpʌ/ 
‘to start; to sell’ /ʦũːbʌ/   /ʦuŋpʌ/ 
 
Figure 4.41 Correspondences with Sikles /u/ 
Gloss Sikles  Seke Thakali 
‘to wash’ /kʰɽubʌ/ /H kʰu/, /Hkʰ(r)u/  
‘water’ /kju/ /H kju/ /kju/ 
‘chest’ /ku/   /ku/ 
‘seed’ /plu/ /L plu/, /Lpru/ /plṳ/ 
‘insect’ /pṳ̃lṳ̃ː/   /pṳluŋ/ 
‘horn’ /ɽu/ /H ru/  
‘mouth’ /sũ/ /H suŋ/ /suŋ/ 
‘to bark’ /ʦhubʌ/   /ʦuwʌ/ 
‘this’ /ʦu/ /H ʦu/  
  
 Taken together, these synchronic correspondences across cognates containing long and 
short vowels in Sikles Gurung provide cross-linguistic evidence that these are in fact different 
vowels.  It is particularly notable that the long and short back mid vowels /oː, ɔ/ regularly 
correspond with different vowel categories in these other languages, suggesting that it is not at 
all unexpected for them to be different vowels in Sikles.  This correspondence in particular also 
holds for another Tamangic language of Nepal, Manange (Hildebrandt 2004); a subset of these 
cognates are provided in Figure 4.42 and Figure 4.43, while a full table of correspondences is 
available in Appendix 2. I have reproduced Hildebrandt’s (2004) IPA transcriptions, including 
tone categories and pitch diacritics where they are included. 
 
Figure 4.42 Manange correspondences with Sikles /oː/ 
Gloss Sikles Manange 
‘to get, to find’ /jõːbʌ/ /1jaŋpʌ/ 
‘hand, arm’ /joː/ /1ja/ 
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‘fingernail’ /joːsiː/ /1ja 2ʃiŋ/ 
‘to barbecue, to roast’ /kʰɽõːbʌ/ /2ʂaŋpʌ/ 
‘blood’ /koː/ /2ka/ 
‘to feed (infant, animal)’ /ko̤ːbʌ/ /1kʰapʌ/ 
‘old grain; true’ /kɽo̤ː/ /kaso/ 'true' 
‘to cry’ /kɽoːbʌ/ /1krapʌ/ 
‘child’ /kɔloː/ /kola/ 
‘place, land’ /lo̤ː/ /4kʰja/ 
‘to play’ /ɬõːbʌ/ /1kjaŋpʌ/ 
‘to hide’ /loːbʌ/ /2lapʌ/ 
‘to see’ /mɽõːbʌ/ /1mɾaŋ/ 
‘to carry (on the back)’ /n̪oːbʌ/ /2napʌ/ 
‘day after tomorrow’ /n̪oːgi/ /ɾàŋi/ 
‘fly’ /n̪oːɽuː/ /nàpɾaŋ/ 'fly' 
‘inside, under’ /n̪õ̤ːɽʌ/ /3naŋ/ 
‘to clean’ /pʰjo̤ːbʌ/ /1pʰjapʌ/ 
‘to be visible (moon and sun)’ /pjo̤ːbʌ/ /pʰjapʌ/ 
‘leaf, bark’ /poː/ /3pa/ 'leaf' 
‘to quarrel’ /põ̤ːbʌ/ /3pʌŋpʌ/ 
‘to swell’ /ɽõːbʌ/ /2taŋpʌ/ 
‘to be spicy’ /soːbʌ/ /2ʦʰapʌ/ 
‘what’ /t̪oː/ /2ta/ 
‘to count’ /ʦjoːbʌ/ /2ʧʰapʌ/ 
‘small’ /ʦjõːbʌ/ /1ʧampʌ/ 
‘nest’ /ʦõ̤ː/ /3ʦaŋ/ 
‘to put in’ /ʦõ̤ːbʌ/ /2ʦʰaŋpʌ/ 
  
Figure 4.43 Manange correspondences with Sikles /ɔ/ 
Gloss Sikles Manange 
‘to fry’ /gɔ̤bʌ/ /2ŋʷopʌ/ 
‘charcoal’ /gɽɔ̤bṳ/ /ʃoŋto/ 
‘to understand, to know’ /kɔ̤bʌ/ /kopʌ/ 
‘child’ /kɔloː/ /kòla/ 
‘to burn’ /kɽɔbʌ/ /1kropʌ/ 
‘to teach, to learn’ /lɔ̤bʌ/ /1lopʌ/ 
‘lung’ /lɔ̤ṳ/ /kjôpʌ/ 
‘to look, to watch’ /ŋjɔ̤bʌ/ /3ŋjopʌ/ 
‘to be rich’ /plɔbʌ/ /4pʰlopʌ/ 
‘a kind of frog (not edible)’ /pɔ̤d̪go̤ː/ /pʰôlpʌ/ 
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‘to meet’ /t̪ɔ̤bʌ/ /3topʌ/ 'meet' 
‘right now’ /t̪ɔgɔ/ ~ /t̪ɔgʌ/ /tósoŋ/, /tósõ/, /tósẽ/ 
‘rope; lake’ /ʦʰɔ̤/ /1ʦʰo/ 
‘to hang’ /ʦjɔbʌ/ /2ʧopʌ/ 
 
 It is these correspondences, together with speaker intuitions about phonemic vowel 
identity, that first convinced me that Sikles Gurung has a vowel length contrast.  Minimal pairs 
like those in Figure 4.44, below, had long been a puzzle – speakers reliably reported that the root 
vowel was /o/ and there did not seem to be any consistent pitch difference.  It was not until I 
realized that I regularly transcribed these words with a vowel quality difference, and that the 
quality difference mapped to two different vowel phonemes in Manange, that everything became 
clearer.  For comparison, I have also included transcriptions of Ghachok Gurung from Glover et 
al.’s (1977) dictionary in Figure 4.44.  Note that this is a case where the Ghachok Gurung pairs 
differ by other contrastive features – namely breathiness, aspiration, and vowel nasalization – 
that are not present in the Sikles Gurung cognates. 
 
Figure 4.44 Cognates for Sikles Gurung minimal pairs 
Gloss Sikles Manange Ghachok 
‘to hang’ /ʦjɔbʌ/ /2ʧopʌ/ /ʦjoˈba/ 
‘to count’ /ʦjoːbʌ/ /2ʧʰapʌ/ /ʦjo̤ˈbʌ/ 
 
‘to burn’ /kɽɔbʌ/ /1kropʌ/ /kʰrõˈba/ 
‘to cry’ /kɽoːbʌ/ /1krapʌ/ /kroˈba/ 
 
 
 In this section I argued that Sikles Gurung is best analyzed with contrastive vowel length, 
drawing on evidence from minimal pairs, duration measurements, formant measurements, and 
cross-linguistic cognate correspondences.  Contrastive vowel length in Sikles Gurung also plays 
a role in phonological and morphophonological processes that apply to disyllabic words; the 
relationship between phonemic vowel length and these word-final lenition processes will be 
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treated at length in Chapter 5. The next section examines another contrastive feature of Sikles 




   Both long and short vowels with all height and backness features can carry contrastive 
nasalization in Sikles Gurung.  This is illustrated in the chart in Figure 4.45. 
 
Figure 4.45 Contrastive nasalization features 
 Front Back 
   Nasal  Nasal 
High /iː, i/ /ĩː, ĩ/ /uː, u/ /ũː, ũ/ 
Mid /eː, ɛ/ /ẽː, ɛ/̃ /oː, ɔ/ /õː, ɔ̃/ 
Low   /aː, ʌ/ /ãː, ʌ̃/ 
 
 As mentioned in Section 4.1, the nasalization of non-initial vowels in polysyllabic words 
tends to agree with that of the initial vowel – so words with a nasal vowel in the first syllable 
nucleus generally have nasal vowels in subsequent syllables, while words with a non-nasal vowel 
in the first syllable nucleus tend to have non-nasal vowels in subsequent syllables.  Exceptions to 
this generalization are presented in Section 4.1; nasalization as a word-level phenomenon will be 
addressed again in Chapter 5.   
 Figure 4.46 presents minimal and near-minimal pairs illustrating nasalization as a 
contrastive vowel feature, organized by height and length.  Because nasalization is generally 
consistent across all syllables of a word, the examples are not divided by syllable type or word 




Figure 4.46 Minimal and near-minimal pairs for nasal vowels 
Long high front Short high front 
/pĩːbʌ/ ‘to give’ /mɰĩ̤bʌ/ ‘to recall, to miss, to wish' 
/piːbʌ/ ‘to release something’ /mɰi̤bʌ/ ‘to look for' 
    
/pɰĩː/ ‘lead’ /sĩ/ ‘firewood’ 
/pɰiː/ ‘ceremony for the dead’ /sibʌ/ ‘to die, to like’     
/mĩː/ ‘name’ /ʈĩbʌ/ ‘to beat or strike something’ 
/miː/ ‘tail’ /ʈibʌ/ ‘to live, to sit, to stay’     




    
/ʦĩ̤ːbʌ/ ‘to finish, to put away’ 
 
/ʦi̤ːbʌ/ ‘to bite’ 
  
    
/n̪ĩ̤ːbʌ/ ‘to jump around’ 
 




Long mid front Short mid front 
/sẽːbʌ/ ‘to return something borrowed’ /pɽɛb̃ʌ/ ‘to grind’ 
/seːbʌ/ ‘to explain, to tell’ /pɽɛbʌ/ ‘to walk’ 
    
/sɰẽː/ ‘heart (feelings)’ /t̪ʰɛb̃ʌ/ ‘to put, to keep’ 
/sɰeː/ ‘price’ /t̪ʰɛbʌ/ ‘big’ 
 
 
Long low back Short low back 
/pãːbʌ/ ‘to distribute, to serve; to be wet’ /mʌ̃n̪ɛ/̃ ‘only’ 
/paːbʌ/ ‘to bring’ /mʌsi/ ‘bottom of container’ 
    
/t̪ãː/ ‘story’ /kʌ̃/ ‘gallbladder’ 
/t̪aː/ ‘needle’ /kʌ̤/ ‘ice’ 
    
/t̪ʰãː/ ‘smell’   
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/t̪ʰaː/ ‘influenced by evil’   





    
/ʈãːbʌ/ ‘to winnow’ 
  
/ʈaːbʌ/ ‘to shake up and down’ 
 
    
/jã̤ːbʌ/ ‘to wind up, to draw’ 
 
/ja̤ːbʌ/ ‘to go’ 
  
    
/kãːbʌ/ ‘to yawn; bitter, salty’ 
 
/kaːdʌ/ ‘book, paper’ 
 
    
/kʰãːbʌ/ ‘to be able to; to finish’ 
 
/kʰaːɽbʌ/ ‘to shake off’ 
 
    






Long mid back round Short mid back round 
/põːbʌ/ ‘to talk’ /t̪ɔ̃bʌ/ ‘to get out (from inside)’ 
/poːbʌ/ ‘to stack’ /t̪ɔ/ ‘wild pig 
    
/põ̤ːbʌ/ ‘to quarrel’ /lɔ̃bʌ / ‘to sell’ 
/po̤ːbʌ/ ‘to take (something)’ /lɔbʌ / ‘to churn 
    
/pɽõː/ ‘cow shed’ /lɔ̤̃bʌ/ ‘to swallow’ 
/pɽoː/ ‘cliff’ /lɔ̤bʌ/ ‘to teach, to learn’ 
  
  
/pjõ̤ːbʌ/ ‘to resemble’ /ʈɔ̃bʌ/ ‘to pull or break apart’ 
/pjo̤ːbʌ/ ‘to be visible (sun or moon)’ /ʈɔbʌ/ ‘to be warm’ 
  
  
/t̪ʰõːbʌ/ ‘to open’ /jɔ̃bʌ/ ‘lightweight’ 
/t̪ʰoːbʌ/ ‘to put up a fence’ /jɔbʌ/ ‘rich’ 
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/ʦõ̤ː/ ‘nest’ /ŋɔ̃lɔ/ ‘male cousin’ 
/ʦo̤ː/ ‘summit, top of a tree’ /ŋɔlɔ/ ‘wife’s elder brother’ 
    
/ʦjõːbʌ/ ‘small’   
/ʦjoːbʌ/ ‘to count’   
    
/sõːbʌ/ ‘to put out to dry’   
/soːbʌ/ ‘to be spicy’   
  
  
/ɽõːbʌ/ ‘to swell’  
/ɽoːbʌ/ ‘to sleep; to weave’   
  
  
/jõːbʌ/ ‘to get, to find’  
/joːbʌ/ ‘to have enough; to be done’   
  
  
/jõ̤ːbʌ/ ‘to hang on to’   
/jo̤ːbʌ/ ‘to steal’  
  
 
Long high back round Short high back round 
/lũːbʌ/ ‘to burn, to blaze’ /kʰũ/ ‘small hole’ 
/luːbʌ/ ‘to betray, to lie, to be dishonest’ /kʰu/ ‘soup’ 
    
/kʰjũːbʌ/ ‘sour, bitter’ /kũ/ ‘urine’ 
/kʰjuːniː/ ‘fried rice noodles’ /ku/ ‘nine; chest’ 
     
        
4.4.1 Nasalization and vowel quality 
 
Although vowel duration is consistent across long vowels and their nasalized 
counterparts and short vowels and their nasalized counterparts, for some speakers vowel quality 
differences between short and long vowels are neutralized for nasalized vowels.  This is to say 
that phonemically long and short nasal vowels /ẽː, ɛ,̃ õː, ɔ̃, ãː, ʌ̃/ are sometimes best phonetically 
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represented as [ẽː, ẽ, ɔ̃ː, ɔ̃, ʌ̃ː, ʌ̃].  This is visible on formant plots of the vowel space.  The vowel 
plots below were created from the same data and following the same methodology from the 
previous section on vowel length.  The data come from word-list elicitation sessions with six 
speakers of Sikles Gurung.  Vowel boundaries were hand marked in Praat and measurements of 
the first and second formants were extracted using a Praat script (Lennes 2003) and hand 
corrected in Praat (Boersma & Weenink 2016).  These measurements were then normalized 
using the modified Watt & Fabricius method (Thomas & Kendall 2015) and plotted using R (R 
Development Core Team 2008, McCloy 2016) grouped so that nasal and non-nasal vowels are 
represented as separate categories.  Again the large IPA characters represent the average formant 
values for each vowel category, while the small IPA characters represent each individual token. 
 
 
Figure 4.47 Nasal and non-nasal vowel formant plots 















Speaker 3 (M, 50s), n = 495    Speaker 4 (M, 70s) n = 372 
 
 




 For Speakers 1 and 2, the two mid front nasal vowels /ẽː, ɛ/̃ are clustered closer together 
in the vowel space than their non-nasal counterparts.  This is also the case for the mid back nasal 
vowels /õː, ɔ̃/ for Speakers 1, 3, and 4.  For Speaker 3, long mid front nasal vowel /ẽː/ overlaps in 
the vowel space with the long high front vowel /ĩː/.  For Speaker 2, short mid back nasal vowel 
/ɔ̃/ is actually closest to short low nasal vowel /ʌ̃/, and both /õː/ and /ɔ̃/ are much lower than their 
non-nasal counterparts.  For the low nasal vowels /ãː, ʌ̃/, the nasalization pulls the vowels in 
different directions for different speakers – for Speakers 2, 3, and 5 the low nasal vowels are 
both raised, while for Speaker 6 the low nasal vowels are lowered.  For Speaker 4, on the other 
hand, the two low nasal vowels /ãː, ʌ̃/ overlap in the vowel space.  The overlap of some of these 
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categories may partially account for the interchangeable nature of some vowels reported across 
speakers or dialects (Glover & Landon 1975; Nishida 2004). 
 
4.4.2 Cross-linguistic patterns 
 
 Other documented varieties of Gurung are also reported to have nasal vowels; Burton-
Page (1955) for Ghandrung Gurung, Sprigg (1997) for Thak Gurung, and Chalise and Rai (2014) 
and Swenson (2015) in sociolinguistic surveys of multiple varieties all transcribe nasal vowels.  
Glover (1969) and Glover et al. (1977) report contrastive nasalization for vowels in Ghachok 
Gurung, Nishida (2004) reports contrastive nasalization for vowels in Syangja Gurung, and 
Nakkeerar (2009) reports contrastive nasalization for Gurung speakers living in Sikkim, India.  
For Mohoriya Gurung, Pignède (1997) reports contrastive nasalization for only some vowels – 
“i,” “closed e,” “anterior a”, “closed o,” and “u” – suggesting that this variety also neutralizes 
quality differences among the low and mid vowels. 
 In related languages, descriptions of contrastive nasalization range from characterizing it 
as marginally distinctive, as in Tamang (Mazaudon 2003) and Nar-Phu (Noonan and Hildebrandt 
2017); to contrastive for a subset of vowel phonemes /ĩ, ẽ, ã, ũ/, as in Manange (Hildebrandt 
2004); to fully contrastive on all vowels, as in Chantyal (Noonan 2003b) and Kham (Watters 
2004).  Watters (2004) reports that the phonemically nasalized vowels in Kham are phonetically 
long, again pointing to the neutralization of other vowel features when nasalization is introduced.  
Other Tibeto-Burman languages of Nepal such as Magar (Grunow-Harsta 2008), Yolmo (Gawne 





4.5 Breathy phonation 
 
In addition to quality, duration, and nasalization, vowels in Sikles Gurung carry contrastive 
breathy phonation that is part of a register system with two opposing categories: modal vowels 
with higher relative pitch, and breathy vowels with lower relative pitch.  Figure 4.48 presents the 
relevant features for this contrast. 
 
Figure 4.48 Contrastive breathy phonation features 
 Front Back 
  Modal Breathy Modal Breathy 
High /iː, i/ /i̤ː, i̤/ /uː, u/ /ṳː, ṳ/ 
Mid /eː, ɛ/ /e̤ː, ɛ̤/ /oː, ɔ/ /o̤ː, ɔ̤/ 
Low   /aː, ʌ/ /a̤ː, ʌ̤/ 
 
Figure 4.49 presents minimal and near-minimal pairs that show breathy phonation as a 
contrastive vowel feature.  The pairs are organized by vowel height and backness.  Note that both 
breathy and modal vowels can also carry contrastive nasalization. 
 
Figure 4.49 Minimal and near-minimal pairs for breathy phonation 
High front vowels 
/pi̤ːbʌ/ ‘to be shy; thirsty’ /li̤bʌ/ ‘to throw or shoot a projectile’ 
/piːbʌ/ ‘to release something’ /libʌ/ ‘to set (sun or moon)’ 
    
/mi̤/ ‘person, man’ /ʈi̤bʌ/ ‘to shatter, to burst, to explode, to pop’ 
/mi/ ‘fire’ /ʈibʌ/ ‘to live, to sit, to stay’ 
    
/t̪ĩ̤ː/ ‘sun’ /ʈwi̤bʌ/ ‘to remove’ 
/t̪ĩː/ ‘heart’ /ʈwibʌ/ ‘to follow’ 
    
/t̪i̤/ ‘sibling’ /ɽi̤ːbʌ/ ‘to beg’ 
/t̪i/ ‘corner’ /ɽiːbʌ/ ‘to wake up’ 
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/t̪i̤ːbʌ/ ‘to bear, to endure’ /kɰi̤bʌ/ ‘to be late’ 
/t̪iːbʌ/ ‘to fall’ /kɰibʌ/ ‘to push’ 
    
/ʦĩ̤ːbʌ/ ‘to finish; to put away’ /kɽi̤ːbʌ/ ‘to agree, to match, to be similar’ 
/ʦĩːbʌ/ ‘to sneeze’ /kɽiːbʌ/ ‘to bite; to trim hair’ 
    
/ʦjṳ̃ĩ̤ːbʌ/ ‘to claim something’ /ŋi̤ː/ ‘liver’ 
/ʦjũĩːbʌ/ ‘to tether’ /ŋiː/ ‘seven’ 
    
/n̪i̤ːbʌ/ ‘to fight’   
/n̪iːbʌ/ ‘to step on (millet)’  
 
 
Mid front vowels   
/pre̤ːbʌ/ ‘to write’ /lɛ̤/ ‘owner’ 
/preːbʌ/ ‘sunshine (used with sun)’ /lɛ/ ‘tongue’ 
    
/t̪ɛ̤bʌ/ ‘to exchange’ /lẽ̤ːbʌ/ ‘to lick’ 
/t̪ɛbʌ/ ‘to emit, to utter’ /lẽː/ ‘moon’ 
    
/ʦɰẽ̤ːbʌ/ ‘to compare, to try on’ /kɛ̤bʌ/ ‘to be itchy’ 
/ʦɰẽːbʌ/ ‘to pull, to stretch out’ /kɛbʌ/ ‘wooden ladle’ 
    
/n̪ɛ̤m̃e̤ː/ ‘inner ear’ /kwẽ̤ːbʌ/ ‘to measure by volume’ 
/n̪ɛm̃ʌ/ ‘bird’ /kwẽː/ ‘cloth, clothes; grandson, nephew’ 
 
 
Low back vowels   
/pa̤ːbu/ ‘father, mother’s husband’ /ʈa̤ː/ ‘curry’ 
/paːbʌ/ ‘to bring’ /ʈaːbʌ/ ‘to shake up and down’ 
    
/t̪ʌ̤bʌ/ ‘to become; to happen’ /ɽʌ̤bʌ/ ‘to stand up, to get up’ 
/t̪ʌbʌ/ ‘to climb down, to descend’ /ɽʌ/ ‘goat’ 
    
/ʦa̤ː/ ‘son’ /ja̤ːbʌ/ ‘to go’ 
/ʦaː/ ‘tea’ /jaː/ ‘copula, to be’ 
    
/ʦʌ̤dʌ̤/ ‘small’ /ka̤ːbʌ/ ‘to hold on, to catch, to arrest’ 
/ʦʌdʌ/ ‘salt’ /kaː/ ‘lid’ 
    
/n̪a̤ː/ ‘outer ear’ /kã̤ː/ ‘chin’ 
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/n̪aː/ ‘snot’ /kãːbʌ/ ‘to yawn; bitter, salty’ 
    
/n̪ʌ̤bʌ/ ‘to raise livestock’ /kɽã̤ːbu/ ‘cheek’ 
/n̪ʌbʌ/ ‘throbbing pain, sting’ /kɽãːbʌ/ ‘to rot; to fine someone’ 
    
/la̤ːbʌ/ ‘to chase’ /ŋa̤ːbʌ/ ‘to like, to feel like; to get tired’ 
/laːbʌ/ ‘to make hot; to rock a baby’ /ŋaːɽʌ/ ‘near, next to’ 
 
 
Mid back vowels   
/po̤ːbʌ/ ‘to take something’ /lɔ̤bʌ/ ‘to teach, to learn’ 
/poːbʌ/ ‘to stack’ /lɔbʌ/ ‘to churn’ 
    
/põ̤ːbʌ/ ‘to quarrel’ /lɔ̤̃bʌ/ ‘to swallow’ 
/põːbʌ/ ‘to talk’ /lɔ̃bʌ/ ‘to sell’ 
    
/pɽo̤ːbʌ/ ‘to grind’ /ʈo̤ːbʌ/ ‘to win’ 
/pɽoː/ ‘cliff’ /ʈoː/ ‘tumpline’ 
    
/pjo̤ːbʌ/ ‘to be visible (sun or moon)’ /jo̤ːbʌ/ ‘to steal’ 
/pjoːbʌ/ ‘to fall down hard’ /joːbʌ/ ‘to have enough; to be done’ 
    
/mɔ̤/ ‘small bamboo’ /jõ̤ːbʌ/ ‘to hang on to’ 
/mɔbʌ/ ‘short (height)’ /jõːbʌ/ ‘to get, to find’ 
    
/t̪ɔ̤bʌ/ ‘to meet’ /jɔ̤bʌ/ ‘to cook’ 
/t̪ɔ/ ‘wild pig’ /jɔbʌ/ ‘rich’ 
    
/t̪o̤ːbʌ/ ‘to have to’ /ko̤ːbʌ/ ‘to feed’ 
/t̪oːbʌ/ ‘to receive’ /koː/ ‘blood’ 
    
/ʦõ̤ː/ ‘bird nest’ /kɔ̤ɽʌ/ ‘handle of a plow’ 
/ʦõː/ ‘sister-in-law, daughter-in-law’ /kɔɽi/ ‘tall copper water jug’ 
    
/ʦʰɔ̤/ ‘rope; chutney; lake’ /kɽo̤ː/ ‘old grain; true’ 
/ʦʰɔbʌ/ ‘fat; to shepherd’ /kɽoːbʌ/ ‘to cry’ 
    
/lo̤ːbʌ/ ‘to give a hand, to help’ /ŋjɔ̤bʌ/ ‘to look, to watch’ 




High back vowels   
/ʦjṳ̃ĩ̤ːbʌ/ ‘to claim something’ /krṳbʌ/ ‘to be jealous’ 
/ʦjũĩːbʌ/ ‘to tether’ /krubʌ/ ‘to measure’ 
    
/ʈṳːlʌ/ ‘dust’ /kjui̤ːbʌ/ ‘to insert, to put in, to put through’ 
/ʈulʌ/ ‘had sewn’ /kjuiːbʌ/ ‘to dig out’ 
    
/kṳ̃/ ‘umbrella’   
/kũ/ ‘urine’   
 
 Like nasalization, breathiness is often a word-level phenomenon; the few exceptions to 
this generalization are presented in Section 4.1, and will be addressed again in Chapter 5 in the 
context of the phonological word.  For words without obstruents, breathy phonation can spread 
through the whole word.  The spectrograms and waveforms below show the pair /n̪ɛ̤m̃e̤ː/ ‘inner 
ear’ and /n̪ĩmĩː/ ‘mouse, rat.’  The word /n̪ɛ̤m̃e̤ː/ ‘inner ear’ is transcribed phonemically with 
breathy features on the second vowel, and the word /n̪ĩmĩː/ ‘mouse, rat’ is transcribed 
phonemically with nasal features on the second vowel to match speaker intuitions regarding 
vowel identity; however, for monomorphemic words both breathy phonation and nasalization 
features are generally predictable based on the features of the first vowel.  Note that in /n̪ɛ̤m̃e̤ː/ 
‘inner ear,’ both the vowels and the onset sonorants of both syllables become breathy; this is 
visible in the fuzzy formants and jagged waveform throughout each phoneme (Gordon & 
Ladefoged 2001).  The spectrogram and waveform of /n̪ĩmĩː/ ‘mouse, rat’ are provided as a 
structurally-similar modal counterpart for comparison.  Nasalization is a consistent feature across 
all phonemes in both examples, as evidenced by the strong first formants and antiformants 
typical of nasal sounds. 
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Figure 4.50 Speaker 1 (M, 20s) 
 
As part of the discussion on pitch, the next section includes examples where breathy 
nuclear vowels in the second syllable lead to breathy sonorants in the syllable onset, but do not 
spread to the preceding vowel in the affixed first syllable.  Examples of this type are the 
motivation for describing the domain of breathy phonation as the phonological word, rather than 
the grammatical word or the syllable, which will be discussed at length in Chapter 5. 
 
4.5.1 Breathy phonation and pitch 
 
   As outlined by Abramson & Luangthongkum (2009), register systems are traditionally 
distinguished from tone systems by additional vowel quality features like phonation.  They point 
out that in some cases it is difficult to say which is the primary perceptual cue – pitch 
differences, or the other quality differences that typify these register systems.  In the case of 
Sikles Gurung, the phonation contrast aligns with what Abramson & Luangthongkum (2009) 
describe as a fairly typical pitch correspondence, where breathy phonation lowers the 
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fundamental frequency of nuclear vowels.  While other researchers working on other varieties of 
Gurung have characterized breathy phonation as a feature of two of four lexical tones (Glover & 
Glover 1972, Sprigg 1997, Nishida 2004), this dissertation analyzes Sikles Gurung without a 
lexical tone system.  An argument outlined in detail in Chapter 5 will be that contrastive vowel 
length and a two-category register system are sufficient to account for the pitch phenomena in all 
collected data without an appeal to additional tone categories. 
 The spectrograms below show the minimal pair /ʌlaːbʌ/ ‘to not rock a baby’ and /ʌla̤ːbʌ/ 
‘to not chase,’ both recorded in isolation during the same elicitation session.  Both infinitives 
carry the negative prefix /ʌ-/, which is not specified for breathy phonation, meaning that for this 
pair the breathiness is lexically specified by the root vowel in the second syllable.  A pitch track 
is superimposed over both spectrograms. 
 
Figure 4.51 Speaker 3 (M, 50s) 
 
 The breathy phonation of the central root vowel in ‘to not chase’ is visible in both the 
waveform and spectrogram; the waveform shows the characteristic jagged appearance and  
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aperiodic energy of breathy phonation, while the spectrogram shows the fuzzy formants and 
pitch dropout typical of breathy phonation (Gordon & Ladefoged 2001).  The modal vowel in ‘to 
not rock a baby’ has none of these features.  Note that there is a bit of anticipatory spreading of 
the breathy phonation to the lateral in ‘to not chase,’ visible as noisy energy disrupting the 
formants, and audible in the sound file the spectrogram represents.  The pitch in both recordings 
corresponds with the breathiness – the clear root vowel on the left has a noticeably higher F0 
than the breathy root vowel on the right.  Note that the F0 in the surrounding vowels generally 
follows the same contour in both words, but is pulled lower by the breathy vowel in the center of 
‘to not chase.’  This is most visible in the initial vowels.   
 The spectrograms and waveforms in Figure 4.52 show the same two verbs recorded 
during the same elicitation session but carrying the past tense suffix /-d̪iː/, which contains a long 
front vowel: /ʌlaːd̪iː/ ‘had not rocked a baby’ and /ʌla̤ːd̪iː/ ‘had not chased.’  The pitch pattern 
does not change with the new suffix – the F0 of the root vowel continues to be lower when it 
carries breathy phonation, and continues to influence the pitch of surrounding syllables.  




Figure 4.52 Speaker 3 (M, 50s) 
 
The pitch tracks for the spectrograms and waveforms in Figure 4.51 and 4.52 are 
presented again below in Figure 4.53 so that the F0 contours can be seen more clearly and easily 
compared.  For all four words, the F0 across the prefix /ʌ-/ begins higher when attached to a root 
with a clear vowel and begins lower when attached to a root with a breathy vowel.  The F0 is 
higher and level in the clear /aː/ in ‘not rock a baby’ and ‘had not rocked a baby’ than in the 
lower breathy /a̤ː/ in ‘not chase’ and ‘had not chased.’  In ‘not chase,’ the F0 rises a bit at the end 
of the breathy vowel, which is a characteristic pattern of long breathy vowels that seems to be 
tied to intensity.  In all words the F0 rises throughout the nuclei of the infinitival /-bʌ/ and past 
tense /-d̪iː/ suffixes, which is typical for verbs pronounced in isolation. 
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4.5.2 Breathy phonation, pitch, and intensity 
 
 Breathiness, intensity, and vowel length interact in Sikles Gurung.  Although Gordon & 
Ladefoged (2001) report that for some languages breathy phonation is accompanied by decreased 
intensity, for Sikles it is typically the opposite, particularly for long breathy vowels.  The 
spectrograms and waveforms in Figure 4.54 show the minimal pair /joːbʌ/ ‘to have enough, to be 
done’ and /jo̤ːbʌ/ ‘to steal,’ recorded during the same session and pronounced in isolation.  The 
intensity track as measured in Praat (Boersma & Weenink 2016) is indicated with a line in each 
spectrogram.  While the intensity plateaus throughout the long modal vowel and its onset glide 
on the left, in the long breathy vowel there is an obvious intensity peak near the end of the vowel 
that typically coincides with a pitch peak.  Note that again the breathiness visibly spreads to the 
onset glide /j/ in ‘to steal.’ 
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Figure 4.54 Speaker 3 (M, 50s) 
 
 Short breathy vowels exhibit a different intensity contour when compared to long breathy 
vowels.  Figure 4.55 reproduces the spectrogram and waveform for /jo̤ːbʌ/ ‘to steal’ from Figure 
4.54 for comparison with the spectrogram and waveform for /jɔ̤bʌ/ ‘to cook.’  Both words were 
recorded during the same session and elicited in isolation; intensity contours are marked in the 
spectrograms.  Both onset glides also show the effects of breathy phonation. 
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Figure 4.55 Speaker 3 (M, 50s) 
 
 The intensity contours in both words have the same shape, but the overall peak in the 
long root vowel of ‘to steal’ is much higher than that of the short root vowel in ‘to cook.’  Note 
that unlike the modal vowel examples in Figure 4.51 and Figure 4.52, where the intensity is high 
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throughout both the onset glide and the vowel nucleus, for both breathy vowels the intensity is 
higher during the root vowel than during the onset glide.   
For Sikles Gurung, a difference in intensity also maps onto small differences in pitch.  
Although breathy vowels generally have lower pitch than their modal counterparts, just as long 
breathy vowels typically have higher intensity than short breathy vowels, they also typically have 
higher pitch than short breathy vowels.  The spectrograms in Figure 4.56 show the same 
recordings as Figure 4.55, but this time both pitch and intensity contours are marked; the solid 
line represents intensity, while the dotted line represents F0. 
Figure 4.56 Speaker 3 (M, 50s) 
 
 The difference in the F0 is most noticeable in the first syllable of both words and 
generally aligns with the intensity track.  Although the pitch track falls out due to the noisy 
energy of the breathy phonation at the beginning of the long root vowel in ‘to steal,’ the F0 starts 
low and rises following the intensity contour.  The F0 in the short root vowel in ‘to cook’ stays 
comparatively more level.  Like the examples in Figure 4.51 and 4.52 in the previous section, 
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lower pitch in the root syllable pulls the pitch in adjacent syllables down, so that while the 
infinitival suffix /-bʌ/ has a rising F0 in both words, it starts higher and rises higher in ‘to steal’ 
when compared with ‘to cook.’ 
 Figure 4.57 reproduces the spectrograms and waveforms of the minimal pair /joːbʌ/ ‘to 
have enough, to be done’ and /jo̤ːbʌ/ ‘to steal’ and also includes pitch and intensity tracks.  Note 
that unlike the examples in Figure 4.51 and 4.52, this is not a case where the F0 of the word with 
breathy phonation is markedly lower than the F0 of the word with modal phonation.  While the 
F0 in the onset glide of ‘to steal’ starts low, by the time it reaches its pitch peak in the breathy 
vowel, it is actually higher than the F0 of the modal vowel in ‘to be done.’  This suggests that 
rather than pitch, the breathy phonation and its accompanying intensity may be the more salient 
acoustic cues when it comes to marking the register contrast in these lexical items. 




4.5.3 Intensity and contrastive vowel length 
 
Another indication that intensity is important in marking vowel contrasts is evident when 
looking at the second syllables of the minimal set /joːbʌ/ ‘to have enough, to be done,’ /jo̤ːbʌ/ ‘to 
steal,’ and /jɔ̤bʌ/ ‘to cook’ in comparison with their past tense conjugations /joːd̪iː/ ‘had enough, 
was done,’ /jo̤ːd̪iː/ ‘stole,’ and /jɔ̤d̪iː/ ‘cooked.’  The spectrograms and waveforms below 
compare the infinitival forms of these three verbs with their past tense forms, again constructed 
using the suffix /-diː/, with the intensity marked with a solid line.  Note that for each pair, the 
intensity contour stays relatively consistent in the first syllable – it peaks earlier in the modal 
vowels, and later in the breathy vowels, with a higher peak in the long breathy vowels than in the 
short breathy vowels.  In the second syllables, on the other hand, there is a noticeable difference 
between the intensity contour of the two suffixes; for the infinitival /-bʌ/ with its short vowel, the 
intensity peaks at the onset of the vowel and then slopes downward, while for the past tense /-d̪iː/ 
with its long vowel, the intensity plateaus, sustaining a high level of intensity throughout the 
duration of the long vowel.  This pattern is consistent across all three lexical items, regardless of 
the breathiness or length of the vowel in the first syllable.    
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In Section 4.5.2, Figure 4.53 showed very little difference in the pitch tracks for two 
verbs carrying these two suffixes; however, intensity distinguishes what F0 does not.  When 
compared with short vowels, long vowels in Sikles Gurung consistently have higher sustained 
intensity.  Even in places where duration differences between long and short vowels are 
diminished due to phrase-final lengthening, like the verbs discussed in this section which were 
recorded in isolation, intensity differences often reliably distinguish long and short vowels. This 
idea will be revisited in Chapter 5 as part of the toneless analysis of this variety of Gurung. 
 
4.5.4 Breathy phonation in other languages and dialects 
Breathy phonation is widely reported for other varieties of Gurung by Burton-Page 
(1955), Pignède (1993), Glover & Glover (1972), Glover & Landon (1975), Sprigg (1997), 
Nishida (2004), Chalise & Rai (2014), and Swenson (2015).  Of these, Chalise & Rai (2014) and 
Swenson (2015) transcribe breathiness without subscribing to any particular tone or register 
analysis, while Glover & Glover (1972), Glover & Landon (1975), Sprigg (1997), and Nishida 
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(2004) analyze breathy phonation as part of a four-category lexical tone system.  Burton-Page 
(1955) and Pignède (1993) instead describe a two-category register system that most closely 
aligns with the analysis presented in this dissertation. 
Breathy phonation is also a common feature across the Tibeto-Burman family, where it is 
generally analyzed as part of a register or tone system.  This ranges from a four-tone system with 
two breathy tones, as described for Tamang (Mazaudon 2003), Kham (Watters 2004), Nar-Phu 
(Noonan & Hildebrandt 2017) and Thakali (Hari 1970), to two-tone systems where the vowels in 
low tone words can be realized with breathy phonation, as is described for Yolmo (Gawne 2016) 
and Sherpa (Kelly 2004).  Chantyal (Noonan 2003b) and Magar (Grunow-Harsta 2008) are 
analyzed with breathiness, or murmur, as a feature of consonants rather than vowels; Noonan 
(2003) points to the influence of Nepali and its orthographic system on his Chantyal consultants’ 
intuitions about the location of breathiness within a syllable, while Grunow-Harsta (2008) 
reports contrastive murmur for both obstruents and sonorants that can spread into the following 
nuclear vowels and interacts with a three-category tone system. The relationship between breathy 
phonation and tone will be revisited in Chapter 5. 
 
4.6  Summary 
 
This chapter presented a detailed phonetic analysis of the vowel system of Sikles Gurung, 
arguing that there are six contrastive vowel features in this variety: height, backness, rounding, 
length, nasalization, and breathy phonation.  It additionally described the major allophones for 
each of the vowels, largely conditioned by the secondary articulation features of the surrounding 
consonants.  The vowel inventory as described in this section is summarized in the two vowel 
charts in Figure 4.59.  The chart on the left shows pairs of long and short vowels with their 
nasalized counterparts.  The chart on the right shows the placement of the non-contrastive 
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vowels described in this chapter; note that for the chart on the right the nasal vowels are left out 
for clarity. 
 
Figure 4.59 Vowel inventory of Sikles Gurung 
 
This chapter provided evidence for each contrastive vowel feature using Sikles Gurung 
data, as well as cross-linguistic data from the literature, to draw parallels between the vowel 
system being described for this variety of Gurung and other Tibeto-Burman languages.  All six 
vowel features are reported with similar distributional patterns in other related languages, 
suggesting that although the account of Gurung in this dissertation may differ from other 
documented varieties of Gurung, it differs in expected ways.  It is also notable that the vowel 
system of this variety of Gurung aligns closely with other Tibeto-Burman languages, as some 
researchers have considered other varieties of Gurung to have sound systems strongly influenced 
by Nepali (Glover 1974, Noonan 2008).  This does not seem to be the case for Sikles Gurung, 
although future work will look more closely at the phonetics of Sikles Gurung in comparison 
with the phonetics of Nepali.  Asymmetries in the domain of height, backness, rounding, and 
length – which are contrastive for every syllable – when compared with nasalization and breathy 
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phonation – which are generally word-level phenomena – will be addressed again in Chapter 5.  
The next chapter draws on the topics introduced in the current chapter, as well as the previous 
chapters on consonants, to discuss the syllable structure, word-final lenition processes, 




































5 Phonotactics and Word-Level Processes 
 
The previous chapters provided descriptions of the consonants and vowels of Sikles Gurung, 
focusing on giving evidence for phonemic contrasts, as well as the environments causing major 
allophones to surface.  This chapter focuses on the distribution of these sounds within individual 
syllables and larger phonological words, and examines word-level phenomena like register and 
lenition processes that are characteristic of this variety.  Section 5.1 introduces the phonological 
word as a relevant domain in Sikles Gurung, while Section 5.2 and Section 5.3 describe the 
phonotactics of syllables at the left edge of phonological words and of subsequent syllables, 
respectively.  Section 5.4 focuses on lenition processes, drawing parallels between the word-final 
lenition found in suffixes and monomorphemic words, as well as word-medial lenition.  Section 
5.5 looks at variation in the pronunciation of vocalic sequences, and the implications of this 
variation for the classification of these sequences as vowels and glides.  In closing, Section 5.6 
briefly revisits the issue of tone in Sikles Gurung, looking at the predictable link between vowel 
length and pitch in this variety, and is followed by a summary of this chapter in Section 5.7. 
 
5.1 Phonological word 
 
As outlined in the chapters on consonants and vowels, there are distributional 
asymmetries in the type and number of phonemic contrasts permitted in syllables in different 
positions in Sikles Gurung.  Although in previous chapters this has been largely discussed in 
terms of position within a grammatical word – word-initial syllables in comparison with 
subsequent syllables – this generalization only holds for words containing a single lexical stem.  
In words containing multiple lexical stems, the first syllable of each new stem allows the same 
number of contrasts as the first syllable of a new word.  This pattern can be captured by 
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introducing the phonological word as a relevant domain when it comes to determining syllable 
position.   
The phonological word (also called the prosodic word; see Hildebrandt (2015) for a 
detailed discussion) has been shown to be a relevant unit for a number of languages related to 
Gurung, including Manange (Hildebrandt 2004, 2005), Tamang (Mazaudon 2003), Limbu 
(Hildebrandt 2007b), and Kyirong Tibetan (Hall & Hildebrandt 2008), where it is linked to 
distributional asymmetries and tone category assignment.  As Hildebrandt (2007b) describes 
succinctly for Limbu, a phonological word is “a domain of prosodic organization that also 
includes reference to morphological material” (3).  For Sikles Gurung, the phonological word 
consists of a lexical stem, which can be monosyllabic or disyllabic, and any suffixes.  As is 
found in Kyirong Tibetan (Hall & Hildebrandt 2008), prefixes like negation do not fall into the 
same phonological word as the stem where they attach.  Thus in Sikles Gurung the phonological 
word refers to a unit of language that is typically larger than the syllable, but can be smaller than 
the grammatical word.  Grammatical words composed of multiple lexical stems will be analyzed 
as containing multiple phonological words. 
Like Kyirong Tibetan (Hall & Hildebrandt 2008), the left edge of the phonological word 
in Sikles Gurung shows the greatest number of phonemic contrasts for both consonants and 
vowels.  Because the distribution of sounds is different in the first syllable of a phonological 
word when compared with subsequent syllables, they will be described separately.  Section 5.2 
discusses the phonotactic patterns found in syllables at the left edge of phonological words, and 




5.2 Initial syllable phonotactics 
 
This section describes the structure of initial syllables in Sikles Gurung phonological 
words.  Section 5.2.1 addresses single onset consonants, Section 5.2.2 looks at the distribution of 
onset consonant clusters, Section 5.2.3 discusses the relevant nuclear vowel contrasts, and 
Section 5.2.4 looks at permitted coda consonants. 
 
5.2.1 Single onset consonants 
 
All consonants except the unrounded velar glide can occur alone as the onset of the first 
syllable in a phonological word; recall from Chapter 2 that the unrounded velar glide’s 
distribution is limited to the C2 position.  Figure 5.1 shows the set of consonants occurring in this 
position, and Figure 5.2 provides examples of disyllabic words that comprise single phonological 
words and have each consonant in the initial syllable onset.  The words are arranged by place of 
articulation.  Note that these figures only address single consonant onsets, while clusters are 
addressed in Section 5.2.2.  Syllabification is marked for clarity. 
 
Figure 5.1 Onset consonants in first syllable 
 Bilabial Dental Alveolar Retroflex Palatal Velar Glottal 
Stop /p, pʰ, b/ /t̪, t̪ʰ, d̪/  /ʈ, ʈʰ, ɖ/  /k, kʰ, g/  
Affricate   /ʦ,ʦʰ,ʣ/     
Nasal /m/ /n̪/    /ŋ/  
Trill    /ɽ/    
Fricative   /s/    /h/ 
Lateral Fricative   /ɬ/     
Approximant /w/    /j/  (/w/)  




Figure 5.2 Words with single consonant onsets 
Bilabial   
/põ̤ː.bʌ/ ‘to quarrel’ /mo̤ː.bʌ/ ‘to disappear’ 
/pʰõː.bʌ/ ‘to spring a trap’ /waː.bʌ/ ‘to discard, to throw out’ 
/bõ̤ː.bʌ/ ‘to be strong’      
Dental   
/t̪o̤ː.bʌ/ ‘to have to’ /d̪õ̤ː.bʌ/ ‘to beat; to thresh’ 
/t̪ʰõː.bʌ/ ‘to open’ /n̪oː.bʌ/ ‘to carry (on back)’ 
    
Alveolar   
/ʦõ:.gu/ ‘cooking stand’ /sõː.bʌ/ ‘to put out to dry’ 
/ʦʰɔ.bʌ/ ‘to be fat; to shepherd’ /loː.bʌ/ ‘to hide’ 
/ʣõ̤ː.bʌ/ ‘to pour; to put’ /ɬõː.bʌ/ ‘to play’ 
    
Retroflex   
/ʈo̤ː.bʌ/ ‘to win’ /ɖɛ̤ŋ̃.gɽɛ̤/ ‘skinny, skin and bones (rude)’ 
/ʈʰu.bʌ/ ‘to cut; to pick; to last’ /ɽoː.bʌ/ ‘to sleep; to weave’ 
    
Palatal   
/joː.bʌ/ ‘to have enough; to be done’ 
    
Velar    
/kõː.bʌ/ ‘to echo’ /ŋɔ̃.lɔ/ ‘male cousin’ 
/kʰõː.bʌ/ ‘to be greedy’ /waː.bʌ/ ‘to discard, to throw out’ 
/goː.bʌ/ ‘to blow (by shaman)’   
 
Glottal   
/hõː.bʌ/ ‘to enter’ 
 
There are some consonants that only occur at the left edge of a phonological word.  These 
include the lateral fricative /ɬ/ and post-stopped nasal allophones [mb, n̪d, ŋg].  The restricted 
distribution of the lateral fricative is likely due to its origin from /khl/ clusters, which would not 
be permitted word-medially within a phonological word.  Similarly, the restricted distribution of 
the post-stopped nasals is likely due to the domain of contrastive vowel nasalization, which is 
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best analyzed as a property of entire phonological words that is specified by the vowel in the first 
syllable.  This is discussed at length in Section 5.2.3. 
Note that for words like /ɖɛ̤ŋ̃.gɽɛ̤/ ‘skinny, skin and bones (rude),’ I am analyzing the 
word-medial nasal-stop sequence [ŋg] as the coda and onset of two separate syllables.  There are 
only a handful of lexical items in the data being analyzed for this dissertation that have word-
medial sequences of this type, which are listed below in Figure 5.3. 
 
Figure 5.3 Lexical items with word-medial nasal-stop sequences 
/plɛn̪.d̪eː/ ‘flat’ 
/ʈãːŋ.gu/ ‘long pole used for reaching’ 
/ɖɛ̤ŋ̃.gɽɛ̤/ ‘skinny, skin and bones (rude)’ 
/ɽĩ̤ŋ.gjoː/ ‘long’ 
/ɽɔ̤̃ŋ.gɔ̤̃/ ‘far’ 
/pĩːŋ.gjʌ/ ‘green, blue’ 
/-mĩːŋ.gɛ.ɽeː/ ‘when, while’ 
 
Note that in all cases listed in Figure 5.3, the nasal-stop sequences are homorganic; 
however, there are several reasons for analyzing them as two sounds in two syllables.  First, 
speakers have the intuition that these sounds belong in different syllables, and prefer to spell 
these words with two characters – one for the nasal, and one for the stop.  This is significant 
because word-initial post-stopped nasals are allophones that surface before non-nasal vowels, 
thus speakers do not hear the stops, and do not include them when writing.  Additionally, 
because vowel nasalization is only contrastive in the first syllable of a phonological word in 
Sikles Gurung, there are no minimal pairs or near-minimal pairs where nasal vowels in 
subsequent syllables create the environment for these post-stopped nasals to surface word-
medially.  This persists even in borrowed words: the Gurung word /kun̪ʌ/ ‘corner,’ which comes 
from the Nepali word <!" #$> /kuna/ ‘corner,’ is pronounced by speakers as [kwu.n̪ɰʌ] without 
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post-stopping of the word-medial nasal; while the Gurung word /mɰilʌ/ ‘dirty,’ which comes 
from the Nepali word <!"#$> /mʌilo/ ‘dirty,’ is pronounced by speakers as [mbɰɰi.lɰʌ] with 
post-stopping of the word-initial nasal.  Some pronunciations of /kun̪ʌ/ ‘corner’ may actually 
have nasal spreading so that the final vowel is phonetically nasal: [kwu.n̪ɰʌ̃].  Note that this is not 
reflected in the Nepali pronunciation, as Nepali vowels are contrastively nasalized or non-
nasalized in all positions (Khatiwada 2009).  Words borrowed from Nepali with non-nasal 
vowels in the initial syllable of the phonological word are reliably pronounced by Sikles speakers 
with post-stopped nasals, while words borrowed from Nepali with non-nasal vowels in 
subsequent syllables are reliably pronounced by Sikles speakers without post-stopping.   
One last factor that points to the analysis of these nasal-stop sequences as separate 
heterosyllabic sounds is the color word /pĩːŋgjʌ/ ‘green, blue,’ which carries the same non-
productive color-marking suffix /-gjʌ/ as /mlõ:.gjʌ/ ‘black,’ /t̪aːɽ.gjʌ/ ‘white,’ /uɽ.gjʌ/ ‘yellow,’ 
and /wʌl.gjʌ/ ‘red.’  In the case of ‘white,’ ‘yellow,’ and ‘red,’ /gjʌ/ falls in its own syllable, 
leaving the immediately preceding consonants in the coda position of the first syllable.  Thus it is 
not unexpected for /pĩːŋgjʌ/ ‘green, blue’ to follow this pattern and be syllabified /pĩːŋ.gjʌ/ with 
the velar nasal in the coda of the first syllable, aligning with speaker intuitions. 
 The last consonant contrast only found at the left edge of the phonological word is the 
three-way laryngeal contrast for stops and affricates.  Recall from Chapter 3 that at each place of 
articulation stops and affricates can be phonetically and phonologically voiced, voiceless 
unaspirated, and voiceless aspirated: bilabial /p, pʰ, b/, dental /t̪, t̪ ʰ, d̪/, alveolar /ʦ, ʦʰ, ʣ/, 
retroflex /ʈ, ʈʰ, ɖ/, and velar /k, kʰ, g/.  The set of voiceless aspirated obstruents occurs at the left 
edge of phonological words, but not phonological-word medially, or phonological-word finally.  
This distribution is also reported in Manange (Hildebrandt 2004), Lhasa Tibetan (Dawson 1980) 
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and Kyirong Tibetan (Hall & Hildebrandt 2008).  Unlike Tibetan, voiceless aspirated obstruents 
in Sikles Gurung can occur word-medially in morphologically complex grammatical words 
composed of more than one phonological word.  The examples in Figure 5.4, also included in 
Figure 3.10, illustrate this.  A full list of the source morphemes for each lexical item can be 
found in Figure 3.10 in Chapter 3.  Note that like Sikles Gurung, Kyirong Tibetan does allow 
voiceless aspirated obstruents at the left edge of phonological words prefixed with negation.   
 
Figure 5.4 Word-medial aspiration in words composed of more than one phonological word 
Word Phonological words Gloss 
/paː.kʰʌ̤.bʌ/ (paː)ω (kʰʌ̤.bʌ)ω ‘to bring up or across with you’ 
/pʰe̤ː.kʰʌ̤.bʌ/  (pʰe̤ː)ω (kʰʌ̤.bʌ)ω ‘to arrive here from a place that is lower or on same plane’ 
/mãː.t̪ʰɛ/ (mãː)ω (t̪ʰɛ)ω ‘maternal aunt (older than mother)’ 
/ʌ.kʰɽu.bʌ/  (ʌ-)ω (kʰɽu.bʌ)ω ‘to not wash’ 
/ʌ.ʦʰjãː.bʌ/ (ʌ-)ω (ʦʰjãː.bʌ)ω ‘bad' 
/iː.kʰʌ̤.bʌ/ (iː-)ω (kʰʌ̤.bʌ)ω ‘to come back up or across' 
 
 
This distribution suggests that the only remaining word in the data being analyzed for this 
dissertation that has word-medial aspiration – /sɛpʰʌɽkiː/ ‘a kind of monkey’ – is best analyzed as 
a morphologically complex word composed of multiple phonological words, with the left edge of 
the second phonological word aligning with the aspirated stop: (sɛ)ω (pʰʌɽkiː)ω. 
 
5.2.2 Onset consonant clusters 
 
There are more onset cluster combinations found at the left edges of phonological words 
in Sikles Gurung than in the onsets of subsequent syllables.  Figure 5.5 provides a chart 
indicating the onset consonant clusters represented at the left edge of phonological words in the 
data being analyzed for this dissertation, with the first consonant in the cluster indicated in the 
column on the left, and the second consonant in the cluster indicated along the top of the chart.  
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Squares marked with <+> show that the onset cluster is represented in the data; the list of words 
to the right of each row provide examples of lexical items with each attested cluster.  Note that 
clusters of more than two consonants are not attested in this variety, which will be addressed 
again in Section 5.5. 
Figure 5.5 Left edge onset consonant clusters 
  C2    
 
 /j/ /w/ /ɰ/ /l/ /ɽ/  
C1 /p/ + + + + + /pja̤ː/ 'wing, feather', /pwi/ 'rice husk', /pɰi/ 'wool', /pli/ 'four', /pɽɛ/ 'eight' 
  /pʰ/ + +     + /pʰjo̤ː.bʌ/ 'clean', /pʰwi̤ː.bʌ/ 'kindle', /pʰɽẽː.sɰi/ 'adult man' 
  /b/ +   + + + /bjõ̤ː.bʌ/ 'throw away', /bɰi̤.bʌ/ 'step', /bla̤ː/ 'unhusked rice', /bɽʌ̤/ 'hundred' 
  /m/ + + + + + /mjuː/ 'smoke', /mwi/ 'money', /mɰi̤.bʌ/ 'look for', /mli̤.bʌ/ 'forget', /mɽaː/ 'door' 
  /t̪/   +       /t̪wi.bʌ/ 'fold up like a bed' 
  /t̪ʰ/            
  /d̪/            
  /n̪/            
  /ʦ/ + + +     /tsju/ 'ten', /ʦwiː.bʌ/ 'poke', /ʦɰɛ/ 'vein' 
  /ʦʰ/ + + +     /ʦʰja̤ː/ 'ring', /ʦʰwi̤ː.bʌ/ 'stuff', /ʦʰɰi̤/ 'outer bamboo' 
  /ʣ/     +     /ʣɰɛ̤w̃/ 'like this' 
  /s/ + + +     /sjɔ̃/ 'river', /swĩː.dĩ/ 'honeybee', /sɰeː/ 'price' 
  /ɬ/            
  /l/            
  /ʈ/   +       /ʈwi.bʌ/ ‘follow' 
  /ʈʰ/            
  /ɖ/            
  /ɽ/   +       /ɽwi̤/ 'bone' 
  /k/ + + +   + /kju/ 'water', /kwẽː/ 'clothes', /kɰi / 'voice', /kɽeː/ 'waist' 
  /kʰ/ + + +   + /kʰjɔ.bʌ/ 'plow', /kʰwɔ̃.jɔ̃/ 'when', /kʰɰi/ 'kidney', /kʰɽi/ 'one' 
  /g/ +   +   + /gjã̤ː/ 'path', /-gɰɛ̤/̃ 'day', /gɽɔ̤.bṳ/ 'charcoal' 
  /ŋ/ +   +     /ŋjɔ/ 'we', /ŋɰi.bʌ/ 'borrow' 
  /j/            
  /w/            
  /h/            
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Note that there is clearly an effect of place of articulation – bilabial and velar sounds can 
occur in the C1 position with both glides and liquids in the C2 position, with the exception of 
velar-lateral clusters which have been reanalyzed as the lateral fricative /ɬ/.  The alveolar 
affricates and fricative, on the other hand, do not occur as the C1 in clusters with liquids in the 
C2.  Note that the unrounded velar glide /ɰ/ patterns with the other glides /j, w/, providing 
distributional motivation for analyzing this sound as a glide, and not a short low vowel /ʌ/.  
Generally speaking, dental sounds are not permitted in consonant clusters; the one exception in 
the current data is /t̪wibʌ/ ‘to fold up like a bed.’  Although speakers have the intuition that this 
word has a labiovelar glide /w/, it would also be possible to broadly transcribe it with two vowels 
/t̪uibʌ/ which speakers then pronounce with an onset cluster or a coda consonant: [t̪ʷwi.bɰʌ] or 
[t̪ʷuj.bɰʌ].  In the recordings I have of this word from Speaker 3, the intensity peaks during the 
labialized portion, suggesting that his pronunciation is best transcribed as [t̪ʷuj.bɰʌ]; however, 
similar words like /ɽwi̤/ ‘bone’ that I have recorded with multiple speakers suggest that there may 
be interspeaker variation.    
The word /ɽwi̤/ ‘bone’ is the only lexical item in the data being analyzed with the onset 
sequence [ɽw], outside of examples created by lenition and resyllabification processes, discussed 
in Section 5.4.  As with ‘to fold up like a bed,’ it would be possible to broadly transcribe ‘bone’ 
with two vowels /ɽṳi̤/ that speakers then pronounce as [ɽwwi̤] or [ɽwṳj].  But in this case, 
examining recordings collected during word-list elicitation sessions with multiple speakers 
suggests that these two narrow transcriptions are not exactly accurate – for some speakers there 
actually seems to be a consonant cluster in the onset, [ɽwwi̤], while for others the glide assigns 
secondary articulation features to the onset rhotic and then deletes, resulting in a narrow 
transcription of [ɽwi̤], and still others seem to have reanalyzed the word without the labiovelar 
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glide, [ɽʲi̤].  The relationship between vowels, glides, and secondary articulation features will be 
addressed again in Section 5.5. 
Just as the retroflex rhotic /ɽ/ is represented in the data in an onset cluster with the labiovelar 
glide /w/, the retroflex stop /ʈ/ is represented in the data as part of onset clusters with /w/ in a 
small number of examples.  They are listed in Figure 5.6.  For ‘landslide,’ speakers report the 
intuition that this word can be pronounced with either a /u/ or a /w/ –  /ʈuiː ja̤ː.bʌ/ or /ʈwiː ja̤ː.bʌ/ 
– but more data would need to be elicited from more speakers in order to say with any certainty 
how this perception maps on to individual pronunciations, as well as the kind of interspeaker 
variation than may exist.  There are likely only a small number of /ʈw/ clusters because overall 
the retroflex stop is less frequent than stops at other places of articulation due to its historical 
origin from dental-stop plus rhotic /t̪ɽ/ clusters (discussed in Section 3.1 of Chapter 3). 
 
Figure 5.6 Words with /ʈw/ clusters 
/ʈwi.bʌ/ ‘to follow' 
/ʈwiː ja̤ː.bʌ/ ‘landslide' 
/ʈwi̤.bʌ/ ‘to remove' 
 
One notable absence in the chart in Figure 5.5 is the sequence /ʣj/, which is a common 
onset cluster word-medially but not well represented at the left edge of phonological words in the 
data being analyzed for this dissertation.  The only token where this sequence occurs in the 
word-initial position in the data currently being analyzed is /ʣju/ ‘body,’ which is borrowed 
from the Nepali word <!"#> /ʣiu/ ‘body’ (Khatiwada 2009).   
 
5.2.3 Nuclear vowels 
 
The full set of vowels is contrastive in the initial syllable of a phonological word; recall 
from Chapter 4 that the relevant vowel features for Sikles Gurung are: height, backness, 
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rounding, duration, nasalization, and breathy phonation.  This is summarized in Figure 5.7 
below. 
 
Figure 5.7 Vowels contrastive in initial syllables 
   Nasal Breathy Breathy Nasal 
High, front, unrounded Long /iː/ /ĩː/ /i̤ː/ /ĩ̤ː/ 
  Short /i/ /ĩ/ /i̤/ /ĩ̤/ 
Mid, front, unrounded Long /eː/ /ẽː/ /e̤ː/ /ẽ̤ː/ 
  Short /ɛ/ /ɛ/̃ /ɛ̤/ /ɛ̤/̃ 
Low, central, unrounded Long /aː/ /ãː/ /a̤ː/ /ã̤ː/ 
  Short /ʌ/ /ʌ̃/ /ʌ̤/ /ʌ̤̃/ 
Mid, back, rounded Long /oː/ /õː/ /o̤ː/ /õ̤ː/ 
  Short /ɔ/ /ɔ̃/ /ɔ̤/ /ɔ̤̃/ 
High, back, rounded Long /uː/ /ũː/ /ṳː/ /ṳ̃ː/ 
  Short /u/ /ũ/ /ṳ/ /ṳ̃/ 
 
As outlined in Section 4.1 of the previous chapter, nasalization and breathy phonation are 
not contrastive in subsequent syllables outside of a handful of morphologically complex 
exceptions – this is because the domain of these phenomena is not the syllable, but instead the 
phonological word, and these morphologically complex exceptions are composed of multiple 
phonological words.  Phonation and nasalization as word-level phenomena have also been 
observed in other varieties of Gurung.  Pignède (1993) describes words in Mohoriya Gurung as 
pronounced with one of two tones – either a “deep tone,” by which he seems to mean modal 
phonation, or a “shrill tone” that ends “in a sort of aspiration” (xliii), which likely refers to 
breathy phonation.  Burton-Page (1955) similarly describes two tones that map to phonation 
differences in vowels and that are a word-level phenomenon for Ghandrung Gurung, additionally 
noting that in polysyllabic constructions like numerals, the tonal identity of the entire word is 
determined by the tone of the first syllable.  For Ghachok Gurung, Glover & Glover (1972) 
describe a two-way breathy-clear register contrast that is only contrastive in the first syllable of 
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polysyllabic words, as well as the phonetic spreading of nasalization to subsequent vowels in 
suffixes.  And Sprigg’s (1997) analysis of Thak Gurung specifies that the relevant domain for 
tonal and register contrasts is the word, rather than a smaller unit like the syllable, morpheme, or 
lexical item.   
For Sikles Gurung, breathy phonation is tied to the two-category register system and is 
specified for the first syllable in a phonological word.  Words that fall into the high register are 
pronounced with modal vowels, and words that fall into the low register can be pronounced with 
breathy vowels.  Phonetically, breathy phonation can spread rightwards through subsequent 
syllables in the same phonological word, unless spreading is blocked by an obstruent.  When 
rightward spreading occurs, the degree of breathiness is most prominent in the first syllable, and 
weakens in subsequent syllables.  This is visible in the spectrograms and waveforms in Figure 
5.9.  Breathy phonation in Sikles Gurung can also spread leftwards into sonorants in the syllable 
onset at the left edge of phonological words.  This occurs most frequently with onset liquids and 
glides, and is not restricted to single onsets.  This leftward spreading is also illustrated in the 
spectrograms and waveforms in Figure 5.9.  Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8 list broad and narrow 
transcriptions for words with breathy phonation spreading that correspond to the spectrograms 
and waveforms below. 
 
Figure 5.7 Words with rightward and leftward spreading breathiness 
/la̤ː.mu/ [l̤ɰa̤ː.m̤ʷṳ̃] ‘chases' 
/pɽe̤ː.lʌ/ [pʲɽ̤ʲe̤ː.l̤ɰʌ̤] ‘had written' 
/ja̤ː.n̪iː/ [j̤a̤ː.n̤̪ʲi̤ː] ‘please go' 
 
 
Figure 5.8 Words with only leftward spreading breathiness 
/la̤ː.d̪iː/ [l̤ɰa̤ː.d̪ʲiː] ‘chased' 
/pɽe̤ː.d̪iː/ [p̤ʲɽ̤ʲe̤ː.d̪ʲiː] ‘wrote' 
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/ja̤ː.d̪iː/ [j̤a̤ː.d̪ʲiː] ‘went' 
 
In all three pairs of waveforms and spectrograms in Figure 5.9, it is possible to see the 
leftward spreading of breathy phonation into the onset liquid or glide.  This is most visible in the 
jagged profile of the waveforms during the initial syllables of the images on the right, 
particularly when compared to the waveforms of the subsequent syllables in those words, which 
lack the jagged breathy quality because the spread of breathy phonation it is blocked by the 
intervening dental stop in the onset of the past tense suffix /-d̪iː/.  In the waveforms on the left, 
which show the same three stems carrying suffixes beginning with onset sonorants, the jagged 
character of the waveform is most evident in the first syllable, but does carry into the subsequent 
syllable.  Comparing each pair of waveforms makes this more visible: there is more breathiness 
visible in the waveform structures of the second syllables on the left (where there is rightward 
spreading), than is visible in the waveform structures of the second syllables on the right (where 
rightward spreading is blocked).  Across all of the spectrograms, the vowels and sonorants 
realized with breathy phonation also tend to show the fuzzy formant structure characteristic of 
breathiness, particularly when compared with the formant structure of the long font vowel in the 
past tense suffixes /-d̪iː/.   
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Although breathy phonation can be phonetically realized in onset sonorants, Sikles 
speakers have the intuition that breathy phonation is a property of vowels and not consonants.  
This is evident in both their orthographic choices, and their attempts to teach me to say these 
vowels by saying an ‘h’ inside them.  This separates the phonology of Gurung from other Tibeto-
Burman languages of Nepal that reportedly have contrastively breathy sonorants, including 
Magar (Grunow-Harsta 2008) and Kathmandu Newar (Hargreaves 2016).  This also 
distinguishes Sikles Gurung from Nepali, which has voiced aspirated obstruents that Khatiwada 
(2009) points out can also be called “breathy-voiced” and that can cause immediately following 
vowels to be realized with breathy phonation.  The Sikles speakers consulted for this project, all 
of whom also speak Nepali, have pointed to a difference in the perceived location of breathy 
phonation within a syllable as something that separates the sounds of Gurung from the sounds of 
Nepali – in Nepali, the breathiness is localized in the consonants, while in Gurung it is localized 
in the vowels.  Sikles speakers also have the perception that long vowels have “more 
breathiness” than short vowels.  For several years in my work with the primary consultant for 
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this project, we talked about words as “more breathy” or “less breathy” before I realized the 
words being put in each category had long and short stem vowels, respectively. 
In Sikles Gurung, vowel nasalization patterns with breathy phonation.  Nuclear vowel 
nasalization in the first syllable of a phonological word can spread rightwards into subsequent 
syllables unless blocked by an obstruent, and leftwards into onset liquids and glides.  This 
phonetic spreading may be one reason Sikles Gurung developed post-stopped nasal consonant 
allophones before vowels that are phonemically non-nasal – the insertion of a homorganic stop 
blocks the rightward phonetic spread of nasalization into the following vowel.  Another process 
that points to the rightwards spreading of nasalization is the alternation of the imperative suffix, 
/-d̪u/, which can be realized as [-d̪wu] or [-n̪wu].  The environment that conditions this alternation 
is the nasalization of the preceding vowel – if the vowel not nasal, than the oral stop surfaces [-
d̪wu], but if the vowel is nasal the nasal stop surfaces [-n̪wu].  This is illustrated in Figure 5.10, 
where the two verbs /sõːbʌ/ ‘to put out to dry’ and /loːbʌ/ ‘to hide’ are given in their imperative 
forms.  The speaker primarily consulted for this project has the intuition that, when verbs with 
nasal vowels in the stem are affixed with the imperative suffix, the nasalization of the vowel is 
lost and effectively shifts to the onset consonant in the suffix.  Examination of recordings of his 
speech does suggest that contrastively nasal stem vowels in this position are not as nasalized as 
they are when affixed with a different suffix; however, more data from more speakers would 
need to be collected before this could be claimed with any certainty. 
 
Figure 5.10 Oral and nasal stop alternation in the imperative suffix 




It should be noted that while breathy phonation is often a feature of vowels in the initial 
syllable of phonological words that fall in the low register, it is not phonetically obligatory. 
Unlike nasalization, which is generally consistently realized by most speakers, the realization of 
breathy phonation on vowels in low register words is quite variable.  The primary speaker 
consulted for this study does use breathy phonation, particularly in careful speech, but some of 
the other Sikles speakers whose speech is being analyzed in this dissertation show very little 
acoustic evidence of breathiness in any context.  Overall, I have the impression that breathiness 
is much more audible in slow, careful speech than in running conversation, and that it is more 
common to hear breathy phonation in the low-register vowels of men than in the vowels of 
women.  Instead of phonation, women tend to use pitch to mark the register contrast, sometimes 
accompanied by laryngealization or creak in the low register.  It is unclear at this point what 
kinds of sociolinguistic or physiological factors may contribute to the presence or absence of 
breathy phonation in a given person’s speech.  More data from more speakers will need to be 
collected in order to address this.  Future research will also compare the voiced aspirated 
obstruents of Nepali and the breathy vowels of Gurung, as it remains unclear whether the 
laryngeal gestures required to produce these sounds are similar, or what kind of acoustic cues 
speakers rely on when identifying these sounds in each language, particularly among the 
multilingual community of Sikles.  Genetti (2009) reports that among Dolakha Newar speakers, 
there is an interaction between the voiced aspirated stops of Nepali and the breathy phonation 
found in Dolakha Newar in the speech of some bilingual speakers, suggesting this would also be 





5.2.4 Coda consonants 
 
Broadly speaking there are two categories of coda consonants in Sikles Gurung – those 
that are created by lenition or resyllabification processes, and those that are not.  This section 
focuses on coda consonants falling into the latter category; coda consonants created by lenition 
and resyllabification will be reserved for discussion in Section 5.4.   
Most coda consonants that occur in monosyllabic words – which is to say word-finally – 
seem to have been created by word-final lenition processes either synchronically or historically.  
In the synchronic cases, speakers have the intuition that there are two different pronunciations of 
a word, one with a coda consonant and one without.  For example, the common pronunciation of 
‘inside, under’ is /nõ̤ːɽ/ with a coda rhotic, but speakers know that the rhotic comes from the 
locative suffix /-ɽʌ/ and will also accept the disyllabic word /nõ̤ː.ɽʌ/ as a possible pronunciation.  
This is different from coda consonants that were likely caused by historical lenition, like /n̪ṳɽ/ 
‘sleep’ which cannot be pronounced */n̪ṳ.ɽʌ/ but reportedly does not have a coda consonant in 
other varieties of Gurung where it is instead disyllabic: /nʌ̤.ru/ ‘sleepiness’ Glover et al. (1977).  
This suggests that in Sikles Gurung ‘sleep’ also once had two syllables, and perhaps had 
disyllabic and monosyllabic forms that were both in use, but that the two-syllable pronunciation 
has since fallen out of use and is no longer recognized as correct.  There are a few exceptions to 
this, listed in Figure 5.11.  Two of these forms – /t̪ʌl/ and /t̪aːn̪/ – are transcribed identically for 
both Ghackok and Sikles Gurung.  One of these forms – /n̪eːj/ – is transcribed without the coda 
consonant by Glover et al. (1977).  The other two forms are not found in Glover et al.’s (1977) 
Ghachok dictionary.  In all of the examples listed in Figure 5.11, the coda consonants /l, n̪, j/ 
found word-finally in monosyllabic phonological words are also represented in the inventory of 
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coda consonants found word-finally in polysyllabic phonological words, which will be discussed 
in Section 5.3. 
 
Figure 5.11 Monosyllabic words that always occur with coda consonants 
/t̪ʌl/ ‘this or that period of time' 
/t̪aːn̪/ ‘all' 
/n̪eːj mjõː.bʌ/ ‘to get injured’ 
/koːj/ ‘fence’ 
/t̪eːj/ ‘that thing I don’t know the name of’ 
 
Note that /t̪ʌl/ and /t̪aːn̪/ keep their coda consonants when used in the related forms 
/t̪ʌl.lʌ/ ‘earlier’ and /t̪aːn̪.n̪ʌ/ ‘all (emphatic).’  The word ‘earlier’ can also be used with the same 
emphatic suffix to make /t̪ʌl.lʌ.n̪ʌ/ ‘earlier (emphatic),’ which can then be shortened to the 
disyllabic /t̪ʌl.lʌn̪/.  These related forms represent some of the very few cases in the data 
currently being analyzed where word-medial gemination occurs, again pointing to the 
exceptional nature of the two words in Figure 5.11. 
In polysyllabic phonological words, the word-medial coda consonants represented in 
Sikles Gurung that are not known to be due to lenition or resyllabification are: /d̪, n̪, l, ɽ, j, ŋ, w/.  
Figure 5.12 lists words with each of these six consonants in the coda position. 
 
Figure 5.12 Word-medial coda consonants 
/pɔ̤d̪.go̤ː/ ‘kind of frog (inedible)’ 
/plɛn̪.deː/ ‘flat’ 
/ŋɛ̤l.sjɔ/ ‘female ceremonial friend’ 
/to̤ːɽ.gjɔ/ ‘left (direction)' 





There is a significant overlap in the coda consonants permitted word-medially and the 
coda consonants permitted word-finally with one exception – the velar nasal /ŋ/ does not occur 
word-finally as a coda consonant.  The lack of word-final velars, as well as the inventory of coda 
consonants occurring word-finally in polysyllabic words, will be addressed in Section 5.3 and 
Section 5.4. 
 
5.3 Subsequent syllable phonotactics 
 
This section describes the structure of non-initial syllables in Sikles Gurung phonological 
words.  Section 5.3.1 discusses single onset consonants, Section 5.3.2 presents the distribution of 
onset consonant clusters, Section 5.3.3 addresses the relevant nuclear vowel contrasts, and 
Section 5.3.4 looks at word-final coda consonants. 
 
5.3.1 Single onset consonants 
 
A subset of the possible consonants found in the onset of the initial syllable of 
phonological words in Sikles Gurung is permitted in the onset of non-initial syllables.  These 
consonants are listed in Figure 5.13, below.  Note the absence of the aspirated series of stops and 
affricates, which are only found in onsets at the left edges of phonological words, as well as the 
fricatives /ɬ/ and /h/.  As the unrounded velar glide only occurs in C2 position, it is also not 
included.  The series of voiceless stops and affricates are included in Figure 5.13, but it is unclear 
if these should actually be considered to contrast with their voiced counterparts in this position.  
As discussed in Chapter 3 in Section 3.2.2, some common words have two interchangeable 
pronunciations – one with a voiced word-medial onset stop, and one with a voiceless word-
medial onset stop – suggesting that voicing may be in free variation word-medially for some 
speakers.  Words that are consistently pronounced with word-medial voiceless stops seem to 
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reflect old morphologically complex words that have been reanalyzed as a single phonological 
word.  As for the affricates, word-medially the voiceless affricate /ʦ/ occurs in only three words 
in the data being analyzed for this dissertation (see Figure 3.37 in Chapter 3); of those three, two 
are clearly morphologically complex compounds, suggesting that they are composed of multiple 
phonological words, and all three have the affricate in an onset cluster with the palatal glide /j/.   
Figure 5.14 lists examples of disyllabic words that comprise single phonological words and 
have each permitted consonant in the second syllable onset.  The words are arranged by place of 
articulation and are broadly transcribed.  Note the absence of /ʦ/, which does not occur alone in 
the onset position word-medially, and that the example using /t̪/ can also be pronounced with a 
word-medial voiced stop.  Note also that some speakers pronounce ‘pumpkin’ with a word-
medial /g/, while others have the intuition that this word should be pronounced with /w/, as 
transcribed below. 
 
Figure 5.13 Onset consonants in subsequent syllables 
 Bilabial Dental Alveolar Retroflex Palatal Velar Glottal 
Stop /p, b/ /t̪, d̪/  /ʈ, ɖ/  /k, g/  
Affricate   /ʦ, ʣ/     
Nasal /m/ /n̪/    /ŋ/  
Trill    /ɽ/    
Fricative   /s/     
Lateral Fricative        
Approximant /w/    /j/ (/w/)  
Lateral Approximant   /l/     
 
Figure 5.14 Words with single word-medial consonant onsets 
Bilabial    
/sʌ.pi/ ‘sand' /juː.mʌ/ ‘stone' 
/ʈi̤.bi̤/ ‘skin, leather' /ɽaː.wuːn̪/ ‘pumpkin’ 
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Dental    
/t̪ɔ̤̃.t̪ĩ/  ‘Tangting (village)’ /kʰʌ.n̪iː/ ‘where’ 
/kɔ̤.d̪eː/ ‘empty’   
    
Alveolar    
/pɔ.ʣuː/ ‘thorn’ /t̪eːlʌ/ ‘yesterday’ 
/n̪ãː.sʌ/ ‘village’   
    
Palatal    
/mũ.jũː/ ‘brother, man'  
    
Retroflex    
/lʌw.ʈʌ/ ‘fiddlehead fern’ /ʦʰaː.ɽʌ/ ‘new' 
/t̪ɛ̤.mɛ̤ ʈu.ɖu/ ‘kestrel'   
    
Velar    
/ju.kuɽ.n̪ʌ/ ‘always’ /ʦʰãː.ŋaː/ ‘waterfall' 
/ʦʰju.gu/ ‘clarified butter'  
 
Many of these consonants are also represented in the onsets of Sikles Gurung suffixes, 
which combine with stems to form single phonological words.  Examples of these suffixes are 
listed in Figure 3.15.  Note the absence of the voiceless stops and affricates, as well as the 
retroflex stops, which do not occur in any suffixes. 
 
Figure 5.15 Onset consonants in suffixes 
Bilabial  
/–bʌ/ Infinitive, nominalization 
/–mu/ Non-past 








/– ʣʌw/ Plural 
/–sɛ.ɽɛ / ‘since' 
/–lʌ/ Past perfect 
  
Palatal  






/-mĩːŋ.gɛ.ɽeː/  ‘when, while' 
 
5.3.2 Onset consonant clusters 
 
Just as a subset of the possible single onset consonants is permitted in non-initial 
syllables, a smaller number of consonant clusters is found in the onsets of non-initial syllables 
when compared to those found in initial syllables.  Those clusters that are represented in the data 
currently being analyzed are indicated in the chart in Figure 5.16.  Again, the first consonant in 
the cluster is indicated by the first column, while the second consonant in the cluster is listed 
along the top of the chart, and a <+> at the intersection of the two indicates that a cluster exists in 
the current data.  Examples of words containing each possible cluster are listed to the right of 








Figure 5.16 Word-medial onset consonant clusters 
  C2    
 
 /j/ /w/ /ɰ/ /l/ /ɽ/  
C1 /p/            
  /b/         + /lɛ̤.bɽiː/ 'shaman' 
  /m/     +     /-mɰiː/ 'plural' 
 /t̪/       
  /d̪/            
  /n̪/            
  /ʦ/ +         /pʌ.ʦjuː/ 'shaman' 
  /ʣ/ +        /t̪ĩ.ʣjuː/ 'heel' 
  /s/ +         /n̪ã̤ː.sjɔ̃/ 'cloud' 
  /l/            
  /ʈ/            
  /ɖ/            
  /ɽ/            
  /k/            
  /g/ +   +   +  /t̪o̤ːɽ.gjɔ/ ‘left', /lɛ.̃gɰẽː/ 'cucumber', /ɖɛ̤ŋ̃.gɽɛ̤/ 'skinny' 
  /ŋ/ +         /ŋjãː.ŋjãː/ 'soft' 
  /j/            
  /w/            
 
 
Note that like clusters occurring at the left edges of phonological words, there is clearly 
an effect of place of articulation: bilabials, alveolar affricates and fricatives, and velars all occur 
as the C1 in word-medial clusters, while consonants at the other places of articulation do not.  
Additionally, the labiovelar glide /w/ and lateral approximant /l/ are common in the C2 position 
of word-initial clusters, but are not represented in this position word-medially in the data being 
analyzed. 
 
5.3.3 Nuclear vowels 
 
As with the consonants, there are fewer vowel contrasts found in subsequent syllables 
when compared with the initial syllables of phonological words.  The relevant contrasts for non-
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initial syllable vowels – height, backness, rounding, and duration – are summarized in Figure 
5.17. 
 
Figure 5.17 Vowels contrastive in subsequent syllables 
 Front Back 
  Unrounded Unrounded Rounded 
High /iː, i/   /uː, u/ 
Mid /eː, ɛ/   /oː, ɔ/ 
Low   /aː, ʌ/   
 
Recall from the previous section that the domain of nasalization and breathy phonation is 
the phonological word, and that these features are not contrastive in subsequent syllables.  This 
means that words with breathy phonation or nasalization features in non-initial syllables that 
differ from the phonation and nasalization features of the initial syllable should actually be 
analyzed as morphologically complex and composed of more than one phonological word.  
Examples of this, taken from Figure 4.2 in the previous chapter, are listed below in Figure 5.18 
with the phonological word boundaries indicated.  The structure of the component morphemes 
can be found in Section 4.1 in Chapter 4. 
 
Figure 5.18 Nasalization and breathy phonation in words with multiple phonological words 
Word Phonological words Gloss 
/aː.ŋĩ/ (aː)ω (ŋĩ)ω ‘wife of speaker's maternal uncle' 
/aː.sjõː/ (aː)ω (sjõː)ω ‘in-laws’ 
/sĩː.d̪ṳ̃ː/ (sĩː)ω (d̪ṳ̃ː)ω ‘tree’ 
/paː.kʰʌ̤.bʌ/ (paː)ω (kʰʌ̤.bʌ)ω ‘to bring up or across’ 
/t̪i.d̪ĩ/ (t̪i)ω (d̪ĩ)ω ‘one year’ 
/t̪i̤.gɰɛ̤/̃ (t̪i̤)ω (gɰɛ̤)̃ω ‘one day’ 
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5.3.4 Coda consonants 
 
For polysyllabic phonological words, there are very few examples of word-final coda 
consonants that cannot be attributed to word-final lenition processes.  The only known example 
in the data currently being analyzed is the /n̪/ in /ɽaː.guːn̪/ ‘pumpkin,’ which speakers have the 
intuition cannot be pronounced with an additional vowel on the end.  This word is curious 
because it is not otherwise attested in other varieties of Gurung, and also does not show obvious 
cognates in any closely related languages.  The lexical item for ‘pumpkin’ in Glover et al.’s 
(1977) dictionary for Ghachok Gurung is listed as /ũsjʌ/ or /ũĩsjʌ/, which seems to come from a 
different root than Sikles Gurung /ɽaː.guːn̪/.  The Sikles word also does not seem to be a loan 
from any language that has had obvious contact with Gurung like Nepali, Hindi, or Urdu.  A 
search of the online Sino-Tibetan Etymological Dictionary and Thesaurus (STEDT) shows that 
some varieties of Tibetan reportedly have lexical items glossed as ‘pumpkin’ that have a similar 
structure – i.e. contain things like a liquid or coronal in the onset of the initial syllable, a word-
medial velar consonant of some kind, back vowels, and nasal codas.22  This suggests that 
/ɽaː.guːn̪/ ‘pumpkin’ is a natively Gurung word, and may have acquired a word-final coda 
consonant due to the same word-final lenition processes responsible for other coda consonants in 




22 I have not provided transcriptions here because the original documents are either unpublished 
and inaccessible, or written in Mandarin.  Contributions to STEDT are listed using the 
orthographic transcription systems from each original publication – for instance, early work on 
Gurung by Glover marked accent with <q> at the end of the accented syllable, resulting in 
transcriptions like /naqba/ ‘to carry’ (represented in the IPA as /ˈnʌ.bʌ/).  Without the ability to 
read the original document, it is not possible to verify the details of the transcription system 
being used by the original authors. 
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5.4 Lenition processes 
 
Lenition within a phonological word is an extremely common process in Sikles Gurung; 
this lenition is not simply phonetic, but also conditioned by aspects of the phonology and 
morphology.  These processes frequently result in resyllabification and additional coda 
consonants, accounting for the fact that although Gurung is typically described as lacking coda 
consonants (Mazaudon 2015), coda consonants are plentiful in the speech of Sikles speakers.  
Glover (1974) observed some of these lenition processes in Ghachok Gurung sentences, 
particularly in nominal and verbal suffixes; however, Sikles speakers seem to have generalized 
these processes to other word classes, including monomorphemic words, resulting in additional 
lenited forms not reported for other documented varieties.   
In Sikles, word-level lenition is tied to the place of articulation of consonants, the 
secondary articulation features assigned by vowels, and vowel length.  The subsequent sections 
will discuss the lenition patterns observable in the morphology of Sikles Gurung (Section 5.4.1), 
as well as word-finally (Section 5.4.2), and word-medially (Section 5.4.3). 
 
5.4.1 Lenition in morphology 
 
Suffixes that undergo lenition in Sikles Gurung are generally monosyllabic, and with few 
exceptions both the full and lenited forms exist synchronically and are used interchangeably by 
speakers.  Glover (1974) made the case that in Ghachok Gurung full suffixes are more often 
realized utterance-internally, while their lenited counterparts are more often realized utterance-
finally.  My impression of Sikles Gurung is that the opposite pattern is true.  More conversational 
data from more speakers would need to be gathered in order to look at the distribution of these 
forms in Sikles Gurung; however, the extension of these lenition processes to monomorphemic 
words, and the inclusion of lenited forms as the citation forms of words during word-list 
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elicitation sessions, suggests that in Sikles these processes are not as clearly conditioned by 
discourse-level factors.   
For Sikles Gurung, these lenition processes can be grouped into three categories: suffixes 
that lose a final vowel, suffixes that become a glide, and suffixes that can do both.  Figure 5.19 
lists the set of common suffixes in Sikles Gurung that belong to the first of these categories.  
Speakers consider the forms to be interchangeable – their intuition is that the full form is 
indicative of more formal or careful speech.  In the average conversation or narrative, it is much 
more common to hear the lenited forms than the full forms.  For each suffix below, the two 
forms are listed, as well as examples of each form affixed to a verb or noun, depending on the 
type of suffix.  Note that in all cases, the lenited suffix affects syllabification, turning a disyllabic 
phonological word with two open syllables into a monosyllabic word with a coda consonant.  
Recall that the imperative suffix /–d̪u/ is realized as [–d̪wu] after non-nasal stem vowels and [–
n̪wu] after nasal stem vowels; both allomorphs are also included below.   
 
Figure 5.19 Suffixes that lose a final vowel 
Verbal  
/–mu/ [–mwu] ~ [–mw] Non-past 
/–d̪u/ [–d̪wu] ~ [–d̪w] Imperative, non-nasal 
/–n̪u/ [–n̪wu] ~ [–n̪w] Imperative, nasal 
/–lʌ/ [–lɰʌ] ~ [–lɰ] Past perfect 
 
  
/ʦʌ-mu/ [ʦɰʌ.mwu] ~ [ʦɰʌmw] ‘eats' 
/ʦʌ-d̪u/ [ʦɰʌ.d̪wu] ~ [ʦɰʌd̪w] ‘eat!' 
/ʦẽː-n̪u/ [ʦjẽː.n̪wu] ~ [ʦjẽːn̪w] ‘sift!' 




    
Nominal  
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/–ɽʌ/ [–ɽɰʌ] ~ [–ɽɰ] Locative 
 
  
/pʰi̤-ɽʌ/ [pʰji̤.ɽɰʌ] ~  [pjʰi̤ɽɰ] ‘above' 
 
The non-past /–mu/ is certainly a suffix, as it is not post-stopped in either form.  This 
distinguishes it from the copula /mu/, pronounced [mbwu] with post-stopping, and the 
polysyllabic verbal suffix /-imu/ that marks the present progressive and cannot undergo word-
final lenition to *[-imw].  The Sikles word /t̪ʌ̤m/ ‘okay, yeah, affirmative,’ which is consistently 
pronounced as a closed syllable, is likely the non-past conjugation of the verb /t̪ʌ̤.bʌ/ ‘to happen.’ 
Figure 5.20 lists three common suffixes in Sikles Gurung that alternate with glides.  The 
forms of the /-d̪iː/ suffixes are identical, but one is a verbal suffix and one is a nominal suffix.  
An example of a verb and a pronoun carrying the two forms of each suffix are also provided; 
note that again the lenited form changes the syllabification to form a single closed syllable with a 
coda glide [j] or [w] that matches the secondary palatal or velar articulation features assigned by 
the following vowel.  It is not possible to realize the past tense verbal suffix /-d̪iː/ as [-d̪] because 
this would be mistaken as the imperative /-d̪u/.  Thus it seems that the lenited forms of the 
imperative block other suffixes beginning with a voiced dental stop or nasal dental stop, like the 
essive /-d̪aː/ or the polite imperative /-n̪i/, from undergoing lenition.  This is different from 
Ghachok Gurung, where Glover (1974) reports that both the ergative suffix and the past tense 
suffix /-di/ can be realized as [-d].  In Sikles Gurung, the /-d̪iː/ suffixes in Figure 5.20 seem to be 
the only suffixes with long vowels that undergo lenition.  In other cases, it is syllables with short 




Figure 5.20 Suffixes that become glides 
Verbal   
/–d̪iː/ [–d̪jiː] ~ [–j] Past 
/–bʌ/ [–bɰʌ] ~ [–w] Infinitive, nominalizing 
   
/ʦʌ-d̪iː/ [ʦɰʌ.d̪jiː] ~ [ʦɰʌj] ‘ate' 
/ʦʌ-bʌ/ [ʦɰʌ.bɰʌ] ~ [ʦɰʌw] ‘to eat, eating’ 
   
Nominal   
/–d̪iː/ [–d̪jiː] ~ [–j] Ergative 
   
/ŋʌ-d̪iː/ [ŋɰʌ.d̪jiː] ~ [ŋɰʌj] ‘I' 
 
The alternation of [-bɰʌ] with [-w] has also been extended in Sikles Gurung to what 
Glover (1974) calls “derived adjectives,” or adjectives that also end with /-bʌ/.  These adjectives 
are not verbs and the word-final /-bʌ/ cannot be replaced with other suffixes, nor does this suffix 
seem to be productive when it comes to forming new adjectives.  However, in Sikles these 
adjectives are commonly realized with both a word-final [-bɰʌ] or a word-final [-w].  Examples 
of this are listed in Figure 5.21.  Note that Glover (1974) does report some lenition in this 
position, but it takes a different form – namely, dropping of the final vowel, resulting in words 
like /theb/ ‘big.’  In Sikles, the only word reported with an alternation between word-final [-bɰʌ], 
[-bɰ], and [-w] is the pronoun /kʰa̤ːbʌ/ ‘who,’ which can be realized as [kʰɰa̤ː.bɰʌ], [kʰɰa̤ːbɰ], 
[kʰɰa̤ːw], and also with word-initial aspirated stop lenition as [hɰa̤ː.bɰʌ] or [hɰa̤ːw].  This is 








Figure 5.21 Common adjectives ending with /-bʌ/ 
/ʦʰjãː.bʌ/ [ʦʰjjãː.bɰʌ] ~ [ʦʰjjãːw] ‘good, beautiful’ 
/ʦjõː.bʌ/ [ʦjjõː.bɰʌ] ~ [ʦjjõːw] ‘small’ 
/tʰɛ.bʌ/ [tʰjɛ.bɰʌ]  ~ [tʰjɛw] ‘big’ 
/ʌ.ʦʰjãː.bʌ/ [ʌ.ʦʰjjãː.bɰʌ] ~ [ʌ.ʦʰjjãːw] ‘bad’ 
 
Leongue (2018) and Michailovsky & Mazaudon (1988) report historical sound changes 
in several varieties of Tibetan that resemble the word-final lenition processes found in Sikles 
Gurung.  For Dzongka, the official language of Bhutan, Michailovsky & Mazaudon (1988) point 
out that nouns ending in historical <-ba> and <-bo> suffixes have become monosyllabic words 
with a nuclear diphthong ending in /-u/.  So for example, the Written Tibetan <ka-ba> ‘pillar’ 
maps to the Dzongka word /2kau/ ‘pillar’ (130).  For some varieties of Eastern Khams Tibetan, 
Leongue (2018) reports that the back vowel /a/ has become a diphthong /au/ before labial codas; 
for instance, the word /khauʔ/ ‘needle’ corresponds to Old Tibetan <khab> ‘needle’ (151).  
Although both of these accounts analyze this process as diphthongization of the nuclear vowel, 
for Sikles Gurung I am instead characterizing this as lenition to a word-final glide.  Analyzing 
these as coda glides avoids having to propose diphthongs like /ɛu/, /eːu/, /oːu/, /ɔu/, /ɛi/, /eːi/, and 
/aːi/ that are not otherwise represented in this variety and only surface in places where there has 
been word-final lenition.  Additionally, this analysis neatly explains why it is that these suffixes 
only lenite to /-w/ and /-j/, as these are the only two glides permitted in syllable codas. 
Glover (1974) describes two forms of the plural marker in use by Ghachok Gurung 
speakers: a separate word /ʣʌgʌ/ and a reduced suffix /-ʣʌu/.  In Sikles Gurung, the cognate 
plural marker has only a suffix form /-ʣʌw/ that was likely created from /ʣʌgʌ/ by lenition to a 
word-final glide [-ʣɰʌw] and rephonologized over time.  This is one of several cases where 
Sikles Gurung has a single synchronic form that corresponds to a longer form in Ghachok 
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Gurung, and where the difference between the shortened Sikles form and the longer Ghachok 
form can be attributed to the same set of lenition processes described in this section.  This will be 
addressed again in Section 5.4.2. where the lenition of word-final syllables with velar onset stops 
is discussed at length. 
One nominal suffix in Sikles Gurung has multiple lenited forms – one with an apocopated 
vowel, and one where the entire suffix becomes a glide.  The forms of this suffix are listed in 
Figure 5.22, below, along with examples where they surface.  The narrow transcriptions illustrate 
the phonetic and phonological spreading of nasalization from the lenited suffix into the nuclear 
vowel, resulting in a loss of word-initial nasal post-stopping.  Note that all three allomorphs are 
in synchronic use – the three narrow transcriptions in Figure 5.22 come from a single narrative 
recorded with Speaker 3.  In this case, it seems the labial feature of the bilabial onset of the 
suffix causes the lenited form to be [-w̃], rather than [-ȷ]̃, which might be expected because of the 
front features of the following vowel.  This could also be due to blocking by the lenited form of 
the ergative suffix [-j], which is commonly affixed to the first-person pronoun /ŋʌ/ resulting in 
the pronunciation [ŋgɰʌj]. 
 
Figure 5.22 Suffix with multiple lenited forms 
Nominal   
/–mi/ [–mji] ~ [–mj] ~ [–w̃] Emphasis 
   
/ŋʌ-mi/ [ŋgɰʌ.mjĩ] ~ [ŋgɰʌmj] ~ [ŋɰʌ̃w̃] ‘I (emphatic)' 
 
Michailovsky & Mazaudon (1988) report historical sound changes in Dzongka that are 
similar to the alternation of [–mji] with [–mj] in Sikles Gurung.  They note that the historical 
Written Tibetan suffixes <-ma> and <-mo> correspond to coda /-m/ in Dzongka, and report 
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several cases where there is an alternation between a monosyllable ending in a coda /m/ and a 








pe-ma/ ‘Pema’ (135). 
The lenited Sikles Gurung forms described in this section can also be used in conjunction 
with other morphology.  Examples of attested forms where this occurs are provided below in 
Figure 5.23, with glosses of the original morphology and broad transcriptions of the lenited 
forms.  Note that in all cases the resulting form consists of two syllables. 
 







] ‘will be burned (by a known agent)’ 
burn-val-NPST  
   






iw] ‘sleeping' (relative clause) 
sleep  ??-CONT-NMLZ  
   
/pʰõː-wʌ-diː/ [pʰ
w
õː.wʌj] ‘was sprung (by a known agent)' 
spring.trap-val-PST  





ʌw] ‘who all' 
who-PL   





iw] ‘to arrive (someplace else)’ 
arrive-go.and-INF   
 
5.4.2 Word-final lenition 
 
The same lenition processes described in the previous section for suffixes can also apply 
to common monomorphemic words of Sikles Gurung.  In some cases, both forms exist 
synchronically and are used interchangeably by speakers, while in other cases comparison with 
Ghachok Gurung suggests that an older long form has fallen out of use in favor of the lenited 
form.  These lenition patterns can also apply to morphologically complex words that are 
phonologically similar to words carrying the suffixes outlined in the previous section, but that 
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are not derived using the same suffixes.  These lenition processes can be characterized by the 
following patterns: an apocopated short vowel results in a word-final coronal coda consonant; a 
syllable beginning with a bilabial nasal /m/ either loses a final vowel or becomes a nasal 
labiovelar glide /w̃/, or both; a syllable beginning with a bilabial oral stop /b/ alternates with a 
labiovelar glide /w/; a syllable composed of a dental stop and a high front vowel becomes /j/; and 
a syllable with an onset velar alternates with a glide matching the secondary articulation features 
assigned by the following vowel.  These generalizations are summarized in Figure 5.24.  
Examples of each kind of lenition will be provided and discussed in the remainder of this 
section.  Note that these lenition processes overwhelmingly affect words ending with short 
vowels, suggesting that these vowels carry a relatively low functional load.  
 
Figure 5.24 Word-final lenition patterns in Sikles Gurung 
[CcoronalV] ~ [Ccoronal] 
[mV] ~ [m] ~ [w̃] 
[bV] ~ [w] 
[d̪i] ~ [j] 
[gVback] ~ [w] 
[gVfront] ~ [j] 
 
Figure 5.25 lists all of the words in Sikles Gurung currently being analyzed for this 
dissertation that commonly undergo word-final vowel apocope, resulting in a coronal coda 
consonant.  Note that all coronal manners of articulation are represented – stops, nasals, 
affricates, fricatives, and liquids.  Within Figure 5.25, words are divided into three groups: the 
list of words that preserve a synchronic alternation; the list of words that appear to have been 
borrowed and either underwent this word-final lenition process as part of their 
rephonologization, or show synchronic alternation; and the list of words that are always 
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monosyllabic in Sikles, but that are disyllabic in other varieties, suggesting that the monosyllabic 
Sikles form was created by word-final lenition. 
 






















































































































































     
     


































] ‘mud’ <-.,/> /hi.lo/ ‘mud’ (Turner 1931)  




 This may be a loanword, but it is unclear what the exact source word is – Glover et al. (1977), 
Turner (1931), and the primary Gurung consultant for this project each offer different 
pronunciations of the potential source word, and nothing similar is represented in modern Nepali 
dictionaries I have consulted. 
24
 I have listed the Nepali forms here, but note that for <!"#> /bʌt.ti/ ‘light’ and <+','> /pja.la/ 
‘cup,’ Turner (1931) suggests these words may have been borrowed into Nepali from Hindi or 
Urdu, and for <$%&'()#> /khur.sa.ni/ ‘chili’ suggests an origin in the Kumaoni language of 
northern India.  If this is true, these words were likely borrowed directly into Gurung by Gurung-
speaking Gurkha soldiers serving in the British Indian Army. 
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Always monosyllabic Ghachok  
/sjoːɽ / [ɕʲjoːɽ ] ‘lie' /sju.rʌ/ 'lie' (Glover et al. 1977) 
/n̪ṳɽ/ [n̪wṳɽ] ‘sleep’ /nʌ̤.ru/ ‘sleep’ (Glover et al. 1977) 
  
   
Final vowel length does seem to be a factor when it comes to predicting which words will 
undergo word-final lenition and which will not.  Note that while /mɰĩ̤ː.sʌ̤/ ‘night’ and /ŋɛ.saː.ɽʌ/ 
‘evening, twilight’ undergo lenition, the related terms with identical definitions /mɰĩ̤ː.ɽe̤ː/ ‘night’ 
and /ŋeː.ɽeː/ ‘evening, twilight’ cannot be shortened, pointing to an effect of vowel length.  By 
far the most commonly apocopated vowel is the short back vowel /ʌ/, although as seen in Figure 
5.25, this lenition process can apply to other short vowels, particularly in borrowed words.  It 
remains unclear why the words in Figure 5.25 are subject to these word-final lenition processes, 
while other words with similar structures are not.  Frequency of use may play a role – all of the 
words where this kind of lenition occurs are everyday words in Sikles – but more data would 
need to be collected in order to say anything with certainty about frequency effects.   
Spoken Nepali has a similar pattern of word-final vowel apocope – although the short 
low vowel /ʌ/ is still represented orthographically and was historically pronounced in Sanskrit 
cognates, it is commonly dropped in spoken Nepali.  This was noted by Turner (1931) as a 
characteristic of Nepali that separates it from other related Indo-Aryan languages.  As Nepali is 
widely considered to have been shaped by long-term contact with speakers of Tibeto-Burman 
languages in the Kathmandu Valley, it is unclear if final short-vowel apocope can be considered 
a phonological process adopted into Gurung from contact with Nepali, or instead a phonological 
process adopted into Nepali from contact with Tibeto-Burman languages related to Gurung.  It 
should also be noted that across the two languages these lenition patterns are not identical.  
While in Sikles the result of word-final lenition is tied to consonant place of articulation, so that 
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coronal coda consonants surface but velar coda consonants do not, Turner (1931) does not note 
any connection to place of articulation when it comes to final vowel apocope in Nepali.  
Figure 5.26 lists the words in Sikles Gurung known to undergo word-final lenition 
resulting in a coda [m] or [w̃].  Note that in the case of /juː.mʌ/ ‘stone,’ the most common lenited 
form is [juːmɰ], but [juːw̃] has also been attested.  For the endonym /t̪ʌ.mũ/ ‘Gurung,’ I have 
only heard the lenited form when it is used in conjunction with /kjuiː/ ‘language,’ resulting in 
[t̪ɰʌ̃w̃ kʲɥiː].  Note that in all cases listed in Figure 5.26, speakers are aware of the different 
pronunciations, and with the exception of /t̪ʌ.mũ/ ‘Gurung,’ commonly provide both the full and 
lenited forms as citation forms in elicitation sessions. 
 
Figure 5.26 Word-final lenition with the pattern [mV] ~ [m] ~ [w̃] 
Synchronic alternation  
/nɛ.̃mʌ/ [njɛ.̃mɰʌ] ~ [njɛw̃̃] ‘bird' 
/kṳ.ɽi.mãː/ [kwṳ.ɽji.mɰãː] ~ [kwṳ.ɽjĩw̃] ‘next year' 
[juː.mʌ] [juː.mɰʌ] ~ [juːmɰ] ~ [juːw̃] ‘stone' 
/t̪ʌ.mũ/ [t̪ɰʌ.mwũ] ~ [t̪ɰʌw̃] ‘Gurung' (endonym) 
 
The alternation of /kṳ.ɽi.mãː/ ‘next year’ should perhaps be grouped with lenition 
processes in morphology since the piece eliding /-mãː/ is an old numeral classifier meaning 
‘year’; however, there are only two lexical items in the data currently being analyzed that carry 
this suffix, /t̪id̪ĩmãː/ ‘this year’ and /kṳ.ɽi.mãː/ ‘next year,’ and only the latter was elicited with 
the lenited form, so I have listed it in this section in Figure 5.26 instead of generalizing over the 
suffix.  Note also that /kṳ.ɽi.mãː/ ‘next year’ is the only case where this process seems to affect 
syllables with long vowels – other common monomorphemic nouns that are otherwise 
semantically and structurally similar to /nɛ.̃mʌ/ ‘bird,’ like /nĩ.mĩː/ ‘rat, mouse’ or /nʌ̃.mãː/ ‘cat,’ 
cannot undergo word-final lenition, likely due to the word-final long vowels. 
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Figure 5.27 lists the words in Sikles Gurung known to undergo word-final lenition where 
a final syllable composed of a bilabial stop [b] and a vowel alternates with a coda [w].  Note that 
the adjectives ending in /-bʌ/, as well as /kʰa̤ː.bʌ/ ‘who,’ were also listed in Figure 5.21 in 
Section 5.4.1.  For the words with synchronic alternations, speakers are aware of the multiple 
pronunciations.  Also listed in Figure 5.27 is the borrowed word /lɔw/ ‘greedy’ where the final 
/w/ corresponds to word-final /bɦi/ in the Nepali term, as well as words that end with /bʌ/ in 
Ghachok Gurung but have a monosyllabic form ending with /w/ in Sikles Gurung, suggesting 
that the monosyllabic forms in Sikles were created by this word-final lenition process, but that 
the longer form has fallen out of use.  Interestingly, Michailovsky & Mazaudon (1988) report an 
almost identical Dzongka form /2lou/ ‘lung’ that they trace back to the Written Tibetan <glo-
ba>. 
 
Figure 5.27 Word-final lenition with the pattern [bV] ~ [w] 
Synchronic alternation   
/gɽɔ̤.bṳ/ [gwɽwɔ̤.bwṳ] ~[gwɽwɔ̤w] ‘charcoal'  
/kʰɛ.bʌ/ [kʰjɛ.bɰʌ] ~ [kʰjɛw] ‘old man'  
/mãː.bʌ/ [mɰãː.bɰʌ] ~ [mɰãːw] ‘old woman'  
/pa̤ː.bu/ [pɰa̤ː.bwu] ~ [pɰa̤ːw] ‘father, mother's husband ' 
/t̪ʰɛ.bʌ/  [t̪ʰjɛ.bɰʌ]  ~ [t̪ʰjɛw] ‘big'  
/ʦjõː.bʌ/ [ʦjjõː.bɰʌ] ~ [ʦjjõːw] ‘small'  
/ʨʰjãː.bʌ/ [ʨʰjjãː.bɰʌ] ~ [ʨʰjjãːw] ‘good, beautiful' 
/kʰa̤ː.bʌ/ [kʰɰa̤ː.bɰʌ] ~ [kʰɰa̤ːbɰ] ~ [khɰa̤ːw] ‘who' 
 
    
Borrowed   Nepali forms 
/lɔw/ [lwɔw] ‘greedy’ <!"#$> /lo.bɦi/ ‘greedy’ (Turner 1931) 
 
   
Always monosyllabic  Ghachok 
/ʦʰɰɛw/ [ʦʰɰɛw] ‘sweat' /ʦʰʌ̯e.bʌ/ 'sweat' (Glover et al. 1977) 
/lɔ̤w/ [lwɔ̤w] ‘lung' /ˈkʰljo̤.bʌ/ 'lung' (Glover et al. 1977) 
/ʣɰɛ̤w̃/ [ʣɰɛ̤w̃] ‘like this' /ʦʰa.ˈba/ 'like this' (Glover et al. 1977) 
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 Figure 5.28 lists the known words in Sikles Gurung where word-final /d̪i/ alternates with 
lenited forms ending in a palatal glide [j].  This include a place name, as well as several 
directional words.  Speakers have provided both the full and lenited forms as citation forms in 
elicitation sessions.  Although this kind of lenition applies to suffixes with long front vowels, 
namely the ergative and past tense suffixes /-d̪iː/, all the examples in Figure 5.28 occur in words 
ending with short vowels. 
 
Figure 5.28 Word-final lenition with the pattern [d̪i] ~ [j] 
Synchronic alternation  
/t̪ɔ̤̃.d̪ĩ/ [t̪wɔ̤̃.d̪jĩ] ~ [t̪wɔ̤̃j] ‘Tangting (village name)' 
/t̪aː.d̪i/ [t̪ɰaː.d̪ji] ~ [t̪ɰaːj] ‘up, above, upwards' 
/t̪eː t̪aː.d̪i/ [t̪jeː t̪ɰaː.d̪ji] ~ [t̪jeː t̪ɰaːj] ‘way up there' 
/mɰeː maː.d̪i/ [mɰeː mɰaː.d̪ji] ~ [mɰeː mɰaːj]  ‘way down there' 
 
 The last two word-final lenition processes apply to words where the final syllable has a 
velar stop in the onset.  Figure 5.29 lists words where a velar stop followed by a back vowel 
alternates with a velar glide [w], while Figure 5.30 lists words where a velar stop followed by a 
front vowel alternates with a palatal glide [j].  I am analyzing these as related processes tied to 
the secondary articulation features that vowels assign to preceding consonants in Sikles Gurung.  
Recall from Chapter 3 that velar stops receive secondary velar articulation features from 
following back vowels, resulting in a phonetically velar or even backed-velar point of closure, 
while velar stops receive secondary palatal articulation features from following front vowels, 
resulting in a phonetically fronted-velar point of closure.  In the words undergoing lenition in 
Figure 5.29 and 5.30, the resulting coda glides correspond to the secondary velar articulation 
features or secondary palatal articulation features carried by the lenited velar stop. 
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 For the words in Figure 5.29, speakers again recognize all attested forms as different 
pronunciations of the same word and will provide them as the citation form in elicitation 
sessions.  Although /t̪ĩː.n̪ã̤ː.gʌ̤/ ‘nowadays’ is technically a morphologically complex compound, 
it still participates in this lenition process.  Two words that are monomorphemic in Sikles 
correspond to disyllabic words in Ghachok Gurung where the second syllable comprises a velar 
stop followed by a back vowel, suggesting that again the monosyllabic Sikles form may have 
been created from the lenition of a disyllabic form.  In the case of /mjuː/ ‘smoke,’ the primary 
speaker consulted for this project has the intuition that the first of the two vocalic or semi-vocalic 
segments is a glide, and pronounces it as such, [mbjjuː].  However, recordings of other speakers 
show that the first of the two vocalic or semi-vocalic segments is the most vowel-like, suggesting 
a close transcription of [mbjiw] for those speakers.  The issue of interspeaker and intraspeaker 
variation when it comes to vocalic and semi-vocalic sequences is discussed in Section 5.5. 
 
Figure 5.29 Word-final lenition with the pattern [gVback] ~ [w] 
Synchronic alternation   
/n̪ʌ.gʌ/ [n̪ɰʌ.gɰʌ] ~ [n̪ɰʌw] ‘chicken'  
/t̪ɔ.gɔ/ [t̪wɔ.gwɔ] ~ [t̪wɔ.gɰʌ] ~ [t̪wɔw] ‘right now'  
 /ʦʰju.gu/ [ʦʰ
jju.gwu] ~ [ʦʰjjuw] ‘clarified butter' 
 /t̪ĩː.n̪ã̤ː.gʌ̤/ [t̪
jĩː.n̪ɰã̤ː.gɰʌ̤] ~ [t̪jĩː.n̪ɰʌw] ‘nowadays (today + day)' 
 
 
    
Always monosyllabic  Ghachok 
/aːw/ [aːw] ‘friend’ /a.gu/ 'friend' (Glover et al. 1977) 
/mjuː/ [mbjjuː] ~ [mbjiw] ‘smoke’ /mi.ˈgu/ 'smoke' (Glover et al. 1977) 
 
 For the words in Figure 5.30, Sikles speakers again recognize all attested forms as 
different pronunciations of the same word and will provide them as the citation form in 
elicitation sessions.   
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ʷoːj] ‘day after tomorrow' 
 
 For two of the words listed in Figure 5.29 and Figure 5.30, /n̪ʌ.gʌ/ ‘chicken’ and /mʌ.gi/ 
‘buffalo,’ Glover et al. (1977) also report similar lenited forms: Glover et al.’s (1977) possible 
pronunciations of ‘chicken’ include /ˈnʌ.gʌ/ and /ˈnʌu/; while the possible pronunciations of 
‘buffalo’ include /ˈmʌ.gi/ and /ˈmʌi/.  Swenson’s (2015) sociolinguistic survey also records 
similar monosyllabic pronunciations of ‘buffalo’ in several other varieties of Gurung, although 
‘chicken’ is reportedly disyllabic in all varieties surveyed.  In the more distantly-related Tibeto-
Burman language Yolmo, Gawne (2016) reports that word-medial velars can undergo lenition, 
resulting in alternations like [ŋàgi] ~ [ŋài] 'my' and [màgi] ~ [mài] 'corn.'  
 For words with velars preceding front vowels and round back vowels, the identity of the 
glide in the lenited form matches the secondary articulation features carried by the velar stop in 
the full form: [gʲ] alternates with [j], and [gʷ] alternates with [w].  By this logic, it might be 
expected for words with velars preceding unrounded back vowels to alternate with the 
unrounded velar glide, [g
ɰ
] with [ɰ].  However, not only does the unrounded velar glide not 
surface in coda positions, but word-final velar coda consonants are not permitted in Sikles 
Gurung.  Thus it is actually the labial feature of the labiovelar glide [w] that allows it to surface 
word-finally, although the velar feature links it to back vowels and causes it to surface when the 
lenited syllable has a nuclear back vowel.  The lack of word-final velar consonants in Sikles 
Gurung also explains why lenited syllables with coronal onsets only undergo final-vowel 
apocope, while lenited syllables with velar onsets always alternate with glides. 
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Evidence from alternations like those listed in Figure 5.31 suggests that in Sikles the 
lenition of velar stops is sensitive to syllable length; both ‘pumpkin’ and ‘eldest brother’ have 
long vowels in the second syllable, resulting in the lenition of the word-medial velar stop to a 
glide, but not the loss of the second vowel and resyllabification into a monosyllabic word with a 
coda glide that is found for the words in Figure 5.29 and Figure 5.30.  The examples in Figure 
5.31 also suggest that the current synchronic alternations may have been formed gradually, so 
that word-medial velar stops first lenited to glides before the final vowel underwent apocope. 
 
Figure 5.31 Word-medial velars that alternate with glides 
[ɽɰaːgwuːn̪] ~ [ɽɰaːwuːn̪] ‘pumpkin’ 
[ã̤ːgjẽː] ~ [ã̤ːjẽː]  ‘eldest brother (older than speaker)’ 
 
 Among the synchronic alternations already discussed were two words with three possible 
pronunciations: ‘right now’ and ‘honey.’  They are listed again in Figure 5.32 below.  In each 
case there are two polysyllabic forms for each word – one with a short back round vowel /ɔ/ or 
/u/, and one with a short back unrounded vowel /ʌ/.  Across the board, word-final lenition applies 
most frequently to words ending with /ʌ/.  This suggests that as part of the word-final lenition 
process, other back vowels may first lenite to /ʌ/ before undergoing apocope. 
  
Figure 5.32 Final vowel lenition 
[t̪wɔ.gwɔ] ~ [t̪wɔ.gɰʌ] ~ [t̪wɔw] ‘right now' 
[kʰwu.d̪wu] ~ [kʰwu.d̪ɰʌ] ~ [kʰwud̪ɰ] ‘honey' 
 
 If codas created by word-final lenition processes are included, the following sounds are 
attested as word-final coda consonants in Sikles Gurung: /b, m, w, t̪, d̪, n̪, ʣ, s, l, ɽ, j/.  Note that 
/t̪/ and /d̪/ are not phonetically distinct in this position, as word-final voiced obstruents are 
generally subject to phonetic devoicing, and that the only word in the data currently being 
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analyzed where speakers have the intuition that there is a word-final voiceless stop is the 
borrowed /pʌ̤t̪/ ‘lamp, light.’  There is clearly an effect of place of articulation in this coda 
inventory – bilabial and coronal consonants are well-represented, but velars are not permitted.  
This points to the non-native origin of the common name for the Tamu people and language 
within Nepal – Gurung – which has a word-final velar coda. 
 
5.4.3 Word-medial lenition 
 
Word-medial lenition in Sikles Gurung can generally be characterized as the same 
processes that apply word-finally, namely vowel apocope and the alternation of the lenited 
syllable with a glide, although in the Sikles form of the place name ‘Pokhara,’ an entire syllable 
seems to be lost.  Three words in Sikles Gurung that are known to undergo word-medial lenition 
are listed in Figure 5.33.  Note that only ‘a little bit’ has a synchronic alternation, while the other 
two forms are only realized by speakers as disyllabic.  In the case of ‘children,’ the disyllabic 
word /kɔloː/ ‘child’ loses its word-final long vowel when the plural suffix is added, resulting in 
the disyllabic form /kɔl.mɰiː/.  In the case of ‘Pokhara,’ the entire middle syllable is lost; this 
may be due to the phonotactics of the phonological word in Sikles Gurung, which prohibits 
word-medial aspirated stops.  It does seem that the aspiration from the Nepali place name is 
reanalyzed as breathy phonation, causing the Gurung form of this place name to be categorized 
in the low register and realized with breathy vowels. 
 
Figure 5.33 Words with word-medial lenition 
Synchronic alternation 
 
/ʦjṳː.gu.diː/ [ʦjjṳː.gwu.djiː] ~ [ʦjjṳːw.djiː] ‘a little bit, a small amount'     
 
Disyllabic form     Source  
/kɔl.mɰiː/ [kwɔlw.mɰiː]    ‘children’  /kɔloː-mɰiː/ child-PL 




Turner (1931) notes that when compared to Sanskrit cognates, Nepali words have often 
lost word-medial vowels, resulting in disyllabic instead of trisyllabic forms.  If this is in fact an 
effect of language contact, it is again unclear whether Gurung should be considered to be 
borrowing this innovation from Nepali, or if Nepali should be considered to have borrowed a 
preference for disyllabic forms from the Tibeto-Burman languages of Nepal.  It does seem to be 
the case that Sikles Gurung has a preference for maximally disyllabic phonological words. 
 
5.5 Syllabification and the relationship between vowels, glides, and secondary 
articulations 
 
The difficulty of teasing apart vowels and glides in Sikles Gurung was first discussed in 
Section 2.6.4 of Chapter 2, which addressed the complicated process of reconciling speaker 
intuition, acoustic evidence, and both interspeaker and intraspeaker variation when transcribing 
Sikles Gurung words.  Chapter 2 also presented evidence for the unrounded velar glide /ɰ/; 
additional distributional evidence for analyzing this sound as an onset glide rather than a nuclear 
low vowel /ʌ/ was provided in Section 5.2.2 in this chapter.  However, as evident in the 
additional cases of interspeaker variation outlined in Section 5.2, there is clearly a close 
relationship between glides and vowels in Gurung, which can make identifying both consonant 
clusters and syllable boundaries difficult.  The following section presents cases where word-final 
lenition and syllabification interact with glides and vowels in Sikles Gurung 
 
5.5.1 Vowels, glides, and word-final lenition 
 
The current analysis of Sikles Gurung does not allow phonological diphthongs – in order 
to be pronounceable, one member of a vowel-vowel sequence must be realized as a glide.  
Mazaudon (2007) argues that for Ghachok Gurung resolving these sequences is position based – 
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the leftmost vocalic segment becomes an onset glide.  For some speakers of Sikles Gurung, this 
does often seem to be the case.  However, a position-based approach is not sufficient to account 
for the speech of all speakers, or even some intraspeaker variation.  Recall from Chapter 2 that 
there are many words with two possible pronunciations – one with an onset glide, and one with a 
coda glide.  This points to the need for experimental work designed to examine speaker intuition 
about syllable structure and the acoustic cues speakers rely on to identify syllables and their 
component segments.  For the moment, I will highlight the kinds variation I have encountered 
within the speech of the speakers I have worked with. 
 Spectrograms and waveforms in Figure 5.34 show two pronunciations of the word /kɔiː/ 
‘song’ by the same speaker, both spoken in succession in isolation during the same elicitation 
session.  The accompanying transcriptions represent my impression of the two words – although 
both seem monosyllabic, the first seems to have an onset glide [wi], while the second seems to 
have a coda glide [ɔj].  The shape of the waveform and the intensity line – which often 
corresponds with contrastive vowel length in Sikles Gurung – align with these transcriptions for 
the second pronunciation [kwɔj], on the right.  The acoustic evidence for the first pronunciation, 
on the left, is harder to assess.  There is greater intensity during the segment I have transcribed [i] 
than during the corresponding segment in the spectrogram on the right; this may account for my 
impression as an English listener that this is a vocalic segment rather than a glide, although there 
is another intensity peak during the segment I have transcribed [w].  In the second pronunciation, 
on the right, the intensity peak plateaus during the segment I have transcribed [ɔ], accompanied 
by a stable period in the formants that may cause this to sound more vowel-like than the 
corresponding segment in the first pronunciation on the left, where the formants transition 
smoothly from the velar stop through to the following high vowel.  It is unclear if these 
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impressions match those of Gurung listeners, or in fact whether a Gurung listener would hear 
these two pronunciations as notably different. 
Figure 5.34 Speaker 2 (M, 30s) 
 
The images Figure 5.35 show the same speaker saying the words /kjuiː/ ‘language’ and 
/kɽoːi/ ‘eagle, vulture.’  Recall from Section 4.2.1 of Chapter 4 that back vowels front between 
sounds with front or palatal features, meaning that a speaker may be expected to pronounce 
‘language’ as [kjjyːj] with a nuclear front round vowel [y] and an onset glide and a coda glide.  
As evidenced by the waveform and spectrogram below, Speaker 2 resolves this differently – the 
palatal glide in the onset assigns palatal secondary articulation features to the velar stop and then 
deletes, leaving the front round allophone [y] to be realized as front round glide [ɥ].  This palatal 
secondary articulation is visible in the noisy stop burst and high locus of energy during the initial 
velar stop, which is much higher than the backed velars in the pronunciations of ‘song.’  The low 
F3 during the onset glide is indicative of lip rounding, and the high F2 – particularly when 
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compared against the low F2 of the labiovelar glide in the first pronunciation of ‘song’ in Figure 
5.34 – indicates that this is a front glide rather than a velar glide. 
The monosyllabic word /kɽoːi/ ‘eagle, vulture’ remains a puzzle.  As with other words 
containing vowel-vowel sequences, there are two possible pronounceable forms: [kwɽwoːj] with a 
coda [j], and [kwɽʷwi] with an onset [w].  The latter of these is unusual because there are no other 
attested words in the data being analyzed with three consonants in a syllable onset.  Despite this 
fact, this seems to be the best transcription for the form pronounced by the speaker, as suggested 
by the waveform and spectrogram on the right in Figure 5.35.  The formant structure is again 
strong and stable during the segment I have transcribed [i], suggesting this is best treated as a 
vowel rather than a glide, although conflictingly the intensity plateaus throughout the both of the 
segments marked [w] and [i]. 
 
Figure 5.35 Speaker 2 (M, 30s) 
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 The word-final lenition processes outlined in Section 5.4 create interesting environments 
for looking at the behavior of vowels and glides in Sikles Gurung.  Figure 5.36 below comes 
from a recording of Speaker 3 saying the relative clause ‘the person leading the way.’  The word 
‘to lead’ commonly has two pronunciations, one with a coda glide in the stem, [ɽʷuj.bɰʌ], and 
one with an onset glide in the stem, [ɽʷwiː.bɰʌ].  When the nominalizing suffix /-bʌ/ lenites to a 
coda [-w], Speaker 3 avoids a glide-glide sequence and pronounces the monosyllable [ɽʷwɪːw] 
with both an onset and coda glide, as seen in Figure 5.35.  The lighter formants of the two 
labiovelar glides are indicative of glides, while the stronger, stable formants during the long high 
front vowel [ɪː] are indicative of a vocalic segment.  Note that the front vowel is realized as its 
centralized allophone [ɪː] between two velar segments. 
 
Figure 5.36 Speaker 3 (M, 50s) 
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 One last complicating factor that contributes to the difficulty of diagnosing the difference 
between vowels and glides in Sikles is that the phonetic phrase-final lengthening that was 
described for vowels in Chapter 3 also applies to glides.  In fact, all word-final sonorants can be 
lengthened phrase-finally.  Figure 5.37 shows two words that have undergone word-final lenition 
/pʌ̤lʌ/ ‘leg’ and /nɛm̃ʌ/ ‘bird,’ resulting in a coda lateral /l/ and a coda glide /w/.  In both cases, 
the nuclear vowel is short and has the strong formants indicative of a vocalic segment, while the 
coda consonant is comparatively much longer.  This provides more evidence that the coda glides 
created by word-final lenition processes should in fact be treated as consonants, rather than as the 
second half of diphthongs or vowel-vowel sequences. 
 
Figure 5.37 Speaker 1 (M, 20s) 
 
 
5.6 A toneless analysis of Sikles Gurung 
 
Although other varieties of Gurung have been described with four lexical tone categories, 
it is not necessary to posit additional contrastive pitch features in order to account for the Sikles 
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Gurung data being analyzed in this dissertation.  The combination of contrastive vowel length 
and a two-way, high-low register system is able to account for all of the data.  Within the data 
being analyzed there are no minimal sets that differ by pitch alone – the cognates of words that 
have minimal tone contrasts for Ghachok Gurung (Glover & Glover 1972) and Thak Gurung 
(Sprigg 1997) instead differ along some other parameter in Sikles Gurung.  This is typically 
vowel length, but can also be any of the other contrastive vowel features, or even differences in 
the surrounding consonants. 
Section 4.3.4 of Chapter 4 looked at correspondences between Sikles Gurung vowel 
length and Ghachok Gurung tone category membership for monosyllabic words.  The following 
sections will address the pitch patterns of disyllabic words in both isolation (Section 5.6.1) and in 
frame sentences (Section 5.6.2). 
  
5.6.1 Monosyllabic and disyllabic words in isolation 
 
Other than a high-low register contrast, the only predictable pitch phenomena I have been 
able to observe in Sikles Gurung are tied to vowel length.  As mentioned in the previous chapter, 
long vowels can be pronounced with higher pitch; this is likely tied to intensity, which is 
typically greater for long vowels than for their short counterparts.  Although Glover & Glover 
(1972) and Glover et al. (1977) analyzed some syllables in Ghachok Gurung as carrying accent 
or stress tied to their proposed tone system, this system does not account for pitch and intensity 
differences in Sikles Gurung, particularly when it comes to disyllabic words.   
The four-tone system proposed for Ghachok Gurung in Glover & Glover (1972) is an 
intersection of phonation and accent: tone 1 has modal vowels and an accented syllable; tone 2 
has modal vowels and no accented syllable; tone 3 has breathy vowels and no accented syllable; 
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and tone 4 has breathy vowels and an accented syllable. 25   This is summarized in the diagram 
below, following Glover & Glover (1972: 21), and includes the pitch contours reported to occur 
in each tone category. 
 
Figure 5.38 Glover & Glover's tone categories for Ghachok Gurung 
 Accented Unaccented 
Clear 1: V́ (high falling) 2: V (mid) 
Breathy 4: V̤́ (low rising) 3: V̤ (low) 
 
Monosyllabic words in Sikles Gurung can be fit into this paradigm if “accent” is used to 
mean vowel length; however, the pitch patterns described for each category for Ghachok do not 
hold for Sikles.  Take the following pair, ‘louse’ and ‘meat,’ which represent a minimal tone pair 
in Ghachok Gurung and are distinguished by vowel length in Sikles Gurung.  Transcriptions are 
provided in Figure 5.39 along with the intersecting features that accompany these tone categories 
in Ghachok Gurung. 
 
Figure 5.39 'louse' and 'meat' 
 Accented Unaccented 
Clear 1: V́ (high falling) 2: V (mid) 
  
Ghachok: /ˈse/ 
Sikles: /seː/ ‘louse’ 
Ghachok: /se/ 
Sikles: /sɛ/ ‘meat’ 
 
The spectrograms and waveforms in Figure 5.40 below show three Sikles speakers saying 
the words ‘louse’ and ‘meat’ in isolation.  These recordings were collected during a longer 
elicitation session, and the two lexical items were not elicited in sequence.  Speakers were asked 
 
25 Note that the original document has the labels for tone 3 and tone 4 reversed.  I have swapped 
them so that the categories align with those proposed by Mazaudon (1978, 2005). 
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to say each word three times each, and the images below reflect the first pronunciation of the 
word for each speaker.  During an informal perception experiment, the primary Gurung 
consultant for this study, Speaker 3, correctly identified the recordings of the other speakers as 
either ‘louse’ or ‘meat.’  This was significant because these two words had previously been taken 
to be homophonous. 
Pitch tracks are indicated on the spectrograms below using dashed lines, while intensity is 
superimposed using solid lines.  Rather than showing two different F0 contours, as is described 
for Ghachok Gurung, for all three Sikles speakers this pair is pronounced with virtually identical 
F0s.  Strikingly, the contour of the F0 is different for each speaker: for Speaker 2 it is level, for 
Speaker 3 it is rising, and for Speaker 4 it is falling.  If examined closely, it is possible to see that 
that formant structures of the two vowels are different across each pair, reflecting the quality 
difference associated with the vowel length contrast in this language, in addition to durational 












Figure 5.40 Comparing the F0 of 'louse' and 'meat' 
Speaker 2 (M, 30s) 
 




Speaker 4 (M, 70s) 
 
A breakthrough in my analysis of Sikles Gurung, which pointed to vowel duration as a 
relevant contrast instead of additional tone categories, came during the analysis of disyllabic 
words.  The pitch patterns of polysyllabic words are often difficult to account for in Tamangic 
languages using the tone categories established for monosyllabic words.  For Ghachok, Glover & 
Glover (1972) report four distinct pitch patterns for monosyllabic words (as summarized in 
Figure 5.38 above), five distinct pitch patterns for disyllabic words, and six distinct pitch patterns 
for words longer than two syllables.  For Sikles, there are four distinct pitch patterns for 
disyllabic words that map to the four possible combinations of long and short nuclear vowels.  
Disyllabic words in Sikles Gurung can be composed of: two short vowels, V.V; a long vowel and 
a short vowel, Vː.V; a short vowel and a long vowel, V. Vː; and a long vowel and a long vowel, 
Vː.Vː.  Examples that fall into these four categories are listed in Figure 5.41 below.  Note that 
there are no true minimal sets illustrating these patterns, instead each pair of vowels is 
surrounded by different consonants. 
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Figure 5.41 Vowel patterns for disyllabic words 
V.V   Vː.V    
ʌ ɛ /mʌ̃.nɛ/̃ ‘only' aː ɛ  /mãː.tʰɛ/ ‘maternal aunt' 
ɔ u /pɔ̤.ɽṳ/ ‘Pokhara' oː u  /joː.pu/ ‘palm' 
i  i /ʈi̤.bi̤/ ‘skin, leather' iː i  /swĩː.dĩ/ ‘domesticated bee' 
ʌ ʌ /tʌ̤.bʌ/ ‘to become, to happen' aː ʌ  /taːbʌ/ ‘to dig’ 
       
       
V. Vː   Vː.Vː    
ʌ eː /mʌ̤.deː/ ‘lips' aː eː  /mãː.neː/ ‘maternal aunt' 
ɔ uː /pɔ.ʣuː/ ‘thorn' oː uː  /noː.ruː/ ‘ant, fly' 
i  iː /ti.miː/ ‘monkey' iː iː  /tiː.liː/ ‘pig' 
ʌ aː /tʌ̤.ma̤ː/ ‘bear' aː aː  /tãː.gaː/ ‘fish' 
 
It is possible to group words these words by rhythm and pitch properties, where they 
clearly fall into four distinct categories.  These rhythmic patterns are tied to pitch patterns, 
because long vowels can be realized with a higher F0 than short vowels.  However, these 
categories are best analyzed as being distinguished by vowel duration, rather than a four-
category system of tone or stress.  If higher pitch reflected stress or accent in this variety, as is 
described for Ghachok Gurung, then words in the category Vː.Vː would have two stresses, and 
words in the category V.V would have no stresses.  For a language like Gurung, in which the 
phonological word has been shown to be a relevant domain, this might be a desirable analysis if 
the words with multiple stresses were morphologically complex and composed of multiple 
phonological words; however, this is not the case.  There is no reliable correspondence between 
morphological complexity and long or “stressed” vowels in Sikles Gurung.  Additionally, a 
stress-based analysis disregards the quantifiable durational differences between phonemically 
long and short vowels outlined in Chapter 4.   
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Figure 5.39 shows four pitch tracks from a word-list elicitation session in Sikles with 
Speaker 6, who impressionistically seems to display the most dramatic pitch variation of all the 
speakers whose speech is being analyzed in this dissertation.   During this elicitation session, 
Speaker 6 often first repeated the target word back to my colleagues and I to confirm that she had 
understood the word we were eliciting, making use of an intonation contour that features a large 
rise and fall in the final syllable, and which falls outside the list intonation that characterizes the 
three subsequent utterances.  The height of that rise and fall in the second syllable, relative to the 
pitch of the initial syllable, is correlated with the length of the vowels in each syllable.  Next to a 
transcription and gloss of the word being elicited, I have included Glover et al.’s (1977) tone 
category for the cognate in Ghachok Gurung.   
In the first two pitch tracks, it is possible to see the effect of vowel length on pitch in 
Sikles Gurung – in comparing the initial pronunciation and each subsequent repetition, the pitch 
of first syllable in /teː.lʌ/ ‘yesterday’ is  higher than the first syllable of /nʌ.gʌ/ ‘chicken.’  The 
presence of a long vowel consistently pulls the pitch of the entire word up.  In list intonation, 
words with two short vowels like ‘chicken’ have pitch that rises slightly, while words with a long 
vowel followed by a short vowel like ‘today’ have pitch that falls slightly.  This pattern does not 
hold for the final repetition in the list, where the pitch consistently falls for all words. 
In contrast to /nʌ.gʌ/ ‘chicken’ and /teː.lʌ/ ‘yesterday,’ /nĩ.mĩː/ ‘mouse’ has a long vowel 
in the second syllable.  This causes the pitch to shoot up in the second syllable – higher than it 
rises in the second syllables of ‘chicken’ and ‘yesterday’ – when Speaker 6 confirms that she 
understood the word we were eliciting, and also pulls up the pitch in the first syllable relative to 
the other word in this set with a short vowel in the first syllable, ‘chicken.’  The long vowel in 
the second syllable of ‘mouse’ causes the pitch to rise during list intonation, much more sharply 
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that it rises in ‘chicken,’ which has no long vowels.  The last pitch track in Figure 5.39 is for the 
word /pʌ̤.ɽe̤ː/ ‘stick,’ which like ‘mouse’ consists of an initial syllable with a short vowel and a 
second syllable with a long vowel.  However, unlike ‘mouse,’ ‘stick’ belongs to the low register 
in Sikles Gurung.  Thus the pitch contour of ‘stick’ throughout both the initial confirmation and 
the three repetitions using list intonation is almost identical to that of ‘mouse,’ but it starts lower 
and ends lower in each case because it belongs to the lower register, while ‘mouse’ belongs to 
the high register. 
 
 
Figure 5.42 Speaker 6 (F, 30s) 
/nʌ.gʌ/ ‘chicken’ (Gachok tone 1)
 
 















 Although the pitch tracks in Figure 5.42 do show F0 differences, these differences are 
always correlated with vowel length. Outside of a two-category register system – where high 
category vowels generally have a higher F0 and modal phonation, and low category words have 
a lower F0 and breathy phonation – other pitch patterns in Sikles Gurung can be predicted by 
vowel length.  Moreover, contrastive vowel length can be used to account for Sikles pairs like 
‘louse’ and ‘meat’ (Figure 5.40), which otherwise cannot be distinguished by F0 or F0 contour 





5.6.2 Disyllabic words in frame sentences 
 
Tone in the Tamangic languages is often considered to be the most observable in words 
pronounced in sentences, rather than in isolation (Mazaudon 2014).  To show that the toneless 
analysis in the previous section can also account for words in sentences, and that the lack of F0 
differences in Sikles pairs like ‘louse’ and ‘meat’ is not simply due to list intonation effects, this 
section will look at the pitch contour of several verbs recorded in the same frame sentence. 
 The spectrograms and waveforms in Figure 5.44 represent recordings of frame sentences 
with pairs of verbs that differ minimally by vowel length.  Each verb is pronounced in the frame 
sentence ‘I want to X’ /ŋʌ X-d̪aː ŋa̤ː-imu/, where /ŋʌ/ is the first person singular pronoun, /-d̪aː/ 
is the essive suffix, and /ŋa̤ːimu/ is the present progressive form of /ŋa̤ːbʌ/ ‘to like, to feel like.’  
Transcriptions of the verb pairs are listed in Figure 5.43, along with their Ghachok Gurung 
equivalents and tone category following Glover et al. (1977).  Note that ‘to count’ and ‘to hang,’ 
as well as ‘to steal’ and ‘to cook,’ are minimal tone pairs for Ghachok Gurung, while ‘to borrow’ 
and ‘to wear’ reportedly both belong in tone 1 but have different accented syllables that 
correspond to the vowel length contrast in Sikles Gurung. 
 
Figure 5.43 Elicited pairs with contrastive vowel length 
Sikles  Ghachok Tone 
/ʦjoː.bʌ/ ‘to count' /ʦjo̤.ˈbʌ/ 4 
/tsjɔ.bʌ/ ‘to hang' /ʦjo.ˈba/ 1 
/jo̤ː.bʌ/ ‘to steal' /jo̤.ˈbʌ/ 4 
/jɔ.̤bʌ/ ‘to cook' /jo̤.bʌ/ 3 
/kʰiː.bʌ/ ‘to borrow' /ˈkʰi.bʌ/ 1 
/kʰi.bʌ/ ‘to wear' /kʰiˈ.ba/ 1 
 
 In each pair of Sikles Gurung sentences below, the pitch tracks are all but identical.  
Instead, the most striking difference between each pair of sentences is the break between the 
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subject pronoun and the rest of the sentence.  In every case, this break it is much larger before 
the verb stems with long vowels than it is before the verb stems with short vowels, and in some 
cases like ‘I want to cook,’ completely absent before the short stem vowels.  Note also the effect 
of register – the pairs ‘count’ and ‘hang,’ and ‘borrow’ and ‘wear,’ both belong to the high 
register category in Sikles Gurung, while ‘steal’ and ‘cook’ belong to the low register category.  
For the high register verbs, the pitch is highest in the stem vowel and drops during the low 
register /ŋa̤ːbʌ/ ‘to like, to feel like.’  For the low register verbs, the pitch is lowest in the stem 
vowel, rises during the long vowel in the essive suffix /-d̪aː/, and drops again during the low-
register stem of /ŋa̤ːbʌ/ ‘to like, to feel like.’   
 









The images in Figure 5.44 above represent six out of 30 verbs that were recorded using the 
same frame sentence during the same session, in a randomized order.  This difference in break 
size before long and short vowel stems is consistent across all recordings, as is the 
correspondence of register and F0.  These images are the clearest way to illustrate the rhythmic 
aspects of contrastive vowel length, and the way this interacts with word-level and sentence-level 
pitch and intonation phenomena within a limited context in Sikles Gurung.  Together the 
intersection of vowel length and register accounts for the pitch and rhythmic patterns represented 
in these sentences, without an appeal to a four-category tone system.   
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Recall from Section 3.5 of Chapter 3 that “tone” is typically used to refer to sound systems 
where pitch is a contrastive feature, while “register” is used to refer to systems that make use of 
pitch plus additional vowel quality features like phonation (Abramson & Luangthongkum 2009).  
By this definition, Sikles Gurung should be classified as a language with a two-category register 
system, since words fall into one of two pitch-based categories – high or low – which are also 
associated with two kinds of phonation – modal or breathy.  All other pitch contour phenomena 
are predictable based on vowel length: long vowels are produced with a greater intensity that can 
co-occur with an increase in pitch, while short vowels are produced with less intensity that can 
co-occur with a decrease in pitch.  Moreover, within each of the high and low register categories, 
there are no pairs of words that differ by pitch alone.  Thus it is not necessary to posit additional 
pitch-based tone categories to fully account for the sound system of Sikles Gurung.  Future work 
will aim to qualify the pitch phenomena observed in this section, look more closely at the 
prosodic patterns of words in other contexts, and also explore the idea of syllable weight – rather 




This chapter introduced the phonological word as a relevant domain in Sikles Gurung, and 
examined the asymmetric structure of syllables falling at the left edge of phonological words 
when compared with the structure of subsequent syllables.  It described the word-final lenition 
processes that are common in the morphology of Sikles Gurung, drawing parallels with historical 
sound changes reported for other documented Tibeto-Burman languages, and additionally 
discussed the extension of these processes to monomorphemic words with similar syllable 
structures.  The majority of the word-final coda consonants found in Sikles Gurung can be 
attributed to these lenition processes, either synchronically or historically.  The difficulty of 
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distinguishing vowels from glides – first raised in Chapter 2 – was revisited in the context of 
word-final lenition processes.  Furthermore, the predictable relationship between pitch and vowel 
length in Sikles Gurung was examined to show that the combination of contrastive vowel length 
and a high-low register contrast is sufficient to account for all of the gathered data without 





































This dissertation provided a detailed description of the sound system of Sikles Gurung, 
beginning with individual phonemes and allophones, and working through the syllable structure 
and word-level processes.  Section 6.1 summarizes the material covered in this dissertation, and 
Section 6.2 reflects on the typically Tibeto-Burman features of Sikles Gurung and discusses 




Chapter 1 introduced the Gurung people and their language.  I presented background 
information about the Gurung language as a whole, surveying its threatened status, classification 
as a Tibeto-Burman language of Nepal, and the degree of interspeaker and intraspeaker variation 
that characterizes this language.  I then introduced Sikles Gurung as a distinct language variety 
spoken in Sikles Village, and summarized the data being analyzed, which was collected with the 
help of Sikles speakers over a four-year period.  This chapter also discussed Nepali, the official 
language of Nepal, which has been in contact with Gurung for centuries.  The similarity and 
differences between the sound systems of Sikles Gurung and Nepali were returned to in 
subsequent chapters, drawing on data collected in 2018 with the help of Nepali speakers living in 
Kathmandu.  I concluded the chapter by outlining the origins of this project and the theoretical 
assumptions being made throughout the dissertation. 
Chapter 2 provided a detailed description of the sonorants of Sikles Gurung.  I chose this 
sound class as a starting point in order to best illustrate the secondary consonant articulations that 
are an important aspect of the phonology of this language.  I used spectrograms and waveforms 
to provide acoustic evidence for the existence of each sonorant phoneme and its major 
allophones, and also laid out the distribution of each sound in the grammatical words of the 
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language.  Acoustic and phonological evidence was provided to support my analysis of the rhotic 
phoneme as a retroflex trill, and the low semivowel as an unrounded velar glide.  I finished the 
chapter by discussing the difficulty of categorizing adjacent vocalic segments as glides or 
vowels, drawing parallels with similar phenomena reported for Nepali. 
In Chapter 3 I turned to the obstruents, again arguing for the existence of phonological 
secondary consonant articulations assigned by the following vowel.  Each phoneme and its major 
allophones were presented and supported with acoustic data.  Acoustic and phonological 
evidence was provided to support my analysis of the series of affricates as alveolar, although 
they are not identical to the alveolar affricates of Nepali.  I discussed the asymmetric distribution 
of the 3-way laryngeal contrast for stops and affricates, both within grammatical words and 
within register categories, and provided Voice Onset Time averages for the stops and affricates.  
This chapter concluded by looking at the distribution of consonant place of articulation and 
laryngeal features found in each of the two register categories of Gurung, as well as other Tibeto-
Burman languages. 
Chapter 4 focused on the vowel system of Sikles Gurung, providing a detailed phonetic 
analysis of contrastive vowel duration which has not been reported as a robust feature of other 
documented varieties.  Using recordings made with the help of six Sikles speakers, I measured 
durational differences and quality differences as represented by the first and second formants.  I 
also reported on vowel allophones conditioned by the frontness or backness of surrounding 
segments, drawing parallels with varieties of Tibetan and other Tibeto-Burman languages.  This 
chapter also treated nasalization and breathy phonation as contrastive vowel features, concluding 
that these are best analyzed as word-level phenomena, where the relevant domain is in fact the 
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phonological word.  I further pointed out the relationship between breathy phonation, vowel 
length, F0, and intensity in this variety of Gurung. 
Chapter 5 began by introducing the phonological word, which has been shown to be a 
relevant domain in varieties of Tibetan and other Tamangic languages.  I summarized the 
distribution of consonants, consonant clusters, and vowels in each syllable of the phonological 
word.  I then presented an analysis of the word-final lenition processes that are common in the 
Sikles variety of Gurung, and which apply to both suffixes and monomorphemic words.  These 
lenition processes are tied to the secondary consonant articulations assigned by vowels, and seem 
to apply most frequently to words ending in short vowels.  These processes also have parallels in 
both historical sound changes proposed for varieties of Tibetan, and sound changes identified in 
Nepali.  The final section of this chapter returned to the issue of lexical tone.  Many of the 
Tamangic languages are reported to have four-tone systems; however, such a system is not 
posited for Sikles Gurung.  Instead, I argue that Sikles Gurung is best analyzed with a two-
category register system, where words are either pronounced with a higher pitch and modal 




Each of the phonetic and phonological processes that I describe for Sikles Gurung has 
parallels in other Tibeto-Burman languages.  Sometimes these similarities are in the form of 
historical sound changes, as is often the case when comparing Gurung with varieties of Tibetan, 
and sometimes these match synchronic patterns reported for other languages.  Michailovsky 
(1988) surveys the phonological typology of 19 Tibeto-Burman languages of Nepal, in addition 
to the Indo-Aryan language Nepali.  Gurung is included in this survey, although the variety 
referenced is Ghachok Gurung.  As outlined throughout this dissertation, Ghachok Gurung and 
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Sikles Gurung are often quite different.  However, even in cases where Sikles Gurung diverges 
from Ghachok, it does align with the other languages described.  Michailovsky (1988) examines 
patterns in the following categories: tone or register; word-initial laryngeal contrasts; 
retroflexion; permitted consonant clusters; the number, duration, and contrastive nasalization of 
vowels; and the permitted word-final coda consonants.  Note that all of these were topics raised 
throughout the chapters of this dissertation.  The way Sikles Gurung patterns regarding each of 
these features sometimes aligns with the other Tamangic languages, including Ghachok Gurung, 
but sometimes patterns more closely with Tibetic languages like Sherpa. 
When it comes to tone or register, Sikles Gurung diverges from the 4-category word-tone 
systems analyzed for the other Tamangic languages and the Tibetic languages surveyed by 
Michailovsky.  Instead, the two-category register system is more in line with systems described 
for Sherpa and Magar in Michailovsky’s survey, as well as the Tibetic language Yolmo, which 
was discussed earlier in the dissertation (Gawne 2016).  The three-way word-initial laryngeal 
contrast found in Sikles is again typical of Tibeto-Burman languages of Nepal, although not of 
the Tamangic languages, which generally show no contrastive voicing.  There does seem to be 
an interaction of word-initial obstruent laryngeal features and register category in Sikles Gurung, 
which is reported for the Tamangic and Tibetic languages, although in Sikles there are additional 
effects of consonant place of articulation not described for other languages. 
Many Tibeto-Burman languages of Nepal surveyed have voiceless or murmured sonorants 
that contrast with plain voiced sonorants.  Ghachok Gurung is classified by Michailovsky as 
having a voiceless lateral, which presumably refers to the lateral fricative that some varieties of 
Gurung have in the place of velar-lateral /kl/ clusters.  Following this model, Sikles does pattern 
with the other Tamangic languages surveyed in having a voiceless liquid.  However, the Sikles 
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lateral fricative does not correspond to cognates with the voiceless lateral in the closely related 
Thakali and Seke, and the phonetics seem quite different.  If the lateral fricative is classified as 
an obstruent rather than a voiceless sonorant, as it is in this dissertation, then Sikles Gurung 
again diverges from the other Tamangic languages to pattern with the more distantly-related 
Magar and Kham, as well as some varieties of Newar and the unrelated Nepali.   
For the retroflex stops, Sikles patterns strongly with the other Tamangic languages and 
Sherpa in having a rhotacized retroflex, or a retroflex stop that can be historically traced to stop-
rhotic clusters.  As mentioned in Chapter 3, some Sikles speakers still have the audible 
affrication characteristic of these rhotacized retroflexes, which is distinct from the non-
rhotacized retroflex stops of Indo-Aryan languages like Nepali.  The retroflex stops contrast with 
dental stops in Sikles Gurung, as is reported for the majority of the other Tibeto-Burman 
languages of Nepal.  Sikles also patterns with the Tamangic languages, Magar, and Kham when 
it comes to permitted consonant clusters: there is a strong effect of place of articulation and 
dental sounds are generally not permitted as the first members of clusters. 
The vowel system of Sikles is most similar to that described for Tamang and Sherpa, with 
both a duration and nasalization contrast, although the nasalization contrast is reportedly 
marginal in both Tamang and Sherpa.  Unlike both of these languages, the Sikles Gurung 
duration contrast is a relevant feature in both open and closed syllables.  The most common 
vowel system reported for the languages surveyed in Michailovsky is actually a 6-vowel system 
that resembles the vowel system of Nepali, and which is typically described for Ghachok 
Gurung. 
The last feature surveyed by Michailovsky is the permitted word-final coda consonants.  
The author takes the following consonants from Written Tibetan as a starting point: /p, t, k, m, n, 
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ŋ, r, l, s/.  Ghachok Gurung, like Sikles Gurung, does not have word-final voiceless stops, and is 
described as allowing the following coda consonants: /b, d, m, n, r, l/.  Sikles Gurung patterns 
with Ghachok Gurung but adds /s/, as well as the alveolar affricate /ʣ/, which is not an attested 
coda consonant in the other languages surveyed.  Sikles Gurung also permits /j/ and /w/ in the 
coda position, although these glides were not included in Michailovsky’s survey, so it is unclear 
how common this is.  Like both varieties of Gurung, Kham also lacks the velars /k, ŋ/ in the 
word-final position.  As pointed out in the survey, the majority of Tibeto-Burman languages of 
Nepal have a limited coda inventory when compared with Nepali, which allows all consonants 
except /h/ to occur word-finally (Michailovsky 1988). 
The features surveyed by Michailovsky (1988) are summarized in the following chart, 
using the categorization and terminology from the original survey.  The <+> marks features that 
are present, the <–> marks features that are not present, and the asterisk indicates that a feature is 
present but considered marginally contrastive following Michailovsky (1988). 
 
Figure 6.1 Summary of typological features 
 Sikles Gurung Ghachok Gurung Other Tamangic Languages 
Number of tone/register 
categories 2 4 4 
Number of laryngeal 
contrasts for initial 
obstruents 
3 3 2 
Voiceless sonorants –  –  + 
Rhoticized retroflexes + + + 
Number of vowels 5 6 5-6 
Contrastive vowel 
nasalization + + +* 
Contrastive vowel 
duration + +* +, – 
Attested coda consonants /b, d, m, n, r, l, s/ /b, d, m, n, r, l/ /p, t, k, m, n, ŋ, r, l, (s)/  
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Based on the phonological features Michailovsky (1988) establishes as typologically 
characteristic of Tibeto-Burman languages of Nepal, Sikles Gurung reliably patterns with other 
Tibeto-Burman languages.  The degree and type of contact effects Gurung may exhibit due to 
long term contact with Nepali remains an open question.  Future work will seek to directly 
compare the phonetics of these two languages, as the preliminary work in this dissertation 
suggests the acoustics of these two languages are actually quite different despite the similarity of 
their phonemic inventories.  More work will also be done to look explicitly at the acoustic cues 
of breathy phonation in the low register, both in comparison with the murmured stops of Nepali, 
and the murmured sonorants of languages like Magar and Newar.  Future work will also seek to 
describe phrase-level and word-level prosodic phenomena, and their interactions with phonation, 
F0, and secondary consonant articulations. 
This dissertation began as an attempt to accurately transcribe the sounds of Sikles Gurung.  
This has been accomplished at the syllable level and word level, but a language is more than 
individual words.  It is my hope that the detailed descriptions provided in each of the previous 
chapters will be useful for future work on Gurung – both the variety spoken in Sikles, and in 
other places – as linguists continue to learn about this language.  I have also aimed to provide 
sufficient detail to support future phonetic, phonological, and morphophonological work 









 This appendix lists the Sikles Gurung lexical items analyzed in this dissertation. The first 
column lists a phonemic, or broad, transcription, while the second column provides a more 
detailed phonetic transcription illustrating the phonological and morphophonological processes 
described in the previous chapters.  Forms that are in variation for individual speakers are 
separated with <~>, while forms that are attested by different speakers are separated with 
commas.  The column labeled “Notes” provides additional information and in some cases the 
corresponding Nepali word, where relevant. 
 
Phonemic Phonetic Gloss Notes 
/ã̤ːgẽː/, /ã̤ːjẽː/ [ã̤ː.gjẽː], [ã̤ː.jẽː] 'eldest brother (older than 
speaker)' 
 
/aːloːliː/ [aː.lwoː.lʲiː] 'slow, slowly, softly, quietly' 
 
/aːlu/ [aː.lwu] 'potato' Nepali <!"#> /alu/ 
/aːŋĩ/ [aː.ŋjĩ] 'wife of maternal uncle' 
 
/aːsjõː kwẽː/ [aː.ɕjjõː kwwẽː] 'cloth given by in-laws at the 
ceremony for the dead’ 
 
/aːsjõː/ [aː.ɕjjõː] 'in-laws' 
 
/aːw/ [aːw] 'friend ' slangy, in same age 
group 
/ãːwɽɔ̤̃ɽõ̤ː/ [ãːw.ɽwɔ̤̃.ɽwõ̤ː] 'respectively belongs' 
 
/ba̤ːw/ [bɰa̤ːw] 'portion, share' Nepali <$%&> /bɦaɡʌ/ 






[bjjaːɽ kjju.ɽwu.ɽwu] 'round' 
 
/bjõ̤ːbʌ/ [bjjõ̤ː.bɰʌ] 'to throw away, to discard' 
 
/bla̤ː/ [bɰlɰa̤ː] 'unhusked rice' 
 
/bla̤̤ːbʌ/ [bɰlɰa̤ː.bɰʌ] 'wide' 
 
/bõ̤ː/ [bwõ̤ː] 'strength' 
 
/bõ̤ːbʌ/ [bwõ̤ː.bɰʌ] 'to be strong' 
 
/bɽʌ̤/ [bɰɽɰʌ̤] 'one hundred' 
 
/bṳːn̪ʌ/ [bwṳːn̪ɰʌ] ~ 
[bwṳːn̪ɰ] 
'small round water vessel, 
drinking vessel' 
 
/bɰi̤bʌ/ [bɰɰi̤.bɰʌ] 'to step' 
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/bʌ̤ʣeː/ [bɰʌ̤.ʥjeː] 'grandfather ' Nepali <!"#$> /baʣe/ 
/d̪̪ĩ̤ː/ [d̪jĩ̤ː] 'house' 
 
/d̪̪õ̤ːbʌ/ [d̪wõ̤ː.bɰʌ] 'to beat, to thresh' 
 
/d̪̪ṳ̃ːbʌ/ [d̪wṳ̃ː.bɰʌ] 'thick (like a tree)' 
 
/d̪ṳ̃bʌ/ [d̪wṳ̃.bɰʌ] 'to walk with a cane' 
 
/ʣa̤ːbʌ/ [ʣɰa̤ː.bɰʌ] 'to chop with an axe' 
 
/ʣju/ [ʥju] 'body'' Nepali <%#&> /ʣiu/ 
/ʣõ̤ːbʌ/ [ʣwõ̤ː.bɰʌ] 'to pour; to irrigate; to put' 
 
/ʣɰɛ̤w̃/ [ʣɰɘ̤̃w] 'like this, resembling' ex. 'weather like this, 
person like this' 
/ɖã̤ːɖʌ/ [ɖɰã̤ː.ɖɰʌ] 'ridge of hill' Nepali <'"('"> /ɖãɖa/ 
/ɖɛ̤ŋ̃gɽɛ̤/ [ɖjɛ̤ŋ̃.gjɽjɛ̤] 'skinny, skin and bones' a rude thing to say 
/ge̤ːbʌ/ [gje̤ː.bɰʌ] 'to lean on' 
 
/gjã̤ː/ [gjjã̤ː] 'path, road, way' 
 
/gjõ̤ːsĩ/ [gjjõ̤ː.ɕʲĩ] 'kind of alder tree' 
 
/gjuiː/ [gʲɥiː] 'skirt worn by women' 
 
/goːbʌ/ [gwoː.bɰʌ] 'to blow (by shaman during 
ceremony)' 
 
/gɔ̤̃/ [gwɔ̤̃] 'rocky area' 
 
/gɔ̤bʌ/ [gwɔ̤.bɰʌ] 'to fry' 
 
/gɔ̤ɖʌ/ [gwɔ̤.ɖɰʌ] 'horse' Nepali <)*'"> 
/gɦoɖa/ 




/gʌ̤ɽi̤n̪ʌ/ [gɰʌ̤.ɽji̤.n̪ɰʌ] 'in an instant; already; for a 
second; in a second; quickly; 
immediately' 
 
/hãːɽ/ [hɰãːɽ] 'close to' 
 
/haːɽiː/ [hɰaː.ɽjiː] 'side' 
 
/hi̤ːl/ [hji̤ːl] 'mud' Nepali <+,-*> /hilo/ 
/hõːbʌ/ [hwõː.bɰʌ] 'to enter, to go inside' 
 




[hwṳː.sɰĩ pjɽjĩː.bɰʌ] 'to punch with a fist' Nepali )02" /gɦussa/ 
'fist, blow with the 
fist' 
/iːjubʌ/ [iː.ju.bɰʌ] 'to come back down' contrasts with 
/iːkʰʌ̤bʌ/ 
/iːkʰʌ̤bʌ/ [iː.kʰɰʌ̤.bɰʌ] 'to come back up or across' contrasts with /iːjubʌ/ 
/iku/ [i.kwu] 'hiccup' 
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/ikubʌ/ [i.kwu.bɰʌ] 'to hiccup' 
 
/iwʌbʌ/ [i.wʌ.bɰʌ] 'to return' 
 
/jaː/ [jaː] 'to be, copula' 
 
/ja̤ːbʌ/ [ja̤ː.bɰʌ] 'to go' 
 
/jã̤ːbʌ/ [jã̤ː.bɰʌ] 'to wind up for a punch, to draw 
an arrow, to get ready to kick' 
 
/jã̤ːgõː/ [jã̤ː.gwõː] 'rainbow' 
 
/jɛ̤/̃ [jɛ̤]̃ 'high altitude' 
 
/joː/ [joː] 'hand, arm' 
 
/joːbʌ/ [joː.bɰʌ] 'to have enough; to be done' 
 
/jõːbʌ/ [jõː.bɰʌ] 'to get, to find' 
 
/jo̤ːbʌ/ [jo̤ː.bɰʌ] 'to steal' 
 
/jõ̤ːbʌ/ [jõ̤ː.bɰʌ] 'to hang on to' 
 
/joːpu/ [joː.pwu] 'palm' 
 
/joːɽiː/ [jøː.ɽjiː] 'finger' 
 
/joːsiː/ [jøː.ɕʲiː] 'fingernail' 
 
/jɔbʌ/ [jɔ.bɰʌ] 'rich' 
 
/jɔ̃bʌ/ [jɔ̃.bɰʌ] 'light (weight)' 
 
/jɔ̤bʌ/ [jɔ̤.bɰʌ] 'to cook' contrasts with /t̪ɛ̤bʌ/ 
/juːmʌ/ [juː.mɰʌ] ~ 
[juːmɰ] ~ [juːw̃] 
'stone' 
 
/jubʌ/ [ju.bɰʌ] 'to come down' contrasts with /kʰʌ̤bʌ/ 
/jukuɽn̪ʌ/ [ju.kwuɽɰ.n̪ɰʌ] 'always' 
 
/kaː/ [kɰaː] 'lid' 
 
/kã̤ː/ [kɰã̤ː] 'chin' 
 
/kãːbʌ/ [kɰãː.bɰʌ] 'to yawn; bitter, salty' 
 
/ka̤ːbʌ/ [kɰa̤ː.bɰʌ] 'to hold on, to catch, to arrest, to 
grab' 
idiomatically "to 
catch an age" means 
"I am around this 
age" to avoid saying 
real age 
/kaːd̪ʌ/ [kɰaː.d̪ɰʌ] 'book, paper' 
 
/kaːʣiː/ [kɰaː.ʥjiː] 'youngest sister' 
 
/kãːjlʌ̃/ [kɰãːj.lɰʌ̃] ~ 
[kɰãː.lɰʌ] 
'fourth eldest brother' 
 
/kãːlʌ̃ t̪ĩlĩ/ [kɰãː.lɰʌ̃ t̪jĩ.ljĩ] 'lightning' 
 
/ka̤ːpo̤ː/ [kɰa̤ː.pwo̤ː] 'a kind of frog (blackish or gray, 
smooth skin, edible)' 
 
/kaːɽjʌbʌ/ [kɰaːɽ.jʌ.bɰʌ] 'to dry' 
 
/kãːsʌ̃/ [kɰãː.sɰʌ̃] 'molar tooth' 
 
/keː kɛɽʌ/ [kjeː kjɛ.ɽɰʌ] 'way over there' 
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/keː/ [kʲeː] 'work' 
 
/kẽ̤ː/ [kjẽ̤ː] 'fried bread; you plural' 
 
/kẽ̤ːmɰiː/ [kjẽ̤ː.mɰiː] 'you plural' same as /kẽ̤ː/ 
/kɛbʌ/ [kʲɛ.bɰʌ] 'wooden ladle' 
 
/kɛ̤bʌ/ [kʲɛ̤.bɰʌ] 'to be itchy' 
 





/kʰãːbʌ/ [kʰɰãː.bɰʌ] 'to finish, to be able to' 
 
/kʰa̤ːbʌ/ [kʰɰa̤ː.bɰʌ] 'to get back property you have 
mortgaged, pawned, or used as 
collateral; to fill a container (with 
water)' 
 
/kʰaːɽbʌ/ [kʰɰaːɽɰ.bɰʌ] 'to shake off' 
 
/kʰaːwʣʌw/ [kʰɰaːw.ʣɰʌw] 'people, who plural' 
 
/kʰeːbʌ/ [kʰjeː.bɰʌ] 'to read' 
 
/kʰɛ̤/̃ [kʰjɛ̤]̃ 'father-in-law' 
 
/kʰɛbʌ/ [kʰjɛ.bɰʌ] 'to patch; to repair' 
 
/kʰiːbʌ/ [kʰjiː.bɰʌ] 'to borrow and return with 
something else ' 
contrasts with 
/ŋɰibʌ/ 




[kʰʲi.bɰʌ] ~ [kʰʲiw], 
[kʰʲɛ.bɰʌ] ~ [kʰʲɛw] 
'old man (around 60 and older)' 
 
/kʰjɔbʌ/ [kʰjjɔ.bɰʌ] 'to plow' 
 
/kʰjũːbʌ/ [kʰjjũː.bɰʌ] 'sour, bitter' 
 
/kʰjuːn̪iː/ [kʰjjyː.n̪jiː] 'rice noodles (fried)' 
 
/kʰõːbʌ/ [kʰwõː.bɰʌ] 'to be greedy' 
 
/kʰɔ̤̃/ [kʰwɔ̤̃] 'heart, related to knowledge' contrasts with /sɰẽː/ 
and /tĩː/ 









/kʰɔld̪ɔ/ [kʰwɔlɰ.d̪wɔ] ~ 
[hwɔlɰ.d̪wɔ] 
'hole (in the ground)' Nepali <!"#$> 
/khaldo/ 'pit' 
/kʰɔɽ.sʌn̪/ [kʰwɔɽ.sɰʌn̪] 'chili pepper' Nepali <!%&"'()> 
/khursani/ ‘chili 
pepper’ 
/kʰɔɽʌ/ [kʰwɔ.ɽɰʌ] 'crippled, deformed, or maimed 
person' 
 
/kʰɽi/ [kʰjɽji] 'one' 
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/kʰɽĩːbʌ/ [kʰjɽjĩː.bɰʌ] 'to twist rope; to braid; to twist 
ankle' 
 
/kʰɽõːbʌ/ [kʰwɽwõː.bɰʌ] 'to barbecue, to roast' 
 
/kʰɽubʌ/ [kʰwɽwu.bɰʌ] 'to wash' 
 
/kʰu/ [kʰwu] 'soup' 
 
/kʰũ/ [kʰwũ] 'hole (small)' 
 
/kʰũːbʌ/ [kʰwũː.bɰʌ] 'to be cold' 
 





/kʰɰẽː piːbʌ/ [kʰɰẽː pjiː.bɰʌ] 'to bluff' literally 'wind' and 'to 
release' 
/kʰɰẽː/ [kʰɰẽː] 'wind' 
 
/kʰɰɛb̃ʌ/ [kʰɰɘ̃.bɰʌ] 'to reap' 
 
/kʰɰi/ [kʰɰi] 'kidney' 
 
/kʰɰi/ [kʰɰi] ~ [kʰɰi] 'what ' contrasts with /toː/ 
/kʰɰibʌ/ [kʰɰɪ.bɰʌ] 'to be talkative (possibly in a bad 
way), chatty' 
 
/kʰɰili/ [kʰɰɰi.lji] 'how, in which way' 
 
/kʰʌ̤bʌ/ [kʰɰʌ̤.bɰʌ] 'to come up or vertically' contrasts with /jubʌ/ 
/kʰʌn̪iː/ [kʰɰʌ.n̪jiː] 'where' 
 
/kʰʌn̪iːt̪ɔt̪ʌn̪/ [kʰɰʌ.n̪jiː.t̪wɔ.t̪ɰʌn̪] 'everywhere; aimlessly' 
 
/kʰɔ̃jɔ̃ kʰɔ̃jɔ̃/ [kʰwɔ̃.jɔ̃ kʰwɔ̃.jɔ̃] 'sometimes' 
 
/kʰwʌld̪iːbʌ/ [kʰʷʌl.d̪jiː.bɰʌ] 'to be hot' 
 
/ki/ [kji] 'wooden planks used as roofing 
material' 
 
/ki̤ː/ [kji̤ː] 'you singular' 
 
/kĩːbʌ/ [kjĩː.bɰʌ] 'to buy' 
 
/kjaː d̪ũ/ [kjjaː d̪wũ] 'fountain, tap, faucet' traditionally a carved 
stone animal near a 
spring positioned so 
water comes out of its 
mouth 








/kjoːɽʌ/ [kjjoː.ɽɰʌ] 'copper' 
 
/kjɔ̃ʣʌ/ [kjjɔ̃.ʣɰʌ] 'that side of a river or bridge' contrasts with /ʦɔ̃ʣʌ/ 
/kju pi̤ːbʌ/ [kjju pji̤ː.bɰʌ] 'to be thirsty' 
 
/kju/ [kjju] 'water' 
 
/kjuː/ [kjjuː] 'sheep' 
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/kjugju/ [kjjy.gjju] 'new sprouting of a plant, either in 
the ground or on a branch' 
 
/kjuiː/ [kʲɥiː] ~ [kʲiː] 'language' 
 






'to insert, to cause to enter, to put 
in, to put through ' 
used with putting 
keys in a lock or 
threading needles 






'to swim, to paddle around, to 
play in the water' 
 
/koː jubʌ/ [kwoː ju.bɰʌ] 'to bleed' literally 'blood comes 
down' 
/koː/ [kwoː] 'blood' 
 
/kõːbʌ/ [kwõː.bɰʌ] 'to echo' 
 
/ko̤ːbʌ/ [kwo̤ː.bɰʌ] 'to feed (an infant or animal)' 
 
/koːj/ [kwoːj] 'fence' 
 
/kõ̤ːliː/ [kwõ̤ː.ljiː] 'upright' 
 
/kɔ̤/ [kwɔ̤] 'middle and upper back ' contrasts with /kɽeː/ 
/kɔ̃bʌ/ [kwɔ̃.bɰʌ] 'to shiver; to mix' 
 
/kɔ̤bʌ/ [kwɔ̤.bɰʌ] 'to understand, to know; to be 
entangled, to snag, to jam, to get 
stuck' 
contrasts with /sɛbʌ/ 
/kɔ̤d̪eː lʌbʌ/ [kwɔ̤.d̪jeː lɰʌ.bɰʌ] 'to empty something, to make 
empty' 
 
/kɔ̤d̪eː/ [kwɔ̤.d̪jeː] 'empty' 
 




/kɔi/ [kwɔj] ~ [kwɔ.ji] 'soybean' 
 
/kɔiː ʦõ̤ː/ [kwwiː ʦwõ̤ː] 'bee's nest' literally 'bee' and 
'nest' 
/kɔiː/ [kwɔj] ~ [kwwiː], 
[kwweː] 
'wild bee; song' 
 
/kɔ̤iː/ [kwɔ̤j] 'uphill' 
 




/kɔlmɰiː/ [kwɔlɰ.mɰiː] 'children' 
 
/kɔloː/ [kwɔ.lwoː] 'child' 
 
/kɔ̤ɽ mu / [kwɔ̤ɽ mwu] 'to have something on your back' slang for being 
pregnant 
/kɔɽi/ [kwɔ.ɽji] 'tall copper water jug, also used 
for storing grain' 
 
/kɔɽiː/ [kwɔ.ɽjiː] 'knife (curved)' 
 
/kɔ̤ɽʌ/ [kwɔ̤.ɽɰʌ] 'handle of a plow' 
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/kɽãːbʌ/ [kɰɽɰãː.bɰʌ] 'to rot; to fine someone' 
 
/kɽeː/ [kjɽjeː] 'lower back, waist' contrasts with /kɔ̤/ 
/kɽeːbu/ [kjɽjeː.bwu] 'pillow' 
 
/kɽeːbʌ/ [kjɽjeː.bɰʌ] 'to climb; to mount a horse; to 
ascend' 
 
/kɽeːgiː pĩːbʌ/ [kjɽjeː.gjiː pjĩː.bɰʌ] 'to give a gift or money at a 
celebration' 
 
/kɽeːgiː/ [kjɽjeː.gjiː] 'turban' 
 
/kɽi̤/ [kjɽji̤] 'dirt' 
 
/kɽiːbʌ/ [kjɽjiː.bɰʌ] 'to bite; to trim hair' 
 
/kɽi̤ːbʌ/ [kjɽji̤ːbɰʌ] 'to agree, to match, to be similar, 
identical' 
 
/kɽi̤ʣi̤ː/ [kjɽji̤.ʥji̤ː] 'dirty (of the clothes, body)' 
 
/kɽo̤ː/ [kwɽwo̤ː] 'old grain; true' 
 
/kɽoːbʌ/ [kwɽwoː.bɰʌ] 'to cry' 
 




/kɽɔ̤̃/ [kwɽwɔ̤̃] 'village leader' also a term of respect 
for old, wise men 
/kɽɔbʌ/ [kwɽwɔ.bɰʌ] 'to burn' 
 
/kɽu/ [kwɽwu] 'length; unit of measurement 
(between fingertips and elbow)' 
 
/kɽubʌ/ [kwɽwu.bɰʌ] 'to measure' 
 
/kɽṳbʌ/ [kwɽwṳ.bɰʌ] 'to be jealous' 
 
/kɽʌ kʰʌwle/ [kɰɽɰʌ kʰɰʌw.lje] 'skull' 
 
/kɽʌ laːbʌ/ [kɰɽɰʌ lɰaː.bɰʌ] 'to shake your head or nod' 
 
/kɽʌ lu/ [kɰɽɰʌ lwu] 'bald' 
 
/kɽʌ sjuɛbʌ/ [kɰɽɰʌ ɕʲɥɛ.bɰʌ] 'to pluck hair' 
 
/kɽʌ sɰibʌ/ [kɰɽɰʌ sɰi.bɰʌ] 'to comb hair' 
 
/kɽʌ waːbʌ/ [kɰɽɰʌ waː.bɰʌ] 'to cut hair' literally 'hair' and 'to 
discard' 
/kɽʌ/ [kɰɽɰʌ] 'head; hair' 
 
/kɽʌmu/ [kɰɽɰʌ.mwu] 'headscarf' 
 
/ku.n̪ʌ/ [kwu.n̪ɰʌ] ~ 
[kwun̪ɰ] 
'corner' Nepali <!" #$> /kuna/ 




/ku/ [kwu] 'nine; chest' 
 
/kũ/ [kwũ] 'urine' 
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ʌ] 'to sit' 
 
/kubʌ/ [kwu.bɰʌ] 'to cover; to put something on 


























ẽː] 'cooked rice, food' 
 
































































































ʌ] 'in the middle of' 
 













/lã̤ː / [lɰã̤ː ] 'white cloth carried at the head of 


























/lẽː libʌ/ [lʲẽː lʲi.b
ɰ
ʌ] 'moon sets' 
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/lẽː/ [lʲẽː] 'moon' 
 




ʌ] 'to lick' 
 
/lɛ/ [lʲɛ] 'tongue' 
 
/lɛ̤/ [lʲɛ̤] 'owner' 
 
/lɛ̤bɽiː/ [lʲɛ̤.bʲɽʲiː] 'shaman, holy man for 16 castes' contrasts with /lʌmʌ/ 









































ʌ] 'to set (sun or moon)' 
 
/li̤bʌ/ [lʲi̤.bɰʌ] 'to fire a rifle, to shoot an arrow, 
to throw a stone, spear, or 
shotput' 
 






































































































ʌ] 'to burn, to blaze' 
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/lũbʌ/ [lwũ.bɰʌ] 'to break (a stick)' 
 
/lũd̪ũ/ [lwũ.d̪wũ] 'a small piece of something' 
 
/lʌbʌ/ [lɰʌ.bɰʌ] 'to do' 
 
/lʌmʌ/ [lɰʌ.mɰʌ] 'Buddhist priest, holy man for 4 
castes' 
contrasts with /lɛ̤bɽiː/ 
/lʌ̤wɽi̤/ [lɰʌ̤w.ɽʲi̤] 'shaman' 
 
/lʌwʈʌ/ [lɰʌw.ʈɰʌ] 'edible fern, fiddlehead fern' 
 
/ɬaː ba̤ːɽ/ [ɬɰaː bɰa̤ːɽ] 'young ox' 
 
/ɬaː kʰjɔbʌ/ [ɬɰaː kʰʲjɔ.bɰʌ] 'to plow the field' literally 'to plow the 
ox' 
/ɬaː/ [ɬɰaː] 'ox' 
 
/ɬaːsɰɛ/ [ɬɰaː.sɰɛ] 'person who plows' 
 
/ɬi t̪ɔ̃bʌ/ [ɬʲi t̪wɔ̃.bɰʌ] 'to defecate' 
 
/ɬi/ [ɬʲi] 'feces' 
 
/ɬĩː/ [ɬʲĩː] 'snow' 
 
/ɬibʌ/ [ɬʲi.bɰʌ] 'to split wood' 
 
/ɬiwn̪ʌ/ [ɬʲɪw.n̪ɰʌ] 'poor person; naked' 
 
/ɬõːbʌ/ [ɬwõː.bɰʌ] 'to play' 
 
/ɬũbʌ/ [ɬwũbɰʌ] 'to flip a container upside down, 
to empty' 
 
/mãː kɰiliː/ [mɰãː kɰi.lʲiː] 'maternal aunt (fourth eldest 
sister)' 
 
/mãː pa̤ːt̪ʰeː/ [mɰãː pɰa̤ː.t̪ʰeː] 'maternal aunt (second eldest 
sister)' 
 
/mãː sɰĩːliː/ [mɰãː sɰĩː.lʲiː] 'maternal aunt (third eldest 
sister)' 
 
/mãː/ [mɰãː] 'mother' 
 
/mãːbʌ/ [mɰãː.bɰʌ] ~ 
[mɰãːw] 
'old woman (around 60 and 
older)' 
 
/mãːjlʌ̃/ [mɰãːj.lɰʌ̃] 'second eldest brother' 
 
/mãːmʌ̃/ [mɰãː.mɰʌ̃] 'maternal uncle (older than 
mother)' 
 
/mãːn̪eː/ [mɰãː.n̪ʲeː] 'maternal aunt (eldest sister)' 
 




/mãːt̪ʰɛ/ [mɰãː.t̪ʰʲɛ] 'maternal aunt (older than 
mother)' 
 
/mãːʦjoː/ [mɰãː.ʨʲjoː] 'maternal aunt (youngest sister)' 
 
/mɛ/ [mbʲɛ] 'cow; arrow' 
 
/mi ŋjɔ̤bʌ/ [mbʲi] 'to pay attention' litereally 'to look with 
your eyes' 
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/mi pʰwiːbʌ/ [mbʲi pʰʷɪː.bɰʌ] ~ 
[mbʲi ɸʷɪː.bɰʌ] 
'to kindle a fire, to blow on the 
fire' 
 
/mi t̪i̤bʌ/ [mbʲi t̪ʲi̤.bɰʌ] 'to warm (oneself) by the fire' 
 
/mi/ [mbʲi] 'eye; fire' 
 
/mi̤/ [mbʲi̤] 'person, man' 
 
/miː/ [mbʲiː] 'tail' 
 
/mĩː/ [mʲĩː] 'name' 
 
/mĩbʌ/ [mʲĩ.bɰʌ] 'to be ripe, to ripen' 
 
/mi̤si̤ː/ [mbʲi̤.ɕʲi̤ː] 'uncooked rice' 
 
/mjuː/ [mbjjuː] ~ [mbjiw] 'smoke' 
 
/mjũːlu/ [mjjũː.lwu] 'half-burned piece of wood, 
sometimes used as a torch or to 
light neighbor's fire' 
does not have to be 
actively on fire, just 
partially burned 
/mjuːɽaː/ [mbjjuː.ɽɰaː] 'ash' 
 
/mli̤bʌ/ [mbjlji̤.bɰʌ] 'to forget' 
 
/mloːbʌ/ [mbwlwoː.bɰʌ] 'to poke, to pierce' 
 




/mo̤ː/ [mbwo̤ː] 'brother-in-law, son-in-law' 
 
/mo̤ːbʌ/ [mbwo̤ː.bɰʌ] 'to disappear' 
 
/mo̤ːwʌbʌ/ [mbwo̤ː.wʌ.bɰʌ] '(a thing) disappeared' 
 
/mɔ̤/ [mbwɔ̤] 'small bamboo' 
 
/mɔbʌ/ [mbʷɔ.bɰʌ] 'short (height)' 
 
/mɔ̤̃gi̤ː/ [mwɔ̤̃.gji̤ː] 'Nepali language' 
 
/mɽaː/ [mbɰɽɰaː] 'door' 
 
/mɽẽːbʌ/ [mjɽjẽː.bɰʌ] 'to be full' 
 
/mɽĩː/ [mjɽjĩː] 'wife' 
 
/mɽõː/ [mwɽwõː] 'field' 
 
/mɽõːbʌ/ [mwɽwõː.bɰʌ] 'to see' contrasts with /ŋjɔ̤bʌ/ 
/mɽɔbʌ/ [mbwɽwɔ.bɰʌ] 'to light (a light or lamp or 
flashlight); to wish you had 
something someone else has' 
similar to /kɽṳbʌ/ but 
not as negative 
/mɽũ/ [mwɽwũ] 'king' 
 
/mu/ [mbwu] 'sky' 
 
/mũjũː/ [mwũjũː] 'brother, man' 
 
/mɰeː maːd̪i/ [mbɰeː mbɰaː.d̪ji] ~ 
[mbɰeː mbɰaːj] 
'way down there' 
 











[mɰɪ̤ ̃ː s] 
'night' 
 
/mɰi̤bʌ/ [mbɰɪ̤.bɰʌ] 'to look for' 
 
/mɰĩ̤bʌ/ [mɰɰɪ̤.̃bɰʌ] 'to recall, to remember, to miss, 
to wish, to think' 
less emotional than 
/sãː kʰʌ̤bʌ/ 







/mʌ̤d̪eː/ [mbɰʌ̤.d̪jeː] 'lips' 
 




/mʌ̃jɛ/̃ [mɰʌ̃.jɛ]̃ 'corn' NEP <!%" > /mʌkʌi/ 
/mʌ̃n̪ɛ/̃ [mɰʌ̃.n̪jɛ]̃ 'only' 
 
/mʌsi / [mɰʌ.ɕji] 'bottom of a container' 
 
/mwi/ [mbwwi] 'money; body hair' 
 
/mwĩːmɰiː/ [mwwɪ ̃ː .m
ɰiː] 'men' 
 
/n̪ã̤ː n̪ɔ̤jʌ̤bʌ/ [n̪ɰã̤ː n̪wɔ̤.jʌ̤.bɰʌ] 'to be dawn ' likely lexicalized 
because no post-
stopping 
/n̪ã̤ː n̪ɔ̤jʌ̤j/ [n̪ɰã̤ː n̪wɔ̤.jɛ̤j] 'dawn' likely lexicalized 
because no post-
stopping 
/n̪ãː pɽeːbʌ/ [n̪ɰãː pʲɽʲeː.bɰʌ] 'clear sky, clear weather' literally 'rain' and 
'clear' 
/n̪ãː ɽeːbʌ/ [n̪ɰãː ɽʲeː.bɰʌ] 'to be dusk or twilight' 
 
/n̪ãː ɽeːjʌj/ [n̪ɰãː ɽʲeː.jɛj] 'dusk (just after sunset)' 
 
/n̪ãː t̪ʰɔ̃ t̪ʌbʌ/ [n̪ɰãː t̪ʰwɔ̃ t̪ɰʌ.bɰʌ] 'to stop raining' 
 
/n̪ãː ʦɰibʌ/ [n̪ɰãː ʦɰɪ.bɰʌ] 'to leak (roof)' literally 'the rain 
leaks' 
/n̪aː/ [n̪dɰaː] 'snot' 
 
/n̪ãː/ [n̪dɰãː] 'rain' 
 
/n̪a̤ː/ [n̪dɰa̤ː] 'ear (outer)' contrasts with /n̪ɛ̤m̃e̤ː/ 
/n̪ãːn̪iː/ [n̪ɰãː.n̪jiː] 'eldest sister' 
 
/n̪ã̤ːɽe̤ː/ [n̪ɰã̤ː.ɽjẽ̤ː ] 'morning' 
 
/n̪aːɽiː n̪iːbʌ/ [n̪dɰaːɽjiː n̪dʲiːbɰʌ] 'to step on millet to separate the 
grain from the chaff' 
 
/n̪aːɽiː/ [n̪dɰaː.ɽʲiː] 'millet' 
 
/n̪ã̤ːsjɔ̃/ [n̪ɰã̤ː.ɕʲɔ̃] 'cloud' 
 




/n̪ẽːbʌ/ [n̪ʲẽː.bɰʌ] 'to cover (with blankets)' 
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/n̪e̤ːbʌ/ [n̪dɰe̤ː.bɰʌ] 'to be drunk; to run' 
 
/n̪eːj mjõːbʌ/ [n̪dʲeːj mjjõː.bɰʌ] 'to get injured, to get hurt' 
 
/n̪ɛ/̃ [n̪ʲɛ]̃ 'resting place, stone platforms 
along path typically with a tree in 
the center' 
 
/n̪ɛ̤m̃e̤ː/ [n̪ʲɛ̤.̃mje̤ː] 'ear (inner)' contrasts with /n̪a̤ː/ 
/n̪ɛm̃ʌ/ [n̪ʲɛ.̃mɰʌ] ~ [n̪ʲɛw̃̃] 'bird' 
 
/n̪i̤ː sjubʌ/ [n̪dʲi̤ː ɕʲu.bɰʌ] 'to laugh' 
 
/n̪i̤ː/ [n̪dʲi̤ː] 'laughter' 
 
/n̪iːbʌ/ [ndʲiː.bɰʌ] 'to step on (millet)' 
 
/n̪i̤ːbʌ/ [n̪dʲi̤ːbɰʌ] 'to fight; to compact a rug after it 
is woven to make it waterproof' 
 
/n̪ĩ̤ːbʌ/ [n̪jĩ̤ː.bɰʌ] 'to jump around' 
 
/n̪ibʌ/ [n̪dji.bɰʌ] 'to have an appetite (for 
something)' 
 
/n̪ĩmĩː/ [n̪jĩ.mʲĩː] 'rat, mouse' 
 
/n̪oː/ [n̪dʷoː] 'garlic' 
 






'day after tomorrow' 
 
/n̪oːɽuː/ [n̪doː.ɽwuː] 'ant; fly' 
 




/n̪õːsoː/ [n̪ʷõː.sʷoː] 'first thing; in front of' 
 
/n̪ɔ sjuɛbʌ/ [n̪dʷɔ ɕʲɥɛ.bɰʌ] 'to pull weeds ' literally 'weed' and 'to 
pluck' 
/n̪ɔ/ [n̪dʷɔ] 'weed' 
 
/n̪ɔ̤̃bʌ/ [n̪ʷɔ̤̃.bɰʌ] 'to destroy, damage' 
 
/n̪ɔ̤̃jʌ̤bʌ/ [n̪ɔ̤̤̃jʌ̤.bɰʌ] 'to be spoiled, destroyed' 
 
/n̪ubʌ/ [n̪dʷu.bɰʌ] 'to be tall, to finish something 
countable' 
ex. money 
/n̪ũgũː/ [n̪ʷũ.gʷũː] 'nose' 
 
/n̪ṳɽ kʰʌ̤bʌ/ [n̪dṳɽ kʰɰʌ̤.bɰʌ] 'to want to sleep ' literally 'sleep comes' 
/n̪ṳɽ kubʌ/ [n̪dʷṳɽ kʷu.bɰʌ] 'nodding off' 
 






'to talk in your sleep' 
 
/n̪ʌbʌ/ [n̪dɰʌ.bɰʌ] 'throbbing pain, sting, hurt' 
 










/n̪ʌgi/ [n̪dɰʌ.gji] ~ [n̪dɰʌj] 'dog' 
 





/n̪ʌ̃mãː/ [n̪ɰʌ̃.mɰãː] 'cat' 
 
/n̪ʌ̤wli̤ː/ [nɰʌ̤w.lʲi̤ː] 'wicker tray' 
 
/ŋãː/ [ŋɰãː] 'rim' 
 







'near, next to' 
 
/ŋ̤e̤ː ŋɛ̤bʌ/ [ŋgʲe̤ː ŋgʲɛ̤.bɰʌ] 'to milk an animal ' literally 'to milk the 
milk' 
/ŋe̤ː/ [ŋgʲe̤ː] 'milk' 
 
/ŋẽːbʌ/ [ŋʲẽː.bɰʌ] 'to listen' contrasts with /t̪ʰibʌ/ 
/ŋeːɽeː/ [ŋgʲeː.ɽjeː] 'twilight, evening' 
 
/ŋɛ̤bʌ/ [ŋgʲɛ̤.bɰʌ] 'to milk; to make noise' 
 
/ŋɛ̤lsjɔ/ [ŋgʲɛ̤lʲ.ɕʲɔ] 'female ceremonial friend' friendship with 
person in another 
clan established by a 
ceremony 
/ŋɛ̤lʌ/ [ŋgʲɛ̤.lɰʌ] 'male ceremonial friend ' friendship with 
person in another 
clan established by a 
ceremony 
/ŋɛ̤mmɰiː/ [ŋgʲɛ̤mɰ.mɰiː] 'neighbors' 
 




/ŋi/ [ŋgʲi] 'we (exclusive)' contrasts with /ŋjɔ/ 
/ŋĩ̤/ [ŋʲĩ̤] ~ [ŋgʲi̤] 'two' 
 
/ŋiː/ [ŋgʲiː] 'seven' 
 
/ŋi̤ː/ [ŋgʲi̤ː] 'liver' 
 
/ŋĩ̤ːbʌ̤/ [ŋʲĩ̤ː.bɰʌ̤] 'to be afraid' 
 
/ŋĩn̪ĩː/ [ŋʲĩ.n̪ʲĩː] 'very' 
 












'not soft (to the touch)' 
 
/ŋjɔ/ [ŋgʲɔ] 'we (inclusive)' contrasts with /ŋi/ 
/ŋjɔ̤bʌ/ [ŋgʲjɔ̤.bɰʌ] 'to look, to watch' contrasts with 
/mɽõːbʌ/ 
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/ŋjuibʌ/ [ŋgʲɥi.bɰʌ] 'to ask' 
 
/ŋjṳsju/ [ŋgjy̤.ɕjjuː] 'twenty' 
 
/ŋjṳsjuiːku/ [ŋgʲy̤.ɕʲɥiː.kwu] 'twenty-nine' 
 
/ŋjṳsjuiːŋiː/ [ŋgʲy̤.ɕʲɥiː.ŋgjiː] 'twenty-seven' 
 
/ŋjṳsjuiːpli/ [ŋgʲy̤.ɕʲɥiː.pjlji] 'twenty-four' 
 
/ŋoː/ [ŋgwoː] 'trap' 
 
/ŋɔ̤/ [ŋgwɔ̤] 'forehead' 
 
/ŋɔlɔ/ [ŋgwɔ.lwɔ] 'wife's elder brother ' 
 
/ŋɔ̃lɔ/ [ŋwɔ̃.lwɔ] 'male cousin' 
 
/ŋɔ̃lsjɔ/ [ŋwɔ̃l.ɕʲɔ] 'female cousin' 
 
/ŋɰ̤i̤ːja̤ːbʌ/ [ŋgɰi̤.ja̤ː.bɰʌ] 'leftovers' 
 
/ŋɰibʌ/ [ŋgɰɪ.bʌ] 'to borrow and return the same 
thing' 
contrasts with /kʰiːbʌ/ 
/ŋʌ/ [ŋgɰʌ] 'I; five' 
 
/paː ʦʰɔbʌ/ [pɰaː ʦʰwɔ.bɰʌ] 'to ferment wine' 
 
/paː/ [pɰaː] 'wine' 
 
/pa̤ːbu/ [pɰa̤ː.bwu] ~ 
[pɰa̤ːw] 
'father, mother's husband ' 
 
/paːbʌ/ [pɰaː.bɰʌ] 'to bring' 
 
/pãːbʌ/ [pɰãː.bɰʌ] 'to distribute; to serve (with 
'food'); to give out (with 'money'); 
to be wet' 
 
/pã̤ːjẽː/ [pɰã̤ː.jẽː] 'paternal uncle (son of speaker's 
paternal grandfather's brother, 
younger than the speaker's 
father) ' 
literally 'father' with 
'eldest brother' 
/paːkʰʌ̤bʌ/ [pɰaː.kʰɰʌ̤.bɰʌ] ~ 
[pɰaː.xɰʌ̤.bɰʌ] 
'to bring up from a lower plane 
to a higher plane' 
literally 'bring' and 'to 
come up or across' 




/pa̤ːɽd̪iːbʌ/ [pɰa̤ːɽj.d̪jiː.bɰʌ] 'to blossom, to grow, to expand' 
 
/pa̤ːʦjoː/ [pɰa̤ː.ʨʲoː] 'paternal uncle (youngest 
brother)' 
 
/peːbʌ/ [pʲeː.bɰʌ] 'to put together' 
 
/pɛ kʰʌbʌ/ [pʲɛ kʰɰʌ.bɰʌ] 'to be greasy, starchy, slippery' 
 
/pɛ̤.lʌ/ [pjɛ̤.lɰʌ] ~ [pjɛ̤lɰ] 'bowl, cup' Nepali <!"#"> 
/pja.la/ ‘cup’ 
/pɛ̤bʌ/ [pʲɛ̤.bɰʌ] 'intercourse' 
 
/pʰaː pi̤ːbʌ/ [pʰɰaː pʲi̤ː.bɰʌ] 'to be shy' same as just /pʲi̤ːbʌ/ 
/pʰe̤ːn̪ibʌ/ [pʰʲe̤ː.bɰʌ] ~ 
[pʰʲe̤.ːn̪ji.bɰʌ] 
'to arrive somewhere else, to 
reach a place' 
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/pʰe̤ːjubʌ/ [pʰje̤ː.ju.bɰʌ] 'to arrive here by coming down' literally 'to arrive' 
with 'to come down' 
/pʰe̤ːkʰʌ̤bʌ/ [pʰʲe̤ː.kʰɰʌ̤.bɰʌ] 'to arrive here from lower ground 
or on the same plane' 
literally 'to arrive' 
with 'to come up' 
/pʰɛbʌ/ [pʰʲɛ.bɰʌ] 'to eat with a throwing motion' contrasts with /ʦʌbʌ/ 
/pʰi̤ piːbʌ/ [pʰʲi̤ pʲiː.bɰʌ] 'to peel' 
 
/pʰi̤/ [pʰʲi̤] ~ [ɸʲi̤] 'bark; husk; roof; dust jacket of a 
book' 
 
/pʰi̤bʌ/ [pʰʲi̤.bɰʌ] 'to give birth' 
 
/pʰi̤ɽʌ/ [pʰʲi̤.ɽɰʌ] ~ [pʰi̤ɽɰ] 
~ [ɸʲi̤ɽɰ] 
'on, on top of, above' 
 
/pʰjo̤ːbʌ/ [pʰʲo̤ː.bɰʌ] 'to clean' 
 
/pʰõːbʌ/ [pʰwõː.bɰʌ] 'to spring a trap' 
 
/pʰo̤ːbʌ/ [pʰo̤ː.bɰʌ] 'to apply (cream, makeup, paint)' 
 
/pʰɽẽːsɰi/ [pʰʲɽʲẽ.ːsɰi] ~ 
[ɸʲɽʲẽː.sɰi] 
'adult man, young man (teenage 
to about age 30)' 
 
/pʰũː/ [pʰwũː] ~ [ɸwũː] 'egg' 
 
/pʰubʌ/ [pʰwu.bɰʌ] ~ 
[ɸwu.bɰʌ] 
'to collapse, to break away' 
 
/pʰʌ kʰɽɛb̃ʌ/ [ɸɰʌ kʰʲɽʲɛ.̃bɰʌ] ~ 
[kʰʲɽʲɛ.̃bɰʌ] 
'to be hungry ' literally 'my stomach 
is hungry' 
/pʰʌ t̪ʰɔbʌ/ [pʰɰʌ t̪ʰwɔ.bɰʌ] 'stomachache ' literally 'stomach' and 
'to cut' 
/pʰʌ/ [pʰɰʌ] ~ [ɸɰʌ] 'husband; stomach; deer' 
 
/pʰʌ̤ʣjɔ̤/ [pʰɰʌ̤.ʥʲɔ̤] ~ 
[ɸɰʌ̤.ʥʲɔ̤] 
'paternal aunt (youngest sister)' 
 
/pʰwi̤ːbʌ/ [pʰʷɪ̤ː.bɰʌ] ~ 
[ɸʷɪ̤ː.bɰʌ] 
'to blow (on the fire)' 
 
/pi̤/ [pʲi̤] 'basket' 
 
/piːbʌ/ [pʲiː.bɰʌ] 'to release something (ex. cattle)' 
 
/pĩːbʌ/ [pʲĩː.bɰʌ] 'to give' 
 
/pi̤ːbʌ/ [pʲi̤ː.bɰʌ] 'to be shy; to be thirsty (with 
'water')' 
 
/pĩːŋgjʌ/ [pʲĩːŋʲ.gʲjʌ] 'green, blue' 
 
/pja̤ː/ [pʲja̤ː] 'wing, feather' 
 
/pjoːbʌ/ [pʲjoː.bɰʌ] 'to fall down hard' 
 
/pjo̤ːbʌ/ [pʲjo̤ː.bɰʌ] 'to be visible ' used only with 'moon' 
and 'sun' 
/pjõ̤ːbʌ/ [pʲjõ̤ː.bɰʌ] 'to resemble' 
 
/pjɔ̤/ [pʲjɔ̤] 'big basket' 
 
/pjɔ̤bʌ/ [pʲjɔ̤.bɰʌ] 'to boil' 
 
/plã̤ːbʌ/ [pɰlɰã̤ː.bɰʌ] 'to slap with an open palm' 
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/plɛbʌ/ [pʲlʲɛ.bɰʌ] 'slippery' 
 
/plɛn̪d̪eː/ [pʲlʲɛn̪.d̪ʲeː] 'flat' 
 
/pli/ [pʲlʲi] 'four' 
 
/plĩːjʌbʌ/ [pʲlʲĩː.jʌ.bɰʌ] 'to become full (container)' 
 
/plɔbʌ/ [pʷlʷɔ.bɰʌ] 'to be rich' 
 
/plu/ [pʷlʷu] 'seed' 
 
/pluːbʌ/ [pʷlʷuː.bɰʌ] 'to sow' 
 
/poː/ [pʷoː] 'leaf, bark' 
 
/poːbʌ/ [pʷoː.bɰʌ] 'to stack' ex. books 
/põːbʌ/ [pʷõː.bɰʌ] 'to talk' 
 
/po̤ːbʌ/ [pʷo̤ː.bɰʌ] 'to take something' 
 
/põ̤ːbʌ/ [pʷõ̤ː.bɰʌ] 'to quarrel' 
 
/pɔbʌ/ [pʷɔ.bɰʌ] 'to come off, to take off (lid)' 
 
/pɔ̤d̪go̤ː/ [pʷɔ̤d̪ʷ.gʷo̤ː] 'a kind of frog (textured skin, not 
edible)' 
 
/pɔʣuː/ [pʷɔ.ʣʷuː] 'thorn' 
 
/pɔ̤ɽṳ/ [pʷɔ̤.ɽʷṳ] 'Pokhara' 
 








/pɽɛ/ [pʲɽʲɛ] 'eight' 
 






'to grind spices' contrasts with 
/pɽo̤ːbʌ/ 
/pɽĩːbʌ/ [pʲɽʲĩː.bɰʌ] 'to sing; to shoot; to hit someone' 
 
/pɽoː/ [pʷɽʷoː] 'cliff' 
 
/pɽõː/ [pʷɽʷõː] 'cow shed' 
 
/pɽo̤ːbʌ/ [pʷɽʷo̤ː.bɰʌ] 'to grind flour' 
 
/pɽõːsɰɛ/ [pʷɽʷõː.sɰɛ] 'shepherd of cows, sheep, goats, 
buffalo' 
 
/pɽɔ pɽo̤ːbʌ/ [pʷɽʷɔ pʷɽʷo̤ː.bɰʌ] 'to grind flour' contrasts with /pɽɛb̃ʌ/ 
/pɽɔ/ [pʷɽʷɔ] 'flour' 
 
/pṳ̃lṳ̃ː/ [pʷṳ̃.lʷṳ̃ː] 'insect' 
 
/puɽd̪iːbʌ/ [pʷuɽ.ðʲiː.bɰʌ] 'to fly' 
 
/pṳɽi̤ː/ [pʷṳ.ɽʲiː] 'snake' 
 
/pɰẽ̤̤ːbʌ/ [pɰɰɘ̤̃ː.bɰʌ] 'to wait' 
 
/pɰɛ̤b̃ʌ/ [pɰɰ̤ɘ̤̃.bɰʌ] 'to snatch; to put on airs' 
 
/pɰi / [pɰɰi] 'wool' 
 




/pɰiː ʦũːbʌ/ [pɰɰiː ʦʷũː.bɰʌ] 'to start the ceremony for the 
deceased' 
 
/pɰiː/ [pɰɰiː] ~ [pwwiː] 'three day ceremony for someone 
who has died' 
different than a 
funeral 
/pɰĩː/ [pɰɰĩː] 'iron' 
 
/pɰĩ̤ːgɔ̤/ [pɰĩ̤ːgɔ̤] 'millet dough eaten with lentils in 
the place of rice' 
 
/pɰi̤ːɽu/ [pɰɰɪ̤ː.ɽwu] 'outside' 
 
/pɰĩ̤d̪ʌ/ [pɰɰɪ̤.̃d̪ɰʌ] 'shoulder' 
 
/pɰi̤jʌbʌ/ [pɰɰi̤.jʌ.bɰʌ] 'to take away' 
 
/pʌ̤d̪ɛ kɰiliː/ [pɰʌ̤.d̪ʲɛ kɰi.lʲiː] 'paternal aunt (fourth eldest 
sister)' 
 
/pʌ̤d̪ɛ sɰĩːliː/ [pɰʌ̤.d̪ʲɛ sɰĩː.lʲiː] 'paternal aunt (third eldest sister)' 
 
/pʌʣjuː/ [pwʊ.ʥʲuː] 'grandmother' Nepali <!"#$> 
/bʌʣju/ 
/pʌ̤laːi pliːbʌ/ [pɰʌ̤.lɰaːj 
pʲlʲiː.bɰʌ] 
'to press down with one's foot, to 
step' 
 








/pʌ̤n̪ã̤ːɽe̤ː/ [pɰʌ̤.n̪ɰã̤ː.ɽʲe̤ː] 'tomorrow morning' 
 
/pʌ̤n̪ʣʌ̤/ [pɰʌ̤n̪ɰ.ʣɰʌ̤] 'paternal uncle (youngest 
brother)' 
same as /pa̤ʦjoː/ 
/pʌ̤n̪ʌ̤/ [bɰʌn̪] 'jungle, forest, uncultivated 
region' 
Turner !%& /bʌn/ 
/pʌ̤ɽe̤ː/ [pɰʌ̤.ɽʲe̤ː] 'stick, staff' 
 
/pʌ̤sãːlʌ̃/ [pɰʌ.sɰãː.lɰʌ̃] 'paternal uncle (third eldest 
brother)' 
 
/pʌt̪ mɽɔbʌ/ [pɰʌ̤t̪ mbwɽwɔ.bɰʌ] 'to light a lamp, to turn on the 
lights' 
Nepali <!'(> /bʌt.ti/ 
‘light’ 
/pʌ̤t̪ʰʌ̤bʌ/ [pɰʌ̤.t̪ʰɰʌ̤.bɰʌ] ~ 
[pɰʌ̤.t̪ʰɰʌ̤.w] 
'paternal uncle (older than 
speaker's father)' 
literally 'father' with 
'big' 
/pʌʦjuː/ [pwʊ.ʨʲuː] 'shaman' 
 
/pwi/ [pwwi] 'rice husk' 
 
/pwibʌ/ [pwwi.bɰʌ] 'to bring down' 
 








/ɽã̤ːɽ/ [ɽɰã̤ːɽ] 'rug made of wool' 
 
/ɽeːgʌ/ [ɽʲeː.gɰʌ] 'woven garment' 
 




/ɽɛ̤gɔ̤/ [ɽʲɛ̤.gwɔ̤] 'far' 
 
/ɽĩː d̪ṳ̃ː/ [ɽʲĩː d̪wṳ̃ː] 'bamboo tree' 
 
/ɽĩː/ [ɽʲĩː] 'woman; big bamboo' 
 
/ɽiːbʌ/ [ɽʲiː.bɰʌ] 'to wake up' 
 
/ɽi̤ːbʌ/ [ɽʲi̤ː.bɰʌ] 'to beg' 
 
/ɽĩːmɰiː/ [ɽʲĩː.mɰiː] 'women' 
 
/ɽĩ̤bʌ/ [ɽʲĩ̤.bɰʌ] 'to be long' 
 
/ɽĩ̤ŋgjoː/ [ɽʲĩ̤ŋ.gʲjoː] 'long' 
 
/ɽoːbʌ/ [ɽwoː.bɰʌ] 'to sleep; to weave' 
 
/ɽõːbʌ/ [ɽwõː.bɰʌ] 'to swell' 
 
/ɽo̤ːliː/ [ɽwo̤ː.lʲiː] 'wool blanket, waterproof wool 
garment' 
 
/ɽɔbʌ/ [ɽwɔ.bɰʌ] 'to bear fruit' 
 
/ɽɔ̤̃ŋgɔ̤̃/ [ɽwɔ̤̃ŋ.gwɔ̤̃] 'far' 
 
/ɽu/ [ɽwu] 'horn' 
 
/ɽũː/ [ɽwũː] 'thread' 
 
/ɽʌ/ [ɽɰʌ] 'goat' 
 
/ɽʌ̤bʌ/ [ɽɰʌ̤.bɰʌ] 'to stand, to get up' 
 
/ɽwi̤/ [ɽʷi̤] 'bone' 
 
/ɽwiːbʌ/ [ɽwwɪː.bɰʌ] ~ 
[ɽwuːj.bɰʌ] 
'to scratch; to vomit; to lay stones 
to make a wall; to lead the way, 
to set the pace' 
 




/sãː kʰʌ̤bʌ/ [sɰãː kʰʌ̤.bɰʌ] 'remember something in your 
mind; miss something with 
emotions ' 
literally 'memory' and 
'to come' 
/sãːjlʌ̃/ [sɰãːj.lɰʌ̃] 'third eldest brother' 
 
/saːɽʌ/ [sɰaː.ɽɰʌ] 'star' 
 
/seː/ [ɕjeː] 'louse' 
 
/seːbʌ/ [ɕʲeː.bɰʌ] 'to explain, to tell' 
 
/seːbʌ/ [ɕʲeː.bɰʌ] 'to kill' 
 
/sẽːbʌ/ [ɕʲẽː.bɰʌ] 'to return something borrowed' 
 
/sɛ ʈaː/ [ɕʲɛ ʈɰaː] 'meat curry' 
 
/sɛ/ [ɕʲɛ] 'meat' 
 
/sɛbʌ/ [ɕʲɛ.bɰʌ] 'to dance; to know how to do 
something' 
 
/sɛpʰʌɽkiː/ [ɕʲɛ.ɸɰʌɽ.kʲiː] 'a kind of monkey' 
 
/sĩ kaːɽ/ [ɕʲĩ kɰaːɽ] 'dry wood' 
 
/sĩ/ [ɕʲĩ] 'firewood' 
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/sĩ̤ːd̪ṳ̃ː/ [ɕʲĩː.d̪wṳ̃ː] 'tree' 
 
/sibʌ/ [ɕʲi.bɰʌ] 'to die; to like' 
 
/sjaːlʌ/ [ɕʲaː.lɰʌ] 'porch' 
 
/sjõ̤ːkʰṳ/ [ɕjõ̤ː.kʰwṳ] 'wife's brother' 
 
/sjoːɽ t̪ɛbʌ/ [ɕʲoːɽ t̪ʲɛ.bɰʌ] 'to tell a lie ' literally 'lie' and 'to 
take out' 
/sjɔ̃/ [ɕjjɔ̃] 'river' 
 






'to thread a needle' 
 
/sõː/ [swõː] 'three' 
 
/soːbʌ/ [swoː.bɰʌ] 'to be spicy' 
 
/sõːbʌ/ [swõː.bɰʌ] 'to put out to dry' 
 
/sɔ̤bʌ/ [swɔ.bɰʌ] 'to be alive, to live' 
 
/sũ/ [swũ] 'mouth' 
 




[sɰẽː ʌ.sɰɛ.bɰʌ] ~ 
[sɰẽː ʌ.sɰɛ.bɰʌ] 
'stingy, not altruistic, heart is not 
pure' 
 
/sɰeː/ [sɰeː] 'price; thing' 
 
/sɰẽː/ [sɰɰẽː] ~ [sɰẽː] 'heart, related to feelings' contrasts with /kʰɔ̤̃/ 
and /tĩː/ 
/sɰeːbʌ/ [sɰeːbɰʌ] 'to search for; to pick through; to 
comb (with hair)' 
 
/sɰeːʣʌw/ [sɰeː.ʣɰʌw] 'things' 
 
/sɰĩ/ [sɰĩ] 'leftovers, cold food' 
 
/sɰĩːliː/ [sɰĩː.ljiː] 'third eldest sister' 
 
/sʌ/ [sɰʌ] 'clay, soil; tooth' 
 
/sʌleː ʈʰibʌ/ [sɰʌ.lʲeː ʈʰji.bɰʌ] 'to strike a match' Nepali <!"#$> 
/sʌlai/ 'match' 





kwɔj] ~ [swwĩː.d̪jĩ 
kwɔj] 
'honeybee, domesticated and kept 
in the attic' 
 
/t̪ãː lʌbʌ/ [t̪ɰãː lɰʌ.bɰʌ] 'to talk about something ' literally 'story' and 'to 
do' 
/t̪ãː ŋjuibʌ/ [t̪ɰãː ŋgʲɥi.bɰʌ] 'to ask questions' 
 
/t̪aː/ [t̪ɰaː] 'needle' 
 
/t̪ãː/ [t̪ɰãː] 'story' 
 
/t̪aːbʌ/ [t̪ɰaː.bɰʌ] 'to dig' 
 
/t̪aːd̪i/ [t̪ɰaː.d̪ji] ~ [t̪ɰaːj] 'up, above, upwards' 
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/t̪a̤ːʣjɔ̤/ [t̪ɰa̤ː.ʥʲɔ̤] 'brother (not eldest, older than 
speaker)' 
 
/t̪ãːgaː/ [t̪ɰãː.gɰaː] 'fish' 
 




/t̪aːɽgjʌ/ [t̪ɰaːɽɰ.gjjʌ] 'white' 
 
/t̪ã̤ːwlaː/ [t̪ɰã̤w.lɰaː] 'butterfly' 
 
/t̪eː t̪aːd̪i/ [t̪ʲeː t̪ɰaː.d̪ji] ~ [t̪ʲeː 
t̪ɰaːj] 
'way up there' 
 
/t̪ẽːbʌ/ [t̪ʲẽː.bɰʌ] 'to point, to show' 
 
/t̪eːj/ [t̪jeːj] 'that thing that I don't know the 
name of' 
 
/t̪eːlʌ/ [t̪ʲeː.lɰʌ] ~ [t̪ʲeːlɰ] 'yesterday' 
 
/t̪ɛ̤/ [t̪ʲɛ̤] 'time; time of the year' 
 
/t̪ɛbʌ/ [t̪ʲɛ.bɰʌ] 'to remove from something, to 
take out; to emit, to utter' 
 
/t̪ɛ̤bʌ/ [t̪ʲɛ̤.bɰʌ ] 'to exchange' 
 
/t̪ɛ̤bʌ/ ~ /t̪i̤bʌ/ [t̪ʲɛ̤.bɰʌ] ~ [t̪ʲi̤.bɰʌ] 'to cook without stirring' contrasts with /jɔ̤bʌ/ 
/t̪ɛl̃ẽːd̪i/ [t̪ʲɛ.̃ljẽː.d̪ji] 'some of something partly liquid' ex. curry; contrasts 
with /ʈuʈuːd̪i/ 
/t̪ɛ̤me̤ː/ [t̪ʲɛ̤.mʲe̤ː] 'yam' 
 
/t̪ɛ̤mɛ̤ ʈuɖu/ [t̪ʲɛ̤.mʲɛ̤ ʈwu.ɖwu] 'kestrel ' idiomatically 
'dancing bird' 
/t̪ɛɽɛ/ [t̪ʲɛ.ɽjɛ] 'now, from now on ' contrasts with /tɔgɔ/ 
/t̪ʰãː n̪ãːbʌ/ [t̪ʰɰãː n̪ɰãː.bɰʌ] 'bad smell' 
 
/t̪ʰaː/ [t̪ʰɰaː] 'influenced by evil' 
 
/t̪ʰãː/ [t̪ʰɰãː] 'smell' 
 
/t̪ʰaːbʌ/ [t̪ʰɰaː.bɰʌ] 'to build; to gore (ox or buffalo)' 
 
/t̪ʰɛbʌ / [t̪ʰʲɛ.bɰʌ ] ~ [t̪ʰʲɛw] 'big, bigger, older' 
 






'to hear' contrasts with /ŋẽːbʌ/ 
/t̪ʰoːbʌ/ [t̪ʰwoː.bɰʌ] 'to put up (a fence)' 
 
/t̪ʰõːbʌ/ [t̪ʰwõː.bɰʌ] 'to open (a door, a box)' 
 
/t̪ʰɔbʌ/ [t̪ʰwɔ.bɰʌ] 'to cut' 
 
/t̪ʰũːbʌ/ [t̪ʰwũː.bɰʌ] 'to drink' 
 
/t̪ʰuɽd̪iːbʌ/ [t̪ʰwuɽ.d̪jiː.bɰʌ] 'to bump into' 
 
/t̪ʰʌɽbʌ/ [t̪ʰɰʌɽɰ.bɰʌ] 'sleeping place above the buffalo 
shelter; open room for grain 
storage' 
 
/t̪i/ [t̪ji] 'corner' 
 
/t̪i̤/ [t̪ʲi̤] 'sibling' 
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/t̪ĩ̤ː libʌ/ [t̪jĩ̤ː lʲi.bɰʌ] 'sun sets' 
 
/t̪ĩ̤ː pɽeːbʌ/ [t̪jĩ̤ː pjɽʲeː.bɰʌ] 'sunshine' 
 
/t̪ĩ̤ː t̪i̤bʌ/ [t̪ĩ̤ː t̪ji̤.bɰʌ ] 'to become warm from the sun' 
 
/t̪iː/ [t̪ʲiː] 'load' 
 
/t̪ĩː/ [t̪jĩː] 'heart, physical organ' contrasts with /kʰɔ̤̃/ 
and /sɰẽː/ 
/t̪ĩ̤ː/ [t̪jĩ̤ː] 'sun' 
 
/t̪iːbʌ/ [t̪ʲiː.bɰʌ] 'to fall' 
 
/t̪i̤ːbʌ/ [t̪ʲi̤ː.bɰʌ] 'to bear, to endure' 
 
/t̪ĩːjʌ̃/ [t̪jĩː.jʌ̃] ~ [t̪jĩːj] 'today' 
 
/t̪iːliː/ [t̪jiː.ljiː] 'pig' 
 
/t̪ĩːn̪ã̤ːgʌ̤/ [t̪jĩː.n̪ɰã̤ː.gɰʌ̤] ~ 
[t̪jĩː.n̪ɰʌw] 
'nowadays' literally 'today' with 
'day' 
/t̪ĩ̤ːɽe̤ː/ [t̪jĩ̤ː.ɽje̤ː] 'afternoon' 
 
/t̪i̤be̤ː/ [t̪ji̤.bʲe̤ː] 'leech' 
 
/t̪ibʌ/ [t̪ji.bɰʌ] 'to break (a glass, a cup)' 
 
/t̪id̪ĩ/ [t̪ji.d̪jĩ] 'one year' 
 
/t̪id̪ĩmãː/ [t̪ji.ðji.mɰãː] 'this year' 
 
/t̪ĩʣjuː/ [t̪jĩ.ʥʲuː] 'heel' 
 
/t̪i̤gɰɛ̤/̃ [t̪ji̤.gɰɛ̤]̃ 'one day' 
 
/t̪ilʌ/ [t̪ji.lɰʌ] 'once' 
 
/t̪imiː/ [t̪ji.mʲiː] 'monkey' 
 
/t̪i̤mɰiː/ [t̪ʲi̤.mɰiː] 'siblings' 
 
/t̪isjʌ/ [t̪ji.ɕʲʌ] 'one moment, for awhile' 
 
/t̪oː/ [t̪woː] 'what' 
 
/t̪oːbʌ/ [t̪woː.bɰʌ] 'to receive' 
 
/t̪o̤ːbʌ/ [t̪wo̤ː.bɰʌ] 'to have to' 
 
/t̪oːlʌɽi/ [t̪woː.lɰʌ.ɽji] 'why' 
 
/t̪o̤ːɽgjɔ/ [t̪wo̤ːɽ.gjjɔ] 'left (direction)' 
 
/t̪ɔ/ [t̪wɔ] 'wild pig' 
 
/t̪ɔbʌ/ [t̪wɔ.bɰʌ] 'to close, to shut' 
 
/t̪ɔ̃bʌ/ [t̪wɔ̃.bɰʌ] 'to get out, to go out (of the 
house)' 
 
/t̪ɔ̤bʌ/ [t̪wɔ̤.bɰʌ] 'to meet' 
 
/t̪ɔ̤̃d̪ĩ/ [t̪wɔ̤̃.d̪jĩ] ~ [t̪wɔ̤̃j] 'Tangting ' village name 
/t̪ɔgɔ/ [t̪wɔ.gwɔ] ~ 
[t̪wɔ.gɰʌ] ~ [t̪wɔw] 
'right now ' contrasts with /tɛɽɛ/ 
/t̪ɔmiː/ [t̪wɔ.mjiː] 'flea' 
 
/ʦãː/ [ʦɰãː] 'short bridge' contrasts with /ʦõːlu/ 
/ʦa̤ː/ [ʦɰa̤ː] 'son' 
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/ʦaː/ ~ /ʦjaː/ [ʦɰaː] ~ [ʨʲaː] 'tea' Nepali <!"#$> /ʦija/ 
/ʦaːbʌ/ [ʦɰaː.bɰʌ] 'to covenant as blood brothers' 
 
/ʦẽː/ [ʨʲẽː] 'tiger' 
 
/ʦẽːbʌ/ [ʨʲẽː.bɰʌ] 'to sift, to knead' 
 
/ʦɛ/ [ʨʲɛ] 'nickname' 
 
/ʦɛñ̪liː/ [ʨʲɛñ̪ʲ.lʲiː] 'carefully' 
 
/ʦɛw lʌbʌ/ [ʨʲɛw lɰʌ.bɰʌ] 'to supervise' 
 
/ʦʰaːbʌ/ [ʦʰɰaː.bɰʌ] 'to carve out of wood' 
 
/ʦʰãːŋaː/ [ʦʰɰãː.ŋɰaː] 'waterfall' Nepali  <%&'$> 
/ʦʰʌhʌra/ 




/ʦʰi̤/ [ʨʰʲi̤] 'claw (of animal)' 
 
/ʦʰi̤ː/ [ʨʰʲi̤ː] 'grass; fat' 
 
/ʦʰiːbʌ/ [ʨʰʲiː.bɰʌ] 'to get ready to do; to carry in 
your hand ' 
contrasts with /noːbʌ/ 
/ʦʰja̤ː/ [ʨʰʲa̤ː] 'ring' 
 




/ʦʰjoːbʌ/ [ʨʰʲoː.bɰʌ] 'to take time' ex. it takes 15 
minutes to get there 




[ʨʰʲɔ̃.lɛ]̃ 'shotput' Nepali <%()*> /ʦʰelo/ 
'round shot' 
/ʦʰjuɛbʌ/ [ʨʰʲɥɛ.bɰʌ] 'to rip, to tear' 
 




/ʦʰɔ̤/ [ʦʰʷɔ̤] 'rope; chutney; lake' 
 
/ʦʰɔbʌ/ [ʦʰʷɔ.bɰʌ] 'fat; to look after cattle, to 
shepherd' 
 
/ʦʰubʌ/ [ʦʰʷu.bɰʌ] 'to enjoy; to talk back' 
 
/ʦʰɰeː/ [ʦʰɰeː] 'lifetime' 
 
/ʦʰɰɛw/ [ʦʰɰɘw] 'sweat' 
 
/ʦʰɰɛwli/ [ʦʰɰɘw.lji] 'inner part of bamboo' 
 
/ʦʰɰi̤/ [ʦʰɰi̤] 'outer part of bamboo' 
 
/ʦʰɰiː/ [ʦʰɰiː] 'strips of bamboo used in 
weaving' 
 
/ʦʰɰimiː/ [ʦʰɰi.mʲiː] 'adult woman, young woman 
(older than about 30)' 
 
/ʦʰʌ/ [ʦʰɰʌ] 'cemetery' 
 
/ʦʰʌbʌ/ [ʦʰɰʌ.bɰʌ] 'to be hot; to be painfully cold' 
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/ʦʰwi̤ːbʌ/ [ʦʰʷɪ̤ː.bɰʌ] 'to stuff, to shove' 
 
/ʦi̤ː/ [ʨji̤ː] 'knuckle' 
 
/ʦĩːbʌ/ [ʨjĩː.bɰʌ] 'to sneeze' 
 
/ʦi̤ːbʌ/ [ʨji̤ː.bɰʌ] 'to bite' 
 
/ʦĩ̤ːbʌ/ [ʨjĩ̤ː.bɰʌ] 'to finish; to put away' 
 
/ʦiːd̪uː/ [ʨjiː.d̪wuː] 'knee' 
 
/ʦi̤buː/ [ʨʲi̤.bwuː] 'wasp' 
 
/ʦibʌ/ [ʨʲi.bɰʌ] 'leader, wise man; to remember' 
 
/ʦili/ [ʨʲi.lʲi] ~ [ʨʲiw.lʲi ] 'Sikles' village name 
/ʦjãːbu/ [ʨjjãː.bwu] 'mushroom' 
 
/ʦjaːɽd̪iːbʌ/ [ʨʲaːɽ.d̪jiː.bɰʌ] 'to be tight (of a lid)' 
 
/ʦjoː/ [ʨʲoː] 'book used by a lama' 
 
/ʦjoːbʌ/ [ʨʲoː.bɰʌ] 'to count' 
 
/ʦjõːbʌ/ [ʨʲjõː.bɰʌ] ~ 
[ʨʲjõːw] 
'small, smaller, younger' 
 
/ʦjoːd̪oː/ [ʨʲjoː.d̪woː] 'near by, close' 
 
/ʦjɔbʌ/ [ʨʲɔ.bɰʌ] 'to hang' 
 
/ʦjɔd̪oː/ [ʨʲɔ.d̪woː] 'water mill' 
 
/ʦjɔmiː/ [ʨʲjɔ.mʲiː] 'fly' 
 
/ʦju/ [ʨʲu] 'ten' 
 
/ʦjũːbʌ/ [ʨʲũː.bɰʌ] 'to wrinkle, to shrink' 
 
/ʦjṳːgud̪iː/ [ʨʲṳː.gwu.d̪ʲiː] ~ 
[ʨʲṳːw.d̪ʲiː] 
'a little bit, a small amount' 
 
/ʦjubʌ/ [ʨʲu.bɰʌ] 'to imprison (a chicken) with a 
basket, to be imprisoned, to keep 
inside the house' 
 
/ʦjũĩːbʌ/ [ʨʲɥĩː.bɰʌ] 'to tether' 
 
/ʦjṳ̃ĩ̤ːbʌ/ [ʨʲɥĩ̤ː.bɰʌ] 'to claim something, "mine!"' 
 
/ʦjuiku/ [ʨʲɥi.kwu] 'nineteen' 
 
/ʦõː/ [ʦwõː] 'sister-in-law, daughter-in-law' 
 
/ʦo̤ː/ [ʦwo̤ː] 'summit, top of a tree' 
 
/ʦõ̤ː/ [ʦwõ̤ː] 'nest' 
 
/ʦoːbʌ/ [ʦwoː.bɰʌ] 'to break (a chair, something 
larger)' 
 
/ʦõ̤ːbʌ/ [ʦwõ̤ː.bɰʌ] 'to put in' 
 
/ʦõːgu/ [ʦwõː.gwu] 'cooking stand with three legs' 
 
/ʦõːlu/ [ʦwõː.lwu] 'long bridge ' contrasts with /ʦãː/ 
/ʦo̤ːwn̪ʌ/ [ʦwo̤ːw.n̪ɰʌ̤] 'all, that's all ' 
 









































ʌ] 'here' contrasts with /ʦʌɽʌ/ 























































































ʌ] 'there ' contrasts with /ʦuɽʌ/ 

































ʌ] 'to climb down, to descend' 
 
/t̪ʌ̤bʌ/ [t̪ɰʌ̤.bɰʌ] 'to become, to happen, to be 








































/t̪ʌllʌn̪ʌ/ [t̪ɰʌlɰ.lɰʌ.n̪ɰʌ] ~ 
[t̪ɰʌlɰ.lɰʌn̪ɰ] 
'earlier with emphasis' 
 
/t̪ʌ̤m/ [t̪ɰʌ̤mɰ] 'okay, yeah, affirmative ' likely from /tʌ̤bʌ/ 
/t̪ʌ̤ma̤ː/ [t̪ɰʌ̤.mɰa̤ː] 'bear' 
 




/t̪wibʌ/ [t̪wwi.bɰʌ] 'to fold something up like a bed ' 
 
/ʈa̤ː/ [ʈɰa̤ː] 'curry' 
 
/ʈaːbʌ/ [ʈɰaː.bɰʌ] 'to shake up and down' 
 
/ʈãːbʌ/ [ʈɰãː.bɰʌ] 'to winnow' 
 
/ʈaːɖɛ/ [ʈɰaː.ɖjɛ] 'scar' Nepali <!"!#> /ʈaʈe/ 
/ʈãːŋɡu/ [ʈɰãːŋɰ.gwu] 'long pole used for reaching' 
 
/ʈãːʈẽː lʌbʌ/ [ʈɰãː.ʈʲẽː lɰʌ.bɰʌ] 'to spread out to dry' same as /ʈẽːbʌ/ 
/ʈẽːbʌ/ [ʈjẽː.bɰʌ] 'to spread out to dry' same as /ʈãːʈẽː lʌbʌ/ 
/ʈʰibʌ/ [ʈʰji.bɰʌ] 'to strike (a match)' 
 
/ʈʰu/ [ʈʰwu] 'friend' 
 
/ʈʰubʌ/ [ʈʰwu.bɰʌ] 'to cut firewood; to pick flowers; 
to last' 
 
/ʈʰuʈ/ [ʈʰwuʈw] 'grain stubble' Nepali <$% !&> /ʈʰuʈo/ 
/ʈi̤bi̤/ [ʈji̤.bji̤] 'skin, leather' 
 
/ʈibʌ/ [ʈji.bɰʌ] 'to live, to sit, to stay' 
 
/ʈĩbʌ/ [ʈjĩ.bɰʌ] 'to beat someone, to strike 
something' 
 
/ʈi̤bʌ/ [ʈji̤bɰʌ] 'to shatter, to burst, to explode, to 
pop, to snap' 
 
/ʈoː waːbʌ/ [ʈwoː waː.bɰʌ] 'to spit out' literally ‘spit’ and ‘to 
discard’ 
/ʈoː/ [ʈwoː] 'carrying strap made of bamboo, 
goes on head' 
 
/ʈo̤ːbʌ/ [ʈwo̤ː.bɰʌ] 'to win' 
 
/ʈɔ̃/ [ʈwɔ̃] 'bone marrow' 
 
/ʈɔbʌ/ [ʈwɔ.bɰʌ] 'to be warm' 
 
/ʈɔ̃bʌ/ [ʈwɔ̃.bɰʌ] 'to pull apart, to break apart; to 
resolve an issue' 
 
/ʈu/ [ʈwu] 'six' 
 




/ʈubʌ/ [ʈwu.bɰʌ] 'to sew' 
 
/ʈuʈuːd̪i/ [ʈwu.ʈwuː.d̪ji] 'some of something solid and 
breakable ' 
ex. bread, rice; 
contrasts with 
/t̪ɛl̃ẽːd̪i/ 
/ʈʌ/ [ʈɰʌ] 'flower' 
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/ʈʌbʌ/ [ʈɰʌ.bɰʌ] 'to strike or to hit something with 
a projectile' 
ex. a stone hits a 
person, a bullet hits a 
target 
/ʈʌlgʌd̪iːbʌ/ [ʈɰʌlɰ.gɰʌ.d̪iː.bɰʌ] 'to shine'  Nepali <!"#$> 
/ʈʌlkʌnu/ 
/ʈwiː ja̤ːbʌ/ [ʈwwiː jɰa̤ː.bɰʌ] 'landslide' 
 
/ʈwibʌ/ [ʈwwɪ.bɰʌ] 'to follow (specifically a child 
following parents)' 
 
/ʈwi̤bʌ/ [ʈwwɪ.bɰʌ] 'to remove' 
 
/uːbʌ/ [uːbɰʌ] ~ [wuːbɰʌ] 'to cover something with 
something else' 
 




/ʌbõ̤ːbʌ/ [ʌ.bwõ̤ː.bɰʌ] 'not strong, weak ' literally 'not' with 
'strong' 
/ʌli/ [ʌ.lji] ‘eldest brother (younger than 
speaker)’ 
 
/ʌŋĩ̤ːbʌ/ [ʌ.ŋjĩ̤ː.bɰʌ] 'brave, fearless' literally 'not' with 
'afraid' 
/ʌŋkɔ/ [ʌŋɰ.kwɔ] 'handle of a plow' 
 
/ʌʦʰjãːbʌ/ [ʌ.ʨʰʲãː.bɰʌ] ~ 
[ʌ.ʨʰʲãːw] 
'bad' literally 'not' with 
'good' 
/waː/ [waː] 'question marker' used for yes-no 
questions 
/waːbʌ/ [waː.bɰʌ] 'to discard, to throw out' 
 
/wiːbʌ/ [wiː.bɰʌ] 'to call' 
 
/wĩːmĩŋĩː/ [wjĩː.mjĩ.ŋʲĩː] 'day before yesterday ' 
 
/wiːn̪ʌ/ [wiː.n̪ɰʌ] 'at some vague point in time in 
the recent past' 
 
/wiːɽʌ/ [wiː.ɽɰʌ] ~ [wiːɽɰ] 'in front of' 
 
/wĩbʌ/ [wĩ.bɰʌ] 'to show' 
 















 This appendix lists Sikles Gurung words with cognates in other varieties of Gurung or in 
closely related languages.  Table 1 compares Sikles Gurung with Ghachok Gurung, Table 2 
compares Sikles Gurung with Seke and Thakali, and Table 3 compares Sikles Gurung with 
Manange and two varieties of Tamang. 
Table 1 provides broad transcriptions of Sikles Gurung lexical items collected for this 
dissertation, along with their corresponding forms in Ghachok Gurung.  The Ghachok Gurung 
forms are taken Glover et al.’s (1977) dictionary and have been transposed from the dictionary’s 
orthography to transcriptions using International Phonetic Alphabet characters for easier 
comparison with Sikles transcriptions.  In the dictionary, some syllables are marked with stress 
or accent, which the authors analyze as part of the tone system of this variety; in the 
transcriptions below, these accented syllables continue to be marked using the stress diacritic 
before the relevant syllable.  The final column lists the tone category of each word using 
Mazaudon’s (1978, 2005) numbering system for Tamangic tone.  It maps to the following 
features outlined by Glover et al. (1977) for Ghachok Gurung: Tone 1 – clear vowel, accented; 
Tone 2 – clear vowel, unaccented; Tone 3 – breathy vowel, unaccented; Tone 4 – breathy vowel, 
accented.  In cases where the Ghachok glosses differ from the Sikles glosses listed, additional 
glosses are provided next to the Ghachok forms. 
 
Table 1: Sikles Gurung and Ghachok Gurung 
 
Sikles Gloss Ghachok Tone 
/ã̤ːgẽː/, /ã̤ːjẽː/ 'eldest brother (older than speaker)' /ʌ̤ˈgĩ̤/ 4 
/aːloːliː/ 'slow, slowly, softly, quietly' /nũˈʣile/ 1 
/aːlu/ 'potato' /aˈlu/ 1 
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/aːsjõː/ 'in-laws' /asjõ/ 'brother-in-law' 2 
/aːw/ 'friend' /agu/ 2 
/ãːwɽɔ̤̃ɽõ̤ː/ 'respectively belongs' /rõ̤sʌ/ 3 
/bi̤bʌ/ 'to say' /biba/ 2 
/bjõ̤ːbʌ/ 'to throw away, to discard' /bjõ̤ˈbʌ/ 4 
/bla̤ː/ 'unhusked rice' /mlʌ̤/ 3 
/bla̤̤ːbʌ/ 'wide' /pla̤bʌ/ 3 
/bõ̤ː/ 'strength' /ˈbõ̤/ 4 
/bõ̤ːbʌ/ 'to be strong' /bõ̤ˈbʌ/ 4 
/bɽʌ̤/ 'one hundred' /ˈprʌ/, /prʌ, /brʌ/ 4, 2 
/bṳːn̪ʌ/ 'small round drinking vessel' /ba̤ˈgunʌ/ 4 
/bɰi̤bʌ/ 'to step' /mʌ̯e̤bʌ/ 3 
/bʌ̤ʣeː/ 'grandfather ' /baʣju/ 2 
/d̪ĩ̤ː/ 'house' /ˈdĩ̤/ 4 
/d̪õ̤ːbʌ/ 'to beat, to thresh' /dõ̤ˈbʌ/ 4 
/d̪ṳ̃ːbʌ/ 'thick (like a tree)' /dṳ̃ˈbʌ/ 4 
/d̪ṳ̃bʌ/ 'to walk with a cane' /dṳ̃ˈbʌ/ 4 
/ʣõ̤ːbʌ/ 'to pour; to irrigate; to put' /ʣõ̤ˈbʌ/ 4 
/ʣɰɛ̤w̃/ 'like this, resembling' /ʦʰaˈba/ 1 
/ɖɛ̤ŋ̃gɽɛ̤/ 'skinny, skin and bones (rude)' /ɖjãgrʌ/ 2 
/ge̤ːbʌ/ 'to lean on' /gẽ̤ˈbʌ/ 4 
/gjã̤ː/ 'path, road' /ˈgjã̤/ 4 
/gjõ̤ːsĩ/ 'kind of alder tree' /gjõ̤ˈsĩ/ 4 
/gjuiː/ 'skirt worn by women' /musˈre ˈŋjṳi/ 1, 4 
/goːbʌ/ 'to blow (by shaman)' /ŋoˈba/ 1 
/gɔ̤̃/ 'rocky area' /ˈgõ̤/ 4 
/gɔ̤bʌ/ 'to fry' /ŋo̤bʌ/ 'to roast, to pop grains' 3 
/gɽɔ̤bṳ 'charcoal' /kroˈpʰũ/ 1 
/gʌ̤ɽi̤n̪ʌ/ 'in an instant; already; for a second; in a second; quickly; immediately' /gʌ̤rˈʦin/, /gri̤rˈnʌ/ 4 
/hi̤ːl/ 'mud' /hiˈla/ 1 
/hõːbʌ/ 'to enter, to go inside' /kʰoˈbʌ/, /xoˈba/ 1 
/hoːd̪iːbʌ/ 'to scold' /hʌuˈdibʌ/ 1 
/hṳːsɰĩ pɽĩːbʌ/ 'to punch with a fist ' /gṳsˈsʌ ˈprĩbʌ/ 4, 1 
/ikubʌ/ 'to hiccup' /juguˈbʌ/ 1 
/iwʌbʌ/ 'to return' /ewaˈbʌ/ 1 
/jaː/ 'to be, copula' /jʌ/ 2 
/ja̤ːbʌ/ 'to go' /ja̤ˈbʌ/ 4 
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/jã̤ːgõ̤ː/ 'rainbow' /ja̤gõ/ 3 
/jɛ̤/̃ 'high altitude' /e̤/ 'high grazing ground' 3 
/joː kuɽd̪u/ 'elbow' /kuˈdũ/ 1 
/joː/ 'hand, arm' /jo/ 2 
/joːbʌ/ 'to have enough; to be done' /ˈjubʌ/ 1 
/jõːbʌ/ 'to get, to find' /jõˈba/ 1 
/jo̤ːbʌ/ 'to steal' /jo̤ˈbʌ/ 4 
/jõ̤ːbʌ/ 'to hang on to' /jõ̤ˈba/ 4 
/joːpu/ 'palm' /plo/ 2 
/joːɽiː/ 'finger' /jori/ 2 
/joːsiː/ 'fingernail' /ˈsĩ/ 1 
/jɔbʌ/ 'rich' /jõ̤ lʌʦʰin/ 3, 2 
/jɔ̃bʌ/ 'light (weight)' /ˈjõbʌ/ 1 
/jɔ̤bʌ/ 'to cook' /jo̤bʌ/ 3 
/juːmʌ/ 'stone' /ˈjuma/ 1 
/jubʌ/ 'to come down' /ˈjubʌ/ 1 
/kaː/ 'lid' /ˈka/ 1 
/kã̤ː/ 'chin' /ˈkã/ 1 
/kãːbʌ/ 'to yawn; bitter, salty' /kãˈba/ 1 
/ka̤ːbʌ/ 'to hold on, to catch, to arrest’ /ka̤bʌ/ 3 
/kaːd̪ʌ/ 'book, paper' /kidaˈbʌ/ 1 
/kaːʣiː/ 'youngest sister’ /kʌnʦi/, /kʌ̃ʣi/, /kaʣi/ 2 
/kãːjlʌ̃/ 'fourth eldest brother' /kʌ̯ĩˈla/ 1 
/kãːlʌ̃ t̪ĩlĩ/ 'lightning' /timˈli kamˈli/ 1, 1 
/ka̤ːpo̤ː/ 'a kind of frog (edible)' /kʌ̯ṳ/ 3 
/kaːɽjʌbʌ/ 'to dry' /karˈba/ 1 
/kãːsʌ̃/ 'molar tooth' /kãsʌ/ 2 
/keː kɛɽʌ/ 'way over there’ /ˈke kjʌˈri/ 1, 1 
/keː/ 'work' /ˈke̤/ 4 
/kẽ̤ː/ 'fried bread, you plural' /kẽ̤/ 'bread' 3 
/kẽ̤ːmɰiː/ 'you plural' /ke̤mʌ̯ẽ/ 3 
/kɛbʌ/ 'wooden ladle' /ˈkebʌ/ 1 
/kɛ̤bʌ/ 'to be itchy' /keˈba/ 1 
/kʰãːbʌ/ 'to finish, to be able to' /ˈkʰãbʌ/ 1 
/kʰa̤ːbʌ/ 'to get back pawned or mortgaged property; to fill a container' 
/ˈkʰabʌ/ 'redeem',  
/kʰaˈba/ 'fill' 1, 1 
/kʰa̤ːbʌ/ 'who' /kʰʌb/, /kʰʌˈbʌ/ 2, 1 
/kʰaːɽbʌ/ 'to shake off' /ˈkʰarbʌ/ 1 
/kʰeːbʌ/ 'to read' /ˈkʰebʌ/ 1 
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/kʰɛ̤/̃ 'father-in-law' /kẽ/ 2 
/kʰɛbʌ/ 'to patch; to repair' /kʰẽˈba/ 1 
/kʰiːbʌ/ 'to borrow’ /ˈkʰibʌ/ 1 
/kʰibʌ/ 'to wear' /kʰiˈba/ 1 
/kʰibʌ/~/kʰɛbʌ/ 'old man' /kʰiˈbʌ/, /kʰirʌ/ 1, 2 
/kʰjɔbʌ/ 'to plow' /kjo̤ˈbʌ/ 4 
/kʰjũːbʌ/ 'sour, bitter' /kjũˈba/ 1 
/kʰjuːn̪iː/ 'rice noodles (fried)' /kʰjuˈni/ 1 
/kʰjuɽu/ 'down, downhill' /ˈkjuru/ 1 
/kʰõːbʌ/ 'to be greedy' /kʰõˈba/ 1 
/kʰɔ̃jɔ̃n̪ bile/ 'every time, always' /kʰõjõ bile/ 'whenever' 2 
/kʰɔld̪ɔ/ 'hole (in the ground)' /kʰoldõ/ 2 
/kʰɔɽ.sʌn̪/ 'chili pepper' /kʰorsaˈni/ 1 
/kʰɔɽʌ/ 'crippled, deformed, maimed person' /kʰoˈɖi/ 'physical blemish' 1 
/kʰɽi/ 'one' /ˈkri/, /ˈgri̤/ 1, 4 
/kʰɽĩːbʌ/ 'to twist rope; to braid; to twist ankle' /kʰrĩˈba/ 1 
/kʰɽõːbʌ/ 'to barbecue, to roast' /kʰrɔ̃ˈba/ 1 
/kʰɽubʌ/ 'to wash' /ˈkʰrubʌ/ 1 
/kʰu/ 'soup' /ˈkʰu/ 1 
/kʰũ/ 'hole (small)' /ˈkʰũ/ 1 
/kʰũːbʌ/ 'to be cold' /ˈkʰũbʌ/ 1 
/kʰud̪u/ 'honey' /kʰuˈdu/ 1 
/kʰɰẽː/ 'wind' /ˈkʰʌẽ/ 1 
/kʰɰɛb̃ʌ/ 'to reap' /ˈkʰʌẽbʌ/ 1 
/kʰɰi/ 'kidney' /ˈkʰʌi/ 1 
/kʰɰibʌ/ 'to be talkative, chatty' /kʰʌ̯eˈba/ 1 
/kʰɰili/ 'how, in which way' /kʰʌ̯ile/ 2 
/kʰʌ̤bʌ/ 'to come up or across' /kʰʌˈba/ 1 
/kʰʌn̪i/ 'where' /kʰʌˈni/ 1 
/kʰʌn̪iːt̪ɔt̪ʌn̪/ 'everywhere; aimlessly' /kʰʌntʌdʌn/ 2 
/kʰwɔ̃jɔ̃ kʰwɔ̃jɔ̃/ 'sometimes' /kʰõjõ kʰõjõ / 2 
/kʰwɔ̃jɔ̃/ 'when' /kʰõjõ/, /kʰojõ/ 2 
/ki/ 'wooden planks used for roofing' /ˈki̤/ 4 
/ki̤ː/ 'you singular' /ki̤/ 3 
/kĩːbʌ/ 'to buy' /kĩˈbʌ/ 1 
/kjaː d̪ũ/ 'fountain; water tap, faucet' /ˈkjuwa ˈdṳ̃/ 1, 4 
/kjãːbʌ/ 'to cut (a tree)' /kjãˈbʌ/ 1 
/kjõːbʌ/ 'to repair' /ˈkjoẽbʌ/, /ˈkjwẽbʌ/ 1 
/kjoːɽʌ/ 'copper' /kjuˈra/ 1 
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/kjɔ̃ʣʌ/ 'that side (of a river or bridge)' /kjõˈʣã/ 1 
/kju/ 'water' /ˈkju/ 1 
/kju/pi̤ːbʌ/ 'to be thirsty' /ˈkju piˈba/ 1, 1 
/kjuː/ 'sheep' /ˈkjṳ/, /kju/ 4, 2 
/kjuẽːbʌ/ 'to repair' /ˈkjoẽbʌ/, /ˈkjwẽbʌ/ 1 
/kjugju/ 'new sprouting of a plant’ /kjuˈgjũ/ 1 
/kjuiː/ 'language' /ˈkjṳi̤/, /ˈkwi̤/ 4 
/kjui̤ːbʌ/~ /kjṳːbʌ/ 'to insert, to put through' /kjṳbʌ/ 3 
/kjuɽʌ bɔ̤lɔ̤bʌ/ 'to swim, to paddle around' /kjwaliˈbʌ/ 1 
/koː jubʌ/ 'bleeding' /ˈko ˈjubʌ/ 1, 1 
/koː/ 'blood' /ˈko/ 1 
/kõːbʌ/ 'to echo' /koˈba/ 1 
/ko̤ːbʌ/ 'to feed (an infant, animal)' /ˈkobʌ/ 1 
/kɔ̤/ 'middle and upper back' /ko̤/ 3 
/kɔ̃bʌ/ 'to shiver; to mix' /kõˈba/ 1 
/kɔ̤bʌ/ 
'to understand, to know; to be 
entangled, to snag, to jam, to get stuck' 
/ko̤bʌ/ 3 
/kɔ̤d̪eː/ 'empty' /kʰaˈli/ 1 
/kɔ̤ʣʌ̤/ 'khukuri knife' /ko̤ʣʌ/ 3 
/kɔi/ 'soybean' /koˈja/ 1 
/kɔiː/ 'wild bee; song' /ˈko̤e̤/, /kwe/, /ˈkwe̤/ 4, 2 
/kɔiːɽaː/ 'beehive' /ˈko̤e̤ ɖõɖa/, /ˈko̤e̤ ˈlʌ/ 4, 2 
/kɔlmɰiː/ 'children' /kolˈmʌẽ/ 1 
/kɔloː/ 'child' /koˈlo/ 1 
/kɔɽi/ 'tall copper jug’ /ro̤ʣʌ/ 3 
/kɔ̤ɽʌ/ 'handle of a plow' /ko̤rʌ 'plow'/ 3 
/kɽã̤ːbu/ 'cheek' /kra̤mu/ 3 
/kɽãːbʌ/ 'to rot; to fine someone' /ˈkrãbʌ/ 1 
/kɽeː/ 'lower back, waist' /kre/ 2 
/kɽeːbu/ 'pillow' /kregũ/, /krigũ/ 2 
/kɽeːbʌ/ 'to climb; to mount a horse; to ascend' /kreˈba/ 1 
/kɽeːgiː/ 'turban' /kriˈgi/ 1 
/kɽi̤/ 'dirt' /kri̤/ 3 
/kɽiːbʌ/ 'to bite; to trim hair' /kriˈba/ 1 
/kɽi̤ːbʌ/ 'to agree, to match, to be similar' /kri̤bʌ/ 3 
/kɽi̤̤ːbʌ/ 'identical' /gri̤ˈna/ 4 
/kɽi̤ʣi̤ː/ 'dirty (of the clothes, body)' /kri̤ʣi/ 'soot' 3 
/kɽo̤ː/ 'old grain; true' 




/kɽoːbʌ/ 'to cry' /kroˈba/ 1 
/kɽoːi/ 'eagle, vulture' /kṳˈre/ 4 
/kɽɔ̤̃/ 'leader of village; term of respect' /krõ̤/ 3 
/kɽɔbʌ/ 'to burn' /kʰrõˈba/ 1 
/kɽu/ 'length; unit of measurement' /kru/ 2 
/kɽubʌ/ 'to measure' /kruˈba/ 1 
/kɽʌ sjuɛbʌ/ 'to pluck hair' /krʌ ˈsjuibʌ/ 2, 1 
/kɽʌ sɰibʌ/ 'to comb your hair' /krʌ swiˈba/ 2, 1 
/kɽʌ/ 'head; hair' /krʌ/ 2 
/kɽʌ/lu/ 'bald' /krʌlũ/ 'hair cuttings' 2 
/kɽʌmu/ 'headscarf' /krʌˈmũ/ 1 
/ku.n̪ʌ/ 'corner' /kʰuˈna/ 1 
/ku/ 'nine; chest ' /ˈku/ 'nine', /ku/ 'chest' 1, 2 
/kũ/ 'urine' /kũ/ 2 
/kṳ̃/ ‘umbrella' /kṳ̃/ 3 
/kṳ̃ːbʌ/ 'to sit' /ˈkũbʌ/, /kṳ̃bʌ/ 1, 3 
/kubʌ/ 'to cover, to wear' /kuˈba/ 1 
/kṳd̪iːbʌ/ 'to stutter' /kowibʌˈ/, /kʌwibʌˈ/ 1 
/kuliː/ 'hat worn by men' /kuˈle/ 1 
/kṳɽimãː/ 'next year ' /kṳrimʌ/ 3 
/kɰi/ 'sound, voice' /kʌ̯e/ 2 
/kɰĩː/~/kɰẽː/ 'cooked rice, food' /kʌ̯ẽ/ 2 
/kɰĩ̤ːd̪u/ 'rice statue made by shaman’ /ˈkʌẽdu/ 1 
/kɰiːɽu/ 'up' /ˈkʌẽɖu/ 1 
/kɰibʌ/ 'to push' /kʌ̯e̤ˈbʌ/ 4 
/kɰi̤bʌ/ 'to be late' /kʌ̯e̤bʌ/ 3 
/kɰiliː/ 'fourth eldest daughter’ /kʌ̯ĩˈli/ 1 
/kʌ̃/ 'gallbladder' /kã/ 2 
/kʌʣʌ/ 'youngest brother’ /kʌnˈʦa/ 1 
/kʌmĩ/ 'blacksmith' /kʌˈmĩ/ 1 
/kwẽː/ 'cloth, clothes; grandson, nephew' /kwẽ/ 2 
/kwẽ̤̤ːbʌ/ 'to measure by volume' /ko̤ẽ̤bʌ/ 3 
/kwẽːmiː/ 'granddaughter; niece' /kwẽˈmĩ/ 1 
/kwɛ̤b̃ʌ/ 'to trust ' /kwẽˈbʌ/ 'to believe' 1 
/kwiːbʌ/ 'to lift; to weigh; to pick up; to encourage' 
/kuˈbʌ/ 'to lift, support' 
/ˈkwibʌ/ 'to lift, weigh' 1 
/kwi̤bʌ/ 'to beg' /kṳi̤bʌ/ 3 
/laː/ 'leaf' /lʌ/ 2 
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/lã̤ː / 
'white cloth carried at front of funeral 
procession ' 
/ãlã/, /ʌlã/, /ʌ̃lã/, /alã/ 2 
/laːbʌ/ 'to make hot; to rock a baby' 
/la̤ˈbʌ/ 'to rock',  
/laˈba/ 'to make hot' 
4, 1 
/la̤ːbʌ/ 'to chase' /lʌ̤gardibʌ/ 3 
/laːlʌ/ 'hot to the touch, boiled' /ˈlʌlʌ/ 1 
/lẽː libʌ/ 'moon sets' /ˈlʌjã ˈlibʌ/ 1, 1 
/lẽː/ 'moon' /ˈlʌjã/ 1 
/le̤ː/ 'many, too many, very' /ˈle̤/ 4 
/lẽ̤ːbʌ/ 'to lick' /lẽ̤bʌ/ 3 
/lɛ/ 'tongue' /ˈle/ 1 
/lɛ̤/ 'owner' /kʰlje̤/ 3 
/lɛ̤bɽiː/ 'shaman, holy man’ /kʰlje̤bri/, /le̤bbri/ 3 
/lɛ̤d̪ɛ̤/ 'moss' /leˈde/ 1 
/lɛg̃ɰẽː/, /lɛg̃ẽː/ 'cucumber' /lʌˈkʰʌ̯ẽ/ 1 
/li/ 'face; ladder' /ˈli/ 'face', /li/ 'ladder' 1, 2 
/liːbʌ pʌl/ 'hind leg’ /li pʌ̤li/ 2, 3 
/lĩːbʌ/ 'to be tasty; to be delicious' /ˈlĩbʌ/ 1 
/li̤ːbʌ/ 'heavy' /li̤bʌ/ 3 
/li̤ːd̪iːbʌ/ 'to ask someone to do something' /lʌ̯i̤dibʌ/ 3 
/libu/ 'calf of leg' /liˈgũ/ 1 
/libʌ/ 'to set (sun or moon)' /ˈlibʌ/ 1 
/li̤bʌ/ 'to fire a rifle, to shoot an arrow, to 
throw a stone/spear/shotput' 
/li̤bʌ/ 3 
/lo̤ː/ 'place; bed; land' /kʰljo̤/ 3 
/loːbʌ/ 'to hide' /ˈlobʌ/ 1 
/lo̤ːbʌ/ 'to give a hand, to help' /lṳbʌ/ 3 
/lɔ̃ kʰʌbʌ/ 'to steam' /lom kʰʌˈba/ 2, 1 
/lɔ̃/ 'steam' /lomã/, /lom/ 2 
/lɔbuː/, /lʌbuː/ 'radish' /lʌˈbu/ 1 
/lɔbʌ/ 'to churn' /lṳˈbʌ/ 4 
/lɔ̃bʌ/ 'to sell' /lõˈba/ 1 
/lɔ̤bʌ/ 'to teach, to learn' /luˈba/ 1 
/lɔ̤̃bʌ/ 'to swallow' /kʰljõ̤bʌ/ 3 
/lɔu/ 'come, come on' /ˈlʌ̯ṳ/ 4 
/lɔ̤ṳ/ 'lung' /kʰljo̤bʌ/ 3 
/lũːbʌ/ 'to burn, to blaze' /ˈlũbʌ/ 1 
/lũbʌ/ 'to break long things' /lũˈba/ 1 
/lũd̪ũ/ 'small piece of something' /lũʈʰe/ 2 
/lʌbʌ/ 'to do' /lʌˈba/ 1 
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/lʌmʌ/ ‘Buddhist priest, holy man for 4 castes' /ˈlʌma/, /ˈlʌmã/, /ˈlama/ 1 
/lʌwʈʌ/ 'edible fern' /lʌ̯uˈɖa/ 1 
/ɬaː/ 'ox' /ˈkʰlja̤/, /kʰlja/ 4, 2 
/ɬaːsɰɛ/ 'person who plows' /kʰlja̤ˈsʌẽ/ 4 
/ɬi t̪ɔ̃bʌ/ 'to defecate’ /kʰlji tõ̤bʌ/ 2, 3 
/ɬi/ 'feces' /kʰlji/ 2 
/ɬĩː/ 'snow' /ˈkʰljĩ/ 1 
/ɬibʌ/ 'to split wood' /ˈkʰljibʌ/ 1 
/ɬiwn̪ʌ/ 'poor person; naked' /kʰljaˈnu/ 'poor person', /kʰljuˈna/ 'naked' 1 
/ɬõːbʌ/ 'to play' /kʰljõˈba/ 1 
/ɬũbʌ/ 'to flip a container, to empty' /kʰljuˈba/ 1 
/mãː/ 'mother' /ama/ 2 
/mãːbʌ/ 'old woman' /mãˈbʌ/ 1 
/mãːjlʌ̃/ 'second eldest brother' /mʌ̯ĩlʌ/ 2 
/mãːmʌ̃/ ‘maternal uncle (older than mother)’ /ˈmama/ 1 
/mbaːɽʌ/ 'gold' /ma̤ˈrʌ/ 4 
/mʌgi/ 'buffalo' /ˈmʌgi/, /ˈmui/, /ˈmugi/, /ˈmʌi/, /mʌi/ 1, 2 
/mɛ/ 'cow; arrow' /ˈme̤/ 'cow', /me/ 'arrow' 4, 2 
/mi t̪i̤bʌ/ 'to warm by the fire' /mi ti̤bʌ/ 2, 3 
/mi pʰwiːbʌ/ 'to make the fire' /mi pʰuiˈba/ 2, 1 
/mi/ 'eye' /ˈmĩ/ 1 
/mi/ 'fire' /mi/ 2 
/mi̤/ 'person, man' /mi̤/ 3 
/miː/ 'tail' /mi/ 2 
/mĩː/ 'name' /mĩ/ 2 
/mĩbʌ/ 'to be ripe, to ripen' /ˈmĩbʌ/ 1 
/mi̤si̤ː/ 'uncooked rice' /mlʌ̤ˈsi/ 4 
/mjuː/ 'smoke' /miˈgu/ 1 
/mjũːlu/ 'half-burned piece of wood’ /miuˈlũ/ 1 
/mjuːɽaː/ 'ash' /meˈbro/ 1 
/mli̤bʌ/ 'to forget' /ˈmlibʌ/ 1 
/mloːbʌ/ 'to poke, to pierce’ /mlṳˈbʌ/ 4 
/mlõːgjʌ/ 'black’ /mlõgja/ 2 
/mo̤ː/ 'brother-in-law, son-in-law' /mo̤/ 3 
/mɔbʌ/ 'short (height)' /ˈmobʌ/ 1 
/mɔ̤gi̤ː/ 'Nepali language' /prṳˈkyṳi̤/ 4 
/mɽaː/ 'door' /ˈmra/ 1 
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/mɽẽːbʌ/ 'to be full' /mrẽˈbʌ/ 1 
/mɽĩː/ 'wife' /mrĩ/ 2 
/mɽõː/ 'field' /ˈmrõ/ 1 
/mɽõːbʌ/ 'to see' /mrõˈba/ 1 
/mɽɔbʌ/ 'to light (a light); to wish for’ /mroˈba/ 1 
/mɽũ/ 'king' /mrũ/ 2 
/mu/ 'sky' /mu/ 2 
/mũjũː/ 'brother, man' /mujũˈmʌẽ/, /ˈmũjũmʌ̯ẽ/, /mũĩˈmʌẽ/ 'brothers' 1 
/mɰeː maːd̪i/ 'way down there' /ˈmʌemʌ/, /mai/, /mad/, /maˈdi/, /mʌ/, /mʌi/ 1, 2 
/mɰ̤ĩbʌ/ 'to recall, to remember, to miss’ /mʌ̯ẽ̤ˈbʌ/,/ mwʌ̤ĩ̤ˈbʌ/ 4 
/mɰĩn̪ʌ kɔpu/ 'slug, snail' /mʌ̯iˈna ˈkʌbu/ 1, 1 
/mʌ̤d̪eː/ 'lips' /mʌˈdi/ 1 
/mʌ̃n̪ɛ/̃ 'only' /kʰʌˈni mʌ̤ni/ 'only a few places' 1, 3 
/mʌsi/ 'bottom of a container' /ʌsˈnʌ/ 1 
/mwi/ 'money; body hair' /ˈmwi/ 1 
/mwĩːmɰiː/ 'men, man plural' /mũĩˈmʌẽ/ 'brothers' 1 
/mɰĩ̤ːɽe̤ː/ 'night' /mṳĩ̤sʌ/ 3 
/mɰĩ̤ːsʌ̤/ 'night' /mṳĩ̤sʌ/ 3 
/n̪aː/ 'snot' /ˈna/ 1 
/n̪ãː/ 'rain' /ˈnã/ 1 
/n̪a̤ː/ 'ear (outer)' /na̤/ 3 
/n̪ãːn̪iː/ 'eldest daughter’ /naˈni/ 1 
/n̪a̤ːɽe̤ː/ 'morning' /nã̤gʌ, nã̤ga/ 3 
/n̪aːɽiː n̪iːbʌ/ 'to step on millet to separate grain’ /naˈri ne̤ˈbʌ/ 1,4 
/n̪aːɽiː/ 'millet' /naˈre/, /naˈri/ ‘rye-like grain’ 1 
/n̪ã̤ːsjɔ̃/ 'cloud' /nã̤mʣjo/ 3 
/n̪ãːsʌ/ 'village' /ˈnãsʌ/ 1 
/n̪oːgi/ 'day after tomorrow' /ˈnũĩma/ 1 
/nʌgi/ 'dog' /nʌgi/ 2 
/n̪ʌgʌ/ 'chicken' /ˈnʌgʌ/, /nʌˈu/, /ˈnʌu/ 1 
/n̪e̤ːbʌ/ 'to be drunk; to run' /ne̤bʌ/ 'be drunk' 3 
/n̪eːj mjõːbʌ/ 'to get injured, to get hurt' /ˈne ˈmjõbʌ/ 1, 1 
/n̪ɛ/̃ 'resting place' /nẽ̤/ 3 
/n̪ɛ̤m̃e̤ː/ 'ear (inner)' /ne̤mẽ/ 3 
/n̪ɛm̃ʌ/ 'bird' /nemʌ/ 2 
/n̪i̤ː sjubʌ/ 'to laugh' /ni sjuˈba/ 2, 1 
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/n̪i̤ː/ 'laughter' /ni/ 2 
/n̪iːbʌ/ 'to step on (millet)' /ne̤ˈbʌ/ 4 
/n̪i̤ːbʌ/ 'to fight; to compact a rug after it is 
woven to make it waterproof' 
/ne̤ˈbʌ/ 'to fight' 4 
/n̪ĩ̤ːbʌ/ 'to jump around' /ˈŋwebʌ/ 'jump over' 1 
/n̪ibʌ/ 'appetite' /niˈba/ 1 
/n̪ĩmĩː/ 'rat, mouse' /nimũ,/ /nimu/ 2 
/n̪oː/ 'garlic' /ˈnṳ/ 4 
/n̪oːbʌ/ 'to carry on the back' /ˈnobʌ/ 1 
/n̪oːɽuː/ 'ant; fly' /ˈnʌbbru/ 1 
/n̪o̤ːɽʌ/ 'inside, under' /nõ̤rbʌ/ 3 
/n̪ɔ sjuɛbʌ/ 'to pull weeds' /no ˈsjuibʌ/ 2, 1 
/n̪ɔ/ 'weed' /no/ 2 
/n̪ɔ̤̃bʌ/ 'to destroy, damage' /nõ̤bʌ/ 'to break' 3 
/n̪ɔ̤jʌ̤bʌ/ 'to be spoiled, destroyed' /nõ̤bʌ/ 'to break' 3 
/n̪ubʌ/ 
'to be tall, to finish (something 
countable)' 
/ˈnubʌ/ 'tall',  
/nuˈba/ 'finish' 1 
/n̪ũgũː/ 'nose' /nʌˈkʰũ/ 1 
/n̪ṳɽ ʦṳbʌ/ 'sleeping; falling asleep; sleepy' /nʌ̤ru ʦṳi̤bʌ/ 3, 3 
/n̪ṳɽʌɽ mõːbʌ/ 'to talk in your sleep' 
/mõ̤ˈbʌ/ 'to dream while 
asleep' 
4 
/n̪ʌbʌ/ 'throbbing pain, sting, hurt' /ˈnʌbʌ/ 1 
/n̪ʌ̤bʌ/ 'to raise (livestock)' /nʌ̤bʌ/ 3 
/n̪ʌ̃mãː/ 'cat' /nõwã/ 2 
/ŋãː/ 'rim' /ŋã/ 2 
/ŋa̤ːbʌ/ 'to like, to feel like; to get tired' /narwaˈbʌ/ 1 
/ŋãːɽ/ 'near' 
/ŋar/, /ŋa/, /ŋã/, /ŋãr/ 'to 
the place of' 
2 
/ŋaːɽʌ/ 'near, next to' 
/ŋar/, /ŋa/, /ŋã/, /ŋãr/ 'to 
the place of' 
2 
/ŋe̤ː ŋɛ̤bʌ/ 'to milk an animal’ /ŋe̤ ŋe̤bʌ/ 3, 3 
/ŋe̤ː/ 'milk' /ŋe̤/ 3 
/ŋeːɽeː/ 'twilight, evening' /neˈsʌ/ 1 
/ŋɛ̤bʌ/ 'to milk; to make noise' /ŋe̤bʌ/ 3 
/ŋɛ̤lsjɔ/ 'female ceremonial friend’ /ŋe̤lsjo/ 3 
/ŋɛ̤lʌ/ 'male ceremonial friend’ /ŋe̤la/ 3 
/ŋɛsaːɽʌ/ 'twilight, evening' /neˈsʌ/ 1 
/ŋi/ 'we (exclusive)' /ŋi/ 2 
/ŋĩ̤/ 'two’ /ˈŋĩ̤/ 4 
/ŋiː/ 'seven’ /ˈŋi/ 1 
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/ŋi̤ː/ 'liver' /ˈuiɖa/ 1 
/ŋĩ̤ːbʌ̤/ 'to be afraid' /ŋĩ̤bʌ/ 3 
/ŋĩn̪ʌ/ 'soon, fast, quickly, early' /ˈŋjumã/, /junʌ/ 1, 2 
/ŋjãːŋjãː ŋa̤ːbʌ/ 'so soft (to the touch)' /ŋiliˈbʌ/ 'soft' 1 
/ŋjɔ/ 'we (inclusive)' /ˈŋjo̤/ 4 
/ŋjɔ̤bʌ/ 'to look, to watch' /ŋjo̤bʌ/ 3 
/ŋjuibʌ/ 'to ask' /ˈŋjuibʌ/ 1 
/ŋjṳsju/ 'twenty’ /ŋi̤sju/ 3 
/ŋoː/ 'trap' /ˈŋo/ 1 
/ŋɔ̤/ 'forehead' /ŋo/ 2 
/ŋɔ̃lɔ/ 'cousin (male)' /ˈŋõlo/ 1 
/ŋɔ̃lsjɔ/ 'cousin (female)' /ˈŋõlõsjo/ 1 
/ŋɰi̤ːja̤ːbʌ/ 'leftovers' /ŋˈʌebʌ/ 1 
/ŋɰibʌ/ 'to borrow and return the same thing’ /ŋʌẽˈba/ 1 
/ŋʌ/ 'I, first person singular pronoun' /ŋʌ/, /ŋa/ 2 
/ŋʌ/ 'five' /ˈŋʌ̤/ 4 
/paː ʦʰɔbʌ/ 'to ferment wine' /ˈpa kwalaˈbʌ/ 1, 1 
/paː/ 'wine' /ˈpa/ 1 
/pa̤ːbu/ 'father, mother's husband ' /aba/ 2 
/paːbʌ/ 'to bring' /bʌ̤ˈbʌ/ 4 
/pãːbʌ/ 'to distribute; to serve; to give out; to be wet' 
/ˈpãbʌ/ 'be wet',  
/pãˈba/ 'to distribute' 1 
/paːkʰʌ̤bʌ/ 'to bring up with you’ /bʌ̤ˈbʌ/ 4 
/pa̤ːlɔn̪/ 'together ' /balu/ 2 
/pa̤ːɽd̪iːbʌ/ 'to blossom, to grow, to expand' /pa̤ribʌ/ 3 
/pɛ kʰʌbʌ/ 'to be greasy, starchy, slippery' /pʰleˈba/ 1 
/pɛ̤bʌ/ 'intercourse' /mrĩ lʌˈba/, /pre̤bʌ/ 1, 3 
/pɛ̤lʌ/ 'bowl, cup' /pe̤la/ 3 
/pʰaː pi̤ːbʌ/ 'to be shy’ /piˈba/ 1 
/pʰe̤ːbʌ/ 'to arrive somewhere else' /pʰeˈba/ 1 
/pʰɛbʌ/ 'to eat with throwing motion' /ˈpʰebʌ/ 1 
/pʰi̤ piːbʌ/ 'to peel' /pʰi piˈbʌ/ 2, 1 
/pʰi̤/ 'bark; husk; roof; dust jacket’ /pʰi/ 2 
/pʰi̤bʌ/ 'to give birth' /pʰiˈba/ 1 
/pʰi̤ɽ/ 'on, on top of, above' /pʰiˈri/ 1 
/pʰjo̤ːbʌ/ 'to clean' /ˈpʰjobʌ/ 'to sweep up' 1 
/pʰo̤ːbʌ/ 'to apply (cream, makeup, paint)' /ˈpʰubʌ/ 1 
/pʰɽẽːsɰi/ 'adult man, young man’ /pʰrẽˈsĩ/ 1 
/pʰũː/ 'egg' /ˈpʰũ/ 1 
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/pʰubʌ/ 'collapse, to break away' /pʰuˈba/ 1 
/pʰʌ kʰɽɛb̃ʌ/ 'to be hungry' /ˈpʰo kʰrẽˈba/ 1, 1 
/pʰʌ/ 'husband; stomach; deer' /ˈpʰo/ 'stomach',  
/pʰo/ 'deer' 
1, 2 
/pʰʌ̤ʣjɔ̤/ 'paternal aunt (youngest sister)’ /pʰoʣjõ/ 2 
/pʰwi̤ːbʌ/ 'to blow on the fire, to kindle' /pʰuiˈba/ 1 
/pi̤/ 'basket' /pi̤/ 3 
/piːbʌ/ 'to release something’ /piˈbʌ/ 1 
/pĩːbʌ/ 'to give' /pĩˈba/ 1 
/pi̤ːbʌ/ 'to be shy' /piˈba/ 1 
/pĩːŋgjʌ/ 'green, blue’ /pĩgja/ 2 
/pja̤ː/ 'wing, feather' /pja̤/ 3 
/pjõ̤ːbʌ/ 'to resemble' /bjõbʌ/ 1 
/pjɔ̤bʌ/ 'to boil' /ˈplubʌ/ 1 
/plã̤ːbʌ/ 'to slap with an open palm' /plãˈba/ 1 
/plɛbʌ/ 'slippery' /pʰleˈba/ 1 
/plɛn̪d̪eː/ 'flat' /plẽ/ 2 
/pli/ 'four’ /ˈpli̤/ 4 
/plĩːjʌbʌ/ 'to become full (container)' /plẽˈba/ 1 
/plɔbʌ/ 'to be rich' /plo̤ˈbʌ/ 4 
/plu/ 'seed' /ˈplṳ/ 4 
/pluːbʌ/ 'to sow' /plṳˈbʌ/ 4 
/põːbʌ/ 'to talk' /ˈpõbʌ/ 1 
/po̤ːbʌ/ 'to take something' /boba/ 2 
/põ̤ːbʌ/ 'to quarrel' /põ̤bʌ/ 3 
/pɔbʌ/ 'to come off, to take off (lid)' /pjũˈbʌ/ 1 
/pɔ̤d̪go̤ː/ 'a kind of frog (not edible)' /pʌ̤dgu/ 'toad' 3 
/pɔʣuː/ 'thorn' /puˈʣu/ 1 
/pɔ̤ɽṳ/ 'Pokhara' /puˈkʰru/ 1 
/pɽaːbʌ/ 'to sprinkle liquid; to splash’ /ˈpraba/ 1 
/pɽe̤ːbʌ/~/pɽi̤ːbʌ/ 'to write' /pri̤bʌ/ 3 
/pɽɛ/ 'eight’ /ˈpre̤, pre/ 4, 2 
/pɽɛbʌ/ 'to walk' /prʌ̤ˈbʌ/ 4 
/pɽɛb̃ʌ/~/pĩbʌ/ 'to grind (spices)' /pri̤ˈbʌ/ 4 
/pɽĩːbʌ/ 'to sing; to shoot; to hit someone' /ˈprĩbʌ/ 1 
/pɽoː/ 'cliff' /ˈpro̤/ 4 
/pɽõː/ 'cow shed' /prõ̤/ 3 
/pɽo̤ːbʌ/ 'to grind (flour)' /pro̤bʌ/ 3 
/pɽõːsɰɛ/ 'shepherd of sheep, goats, buffalo' /prõ̤sʌ̯ẽ/ 'herdsman' 3 
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/pɽɔ pɽo̤ːbʌ/ 'to grind the flour' /ˈpro̤ pro̤bʌ/ 4, 3 
/pɽɔ/ 'flour' /ˈpro̤/ 4 
/pṳ̃lṳ̃ː/ 'insect' /pṳlũ/ 3 
/puɽd̪iːbʌ/ 'to fly' /pi̤ribʌ/ 3 
/pṳɽi̤ː/ 'snake' /pṳri/ 3 
/pɰẽ̤̤ːbʌ/ 'to wait' /bʌ̯ẽˈbʌ/ 1 
/pɰɛ̤b̃ʌ/ 'to snatch; to put on airs' /pʌ̯ẽ̤bʌ/ ‘boastful, proud, 
vain', /pẽ̤bʌ/ 'to snatch' 
3, 3 
/pɰi/ 'wool' /pʌ̯e/ 2 
/pɰiː liːbʌ/ 'finish the ceremony for the dead’ /pʌ̯e ˈlibʌ/ 2, 1 
/pɰiː ʦũːbʌ/ 'to start the ceremony for the dead’ /pʌ̯e ʦubʌ/ 2, 2 
/pɰiː/ '3-day ceremony for the deceased’ /pʌ̯e/ 2 
/pɰĩː/ 'iron’ /ˈpwe, ˈpʌe/ 1 
/pɰĩ̤ːgɔ̤/ 'millet dough eaten with lentils’ /pʌ̯iˈgũ/ 1 
/pɰi̤ːɽu/ 'outside' /bʌ̯iru, bairu/ 2 
/pɰĩ̤d̪ʌ/ 'shoulder' /pʌ̯ẽ̤do/ 3 
/pɰi̤jʌbʌ/ 'to take away' /bʌjaˈbʌ/ 1 
/pʌʣjuː/ 'grandmother' /bṳˈʣju/ 4 
/pʌ̤lʌ/ 'leg' /pʌ̤li/ 3 
/pʌ̤n̪ã̤ːgʌ̤/ 'tomorrow' /pʌ̤nʌ̤̃gʌ/ 3 
/pʌ̤n̪ã̤ːɽe̤ː/ 'tomorrow morning' /pa̤nã̤ˈri/ 4 
/pʌ̤ɽe̤ː/ 'stick' /pre̤/ 3 
/pʌ̤t̪ mɽɔbʌ/ 'to light a lamp, to turn on the lights' /bʌdi mroˈba/ 2, 1 
/pʌʦjuː/ 'shaman' /puˈʣju/, /pʌˈʣju/ 2 
/pwi/ 'rice husk' /ˈpwi/ 1 
/pwibʌ/ 'to bring down' /bwi̤ˈbʌ/ 4 
/ɽa̤ːbʌ/ 'to play an instrument' /ra̤bʌ/ 3 
/ɽaːguːn̪/, /ɽaːwuːn̪/ 'pumpkin' /ũsjʌ/, /ũĩsjʌ/ 2 
/ɽã̤ːɽ/ 'rug made of wool' /rʌ̤ɖi/ 3 
/ɽeːgʌ/ 'woven garment' /rẽ̤ˈgʌ/ 4 
/ɽɛ̤bʌ/ 'smart; to be knowledgeable, to know' /rʌ̤bʌ/ 3 
/ɽɛ̤gɔ̤/ 'far' /rẽ̤go/ 3 
/ɽĩː/ 'woman, bamboo' /ˈrĩ/ 'sister', /rĩ/ 'bamboo' 1, 2 
/ɽiːbʌ/ 'to wake up' /riˈba/ 1 
/ɽi̤ːbʌ/ 'to beg' /ri̤bʌ/ 3 
/ɽĩːmɰiː/ 'women' /ˈrĩmʌ̯ẽ/ 1 
/ɽĩ̤ŋgjoː/ 'long’ /rĩ̤gjo/ 3 
/ɽoːbʌ/ 'to sleep; to weave' /ˈrobʌ/ 1 
/ɽõːbʌ/ 'to swell' /ˈrõbʌ/ 1 
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/ɽo̤ːliː/ 'wool blanket, waterproof garment' /rʌ̤ɖi/ 3 
/ɽɔbʌ/ 'to bear fruit' /ˈrubʌ/ 1 
/ɽu/ 'horn' /ru/ 2 
/ɽũː/ 'thread' /ˈru/ 1 
/ɽũːibʌ/ 'to plant' /ruĩˈba/ 1 
/ɽuːibʌ/ 
'to scratch; to vomit; to lay stones to 
make a wall; to lead the way’ 
/roeˈba/ 'scratch',  
/ˈruibʌ/ 'to vomit' 
1, 1 
/ɽʌ/ 'goat' /rʌ/ 2 
/ɽʌ̤bʌ/ 'to stand, to get up' /ˈrabʌ/ 1 
/ɽwi̤/ 'bone' /ri̤bʌ/ 3 
/sãː kʰʌ̤bʌ/ 
'remember something; miss something 
with emotions’ 
/sã/ 'longing for absent 
friends or relatives' 
2 
/sãːjlʌ̃/ 'third eldest brother' /sʌ̯ĩˈla/ 1 
/saːɽʌ/ 'star' /muˈsarʌ/ 1 
/seː/ 'louse' /ˈse/ 1 
/seːbʌ/ 'to explain, to tell' /seˈba/ 1 
/seːbʌ/ 'to kill' /sʌ̯eˈba/ 1 
/sẽːbʌ/ 'to return something borrowed' /ˈsẽbʌ/ 1 
/sɛ/ 'meat' /se/ 2 
/sɛbʌ/ 'to dance; to know how to do’ /ˈsebʌ/ 1 
/sɛpʰʌɽkiː/ 'kind of monkey' /soˈbargi/ 1 
/sĩ/ 'firewood' /ˈsĩ/ 1 
/sĩːd̪ṳ̃ː/ 'tree' /ˈsĩ ˈdṳ/ 1, 4 
/sibʌ/ 'to die; to like' 
/ˈsĩbʌ/ 'to be content’ 
/siˈba/ 'to die' 
1,1 
/sjõ̤ːkʰṳ/ 'wife's brother' /ˈsjõbu/ 1 
/sjoːɽ t̪ɛbʌ/ 'to tell a lie’ /sjurʌ/ 'lie', /ˈtebʌ/ 'utter’ 2, 1 
/sjɔ̃/ 'river' /sjõ/ 2 
/sjɔ̃mãː/ 'a long time ago' /sjomã/ 2 
/sjubʌ/~/sjuibʌ/ 'to thread a needle' /ˈsjubʌ/ 1 
/sõː/ 'three’ /ˈsõ/ 1 
/soːbʌ/ 'to be spicy' /soˈba/ 1 
/sõːbʌ/ 'to put out to dry' /ˈsõbʌ/ 1 
/sɔbʌ/ 'to be alive, to live' /ˈsobʌ/ 1 
/sũ/ 'mouth' /sũ/ 2 
/sɰẽː ʌsɛbʌ/ 'stingy, not altruistic, heart is not pure' 
/sʌẽ sʌ̤ˈbʌ/ 'generous, 
unselfish' 
2, 4 
/sɰẽː t̪ɔ̃bʌ/ 'to be happy, to feel happy' /sʌẽ tõˈba/ 2, 1 
/sɰeː/ 'price, thing' /ˈsʌe/ 1 
/sɰẽː/ 'heart but having to do with feelings' /sʌẽ/ 2 
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/sɰeːbʌ/ 'to search for; to pick through; to comb’ /swiˈba/ 'to comb hair' 1 
/sɰĩːliː/ 'third eldest sister' /sʌ̯ĩˈli/ 1 
/sʌ/ 'clay, soil; tooth' /sa/ 2 
/sʌleː ʈʰibʌ/ 'to strike a match' /sʌˈle ˈʈʰibʌ/ 1, 1 
/swĩːd̪ĩ (kɔiː)/ 'domesticated honeybee’ /ˈko̤e̤/, /kwe/, /ˈkwe̤/ 4, 2 
/t̪ãː ŋjuibʌ/ 'to ask questions' /tã ˈŋjuibʌ/ 2, 1 
/t̪aː/ 'needle' /ˈta̤/ 4 
/t̪ãː/ 'story' /tã/ 2 
/t̪aːbʌ/ 'to dig' /ta̤ˈbʌ/ 4 
/t̪aːd̪i/ 'up, above, upwards' /ˈtaĩ, taˈdi/ 1 
/t̪a̤ːʣjɔ̤/ 'younger brother (older than speaker)’ /tʌ̤ʣjõ/ 3 
/t̪ãːgaː/ 'fish' /ˈtãgʌ/ 1 
/t̪aːn̪/ 'all' /ˈtan/ 1 
/t̪aːɽgjʌ/ 'white’ /targja/, /tarˈki/, /tarˈkiti/ 2, 1 
/t̪ã̤ːwlaː/ 'butterfly' /ta̤mlo/, /ta̤mmlo / 3 




/t̪eː t̪aːd̪i/ 'way up there' /ˈtʌe taˈdi/ 1, 1 
/t̪ẽːbʌ/ 'to point, to show' /tẽˈba/ 1 
/t̪eːlʌ/ 'yesterday' /teˈla/ 1 
/t̪ɛ̤/ 'time; time of the year' /ti̤/ 3 
/t̪ɛbʌ/ ‘to take out, to emit, to utter' /ˈtebʌ/ 1 
/t̪ɛ̤bʌ/ 'to exchange' /ˈtibʌ/ 1 
/t̪ɛ̤bʌ/~/t̪i̤bʌ/ 'to cook without stirring' /te̤ˈbʌ/ 4 
/t̪ɛl̃ẽːd̪i/ 'some of something partly liquid’ /ˈtelẽ/ 1 
/t̪ɛ̤me̤ː/ 'yam' /ˈtimi/ 1 
/t̪ɛɽɛ/ 'now, from now on' /ˈtero/ 1 
/t̪ʰãː n̪ãːbʌ/ 'bad smell' /tʰã ˈnabʌ/ 2, 1 
/t̪ʰaː/ 'influenced by evil' /tʰa/ 2 
/t̪ʰãː/ 'smell' /tʰã/ 2 
/t̪ʰaːbʌ/ 'to build; to gore' /tʰaˈba/ 1 
/t̪ʰɛb̃ʌ/ 'to put; to keep' /tʰẽˈba/ 1 
/t̪ʰɛbʌ/ ‘big’ /tʰeˈba/ 1 
/t̪ʰibʌ/~/t̪ʰɛbʌ/ 'to hear' /tʰeeˈba/ 1 
/t̪ʰoːbʌ/ 'to put up (a fence)' /ˈtʰubʌ/ 1 
/t̪ʰõːbʌ/ 'to open’ /tʰõˈba/ 1 
/t̪ʰɔbʌ/ 'to cut' /ˈtʰobʌ/ 1 
/t̪ʰũːbʌ/ 'to drink' /ˈtʰũbʌ/ 1 
/t̪ʰuɽd̪iːbʌ/ 'to bump into' /tʰurˈba/ 1 
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/t̪i/ 'corner' /ti/ 2 
/t̪i̤/ 'sibling' /ˈti/ 1 
/t̪ĩ̤ː libʌ/ 'sun sets' /ˈtĩ̤ĩ̤ ˈlibʌ/ 4, 1 
/t̪ĩ̤ː pɽeːbʌ/ 'sunshine' /ˈtĩ̤ĩ̤ ˈprebʌ/ 4, 1 
/t̪ĩ̤ː t̪i̤bʌ/ 'to become warm from the sun' /ˈtĩ̤ĩ̤ ti̤bʌ/ 4, 3 
/t̪iː/ 'load' /ˈti̤/ 4 
/t̪ĩː/ 'heart (physical organ)' /tĩ/ 2 
/t̪ĩ̤ː/ 'sun' /ti̤jã/, /ˈtĩ̤ĩ̤/ 3, 4 
/t̪iːbʌ/ 'to fall' /teˈba/ 1 
/t̪ĩːjʌ̃/ 'today' /tiˈjã/ 1 
/t̪iːliː/ 'pig' /tiˈli/ 1 
/t̪ĩːn̪ã̤ːgʌ̤/ 'nowadays’ /ˈtinã̤gʌ/ 4 
/t̪ĩ̤ːɽe̤ː/ 'afternoon' /ti̤jãˈri/ 4 
/t̪i̤be̤ː/ 'leech' /tiˈbe/ 1 
/t̪ibʌ/ 'to break (a glass, a cup)' /tiˈba/ 1 
/t̪id̪ĩ/ 'one year' /ˈtidĩ/ 1 
/t̪id̪iːmãː/ 'this year' /tidĩmʌ/ 1 
/t̪ĩʣjuː/ 'heel' /tĩˈʣju/ 1 
/t̪i̤gɰɛ̤/̃ 'one day' /tiˈgʌ̯ẽ/ 1 
/t̪ilʌ/ 'once' /ˈtilʌ/ 'one month' 1 
/t̪i̤mɰiː/ 'siblings’ /ˈtimʌ̯ẽ/ 1 
/t̪isjʌ/ 'one moment, for awhile' /ˈtisja/ 1 
/t̪oː/ 'what' /ˈto/ 1 
/t̪oːbʌ/ 'to receive' /ˈtobʌ/ 1 
/t̪o̤ːbʌ/ 'to have to' /tṳbʌ/, /to̤bʌ/ 3 
/t̪oːlʌɽi/ 'why' /ˈtʌle/ 1 
/t̪ɔ/ 'wild pig' /to/ 2 
/t̪ɔ̤bʌ/ 'to meet' /to̤bʌ/ 3 
/t̪ɔ̤̃bʌ/ 'to go out, to leave the house' /tõ̤bʌ/ 3 
/t̪ɔgɔ/ 'right now' /toˈgo/ 1 
/t̪ɔmiː/ 'flea' /toˈmĩ/ 1 
/ʦãː/ 'short bridge’ /ʦã/ 2 
/ʦa̤ː/ 'son' /ʦʌ̤/ 3 
/ʦaː/~/t̪sjaː/ 'tea' /ˈʦa̤/ 4 
/ʦẽː/ 'tiger' /ʦẽ/ 2 
/ʦẽːbʌ/ 'to sift, to knead' /ˈʦẽbʌ/ 1 
/ʦɛ/ 'nickname' /ʦe/ 2 
/ʦɛ̤b̃ʌ̤/ 'knead thoroughly' /ˈʦẽbʌ/ 1 
/ʦɛñ̪liː/ 'carefully' /ʦʰenãle/, /ʦʰenle/ 2 
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/ʦʰãːŋaː/ 'waterfall' /ʦʰaˈre/ 1 
/ʦʰaːɽʌ/ 'new' /ʦʰaˈrʌ/ 1 
/ʦʰi̤/ 'claw of animal' /ʦʰĩ/, /sĩ/ 2 
/ʦʰi̤ː/ 'grass; fat' /ˈʦʰi/ 'fat', /ʦʰi/ 'grass' 1, 2 
/ʦʰja̤ː/ 'ring' /ˈʦja/ 1 
/ʦʰjãːbʌ/ 'good, beautiful' /ʦʰjãˈba/ 1 
/ʦʰjɔbʌ/ 'to stop, to stand up' /ʦʰjoˈba/ 1 
/ʦʰjɔ̃lɛ/̃~/ʦʰjɔ̃lɔ/ 'shotput' /ʦʰjolo/ 2 
/ʦʰjuɛbʌ/ 'to rip, to tear' /ˈʦʰjuibʌ/ 1 
/ʦʰjugu/ 'clarified butter' /ʦʰjuˈgu/ 1 
/ʦʰɔ̤/ 'rope; chutney; lake' /ʦu/ 'rope', /ˈʦu/ 
'chutney', /ˈtala/ 'lake' 
1, 2, 
1 
/ʦʰɔbʌ/ 'fat; to look after cattle, to shepherd' /ʦʰʌˈba/ 'to shepherd', 
/ʦʰoˈba/ 'fat' 
1, 1 
/ʦʰubʌ/ 'to enjoy; to talk back' /ʦʰuˈba/ 1 
/ʦʰɰeː/ 'lifetime' /ʦʰʌ/ 2 
/ʦʰɰɛw/ 'sweat' /ʦʰʌ̯ebʌ/ 2 
/ʦʰɰɛwli/ 'inner part of bamboo' /ʦʰʌ̯e kʰlji/ 2, 2 
/ʦʰɰi̤/ 'outer part of bamboo' /ʦʰʌ̯e ˈmĩ/ 2, 1 
/ʦʰɰiː/ 'strips of bamboo used in weaving' /ʦʰʌ̯e/ 2 
/ʦʰɰimiː/ 'adult woman, young woman’ /ʦʰʌˈmĩ/, /ʦʰʌˈmi/ 1 
/ʦʰʌ/ 'cemetery' /ˈʦʰʌ/ 1 
/ʦʰʌbʌ/ 'to be hot; to be painfully cold' /ˈʦʰʌbʌ/ 1 
/ʦi̤ː/ 'knuckle' /ʦi̤/ 3 
/ʦĩːbʌ/ 'to sneeze' /ʦʰĩˈba/ 1 
/ʦi̤ːbʌ/ 'to bite' /ʦi̤bʌ/ 3 
/ʦĩ̤ːbʌ/ 'to finish; to put away' /ʦĩ̤bʌ/ 3 
/ʦiːd̪uː/ 'knee' /ʦi̤/ 3 
/ʦi̤buː/ 'wasp' /ˈnʌbbru kuˈʣi/ 1, 1 
/ʦibʌ/ 'leader; to remember; wise man' 
/ʦiˈbʌ/ 'senior important 
person', /ʦi̤ˈbʌ/ 'remember' 
1, 
4 
/ʦjãːbu/ 'mushroom' /ʦjã̤bu/ 3 
/ʦjoː/ 'book used by a lama' /ʦʰjoe/ 2 
/ʦjoːbʌ/ 'to count' /ʦjo̤ˈbʌ/ 4 
/ʦjõːbʌ/ ‘small’ /ʦjõˈba/ 1 
/ʦjoːd̪oː/ 'nearby, close' /ʦẽˈdo/, /ʦẽˈdõ/ 1, 1 
/ʦjɔbʌ/ 'to hang' /ʦjoˈba/ 1 
/ʦjɔd̪oː/ 'water mill' /ʦʰjodo/ 2 
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/ʦjɔmiː/ 'fly' /ʦjõˈmi/ 1 
/ʦju/ 'ten’ /ˈʦju/ 1 
/ʦjũːbʌ/ 'to wrinkle, to shrink' /ʣjṳ̃ˈbʌ/ 1 
/ʦjubʌ/ 'to imprison, to keep inside the house' /ˈʦjubʌ/ 1 
/ʦjũĩːbʌ/ 'to tether' /ʦjuĩˈba/ 1 
/ʦõː/ 'sister-in-law, daughter-in-law' /ʦõ/ 2 
/ʦo̤ː/ 'summit, top of a tree' /ʦo̤/ 3 
/ʦõ̤ː/ 'nest' /ʦõ̤/ 3 
/ʦõ̤ːbʌ/ 'to put in' /ˈʦʰuibʌ/ 1 
/ʦõːgu/ 'cooking stand with three legs' /ʣõ̤ˈʣu/ 4 
/ʦõːlu/ 'long bridge’ /ˈpulʌ/ 1 
/ʦɔ̤bʌ/ 'to gather people together' /ʦṳbʌ/ 3 
/ʦɔ̃ʣʌ/ 'this side (of a river or bridge)' /ʦõʣʌ/ 2 
/ʦu/ 'this’ /ˈʦu/ 1 
/t̪sũːbʌ/ 'to start; to sell' /ˈʦũbʌ/ 1 
/ʦũːɽu/ 'sour blue berry' /ʦuduˈru/ 1 
/ʦubʌ/ 'to put on the fire; to trap; to distribute' /ʦṳˈbʌ/, /ʦṳ̃ˈbʌ/ 4 
/ʦuɽʌ/ 'here’ /ˈʦur/ 1 
/ʦɰẽːbʌ/ 'to pull, to stretch out' /ʦʌ̯ẽˈba/ 1 
/ʦɰẽ̤ːbʌ/ 'to compare, to try on’ /ʦʌ̯ẽbʌ/ 2 
/ʦɰɛ/ 'vein' /ʦʌ/ 2 
/ʦɰi̤ːd̪iːbʌ/ 'to need' /ʦʌ̯idiˈbʌ/ 1 
/ʦɰi̤ja̤ːbʌ/ 'leftovers' /ˈʦʌebʌ/ 1 
/ʦɰi̤mi̤ː/ 'daughter’ /ʦʌˈmĩ/, /ʦʌˈmi/ 1 
/ʦʌ/ 'that’ /ˈʦʌ/ 1 
/ʦʌbʌ/ 'to eat' /ʦʌˈba/ 1 
/ʦʌd̪ʌ/ 'salt' /ʦʌʣʌ/ 2 
/ʦʌ̤d̪ʌ̤/ 'small' /ʦʌˈmĩ/, /ʦʌˈmi/ 4 
/ʦʌɽaː/ 'root' /ʣʌrʌ/ 2 
/ʦʌɽʌ/ 'there' /ˈʦʌri/ 1 
/ʦwiːbʌ/ 'to prick, to poke' /ˈʦuibʌ/ 'to insert, to push 
through hole' 
1 
/t̪ṳ̃ːɽṳ̃/ 'spider' /ti̤mru/, /ti̤mmru/ 3 
/t̪ṳ̃ːɽṳ̃/pɛ/ 'spider web' /ti̤mmru ʣala/ 3, 2 
/t̪ʌ/ 'axe' /ˈtʌ/ 1 
/t̪ʌbʌ/ 'to climb down, to descend' /ˈtʌbʌ/ 1 
/t̪ʌ̤bʌ/ 'to become; to happen; to be okay' /tʌˈba/ 1 
/t̪ʌl/ 'this or that period of time' /tʌl/ 2 
/t̪ʌllʌ/ 'earlier' /tʌˈla/ 1 
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/t̪ʌmũ kjuiː/ 'Gurung language' /tʌmũ ˈkjṳi̤/, /ˈkwi̤/ 2, 4 
/ʈa̤ː/ 'curry' /ʈa̤/ 3 
/ʈãːbʌ/ 'to winnow' /ˈʈabʌ/ 1 
/ʈaːɖɛ/ 'scar’ /ʈaˈɖe/ 1 
/ʈãːŋgu/ 'long pole used for reaching' /ˈʈagu/ 1 
/ʈãːʈẽː lʌbʌ/ 'to spread out to dry’ /ʈãˈʈẽ lʌˈba/ 1, 1 
/ʈẽːbʌ/ 'to spread out to dry' /ʈẽˈba/ 1 
/ʈʰibʌ/ 'to strike a match’ /ˈʈʰibʌ/ 1 
/ʈʰu/ 'friend' /tʰu/ 2 
/ʈʰubʌ/ 'to cut firewood; to pick flowers; to last' /tuˈba/ 'to pick flowers, /tʰuˈba/ 'to cut wood' 1, 1 
/ʈi̤bi̤/ 'skin, leather' /ʈṳbi/ 3 
/ʈibʌ/ 'to live, to sit, to stay' /ʈiˈba/ 1 
/ʈĩbʌ/ 'to beat someone, to strike something' /ʈĩˈba/ 1 
/ʈoː/ 'carrying strap, tumpline' /ʦʰoˈɖo/ 1 
/ʈo̤ːbʌ/ 'to win' /ʈo̤bʌ/ 3 
/ʈoːwaːbʌ/ 'to spit out' /ˈtu waˈba/ 1, 1 
/ʈɔ̃/ 'bone marrow' /ʈõ/ 2 
/ʈɔbʌ/ 'to be warm' /ʈo̤ˈbʌ/ 4 
/ʈɔ̃bʌ/ 'to pull apart; to resolve an issue' /ʈõˈba/ 1 
/ʈu/ 'six’ /ˈʈṳ/ 4 
/ʈṳːlʌ/ 'dust' /tṳlʌ/ 3 
/ʈubʌ/ 'to sew' /ʈṳˈbʌ/, /ʈubʌ/ 4, 2 
/ʈuiː ja̤ːbʌ/ 'landslide' /ʈuiˈba/, /ʈṳiˈbʌ/ 1, 4 
/ʈʌ/ 'flower' /ˈʈa̤, ʈa/ 4, 2 
/ʈʌbʌ/ 'to strike, to hit’ /ʈʌˈbʌ/ 1 
/ʈʌlgʌd̪iːbʌ/ 'to shine’ /ʈʌlgadiˈbʌ/ 1 
/ʈwibʌ/ 'to follow’ /ʈuiˈba/ 1 
/ʈwi̤bʌ/ 'to remove' /ʈṳibʌ/ 3 
/uːbʌ/ 'to cover up’ /ṳbʌ/ 3 
/uɽgjʌ/ 'yellow’ /urgja/ 2 
/ʌbõ̤ːbʌ/ 'not strong, weak' /ʌ̤bõ̤ˈbʌ/ 4 
/ʌli/ ‘eldest brother (younger than speaker)' /ʌli/ 2 
/ʌŋĩ̤ːbʌ/ 'brave, fearless’ /ʌ̤ŋĩ̤bʌ/ 3 
/ʌŋkɔ/ 'handle of a plow' /ʌnˈwa/ 1 
/ʌʦʰjãːbʌ/ 'bad' /ʌ̤ˈʦjãbʌ/ 1 
/waː/ 'question marker’ /ˈwa̤, ˈwa/ 1, 4 
/waːbʌ/ 'to discard, to throw out' /waˈba/ 1 
/wiːbʌ/ 'to call' /wi̤ˈbʌ/ 4 
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/wĩːmĩŋĩː/ 'day before yesterday ' /ˈũĩmĩˈĩ/ 1 
/wiːn̪ʌ/ 'at some vague point in the recent past' /uˈyã/, /ũĩ/, /ũiˈyã/ 1, 2 
/wiːɽʌ/ 'in front of' /ũĩ/ 2 
/wĩbʌ/ 'to show' /ˈũibʌ/ 1 
/wʌlgjʌ/ 'red’ /olˈgja/ 1 
 
 
Table 2 provides broad transcriptions of Sikles Gurung lexical items collected for this 
dissertation, along with their corresponding forms in the closely-related languages Seke (Honda 
2002) and Thakali (Hari 1970a, 1970b).  The Seke and Thakali forms have been transposed from 
the orthographies used in these papers and rendered below using conventional IPA characters.   
Like Glover et al. (1977), Hari marks syllables that carry accent or high pitch with an 
apostrophe.  I have chosen to mark these syllables using a stress diacritic in line with the 
previous table.  Additionally, I have transcribed the low back vowel in Thakali as /ʌ/, rather than 
the [ɔ] Hari uses in close transcriptions, in order to avoid confusion with my own transcriptions 
of Sikles Gurung, where /ɔ/ represents a short mid back round vowel.  Thakali vowels with 
breathy phonation are transcribed using the IPA diacritic for breathy voice /V̤/.   
Honda (2002) compares three different varieties of Seke; where dialect variation is 
reported I have included multiple transcriptions in the table below.  The marginal vowel length 
Honda describes for Seke is represented with the IPA vowel length diacritic /ː/.  Honda 
additionally describes a four-category lexical tone system with two high tones and two low 
tones.  Words carrying high tones are produced with modal vowels and higher pitch, while words 
carrying low tones are produced with breathy vowels and lower pitch.  I have preserved Honda’s 




Table 2: Sikles Gurung, Seke, and Thakali 
 
Sikles Gloss Seke Thakali 
/aːloːliː/ 'slow, slowly, softly, quietly' 
 
/bi̤bʌ/ 'to say' /Lpi/ /pi̤wʌ/, /pi̤/ 
/bjõ̤ːbʌ/ 'to throw away, to discard' /Hkjaː/, /Hkʰja/, /Hl̥a/ /kʰljawʌ/, /kʰjawʌ/ 
/dĩ̤ː/ 'house'   /ˈti̤m/ 
/ʣõ̤ːbʌ/ 'to pour; to irrigate; to put'   /ˈʦaŋpʌ/ 'put' 
/gjã̤ː/ 'path, road' /Lkjʌm/, /Lkjʌlʌm/ /ˈkjʌ̤m/ 
/joː/ 'hand, arm' /Hjaː/, /Hja/ /ja/ 
/joːsiː/ 'fingernail' /Hjak-siŋ/, /H(ja-)sim/   
/jɔ̃bʌ/ 'light (weight)'   /ʦṳwʌ/ 
/juːmʌ/ 'stone' /Hjumpu/, /Hjukpʌ/, 
/Humpa/ 
/jumpʌ/ 
/kaɽjʌbʌ/ 'to dry' /Lkʰʌr/ /kʰʌrwʌ/ 
/keː/ 'work' /Lke/   
/kẽ̤ː/ 'fried bread, you plural’   /ke̤n/ 'bread' 
/kʰãːbʌ/ 'to finish, to be able to'   /kʰʌmpʌ/ 
/kʰa̤ːbʌ / 'who' /Hsu/ /su/ 
/kʰɛbʌ/ 'to patch; to repair'   /ˈkʰjewʌ/ 
/kʰʲibʌ/~ 
/kʰʲɛbʌ/ 
'old man’   /ŋimpʌ/ 
/kʰjɔbʌ/ 'to plow'   /kjo̤wʌ/ 
/kʰɽi/ 'one’ /Lki/, /Lkiː/, /Lkik/ /ˈʈi̤/ 
/kʰɽĩːbʌ/ 'to twist rope; to braid’ /Hkʰiː/, /Hkʰik/ 'tie'   
/kʰɽõːbʌ/ 'to barbecue, to roast' /Hkʰaŋ/, /Hkʰrʌŋ / /ˈʈowʌ/ 
/kʰɽubʌ/ 'to wash' /Hkʰu/, /Hkʰ(r)u/   
/kʰũːbʌ/ 'to be cold' /Hkʰaŋ/, /Hkʰʌŋ/   
/kʰʌ̤bʌ/ 'to come up or across’ /Hkʰʌ/ /ˈkʰʌwʌ/ 
/ki̤ː/ 'you singular’ /Lkjʌ(-ʦʌ)/, /Lkjʌ/,      
/Lki-mi/ 
  
/kĩːbʌ/ 'to buy' /Lkju/, /Lkju/, /Lli/ /ˈkjṳwʌ/ 
/kju/ 'water' /Hkju/ /kju/ 
/kjuː/ 'sheep' /Lkju/, /Lkjuk/ /ˈkjṳ/ 
/kjuiː/ 'language' /Hkeː/, /Hke/   
/kjuɽʌ 
bɔ̤lɔ̤bʌ/ 
'to swim, to paddle around’ /Hkjʌl lʌ/, /Hkjʌŋ puː/, 
/Hkjʌl puŋ/ 
/kjʌlwʌ/ 
/koː/ 'blood' /Hka/   
/kɔ̤/ 'middle and upper back'   /ko̤/ 
/kɔ̤bʌ/ 'to understand, to know’   /ko̤wʌ/ 
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/kɔ̤ʣʌ̤/ 'khukuri knife'   /ko̤ʦʌ/ 
/kɔloː/ 'child'   /kola/ 'boy' 
/kɽã̤ːbu/ 'cheek'   /ʈʌ̤mpʌ/ 
/kɽeː/ 'lower back, waist' /Hke/, /Hkre/, /Hkere/   
/kɽeːbu/ 'pillow'     
/kɽeːbʌ/ 'to climb; to mount a horse’ /Hkeː/, /Hkre/, /Hkreː/ 
/kɽiːbʌ/ 'to bite; to trim hair' /Hkʰer/, /Hkʰreː/   
/kɽoːbʌ/ 'to cry' /Hkaː/, /Hkra /   
/kɽɔbʌ/ 'to burn' /Hkro/   
/kɽʌ/ 'head; hair' /Hkʌ/, /Hkrʌ/, /Hkʌrʌ/    
/kɰi/ 'sound, voice' /Hkeː/, /Hke/   
/kɰiːɽu/ 'up, upwards'   /kwa̤ri/, /kʰoro/ 
/kwiːbʌ/ 'to lift; to weigh; to pick up’ /Hkeː/, /Hk(w)eː/   
/lã̤ː / 'white funeral cloth' /Hl̥ʌp/, /Hlʌp /   
/laːbʌ/ 'to make hot; to rock a baby' /Hl̥ʌp/, /Hlʌp/ /l̥ʌp/ 
/lẽː/ 'moon' /Hl̥ani/, /Hl̥ʌni/, /Hl̥eni/   
/lẽ̤ːbʌ/ 'to lick'   /le̤mpʌ/ 
/lɛ/ 'tongue' /Hle/, /Hl̥e/ /le/ 
/li/ 'face; ladder' /Hli/, /Hl̥e/ 'ladder'   
/loː̤/ 'place; bed; land' /Lkja/, /Lla/   





'radish' /Hl̥ʌu/, /Hl̥ʌ(j)e/, /Hl̥ʌwi/   
/lɔ̤bʌ/ 'to teach, to learn' /Hlop/, /Hl̥op/ /l̥ʌppʌ/ 
/lũːbʌ/ 'to burn, to blaze' /Hlum/   
/lʌbʌ/ 'to do'   /ˈlʌwʌ/ 
/ɬi/ 'feces' /Hki/, /Hli/   
/ɬĩː/ 'snow' /Lŋin/, /Lkiŋ/, /Lliŋ/   
/ɬõːbʌ/ 'to play' /Hkjaŋ/, /Hkjʌŋ/, /Hlaŋ/   
/mãː/ 'mother'   /ˈamʌ/ 
/mɛ/ 'cow; arrow'   /ˈme̤/ 
/mi/ 'eye' /Hmi/, /Hmik/ /mi/ 
/mi̤/ 'person, man' /Lmi/ /mi̤/ 
/miː/ 'tail' /Hmer/, /Hmesiŋ/, /Hmisiŋ/   
/mĩː/ 'name' /Hmin/ /min/ 
/mjuː/ 'smoke' /Hmikʰu/, /Hmeu/, 
/Hmuku/, /Hmiku/ 
/miku/ 




/mli̤bʌ/ 'to forget' /Hmeː/, /Hmle(ː)/ /mlewʌ/ 
/mloːbʌ/ 'to poke, to pierce’ /Lpo/, /Lpro/, /Lplo/ 'be 
pierced' 
/ˈmlo̤wʌ/ 
/mlõːgjʌ/ 'black’ /Hmaŋ/, /Hmrʌŋ/, /Hmlaŋ/   
/mo̤ː/ 'brother-in-law, son-in-law'   /ma̤/ 
/mɽaː/ 'door'   /ˈmrakʰa/ 
/mɽĩː/ 'wife' /Hmiŋ/, /Hmriŋ/ /mrin/ 'woman' 
/mɽõː/ 'field'     
/mɽõːbʌ/ 'to see' /Hmaŋ/, /Hmʌŋ/ /mraŋpʌ/ 
/mɽɔbʌ/ 'to light a lamp; to wish for’   /ˈmrʌwʌ/ 
/mɰĩ̤ːɽe̤ː/ 'night' /Lminʦe/, /Lminʦʰe/   
/mʌgi/ 'buffalo' /Lmʌjʌ/, /Lmʌik/   
/nãː/ 'rain' /Hnʌm/   
/na̤ː/ 'ear (outer)' /Lnʌ/, /na/ /nʌ̤/ 
/na̤̤ːɽe̤ː/ 'morning'   /no̤ŋori/ 
/nã̤ːsjɔ̃/ 'cloud' /Lmo/, /Lmutiŋ/, /Hmu/   
/niː sjuibʌ/ 'to laugh'   /njewʌ/ 
/nɛ̤m̃e̤ː/ 'ear (inner)' /Lnep(j)aŋ/, /Lnʌpʰʌŋ/, 
/Lnjuwʌŋ/ 
  
/nɛm̃ʌ/ 'bird' /Hnimja/, /Hnima/ /ˈnemja/ 
/noː/ 'garlic'   /ˈno̤/ 
/noːbʌ/ 'to carry on the back' /Hnak/, /Hna/ /nawʌ/ 
/noːgi/ 'day after tomorrow'   /naŋi/ 
/no̤ːɽʌ/ 'inside, under'   /na̤ŋri/ 
/nɔ/ 'weed' /Hma/, /Hmra/   
/nɔ sjuɛbʌ/ 'to pull weeds’ /Hsjeː/ /sjuwʌ/ 'pick 
vegetable leaves' 
/nũgũː/ 'nose' /Hnʌ/, /Hnʌkʰi/   
/nṳɽ/ 'sleep’ /Lnuk/, /Lnok/ /ˈnṳ/ 
/nʌ̤bʌ/ 'to raise livestock'   /nʌ̤wʌ/ 
/nʌgi/ 'dog' /Hnʌkju/, /Hnikju/, 
/Hnjukju/ 
  
/nʌgʌ/ 'chicken'   /naka/ 
/ŋe̤ː/ 'milk'   /ŋje̤/ 
/ŋeːɽeː/ 'twilight, evening'   /ŋʷo̤nʌn/ 'night' 
/ŋi/ 'we (exclusive)' /Hni(-cʌ)/, /Hŋi(-mi)-ʦʌ/   
/ŋĩ̤/ 'two’ /Lni/ /ˈŋi̤/ 
/ŋi̤ː/ 'liver' /Hʦ(ʰ)impo/, /Hʦʰimpʌ/ /ˈŋje̤/ 
/ŋĩ̤ːbʌ̤/ 'to be afraid'   /ŋi̤mpʌ/ 
/ŋjɔ/ 'we (inclusive)' /Lnjʌ(-ʦʌ)/,   
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/Lŋʌi(-mi)(-ʦʌ)/ 
/ŋɔ̤/ 'forehead'   /ŋʷo̤/ 
/ŋʌ/ 'I' /Hŋʌ/   
/ŋʌ/ 'five’   /ˈŋʌ̤/ 
/paːbʌ/ 'to bring'   /ˈpa̤wʌ/ 
/pʰi̤/ 'bark; husk; roof’ /Hpʰeko/, /Hpʰiko/ /pʰi/ 
/pʰɽẽːsɰi/ 'adult man, young man’   /ˈpe̤n/ 
/pʰũː/ 'egg' /Hnʌ-pʰum/, /Hpʰum/   
/pʰʌ/ 'husband; stomach; deer' /Hpʰo/   
/pʰʌ kʰɽɛb̃ʌ/ 'to be hungry' /Hkʰen/   
/piːbʌ/ 'to release’ /Hpiː/, /Hpi/   
/pĩːbʌ/ 'to give' /Hpin/ /pin/ 
/pi̤ːbʌ/ 'to be shy'   /pewʌ/ 
/pĩːŋgjʌ/ 'green, blue’ /Lʦjʌŋku/   
/pja̤ː/ 'wing, feather' /Hʦʰʌm/   
/plɛbʌ/ 'slippery'   /ˈplewʌ/ 
/plɛndeː/ 'flat'   /pljawʌ/, /plewʌ/ 
/pli/ 'four’   /ˈpli̤/ 
/plɔbʌ/ 'to be rich' /Lpo/, /Lpro/, /Lplo/   
/plu/ 'seed' /Lplu/, /Lpru/ /plṳ/ 
/pluːbʌ/ 'to sow'   /to̤wʌ/ 
/poː/ 'leaf, bark' /Lpa/ /pa̤/ 'leaf' 
/põ̤ːbʌ/ 'to quarrel'   /pa̤ŋpʌ/ 
/pɽe̤ːbʌ/~ 
/pɽi̤ːbʌ/ 
'to write'   /prṳp/ 
/pɽɛ/ 'eight' /Lpre/ /ˈpre̤/ 
/pɽɛbʌ/ 'to walk' /Lprʌ/ /ˈprʌ̤wʌ/ 
/pɽɛb̃ʌ/~ 
/pĩbʌ/ 
'to grind'   /re̤wʌ/ 
/pɽõː/ 'cow shed'   /pra̤ŋ/ 
/pɽɔ/ 'flour'   /ˈpra̤/ 
/pṳ̃lṳ̃ː/ 'insect'   /pṳluŋ/ 
/puɽdiːbʌ/ 'to fly' /Lpik/, /Lpriŋ/, /Lpir/, 
/Lpjur/ 
  
/pɰẽ̤̤ːbʌ/ 'to wait'   /ˈprʌ̤mpʌ/ 
/pʌ̤lʌ/ 'leg' /Lpʌle/ /pʌ̤le/ 
/ɽa̤ːbʌ/ 'to play an instrument'   /rʌ̤ppʌ/ 
/ɽiːbʌ/ 'to wake up'   /rewʌ/ 'get up' 
/ɽĩ̤ŋgjoː/ 'long’ /Lriŋ/ /ri̤mpʌ/ 
/ɽoːbʌ/ 'to sleep; to weave' /Hrʌ(k)/, /Hra/ 'weave'   
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/ɽõːbʌ/ 'to swell' /Hr̥aŋ /   
/ɽu/ 'horn' /Hru/   
/ɽũː/ 'thread' /Hr̥up/ /r̥up/ 
/ɽuiːbʌ/ 'to scratch; to vomit’   /ˈri̤wʌ/ 
/ɽʌ̤bʌ/ 'to stand, to get up' /Hr̥er/, /Hr̥e/, /Hri/   
/ɽwi̤/ 'bone' /Hnʌkʰi/, /Hnukri/, 
/Lrikko/, /Lruwʌ/, /Lruwʌ/ 
  
/saːɽʌ/ 'star' /Hsʌr/   
/seː/ 'louse' /Hsje/, /Hsi/   
/seːbʌ/ 'to kill' /Hseː/   
/sɛ/ 'meat' /Hsjʌ/ /sjʌ/ 
/sĩːdṳ̃ː/ 'tree' /Lʈuŋ/, /Ltuŋpu/, /Ltuŋ/, 
/Ltoŋpʌ/ 
/ˈʈṳŋ/ 
/sibʌ/ 'to die; to like' /Hsi/ 'die'   
/sũ/ 'mouth' /Hsuŋ/ /suŋ/ 
/sʌ/ 'clay, soil; tooth' /Hsʌ/ /sʌ/ 
/sʌpi/ 'sand' /Lpemo/, /Lpemʌ/   
/ʃĩ/ 'cold object' /Hsim/   
/tãːgaː/ 'fish' /Lnjʌ-sjʌ/, /Lnjʌ/   
/taːn/ 'all' /Ltenʌ/ 'many' /tʌ̤nʌ/ 'many' 
/taːɽgjʌ/ 'white’ /Htʌr/ /tʌr/ 
/tʰɛbʌ / ‘big’ /Htʰjo/, /Htʰe/, /Htʰo/   
/tʰibʌ/~ 
/tʰɛbʌ/ 
'to hear' /Htʰer/, /Htʰe/, /Htʰi/ /tʰewʌ/ 
/tʰũːbʌ/ 'to drink' /Htʰuŋ/ /tʰuŋpʌ/ 
/tĩː/ 'heart (physical organ)' /Htiŋ/   
/tĩ̤ː/ 'sun' /Ltini/ /ti̤ŋi/ 'sunshine' 
/tiːbʌ/ 'to fall'   /tewʌ/ 
/tĩːjʌ̃/ 'today'   /ˈtiŋi/ 
/toː/ 'what' /Htaː/, /Hta/   
/to̤ːbʌ/ 'to have to' /Htok/, /Hto/ /towʌ/ 'need' 
/tɔ̤bʌ/ 'to meet'   /to̤wʌ/ 
/ʦa̤ː/ 'son'   /ʦʌ̤/ 
/ʦaː/~/ʦjaː/ 'tea'   /ʦjʌ̤/ 
/ʦʰaːɽʌ/ 'new' /Hsʌm-pʌ/   
/ʦʰi̤ː/ 'grass; fat' /Hʦʰi/ 'grease'   
/ʦʰjãːbʌ/ 'good, beautiful' /Lʦʌ/, /Lse/ /kjo̤wʌ/ 
/tshubʌ/ 'to enjoy; to bark'   /ʦuwʌ/ 'bark' 
/ʦʰɰɛw/ 'sweat' /Hɹ̊uk/   
/ʦʰʌbʌ/ 'to be hot or painfully cold' /Hʦʰʌ/ /ʦʰʌwʌ/ 
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/tsʰwi̤ːbʌ/ 'to stuff, to shove' /Hʦʰ(w)iː/, /Hʦʰiː/ 'cram 
into' 
  
/ʦĩːbʌ/ 'to sneeze' /Hkʰik/, /Hkʰi/   
/ʦi̤ːbʌ/ 'to bite' /Lʦi(ː)/, /Lʦik/ /ʦi̤wʌ/ 
/ʦiːduː/ 'knee' /Hpui/   
/ʦibʌ/ 'leader; to remember; wise 
man' 
  /ʦi̤wʌ/ 'remember' 
/ʦjõːbʌ/ ‘small’ /Hʦjaŋ/ /ʦjaŋpʌ/ 
/ʦo̤ː/ 'summit, top of a tree'   /ʦo̤/ 'point' 
/ʦu/ 'this’ /Hʦu/   
/tsũːbʌ/ 'to start; to sell'   /ʦuŋpʌ/ 
/ʦɰi̤mi̤ː/ 'daughter’   /ˈʦʌ̤me/ 
/ʦʌ/ 'that’ /Hʦʌ/   
/ʦʌbʌ/ 'to eat' /Hʦʌ/ /ˈʦʌpʌ/ 
/ʦʌdʌ/ 'salt'   /ˈʦʌʦʌ/ 
/ʦʌ̤dʌ̤/ 'small'   /ʦʌ̤ʦʌ/ 'baby' 
/ʦʌɽaː/ 'root' /Hʦʌhʌ/, /Hʦʌwʌ/, /Hriŋ/   
/ʦʌɽʌ/ 'there’ /Hʦʌ/ /ʦʌ/ 
/tʌ̤bʌ/ 'to become; to happen; to be 
okay' 
  /ˈtʌwʌ/ 'to be' 
/ʈãːŋɡu/ 'long pole used for reaching'   /ta̤/ 
/ʈi̤bi̤/ 'skin, leather' /Lʈi/ /ʈi̤/ 
/ʈibʌ/ 'to live, to sit, to stay' /Hʈu/ 'sit'   
/ʈoː/ 'tumpline, carrying strap’   /ʈa̤/ 
/ʈɔbʌ/ 'to be warm'   /ˈʈo̤wʌ/ 
/ʈɔ̃bʌ/ 'to pull apart; to resolve’   /ʈaŋpʌ/ 
/ʈu/ 'six’ /Lʈu/, /Lʈuk/, /Lʈuː/ /ˈʈṳ/ 
/ʈubʌ/ 'to sew'   /ˈʈṳppʌ/ 
/uːbʌ/ 'to cover up’     
/uɽgjʌ/ 'yellow’ /Hur/ /ur/ 
/wʌlgjʌ/ 'red’ /Holʌ/ /olʌ/ 
 
  
Table 3 lists broad transcriptions of Sikles Gurung lexical items collected for this 
dissertation, along with their corresponding forms in two varieties of the related language 
Tamang – the variety spoken in Sahu (Hari et al. 1970) and in Risiangku (Mazaudon 1978) – as 
well as the related language Manange (Hildebrandt 2005).  The Manange transcriptions are taken 
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directly from Hildebrandt’s (2005) phonemic transcriptions and include numbers indicating tone 
category and pitch diacritics where included by the author.  The numbers correspond to the 
following pitch patterns: tone 1, low level; tone 2, high level; tone 3, high falling; tone 4, low 
falling (Hildebrandt 2005: 32).  The Sahu transcriptions are taken from Hari et al’s (1970) 
orthography and transposed using IPA characters so that breathy phonation and aspiration are 
indicated with diacritics rather than <h>.  Like Sikles Gurung, Tamang reportedly has contrastive 
vowel length, which is indicated with the vowel length diacritic /ː/.  I have also preserved Hari et 
al.’s pitch contour diacritics, which mark vowels that have a pitch that starts higher than their 
unaccented counterparts before falling.  For Risiangku Tamang, Mazaudon (1978) instead 
indicates these pitch patterns with four tone categories: tone 1, high falling; tone 2, high level; 
tone 3, low level; tone 4, low falling.  In cases where the glosses of the cognate lexical items 
differ from the Sikles glosses listed, additional glosses are provided next to the relevant forms. 
 
Table 3: Sikles Gurung, Sahu Tamang, Risiangku Tamang, and Manange 
 
Sikles Gloss Sahu Risiangku  Manange  
/aːloːliː/ ‘slowly, softly’ /gó̤leːle/ 
 
/kôle/ 
/aːsjõː/ 'in-laws' /asjaŋ/ 'father-in-law'   
/bi̤bʌ/ 'to say' /bí̤pa/ 
 
/3pipʌ/ 
/bjõ̤ːbʌ/ 'to throw away' /kʰlaːpa/ 
 
  
/bõ̤ː/ 'strength'   /4paŋ/   
/bɽʌ̤/ 'one hundred'     /4pʰɾʌ/ 
/busun̪/ 'saucepan’ /pu/     
/d̪ĩ̤ː/ 'house'   /4tim/ /4tʰĩ, 4tʰĩŋ/ 
/ʣõ̤ːbʌ/ 'to pour; to irrigate; 
to put' 
/ʣá̤ŋpa/ 'put'     
/ɖɛ̤ŋ̃gɽɛ̤/ ‘skinny (rude)'     /2ɾuŋpʌ/ 'skinny' 
/gjã̤ː/ 'path, road' /gjá̤m/ /4kjam/ /4kʰjẽ/ 
/gɔ̤bʌ/ 'to fry'     /2ŋʷopʌ/ 
/gɽɔ̤bṳ/ 'charcoal'     /ʃoŋto/ 
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/iku/ 'hiccup’ /íkok/     
/ja̤ːbʌ/ 'to go' /ŋipa/   /1jʌpʌ/ 
/jɛ̤/̃ 'high altitude'     /1je/ 'mountain 
pass' 
/joː/ 'hand, arm' /jaː/ /1jaː/ /1ja/ 
/jõːbʌ/ 'to get, to find'     /1jaŋpʌ/ 
/joːɽiː/ 'finger'     /1ja 3ʈi/ 
/joːsiː/ 'fingernail'     /1ja 2ʃiŋ/ 
/jɔ̃bʌ/ 'light (weight)'     /2ɲaŋpʌ/ 
/jɔ̤bʌ/ 'to cook'  /jo̤pa/   /1ʦupʌ/ 
/juːmʌ/ 'stone' /juŋpa/   /3juŋ/ 
/jubʌ/ 'to come down'     /3jupʌ/ 
/kaː/ 'lid'   /3kap/   
/kã̤ː/ 'chin'   /2kam/   
/kãːbʌ/ 'to yawn; bitter, 
salty' 
    /1kjempʌ/ 'bitter' 
/kaːd̪ʌ/ 'book, paper'     /4ʧʰe/ 'book' 
/kãːlʌ̃ t̪ĩlĩ/ 'lightning'     /tìpli 1kʰʌpʌ/ 
/kaɽjʌbʌ/ 'to dry' /kʰarpa/   /kʰàɾkja 1lʌpʌ/ 
/keː/ 'work'   /4kjat/ /4kʰje/ 
/kẽ̤ː/ 'fried bread; you 
plural’ 





/kɛbʌ/ 'wooden ladle' /kápa/   /4kʰje/ 
/kʰãːbʌ/ 'to finish, to be able’ /kʰampa/     
/kʰa̤ːbʌ/ ‘to redeem; to fill a 
container' 
    /4kʰompʌ/ 'to fill' 
/kʰeːbʌ/ 'to read'     /2ʈopʌ/ 
/kʰɛbʌ/ 'to patch; to repair' /kʰjápa/     
/kʰiːbʌ/ 'to borrow’     /2kʰipʌ/ 
/kʰibʌ/ 'to wear'     /1kwempʌ/ 
/kʰibʌ/ ~ 
/kʰɛbʌ/ 
'old man’     /kʰjôkoɾ/ 
/kʰjũːbʌ/ 'sour, bitter' /kjuŋpa/   /2kjuŋpʌ/ 
/kʰjuɽu/ 'down, downhill'     /kjoɾo 1jʌpʌ/ 
/kʰɔld̪ɔ/ 'hole in the ground'     /kʰòktoŋ/, 
/hòktoŋ/ 
/kʰɽi/ 'one’ /gí̤ː/ /4kik/ /4ʃi/, /4ʂi/ 
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/kʰɽõːbʌ/ 'to barbecue, to 
roast' 
/kʰráŋpa/ 'burn'   /2ʂaŋpʌ/ 
/kʰɽubʌ/ 'to wash' /kʰrúpa/   /2ʃupʌ/, /2ʂupʌ/ 
/kʰu/ 'soup'     /2kʰu/ 
/kʰũ/ 'hole (small)'     /kʰuŋ/ 
/kʰũːbʌ/ 'to be cold'     /2kʰaŋpʌ/ 'cold 
weather' 
/kʰud̪ʌ/ 'honey'     /kʰuti/, /4kʷʰe/ 
/kʰɰili/ 'how, in which way'     /hat ʃuŋ/ 
/kʰʌ̤bʌ/ 'to come up or 
vertically’ 
/kʰápa/   /1kʰʌpʌ/ 
/kʰʌn̪i/ 'where'     /háni/ 
/kʰʌn̪iːt̪ɔt̪ʌn̪/ 'everywhere’     /ʦʰáʔɾaŋ 4kʰjaɾi/ 
/kʰwɔ̃jɔ̃/ 'when'     /hajuŋ/ 
/ki/ ‘roofing material' /gí̤/ 'thatch'     
/ki̤ː/ 'you’     /3kjʌ/ '2nd sg. 
absolutive’ 
/kĩːbʌ/ 'to buy' /glṳ́pa/   /3kjupʌ/ 
/kjaː d̪ũ/ 'fountain; tap’     /kjúŋɾo/ 
/kjoːɽʌ/ 'copper'     /4kʰjoɾ/ 
/kju/ 'water' /kí/ /2kɥi/ /2kju/ 
/kjuː/ 'sheep' /kjṳ́ː/   /4kʰju/ 
/kjuiː/ 'language' /kjó̤t/   /1kje/ 
/kjuɽʌ 
bɔ̤lɔ̤bʌ/ 
'to swim, to paddle 
around’ 
    /2kjuɾi 1kjaŋpʌ/ 
/koː/ 'blood' /káː/   /2ka/ 
/ko̤ːbʌ/ 'to feed’     /1kʰapʌ/ 
/kɔ̤/ 'middle and upper 
back' 
/go̤/ /3ko/   
/kɔ̃bʌ/ 'to shiver; to mix'     /3ʈipʌ/ 'to mix' 
/kɔ̤bʌ/ 'to understand, to 
know; to get stuck' 
/go̤pa/   /kopʌ/ 
/kɔ̤d̪eː/ 'empty (adj)'     /1tʰẽ/ 
/kɔ̤ʣʌ̤/ 'khukuri knife' /go̤ʦa/     
/kɔiː/ 'wild bee; song'     /4kʷʰe/ 
/kɔloː/ 'child' /kóla/   /kòla/ 
/kɔɽiː/ 'knife (curved)'     /kʰûɾsiŋ/, /kʰoɾpʌ/ 
/kɽã̤ːbu/ 'cheek' /kra̤mpa/   /krʌ́mʌ/ 
/kɽeː/ 'lower back, waist'   /1keː/ /1krẽ/ 
/kɽeːbu/ 'pillow'     /kʰòntʌ/ 
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/kɽeːbʌ/ 'to climb; to mount 
a horse; to ascend' 
    /1krepʌ/ 
/kɽi̤ʣi̤ː/ 'dirty’ /kʰriti/     
/kɽo̤ː/ 'old grain; true'     /kaso/ 'true' 
/kɽoːbʌ/ 'to cry'     /1krapʌ/ 
/kɽoːi/ 'eagle, vulture'   /4kwat/ /ʧépkjêl/, /ʧoloŋ/ 
/kɽɔbʌ/ 'to burn'  /kʰráŋpa/   /1kropʌ/ 
/kɽu/ 'length; unit of 
measurement’ 
  /1kru/   
/kɽʌ/ 'head; hair' /kra/ ‘head’ /1kra/ /1krʌ/ 
/ku/ 'nine; chest '     /1ku/ 'chest', /2ku/ 
'nine' 
/kũ/ 'urine'     /1kuŋ/ 
/kubʌ/ 'to cover, to wear' /kuːpa/   /1kompʌ/ 
/kṳɽjṳ̃/ 'next year '     /kuɾiŋ/ 
/kɰi / 'sound, voice'  /két/ /2kat/ /1kje/ 
/kɰĩː/ ~ 
/kɰẽː/ 
'cooked rice, food'   /1kan/ /1kjẽ/ 'cooked 
rice' 
/kɰĩ̤ːd̪u/ 'rice statue made by 
shaman’ 
    /ku/ 'holy image, 
statue' 
/kɰiːɽu/ 'up'  /khánto/ ‘steep 
upwards’ 
  /2ka 2pʰiɾi/ 
'upward' 
/kɰibʌ/ 'to push'  /hujpa/   /4kʰerpʌ/ 
/kʌ̤/ 'ice'     /3kʌ/ 'glacier' 
/kwẽː/ 'cloth, clothes; 
grandson, nephew' 
    /kōlâ/ 
/kwɛsaɽʌ/ 'in the middle of'     /kuŋɾi/ 
/kwiːbʌ/ 'to lift; to weigh; to 
pick up; to 
encourage' 
    /2kʷepʌ/ 'to lift' 
/laː/ 'leaf'   /3paː/   
/laːbʌ/ 'to make hot; to rock 
a baby' 
    /1lepʌ/ 
/laːlʌ lʌbʌ/ 'to make warm’     /1le 1lʌpʌ/ 
/lẽː/ 'moon'     /líŋi/ 
/lẽ̤ːbʌ/ 'to lick' /lé̤mpa/   /2lempʌ/ 
/lɛ/ 'tongue' /lé/ /2leː/ /2lẽ/ 
/li/ 'face; ladder' /líː/ ‘face’ /2liː/ 'face' /2li/ 
/li̤ːbʌ/ 'heavy'     /3lipʌ/ 
/lijiː/ 'behind'     /litsʌɾi/ 
/lo̤ː/ 'place; bed; land'   /4kla/ /4kʰja/ 
/loːbʌ/ 'to hide' /láːpa/   /2lapʌ/ 
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/lo̤ːbʌ/ ‘to help'     /3ʂo 1lʌpʌ/ 
/lɔ̃/ 'steam'   /1hlaŋmo/   
/lɔ̤bʌ/ 'to teach, to learn' /loppa/   /1lopʌ/ 
/lɔ̤ṳ/ 'lung'   /4klop/ /kjôpʌ/ 
/lũːbʌ/ 'to burn, to blaze'     /2luŋpʌ/ 'to glow' 
/lʌbʌ/ 'to do' /lapa/   /1lʌpʌ/ 
/ɬaː/ 'ox' /klá̤p/     
/ɬaː kʰjɔbʌ/ 'to plow the field' /ɖṳppa/   /4kʰjupʌ/ 
/ɬi/ 'feces' /kli/ /1kli/ /1ki/ 
/ɬĩː/ 'snow'   /4kliŋ/ /4kʰiŋ/ 
/ɬiun̪ʌ/ 'poor person; naked' /kliŋto/     
/ɬõːbʌ/ 'to play' /klaŋpa/   /1kjaŋpʌ/ 
/mãː/ 'mother'     /àmʌ/ 
/mãːbʌ/ 'old woman’ 
 
  /kʰùju/ 
/maːɽʌ/ 'gold' /ma̤r/ /4mar/ /mʌɾ/ 
/mɛ/ 'cow; arrow' /mé̤/ ‘cow’ /4me/ ‘cow’ /4mje/ 'cow' 
/mi/ 'eye' /míː/ /2miː/ /2mi/ 
/mi/ 'fire' /me/ /1me/ /1mje/ 
/mi̤/ 'person, man' /mi̤ː/ /3mi/ /3mi/ 
/miː/ 'tail' /meː/ /1meː/ /1mē/ 
/mĩː/ 'name'     /1mĩ/ 
/mĩbʌ/ 'to be ripe, to ripen'     /2mimpʌ/ 
/mi̤si̤ː/ 'uncooked rice'     /1ʃi/ 
/mjuː/ 'smoke' /miŋku/   /mùkju/ 
/mjuːɽaː/ 'ash'     /mîpʰɾʌ/ 
/mli̤bʌ/ 'to forget' /mléppa/   /2mlepʌ/ 
/mlõːgjʌ/ 'black’ /mlaŋ/   /mlèŋkja/ 
/mo̤ː/ 'brother-in-law, son-
in-law' 
/ma̤ː/     
/mɽaː/ 'door' /mráp/   /2mɾe/ 
/mɽĩː/ 'wife' /mriŋ/   /3pje/ 
/mɽõː/ 'field' /bṳ́/   /1kjẽ/ 
/mɽõːbʌ/ 'to see' /mraŋpa/   /1mɾaŋ/ 
/mɽɔbʌ/ 'to light (a lamp)’ /mrapa/     
/mɽũ/ 'king'     /kʰjâpʌ/ 
/mu/ 'sky'     /3mo/ 
/mɰĩ̤ːɽe̤ː/ 'night' /mṳ́na/   /mûnʦe/ 




'slug, snail'     /3tuŋ pǔlûŋ/, 
/kakri pǔlûŋ/ 
/mʌ̤d̪eː/ 'lips'     /mʌ̂nʧē/ 
/mʌgi/ 'buffalo' /maki/   /mʌ̄ji/ 
/mwi/ 'money; body hair' /buʦʰám/   /4mʷi/ 'money', 
/2mʷi/ 'fur' 
/n̪ãː ʦɰibʌ/ ‘to leak’     /ʦapʌ/ 
/n̪ãːn̪iː/ 'eldest daughter in 
her family' 
 /ána/   /nâni/ 
/n̪a̤ːɽe̤ː/ 'morning'     /nânaŋ/ 
/n̪aːɽiː/ 'millet'     /laŋtē/ 
/n̪ãːsʌ/ 'village' /námsa/   /3jul/ 
/n̪iː sjuibʌ/ 'to laugh'     /2ŋipʌ/ 
/n̪e̤ːbʌ/ 'to be drunk; to run'     /àɾa mɾepʌ/ 'to 
become drunk' 
/n̪ɛ̤m̃e̤ː/ 'ear (inner)'     /ŋǐmâ/ 
/n̪ɛm̃ʌ/ 'bird' /ŋjamŋja/   /ŋìma/, /njʌ̀mʌ/ 
/n̪ĩmĩː/ 'rat, mouse'     /ŋìmu/ 
/n̪oː/ 'garlic' /nó̤ː/ /4no/ /4no/ 
/n̪oːbʌ/ 'to carry on back’ /náːpa/   /2napʌ/ 
/n̪oːgi/ 'day after tomorrow'     /ɾàŋi/ 
/n̪oːɽuː/ 'ant; fly'     /nàpɾaŋ/ 'fly', 
/nòkɾo/ 'ant' 
/n̪o̤ːɽʌ/ 'inside, under'     /3naŋ/ 
/n̪õːsoː/ 'first thing; in front 
of' 
    /ŋoŋʦʌɾi/ 'in 
front of' 
/n̪ɔ/ 'weed' /mráː/     
/n̪ɔ sjuɛbʌ/ 'to pull weeds’     /3ʈipʌ/ 'to pull, to 
pluck' 
/n̪ubʌ/ 'to be tall, to finish’     /2nopʌ/ 
/n̪ũgũː/ 'nose'   /1na/  /1nʌ/ 
/n̪ṳɽ/ sleep' /nṳ́ːpa/   /4nupʌ/ 
/n̪ʌbʌ/ 'throbbing pain, 
sting, hurt' 
 /nápa/ 'sick'   /2nʌpʌ/ 'sick' 
/n̪ʌ̤bʌ/ 'to raise (livestock)' /na̤pa/     
/n̪ʌgi/ 'dog'     /nʌ̂kju/ 
/n̪ʌgʌ/ 'chicken' /naka/   /náka/ 
/n̪ʌ̃mãː/ 'cat' /gṳ́ri/   /nòkʌɾ/ 
/ŋaːɽʌ/ 'near, next to' /ʦjá̤taŋ/   /tiri/, /2nepʌ/ 
/ŋe̤ː/ 'milk' /ŋje̤/   /3ŋje/ 
/ŋẽːbʌ/ 'to listen'     /1ŋjempʌ/ 
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/ŋɛ̤bʌ/ 'to milk; to make 
noise' 
    /3ŋje 3ŋjepʌ/ 
/ŋɛsaːɽʌ/ 'twilight, evening'     /ŋjèʦe/ 
/ŋi/ 'we exclusive' /ŋíː/   /1ŋi/ 
/ŋĩ̤/ 'two' /ŋí̤ː/   /4ŋi/ 
/ŋiː/ 'seven'     /2ŋi/ 
/ŋi̤ː/ 'liver' /ŋjé̤t/   /ʦʰìmpʌ/ 
/ŋĩ̤ːbʌ̤/ 'to be afraid'     /2ŋimpʌ/ 
/ŋĩn̪ʌ/ 'soon, fast, quickly, 
early' 
    /kíni/ 
/ŋjɔ/ 'we inclusive' /ŋjá̤ŋ/     
/ŋjɔ̤bʌ/ 'to look, to watch' /rúŋpa/   /3ŋjopʌ/ 
/ŋjuibʌ/ 'to ask'     /2ŋipʌ/ 
/ŋjṳsju/ 'twenty’     /ŋîʃu/ 
/ŋɔ̤/ 'forehead'   /3ŋo/ /ŋōkɾôŋ/ 
/ŋɰibʌ/ 'to borrow and 
return’ 
    /1ŋjempʌ/ 
/ŋʌ/ 'I’ /ŋa/   /1ŋʌ/ 
/ŋʌ/ 'five’ /ŋá̤/   /4ŋʌ/ 
/pa̤ːbu/ 'father, mother's 
husband' 
    /1apʌ/ 
/paːbʌ/ 'to bring' /bá̤pa/     
/pa̤ːlɔn̪/ 'together ' /prépprép/     
/pɛ̤bʌ/ 'intercourse'     /pʰepʌ/ 
/pʰi̤/ 'bark; husk; roof’ /pʰíː/     
/pʰi̤ piːbʌ/ 'to peel' /píːpa/   /2pʰipʌ/ 
/pʰi̤bʌ/ 'to give birth'     /3nʌpʌ/ 
/pʰi̤ɽ/ 'on, on top of, 
above' 
    /2pʰi/, /2pʰiɾi/ 
/pʰjo̤ːbʌ/ 'to clean'     /1pʰjapʌ/ 
/pʰũː/ 'egg' /pʰúm/   /2pʰuŋ/ 
/pʰʌ/ 'husband; stomach; 
deer' 
/pʰa/ ‘husband’ /2pʰo/ ‘belly’ /1pʰʌ/ 'husband', 
/1pʰo/ 'deer', 
/4pʰo/ 'stomach' 
/pʰʌ kʰɽɛb̃ʌ/ 'to be hungry'     /4pʰo 1kɾempʌ/ 
/pʰwi̤ːbʌ/ 'to kindle a fire’     /1mje pʰupʌ/ 
/piːbʌ/ 'to release’     /2pipʌ/ 
/pĩːbʌ/ 'to give'     /1pimpʌ/ 
/pĩːŋgjʌ/ 'green, blue’     /pìŋkja/ 
/pjoːbʌ/ 'to fall down hard' /paŋpa/ 'fall over'     
/pjo̤ːbʌ/ 'to be visible’     /pʰjapʌ/ 
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/plɛbʌ/ 'slippery' /plaːpa / 'to slip'   /3plapʌ/ 
/plɛn̪d̪eː/ 'flat' /pleŋ/     
/pli/ 'four’ /blí̤/   /4pʰli/ 
/plɔbʌ/ 'to be rich'     /4pʰlopʌ/ 
/plu/ 'seed' /blṳ́/   /4pʰlu/ 
/pluːbʌ/ 'to sow' /ɖó̤pa/     
/poː/ 'leaf, bark' /ba̤ː/ 'leaf' /3paː/ ‘leaf’ /3pa/ 'leaf', 
/pʰjòko/ 'bark' 
/põːbʌ/ 'to talk' /páŋpa/ 'to tell'     
/põ̤ːbʌ/ 'to quarrel' /bá̤ŋpa/    /3pʌŋpʌ/ 
/pɔ̤d̪go̤ː/ 'kind of frog (not 
edible)' 
/pa̤lpa/   /pʰôlpʌ/ 
/pɽaːbʌ/ 'to sprinkle liquid; 
to splash’ 
    /3ʈʌpʌ/ 
/pɽe̤ːbʌ/ ~ 
/pɽi̤ːbʌ/ 
'to write'     /3pɾipʌ/ 
/pɽɛ/ 'eight’ /bré̤t/   /4pʰɾe/ 
/pɽɛbʌ/ 'to walk' /brá̤pa/   /4pʰɾopʌ/ 
/pɽĩːbʌ/ 'to sing; to shoot; to 
hit someone' 
/púŋpa/ ‘to shoot’   /4kʷʰe 2primpʌ/ 
/pɽõː/ 'cow shed' /bra̤ːŋ/ ‘hut’ /3praŋ/   
/pɽɔ/ 'flour' /prá̤ː/   /4pʰɾa/ 
/pṳ̃lṳ̃ː/ 'insect' /pṳluŋ/   /pǔlûŋ/ 
/puɽd̪iːbʌ/ 'to fly' /pʰjaŋpa/   /2pʰjaŋpʌ/ 
/pṳɽi̤ː/ 'snake'     /pûkɾi/ 
/pɰẽ̤ːbʌ/ 'to wait' /bré̤mpa/     
/pɰi / 'wool'     /1pe/ 
/pɰĩː/ 'iron'     /2pʰe/ 
/pɰi̤ːɽu/ 'outside' /pʰitʦjor/     
/pɰĩ̤d̪ʌ/ 'shoulder' /pa̤m/   /pʌ́ntʌ/ 
/pʌ̤lʌ/ 'leg'     /pʌ̂le/ 
/pʌ̤ɽe̤ː/ 'stick'     /pʰéɾkʌ/ 
/pwi/ 'rice husk'     /pʷi/ 
/ɽa̤ːbʌ/ 'to play an 
instrument’ 
/ra̤pa/     
/ɽɛ̤gɔ̤/ 'far' /tʰáːreŋ/     
/ɽĩː/ 'woman, bamboo' /r̥in/   /1mɾiŋ/ 'woman' 
/ɽiːbʌ/ 'to wake up'     /1ʃepʌ/, /ʂepʌ/ 
/ɽi̤ːbʌ/ 'to beg'     /1ʂipʌ/ 
/ɽõːbʌ/ 'to swell'     /2taŋpʌ/ 
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/ɽɔbʌ/ 'to bear fruit' /roːpa/     
/ɽɔ̤̃ŋgɔ̤̃/ 'far' /tʰáːreŋ/   /2ta 2ruŋpʌ/ 'how 
far' 
/ɽu/ 'horn' /ru/   /4ʂu/ 
/ɽũː/ 'thread' /ʈup/ /2ʈup/ /2ʈu/ 
/ɽuiːbʌ/ 'to scratch; to vomit’ /riːpa/ ‘to scratch’   /2ʂipʌ/ 'to vomit, 
itchy' 
/ɽuĩːbʌ/ 'to plant'     /ɾop tipʌ/ 
/ɽʌ/ 'goat'   /1ra/ /1ʂʌ/ 
/ɽwi̤/ 'bone'     /nókɾē/ 
/sãː kʰʌ̤bʌ/ 'to remember or 
miss with emotions’ 
    /3saŋ 1kʰʌpʌ/ 
'desire' 
/saːɽʌ/ 'star'     /2sʌɾ/ 
/seː/ 'louse'   /2ʃjat/ /2ʃe/ 
/seːbʌ/ 'to explain, to tell'     /3laŋ 1ʃepʌ/ 'to 
talk or converse' 
/seːbʌ/ 'to kill'     /1sepʌ/ 
/sɛ/ 'meat' /sja/   /1ʃʌ/ 
/sɛbʌ/ 'to dance; to know 
how to do 
something' 
/sjéːpa/ ‘to know’   /ŋo 2ʃipʌ/ 'to 
know', /2ʃopʌ/ 'to 
dance' 
/sĩ/ 'firewood'     /2ʃiŋ/ 
/sĩːd̪ṳ̃ː/ 'tree' /dó̤ŋpa/   /2ʃiŋ 3tuŋ/ 
/sibʌ/ 'to die; to like'     /1ʃipʌ/ 
/sjoːɽ t̪ɛbʌ/ 'to tell a lie’     /ʃuɾ tʰepʌ/ 
/sjɔ̃mãː/ 'a long time ago' /óŋje/    /3taŋpʌ/ 
/sõː/ 'three’     /2sẽ/ 
/soːbʌ/ 'to be spicy'     /2ʦʰapʌ/ 
/sũ/ 'mouth' /suŋ/   /1suŋ/ 
/sɰẽː ʌsɛbʌ/ 'stingy, not 
altruistic, heart is 
not pure' 
    /âsʌpʌ/ 
/sɰeːbʌ/ 'to search for; to 
comb’ 
    /4siɾpʌ/ 'to comb', 
/1ʧapʌ/ 'to search' 
/sʌ/ 'clay, soil; tooth' /sa/   /1sʌ/ 
/swĩːd̪ĩ (kɔiː)/ 'domesticated 
honeybee’ 
    /4kʷʰe nàpraŋ/ 
/t̪aː/ 'needle' /dá̤p/   /4tʰe/ 
/t̪ãː ŋjuibʌ/ 'to ask questions'     /2ŋipʌ/ 
/t̪ãːgaː/ 'fish'     /tʌ́ɾŋe/ 
/t̪aːn̪/ 'all'     /ʦʰáʔɾaŋ/ 
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/t̪aːɽgjʌ/ 'white’     /tʌ̀ɾkja/ 
/t̪ã̤ːwlaː/ 'butterfly' /putali/     
/t̪ẽːbʌ/ 'to point, to show'     /1tempʌ/ 
/t̪eːlʌ/ 'yesterday'  /tila/   /tèle/ 
/t̪ɛbʌ/ ‘to take out, to emit, 
to utter' 
    /2tepʌ/ 
/t̪ɛ̤bʌ/ ~ /t̪i̤bʌ/ 'to cook without 
stirring' 
    /4tʰepʌ/ 
/t̪ʰãː/ 'smell'     /4tʰaŋ/ 
/t̪ʰɛb̃ʌ/ 'to put; to keep'     /1tʰempʌ/ 
/t̪ʰɛbʌ / 'big’     /1tʰjʌpʌ/ 
/t̪ʰibʌ/ ~ 
/t̪ʰɛbʌ/ 
'to hear'     /4tʰepʌ/ 
/t̪ʰɔbʌ/ 'to cut'     /2tʰapʌ/ 
/t̪ʰũːbʌ/ 'to drink' /tʰúŋpa/   /2tʰuŋpʌ/ 
/t̪iː/ 'load'   /4tot/   
/t̪ĩː/ 'heart (organ)'   /1tiŋ/ /1tĩ/ 
/t̪ĩ̤ː/ 'sun' /ti̤ŋi/ 'sunshine'   /tìŋi/ 
/t̪ĩ̤ː pɽeːbʌ/ 'sunshine'     /tìŋi pʰjapʌ/ 
/t̪iːbʌ/ 'to fall'     /1tepʌ/ 
/t̪i̤ːbʌ/ 'to bear, to endure'     /4tʰjapʌ/ 
/t̪ĩːjʌ̃/ 'today' /tíŋi/   /tìŋi/ 
/t̪iːliː/ 'pig'     /tʰa/ 
/t̪ĩːn̪ã̤ːgʌ̤/ 'nowadays’     /tosʌɾi/ 
/t̪ĩ̤ːɽe̤ː/ 'afternoon'     /tìŋʦe/ 'noon' 
/t̪i̤be̤ː/ 'leech'     /tepe/ 
/t̪ibʌ/ 'to break (a glass)'     /2tʰipʌ/ 
/t̪i̤mɰiː/ 'siblings’   /2thetmai/   
/t̪isjʌ/ 'one moment, for 
awhile' 
    /ʧito/ 'wait a 
minute' 
/t̪oː/ 'what'     /2ta/ 
/t̪o̤ːbʌ/ 'to have to' /toː/ 'to need'     
/t̪oːlʌɽi/ 'why'     /ta piʦe/ 
/t̪ɔ/ 'wild pig'     /tʰa/ 
/t̪ɔ̤bʌ/ 'to meet'     /3topʌ/ 'meet' 
/t̪ɔgɔ/ 'right now'     /tósoŋ/, /tósõ/, 
/tósẽ/ 
/ʦãː/ 'bridge (short)'     /1ʦe/ 
/ʦa̤ː/ 'son' /ʣa̤/   /3ʦʌ/ 
/ʦaː/ ~ /ʦjaː/ 'tea'     /3ʧe/ 
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/ʦʰi̤ː/ 'grass; fat' /ʦí/ 'fat', /ʦi/ 'grass'   /1ʧʰi/ 'ɡrass', /2ʧʰi/ 
'lard' 
/ʦʰja̤ː/ 'ring'     /2ʧe/ 
/ʦʰjãːbʌ/ 'good, beautiful'     /2kjepʌ/ 'pretty, 
nice' 
/ʦʰjugu/ 'clarified butter' /ʦʰjúku/ 'oil'   /ʧʰûkū/ 'cookinɡ 
oil' 
/ʦʰɔ̤/ 'rope; chutney; lake'     /1ʦʰo/ 
/ʦhubʌ/ 'to enjoy; to bark' /ʣṳːpa/ 'to bark'     
/ʦʰɰɛw/ 'sweat' /ʈúː/   /2ʈu/ 
/ʦʰʌbʌ/ 'to be hot; to be 
painfully cold' 
    /4ʦʰepʌ/ 
/ʦi̤ːbʌ/ 'to bite' /ʣi̤ːpa/   /2ʧʰepʌ/ 
/ʦĩ̤ːbʌ/ 'to finish; to put 
away' 
    /2ʧʰimpʌ/ 
/ʦiːd̪uː/ 'knee'     /pùʧi/ 
/ʦi̤buː/ 'wasp' /ʦanu/   /aʦiŋkʌt/ 




    
/ʦjoː/ 'book used by a 
lama' 
    /4ʧʰe/ 'book' 
/ʦjoːbʌ/ 'to count'     /2ʧʰapʌ/ 
/ʦjõːbʌ/ 'small’     /1ʧampʌ/ 
/ʦjoːd̪oː/ 'nearby, close' /ʦjá̤taŋ/     
/ʦjɔbʌ/ 'to hang'     /2ʧopʌ/ 
/ʦju/ 'ten' 
 
  /2ʧu/ 
/ʦjṳːgud̪iː/ 'a little bit, a small 
amount' 
 /ʦékʦék/   /ʧipɾi/ 
/ʦjubʌ/ 'to imprison’  /ʦjúppa/   /2ʧʰimpʌ/ 
/ʦõː/ 'sister-in-law, 
daughter-in-law' 
/ʦaŋ/ /1ʦaŋ/   
/ʦo̤ː/ 'summit, top of a 
tree' 
/ʣo̤/ 'point' /3ʦo/ ‘point’ /2ʦoɾi/ 
/ʦõ̤ː/ 'nest'   /3ʦaŋ/ /ŋìma 3ʦaŋ/ 
/ʦõ̤ːbʌ/ 'to put in'     /2ʦʰaŋpʌ/ 
/ʦu/ 'this’     /2ʦu/ 
/ʦũːbʌ/ 'to start; to sell' /ʦúŋpa/ ‘to sell’   /2ʦuŋpʌ/ 
/ʦubʌ/ 'to put on the fire; to 
trap; to distribute' 
    /ʦʰupʌ/ 'to divide' 
/ʦuɽʌ/ ‘here’     /2ʦuri/ 
/ʦɰi̤mi̤ː/ 'daughter’     /ʦàme/ 
/ʦʌbʌ/ 'to eat' /ʦapa/   /1ʦʌpʌ/ 
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/ʦʌd̪ʌ/ 'salt'     /ʦʌ̀ʦʌ/ 
/ʦʌ̤d̪ʌ̤/ 'small' /ʦi̤ta/   /ʦʌ́ʦʌ/ 'young of 
animal' 
/ʦʌiliː/ 'after that, from 
there’ 
    /uʦʌɾi/ 
/ʦʌɽaː/ 'root'     /tʌ/ 
/ʦʌɽʌ/ 'there’     /1uɾi/ 
/t̪ṳ̃ːɽṳ̃/ 'spider' /wá̤ŋwá̤ŋ/   /pʰôli/ 
/t̪ṳ̃ːɽṳ̃ pɛ/ 'spider web'     /pʰôli 3ʦaŋ/ 
/t̪ʌ̤bʌ/ 'to become; to 
happen; to be 
enough; to be okay' 
/tapa/ 'be alright'   /1tʌpʌ/ 
/t̪ʌ̤ma̤ː/ 'bear'     /tôkōŋ/ 
/t̪wibʌ/ 'to fold up’ 
 
  /1tepʌ/ 
/ʈãːŋɡu/ 'long pole used for 
reaching' 
/da̤ː/     
/ʈʰu/ 'friend'  /ro̤/ /3ro/ /3ʂo/ 
/ʈʰubʌ/ 'to cut firewood; to 
pick flowers; to last' 
    /3ʈipʌ/ 'to pull, to 
pluck' 
/ʈi̤bi̤/ 'skin, leather' /ʈi̤/ /3ʈi/ /3ʈi/ 
/ʈibʌ/ 'to live, to sit, to 
stay' 
    /1ʈupʌ/ 
/ʈi̤bʌ/ 'to shatter, to burst, 
to explode, to pop’ 
    /2tʰipʌ/ 
/ʈoː/ 'tumpline' /ɖá̤ː/ /4ʈaː/   
/ʈo̤ːbʌ/ 'to win' /ɖá̤ːpa/     
/ʈɔbʌ/ 'to be warm' /ɖo̤pa/     
/ʈu/ 'six' /ɖúː/   /4ʈʰu/ 
/ʈubʌ/ 'to sew' /ɖṳ́ppa/   /4ʈʰupʌ/ 
/ʈʌ/ 'flower' /me̤nto/   /mînto/ 
/uːbʌ/ 'to cover something’     /1tuŋpʌ/, /2upʌ/ 
/uɽgjʌ/ 'yellow’ /ur/   /ùɾkja/ 
/ʌli/ ‘eldest brother 
(younger than 
speaker) 
/ale/   /àle/ 'boy' 
/wĩːmĩŋĩː/ 'day before 
yesterday' 
    /húŋi/ 







This appendix provides a phonemic inventory of Nepali, following Khatiwada (2009).  
Note that this analysis treats the glides /j/ and /w/ as “non-syllabic variants of /i u/,” which is 
why they are listed in parentheses.  The vowels contrast for height, backness, rounding, and 
nasalization – with the exception of the vowel /o/, which lacks a nasal counterpart. 
 
Consonants 
 Bilabial Dental Alveolar Retroflex Palatal Velar Glottal 
Stop /p, pʰ, b, bɦ/ /t̪, t̪ʰ, d̪, d̪ɦ/  /ʈ, ʈʰ, ɖ, ɖ
ɦ/  /k, kʰ, g, g
ɦ/  
Affricate   /ʦ,ʦʰ,ʣ, ʣ
ɦ/     
Nasal /m/ /n̪/    /ŋ/  
Trill   /r/     
Fricative   /s/    /ɦ/ 
Approximant (/w/)    (/j/) (/w/)  
Lateral 
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